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Preface

P

In 1972 Unesco convened the third International Conference on
Adult Education in Tokyo. It was evident not only from the broad
participation an the conference but especially from, the interventions
and the recommendations of the deltgates that much had changed
since the second world conference held at Montreal in 196o.

Whereas at many past conferences much time had been spent
bridging cross-national and cross-cultural views of adult education,
the Tokyo conference demonstrated that a common language based
on a common body of knowledge and experience had emerged. Adult
education was no longer exclusively seen in terms of specific content,
or levels, or methods of education. It had ,become clear that education
for work and for participatiOn in cultural and civic life were not
alternatives, but complementary activities. All leveli from pre-literacy
education to post-professional training were taken into consideration,
along with all methods, from informal peer group learning to edu-
cation on the vast scale rendered possible by modern mass media.

The comprehensive view of adult education adopted by the
conference did not, however, imply uniformity. On the contrary, the
needs and wishes of the learners became the principal preoccupation.
There was a lively concern with the particular needs of various target
groups, especially those who for one reason or another were under-
privileged.

Adult education was seen to be emerging from its marginal
position in relation to formal educaticinal systems and was moving
towards a central role in society's over-all provision for education.

In order to situate the Tokyo conference in relation to recent
developments and to identify likely future trends, the Unesco General
Conference at its seventeenth session decided that a book shoald be
published for a wide non-professional audience of people who, in
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national and local decision-making bo es, can do much to pro-
mote the education of adults.

The writing of this book was entrusted to Dr John Lowe, at that
time Director of the Department of Educational Studies at the Univer-
sity of Edinburgh, who attended the Tokyo conference as a consultant.
Dr Lowe has had extensive experience in university adult education
both in the United Kingdom and elsewhere. He was the first Director
of.11,,xtra-mural Studies at the University of Sipapore. He has publish-
ed Adult Education- in England and Wales and has edited Adult Education
and Nation Building and Education and Nation Building in the Third
World. He has served on a number of national and international
bodies, governmental, and non-governmental, concerned with the
development of adult education. 1.

The views expressed in this publication as well as the selection
and interpretation of facts are naturally the responsibility of the
author and do not necessarily reflect the views of Unesco.

The designations employed and the presentation of the material
in this publication do not imply the expression of any opinion what-
soever on the part of the Unesco Secretariat concerning the legal
status of any country or territory, or of its authorities, or concerning
the delimitations of the frontiers of any country or territory.

4a

1. Now with the Organimation for Economic Co-operation and Development
(OECD).
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Introduction

Since the end of the Second World War, at intervals of roughly ten s.

years, Unescorhas organized a world conference on adult education.
These conferences arc designed to take stock of achievements, needs
and problems and to consider plans-for qualitative improvement and
quantitative expansion both at the national level and through the
machinery of international con ultation and !mutual aid. Hist ally
starved of funds and unsupporte by legislative provisions, gatuze
adult education seems at last o the verge of emergin in many
countries as an integral branch of th ducational systern. he pros-
pe.cts for expansion have been enhance c plans draw tup1'
and the deliberations of the Third Internati al Conference on
Adult Education, held in. Tokyo from 23 July to 7 August 1972, the
largest assembly ever of its kind.

The first International Conference on Adult Education to be
sponsored by Unesco I had taken place at Elsinore in Denmark in t949,
Denmark having been chosen as the venue because it was generally
regarded as one of the two cradles of organized.adulteducation in
its modern forms. Dominated by delegates from Western Europe,
the Elsinore Conference was preoccupied with the concerns of indus-
trially developed countries. 2 It also took a relatively narrow view of

r. In 1919 aMorld Association of Adult Education was formed which, in 1929,
arranged a -so-called 'world conference' in Cambridge- (United Kingdom).

2. cf. A. S. M. Hely, New Trends in Adult Education: from Elsinore to Montreal,
sp. 33, Paris, 1962: 'The attitude which emerged from the discussions at Elsinore
reflected the essentially Westernif not Wes't European - =character of the
conference. When delegates spoke about the challenge to adult educators
created by the deterioration of the material, spiritual and moral fabric of
civilized life, it was natural, and possibly inevitable, that they should be
speaking of the more advanced industrial countries of the world, and particu-
larly of the industrialized nations of Western Europe.'
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the functions of adult education and in the light of subsequent develop-
ments unduly stressed the role of voluntary as opposed to govern-
mental organilations.

Eleven _years after Elsinore; a second international conference
was hold in Montreal (Canada), which explored the thfirne of 'Adult
Education in a . Changing World'. Here fifty-one countries were
represented as against twenty-nine at Elsinore and the aims and
functions of adult education were siudied in, a global context. The
delegatesagreed that it transcended both liberal and vocational educa-
tion and included any organized attempt to educate adults_no matter
what its level or purpose. This was the first international assembly 1
which, in its Final Report, set lifelong education as a goal for the
future policies of governments: 2

Nothing lesi will suffice than that peOplt cvcrywher should
come to accept adult:education as a nornial, and tha govern-
ments should treat it as a necessary, part of the e ucational
provision of every cnuntry.

Despite certain limitations, both the Elsinore and Mont al confer-
ences g0i nn unmistakable inVetus to the expansion of adult edu-
cation in inany countries.

It was appropriate to hold the third internationa conference
in an Asian country culturally as well as geographically. emote from
The Western Hemisphere. To locate the conference in apart\ was a
felicitous idea for in 1972 that country celebrated the ce cenarylof the
foundation of a modern system of education. World as emblies tend
to become known by the name of the cities in which they are held and
the third international conference is everywhere reftfrred to as the
Tokyo Conference.

During the twelve years that elapsed between the! Montreal and
..iTokyo conferences, organized adult education made notable advances

i almost every part of she world. The .rate of public iparticipation in
ft.rmal and non-formal educational activities mse harply and the
It t ber of full-time.administrators, organizers and tea hers multiplied.
The was much greater emphasis on relating programmes to the
every( y problems of individuals and communities, and the launching
of man functional literacy projects was a conspicuous indication
of this. c potential contribution of adult education to economic

.developme t and environmental planning was more generally
recognized. In a number of States, national working parties were

I. cf. 'It is to the great credit of the Montreal Conference that it defined the prin-
ciple and stated the fundamental role of lifelong education....Thint
national Conference on Adult Education: Final Report, Paris, Unesco, L972, herein-
after referred to as Final Report.

2. Unesco, World Conferkce on Adult Education: Final Report, p. 9, Paris, UnescO,
196o, hereinafter referred to as Montreal Conference, Final Report.

,
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a orated to examine the strong points and weaknesses of tlie existing
p visions and to maki recommendations for their expansion and in a
few States public co-ordinating bodies such as the Kenya Adult
Education Board were established.

But if, since !960, adult - education had become visibly less of a
marginal branch of education, it. was evident lo Unesco 'when the ,
time 'came to plan the Tokyo Conference that the field remained
weak in three- key respects. 'First, governments seemed reluctant
*to treat the education of adults as an integral part of heir educational
systems. Second, except in one or two countries, the cud of financial
support was dispally low. Third and above alt, t lose who most
needed education were not participating in adult education pro-
graannestbecause by and large the low ©r the level of a person's edu-
cation and the lower his occupational status the 1es4 likely is he to
want to pursue his education in adOlt life. .

I\ is one thing to itemize deficiencies and quite another to demon-
strate how they i ay be remedied. In preparing for,the Tokyo Confer-
Nonce, Unesco was mined, by designing 1..c&mference likely to
culminate in ac on, to focus the attention ad elegates upon the-crucial
question of ways and means rather than upon a re iteration, of abstract
Principles. The specific terms bf reference for the conference were
brief:. (a) to exatnine the trehds in adult education during the last
decade; (b)- to consider the functions of adult edu9ition in the context
of lifelong education; (c) to review- the straleglles of educational
developrrient in reveet of adult education. _.

The agenda Concentrated upon practical matters. It was arranged
that in the plenary session delegates would consider adult edudation
within the context of national educational systems and the desir-
hbility of extending educational ;facilities to all citizens. Two com-
missions wbuld then examirre koposals for (a) making more efficient
the planning, managemi;nt and financing of adult education end.
increasing international co-operation and (b) maximizing the use
of media, improving the stafling4of adult education and promoting
research and -development. , . .

.
The point of identifying important trends since 196o/was to

4 ascertain how successful achi4vements might ',bre reinforced. The
second aim of the conference was to see where adult education might
fit into schemes for introducing lifelong learning systems. From the
end iaf the sixties there had been much discussion about the desir-
ability of implementing the concept of 'necessary and lifelong educa-
tion' optimistically heralded by the Montreal Conference, but for
all operational-purposes it had remained little mire than discussion.
The conference was accordingly expected to consider not only the
expansion and modification of adult education systems but the radical
transformation of schools and universities within an enlarged and

-`--,,jnore flexible educational framework.
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The third and main aim of the conference was to formulate contrete
policies for adult education within the context of national plans for cduca-
tionardevelopment. This entailed determining both short-term and long-
term priorities, the level at which planning should be initiated and the re-
spective contributions ofgovernmental and non-governmental agcncics.

Planning for the Tokyo Conference took place at a time when
the performance of public educational systems was under heafire

proposaTilar diasii-c-TducatiOiCa rcTorm were being broadcast
widely- The ideas of those who seek reforms in schools and universi-
ties and those anxious to expand and diversify forms of adult education
broadly correspond. The two groups are united in their espousal of the
concept of lifelong education and in their for more comprehensive
and flexible educational systems. It was in recognition' of the trend
towards drawing together the several strands of educalion that Unesc©
selected as the title of the Tokyo Conference 'Adult Education in the
Context of Lifelong Learning'. The, conference documents alsOstressed
that the short-term future of adult education should be considered in
relation to the general aims of the United Nations Second Development
Decade.

The Unesco Secretariat prepared two working acuments for
the use of delegates: the first, 'A. Retrospective International Survey
of Adult Education: Montreal 1960 to Tokyo 1972', the second, a
policy and strategics paper, 'Adult Education in the Context of
Lifelong Learning'. The data presented in the retrospective survey
were derived from several sources, above all from replies to a detailed
questionnaire received by Unesco from eighty-four Member States. The ,

policy paper firmly placed adult education within the total educational
process, discussed the present impediments to its reform and expansion
and enumerated various ways of bringing about-more rapid growth.

In order to prepare for the conference, Member States were
encouraged to appoint working groups or to institute national inquir-
ies for the purpose of furnislti basic information on developments
since. 196o and In the present se and status of adult education,
and of predicting, future prospects an upplying information about
effective forms of international co-ope ation. In the event thirty-
eight working groups were formed, of which twenty-eight submitted '
detailed reports to linesco. A number of non-governmental organi-
zations, international as well as national, also submitted reports or
statements. There seems no doubt that such pre-conference activities

, led in a number of countries to a welcome increase in public esteem
and support for adult education. These preparations also produced
an immense amount of descriptive, analytical and statistical material
which will occupy the attention of researchers for many years to come.1

1. This material is now available in the documentation centre of the Adult Edu-
cation Division of Unesco. Some of it is on microfiches. V
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Thanks mainly to such careful preparation, the conference in,
Tokyo was a signal success; Nearly four hundred delegates rcpr
seating eighty-two States and thirty-seven intergovernmental an
non-governmental organizations were 1present to hear the Japanes
Prime Minister, Mr Kakuci Tanaka, .deliver the inaugural address.
Moreover, whereas at Montreal professional adult educators had

-bcen_in-the-majcuitir 111Pre.._ was, noW_a_preugulcianie-orpolitic ia
and administrators with responsibility for deter 'mining and executing
educational policies; sevel-ul delegations were led by ministers of
education. The presence of such a large contingent of government
spokesmen attested to the greater public weight now being accorded
to adult education. It also turned the event into an essentially inter-
governmental meeting. "

Four features of the composition of the total assembly' call for
comment. The first is that women were gravOy under-represented;
only twenty out of 35o or roughly one in seventeen. Secondly, the
size of delegations did not reflect the size of national populations;

-Denmark, a small country, for example, sent eleven delegates whereas
India sent only one. Thirdly, there were some notable absentees, not
least Yugoslavia, a country which has to its credit several intriguing
approaches to adult education. The fourth feature is that whereas
participants at Elsinore and to a lesser Extent at Montreal had been
primarily spokesmen from industriallcr"advanced countries, on this
occasion the countries of the Third World, were strongly represented
and vigorously presented theif views and problems. 3, One reason for
this new influence was that the period since 1960 had viiinessed
decolonization on an unparallCled scale. The presence of a powerful
Third World contingent did not Jesuit in anything like a Hemis-
pherical confrontation and there were only fleeting recriminations

c. J. Roby Kidd, President of the Montreal Conference: who attended the
Tokyo Conference as an observer, has pointed out that there has been surpris-
ingly little continuity of membership at the three international conferences:

o `Of the nearly four hundred delegates and observers who were at Tokyo,
only *lit had been at the Second World Conference in Montreal and only t
one, Monsieur A. Basdevant of France, at the first conference in Elsinore'
J. R. Kidd, k 'The Third International Conference: Tokyo',- in Convergence,

Vol. V, No. 3, 1972, p. 15.
a. Several major delegations, for example, those of Canada, Denmark;Japan and

Syeden, contained not one woman.
3.. At "Montreal the impending influence of the Third World countries had already

been foreshadowed: 'In these societies adult education was already regarded
as an essential and normal part of the total educational system. Because of The
nature of the problems facing developing countries, adult education tended
to be regarded as one of the more important branches of-education. The adult
educator had status and security. His country's experience in adult education
might not be based on a long historical tradition but he himself has never been
faced With the disheartening struggle to demonstrate that adult education was
more than a marginal aspect of education.'-- Rely, op. cit, p. t57.
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about the failure of rich countries,,,to extend adequate assistance
to countries- /with urgent problerns. Moreover, Siich recrimi-
naddrts as were uttered came mostly from delegates from rich

4 countries. I[

The sucess of any conference is largely determined by the initial
tone of the proCeedings. Almost from the beginning the' Told° Confer-
ence was animated, hard-working, purposeful, friendly, and very
largely free front political undertones: Apart from the opening phase,
when delegations expatiated at some length on achievements and
trends in their respective countries; the discussions were directed to
topical and practical issues and conducted in a spirit of readiness
to profit from the experiences of others. With up to 400 participants 4-

in the plenary sessions, with 15o and more participants in each of the
two commissions, with simultaneous translation into English, French;
Russian, Spanish and Japanese; the pace of the debates might well
have been somewhat slow. In fact, the plenary and commission Pro.-
ceedings were lively and during the occasional intertals in the adjoining
corridors and public rooms, there was a constant buzz of conversation.
One reason for the animation of the 'proceedings, leaving aside. the
skill of the elected chairman and the behinchthe-scenes deftness of the
Secretariat, was the decision implibitly taken' at an early stage to
ensure that the conference formulate a large number of concrete
resolutions: Members of the steering and,drafting committees and the
whole of a small Unesco Secretariat strove to keep the administrative
wheels turning and the countless papers flowing. Inspired by the
example of the Rapporteur GeneraIDr Lars Olof Edstrom, many
elected officers and Secretariat staff worked into the small hours and
still appeared promptly in their places fOr the morning sessions.`

The conference was remarkable for -the quantity of ideas ,and
material that it generated, for the candour and cordiality of the
participants and for 'the modest restraint of the major delegations:.
who intervened Only when they had something constructive to, say,
thereby ensuring that the aspirations and problems of the developing
countries, to- which .by unspoken' consent priority Was yielded, were'
fully revealed. For the first time at a major international conference
on adult` education virtually no time was wasted in discussing terMi-
nology or defining the parameters of the field of concern. Its broad
scope, as agreed at Montreal, was fully accepted and so was its social
and economic importance. The heartening presence of so many
policy-makers changed the tenor of much of the discourse, from the
largely theoreticaMevel which had distinguished the two earlier
international conferences to a consideration of realistic issues- and
polity options. The 'desirability of lifelong education was no longer a
controversial,, topic; ,controversy kas centred rather upon the methods
by which lifelong education might be instituted during the adult
phase of life.
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Another contributory factor to the success of this policy-oriented .

conference was that delegates were not only able to pose .a great
number of important questions but to suggest a fair number of valid
answers. So much hard thinking and experiment had taken place in
the field of adult education in so many countries that exchanges of
views could be based upon achievements and failures in the realm
of actual experience. It might well be true that logistical backing for
adult education had lagged behind other forms" of education but
achievements had,. even so, been striking.,

A feature of the 'Montreal Conference WAs the emergence of a
common set of idea.s. Despite their diverse .cultures delegates quickly
understood one another: This Mutual understanding might partly
be attributed to the high, percentage of adult education specialists
who were present. The same explanation cannot he invoked to explain
why at the Tokyo Conference the Director:General, of Unesco could
justly claim in his concluding address that the delegates belonged
to 'the same intellectual universe'', for the majority of them were
politicians and administrators, generalists rather than §pecialists:
The explanation lay instead in the rap ity with Nihich information
about educational practice in gdner has spread from country to
country, so that to a considerable degree many ideas, experiences,
problems and aspirations are shared in common.

With only a, few delegations dissenting, the conference agreed
that the world was facing an educational crisis. On the one hand,
ethication was becoming ever more costly, indeed forcing many court -'
hie; to question whether they could -afford to continue marching'
towards its universal provision; on the other hand, so much 'that was
offered in the name of education seemed to be irrelevant to the
imperative needs of individuals and societies. Almost everywhere educa-
tional systems were already being drastically reformed or would soon
have to be reformed. It was essential that adult education should not
expand as part of obsolescent or obsolete educational systems but rather
expand as part and parcel of flexible and broadly based new systems.

It was necessary to see education as a unity and, as a dynamic
social force. Reforms should affect every level and type of education
and strengthen the liinks between educational institutions and neigh-
bouring communities. Though the names of Freire and Illich were
frequently invoked; not one delegation was prepared to consider
de-schooling even as a theoretical gambit; indeed, the delegation from
the U.S.S.R., where adult education is not differentiated, from the
general educational systeni, did not consider that there was an
untoward need for reform. However, most delegates subscribed tia.the
concept of lifelong learning as well as 0 the value of using informal
methods when embarking' on mass education programmes.

The many themes discussed at the Tokyo Conference will be
discussed at length in the following chapters. Here specific mention
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must be made of the 'dominant Motifthe education of disadvan-
taged adults. This was the one issue that aroused passionate *feelings.
Irrespective of their political ideologies, technologically advanced
and industrially' backward countries alike testified that the over-
whelming majority of their populations were not participating in
adult education and that this same majority mainly comprised the
socially and economically deprived: in the-challenging words of the
Final Report: 1

Experience shows that the provision of more education in most
communities tends to favour most the already well educated;
the educationally underprivileged have yet to claim their rights.
Adult education is no, exception to the rule, for these adults
who most need education have been largely neglectedthey
are the forgotten people. Thus, the major task of adult education
'during the Second Development Decade of the United Nations
is to seek' out and serve these forgotten- people.

Delegates recognized that this task required an unequivocal com-
mitment by Member States. Piecemeal and stop-gap expedients would
not suffice. Public adult education services had to be planned and
financed at ,the central government level and firmly co-ordinated.
All available means of communication and tools of educational
technology should be harnessed in their support. It was also necessary
to shift the emphasis from a subject-centred to a problem-oriented
approach. The tron-fornial aspect of education must be highlighted
to a far greater extent than in the past.

The problem of illiteracy did hot dominate the proceedings as it
had done in past conferences bUt still attracted a good deal of atten-

d tion.Noteworthy was the attack launched by some de gates, more
especially frotn Latin America, upon the concept of functiM4a1 literacy.
To use the qualifying adjective 'functional', they argued, was gravely
to narrow the,aims of education. It was more important than ever to
stress the education of the whole man.

Despite the pragmatic approach of delegates moral considerations
were paramount. Thus, the use of the mass media to increase com-

0 mercial profit 'continues to provoke a distaste in some adult educa-
tionists which Matthew Arnold would have,refognized. That the
United Kingdom, 'the nation of shopkeepers', should have decided
to make use of television for an Open University seemed particularly
satisfying from a human and not merely from a utilitarian point of
view.

To judge from recent literature and the evidence submitted by
Member States before the conference, many governments are now
giving priority to the instrumentalist functions of adult education.
Yet at the confdence itself there was some energetic resistance to a

Final Report, op. cit., p. 9.
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conception of the education of adults as a means of pursuing collective
' goals. Many delegates regarded the claims of the individual as para-

mognt: Spokesmen from Latin .America iii particular argued elo-
quently in defence df the individual's rights aggnst the trend to
impose conformity. The explanation for the contrast between the
written and the oral evidence- may be that the 'professional edpca-
tionists among the delegates, rather than those from the government
side, were to the fore in propounding the humanist viewpoint.

But if there was support for a conception,of education ministering
to the whole man, it was tempered with caution. For the majority of
delegations the establishment or a system of education for adults
within, the framework of education as a Whole seemed a revolutionary-

. idea involving as it does fundamental changes in schools and uni-
versities, as well as the transfkmation of adult educational services,
There were also questions of principle. At which level should 'plan-
ning be. initiated? To what eient should financial responsibility rest
with the government? How are the claims of different areas of the
educational field to be reconciled within one co-ordinated national
plan? While bearing in mind the importance of education as a force
for good in the social development of the individual and in his sense
of critNal awareness, what degree of priority can safely be given; to
training,'01 a purely vocational nature ? Por th current educational'
crisis canniit be prised out of the context of a rap dly evolving techno-
logy whidll'On crude terms of economic survi al, requires that not
only initial:Vining but re-training be integral elements in a nation's
system of in4rNction. Forward planning was clearly deficient.

As, a text; 64Montreal.Conference, Final Report makes more inspir-,.
ing realling, th the Final Report of the Tokyo Conference. The
reason for this aria 'be that adult education appeared new mid exciting
in 196o4or at lest could be made to sound so. At that time, the
idea ,of lifelong learning was ,novel; thee 'Cinderella' image of adult
education had not .become a clichl. It 'was still possible to adopt a
Messianic tone without appearing naïve or pretentious. But so .
rapidly do new ideas progress in the modern world that arguments in
favour of adult education that sounded challenging in 196o were. ,
already well worn by ;972, The Final Report of the Tokyo Conference
is a brief and sober but 'authoritative document concerned largely
with ways and means as is the, set of resolutions that accompanies it.
Its tone echoes the style of the Montreal Conference, Alai Report only in
the last paragraphs where it. pleads the cause of the educationally
disadvantaged. But those who turn to the report for guidance, will
soon see that no issue fundamental to the future of adult education has
been overlooked and that concepts and problems that might have been
confusing have been lucidly identified and presented in a logical order.

Delegates at the Tokyo Conference submitted 15o draft resolu-
tions, a record number for a Unesco conference. When the drafting

1.6
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committee had removed overlappings and constructed a number of
composite resolutions, thirty-three concrete proposals remained,
some addressed to national governments and others to Unesco. If
these proposals were to be implemented, adult education would at
last find itself raised to a status equivalent to that of primary, secon-
dary and university education. The following chapters will amplify
and discuss the themes considered at Tokyo and will look in detail
at the policy Qind operationdl implications of the resolutions, subset
quently endorsed by the Unesco General Conference at the end,
of 1972.

Ve
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Chapter r

Changing ideas and
functions
In virtually every contemporary society, forms of adult education have
existed for a long time but they were not always recognized as- such and
it is diffibult to name more than a few countries in which, until very
recently, they were considered at all important or interconnected..In so
far,as 'adult education was recognized as a social service it was as a
remedial backstop dealing with the omissions bf the formal education
system. The variety of its manifestations went undetected except by
a few keen educationists. Today the position is different. Adult edu-
cation has emerged from the shadows and in theory, if not everywhere in
practice, it has assumed some critical functions. The widening of its
functions' bas been paralleled by the widening of its content so that,
under the aegis of one agency or another, it- is probable that at any
given moment groups of people or individuals are studying every
subject that the mind of man can conceive.

In the past each country ascribed a restrictive meaning to adult
education, a meaning that might well change with time. In the United
States, for example, at one period it largely signified education for
Americanization and, at another, education for employment. It also
performed different functions from one country to another. Here it
might be identified with literacy clasps, there with liberal studies. No
wonder that few countries had' a coherent scheme of, or even the sem-
blance of a policy towards, adult education. No wonder that at inter-
national gatherings there was seldom a constructive meeting of minds.

At the first International Conference on Adult Education, as
recently as 1%9, delegates had some difficulty in arriving at a common
definition despite the fact.that they represented a small and relatively
homogeneous minority of the world's population. By the time of the
Montreal Conference there was a good deal of. agreement. Since
Montreal the, aims and scope of adult education have been clarified
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even further, thanks to tht interaction of three factors: first, the deter-
mination'of policy-makers, prOfessional administrators and adult edu-
cationists .to define their field of concern more precisely; second,
the contemporary crisis in education in general whicli has generated a
ferment of debater and led to the poiularizing of the concept of lifelong
_learning; third, the tendency of developing countries to see the edu-
cation of adults as a national instrument for promoting and regulating
social change and economic growth rather than as something for
private consumption.

The traditional confusion about the aims and functions of adult
education is compounded by the fact that the term is regularly used
in speech and in writing with three separate connotations; first, to
designate the education of adults; second,. to describe collectively
all the persons and agencies in a country or globally which provide
for the education of adults, e.g. 'adult education ought to be repre-

-sented on educational planning bodies'; third, to specify an area of
academic study.' The resulting verbal ambiguity is of such long stand-
ing as to be almost irremediable. Many of those concerned to
promote the education of adults have recognized the need to dispel
or at least reduce that ambiguity. They have perceived that the lack
of clarity about the goals of adult education, reflected in- structural
disunity, lelps to account for its relative failure to command adequate
public resources. They have also seen that, in the absence of ad agreed
framework of reference, it.is impossible to build up a corpus of theory
and practice, to confer fruitfully with colleagues in other countries,
to plan international programmes or to pursue comparative studies.
Their combined efforts have resulted in some important refinements
in the interpretation of the two concepts `adult' and `education'.

According to government regulations in many countries, an
adult is one who is over an age varying between 17 and 21 and not
attending an institution of post-compulsory education as a full-time
student. For practical purpbses, agencies in receipt of government
aid have no choice but to abide by such a statutory definition. Mit
there is now widespread realization that to te an adult implies much
more than passing beyond a prescribed age barrier since the age at
which individuals reach psychological maturity differs. Young people
under 18 or even 17 may not only be working full time but may-even
be married. Moreover, application of the age' criterion glosses over'
the essential differences between the pre-adult and the adult learner.
As C. Verner has pointed out:

The responsibilities reserved ror adults' include such things as
being economically self-sufficient, a spouse, a parent, and an

t. C. Vcrncr, 'Definition of Terms', in G. Jensen, A. A. Liveright and W. Hallen-
beck (eds.), Adult Education: Outlines of an Emerging Field of University Study,
p. 29, Adult Education Association of the United States, 1964.
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active citizen. Not only are these roles immediately productive,
they introduce a continuous sequence, of new tasks, for which
pre-adult learning is . never adequate preparation; continuous
learning,is therefore necessary. However, the attainment of this
essential learning throughout life: is subsidiary to the primary
productive role of being an adult. This shift in rolespartic-
ularly. of the learner from a primary to a sulasickiary place
is the significant element, that differentiates fan adult from a
pre-adult.

Verner's dtsibaction is a valid one. Education,for an adult is not just
a prolongation of, or substitute for, studies at school or university.
It relates to the systematic development of his mind or of his manual
and professional expertise which he-chooses to undergo when he has
become fully responsible for his own behaviour and economic well-
being.' This distinction has a marked bearing not only updn what he
learns, but how he burns.

The distinctive characteristics of the adult learner are several.
He is free to avoid, engage in or withdraw from an educational exper-
ience as he pleases. He regards the hours that he gives to learning as
precious and expects them to be used to some constructive purpose,
as do many contemporary university students. If what he is taught
seems neither relevant to his own experience nor of potential benefit,
preferably. in the immediate future, he will almost certainly spurn it.
Similarly he will spurn information and ideas which are opposed to his
cherished beliefs. He usually selects his Own area of educational interest
and the institution through which he will study. To an increasing
extent he also takes advantage of the abundance o new learning
devices to choose the method by which he will study. Thespacing of
his learning is dictated by his occupational and family commitments
and as a rule it will be part-time, irregular anci 'spread over many
years. The relationship between himself and his teacher, is' very differ-

ent from that between the pre-adult student and his feather. The
authority of the teacher is determined by competence alone since
there can be no question of sanctions and, outside the classroom, adult.,
students may enjoy the higher social and economic status. There may
be no age gap and the student's experience may often exceed that of
the teacher. He holds an image of himself which the teacher must
respect; he may desperately want to learn but resent being treated
as a pupil. For him the consequences of learning may well be direct,
immediate and far-reaching. Usually he can apply newly acquired
knowledge or skills at work or in his social life. Finally, he and other
adults are likely to display a co-operative spirit in contrast to the
competitiveness of the young; out of their own experience, adult stu-
dents can contribute to one another's learning and to a group
achievement. The distinctive characteristics of the adult learner are
no justification for forcing an artificial distinction between adult educa-
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tion and the-education orthe young, thohgh some zealous 'adult -edu-
cators are trying to do so.,The aims of child and adult education are
very largely similar.

When applied to adults, the term 'education' is now used in a
broader sense than heretofore. There are few countries in which it is
Atilt identified with a particular set of activities to the exclusion of all'
others, as was still the case at the time of the Elsinore Conference: 1

Adult education. is taken to mean those forms of education
which are undertaken voluntarily by mature people (in the
United Kingdom npaning persond above the age of 8) and
which have as their aim the development without direct regard
to their vocational value, of personal abilities and aptitudes,.and
the encouragement of social, moral and intellectual responsibility
within the framework of local, national and world citizenship.
As used both in the United Kingdom, and in the Scandinavian
countries, the term presupposes a general standard of literacy

°resulting from compulsory childhood education.

Today, no one favours a really narrow definition of adult education
(equated with regular education) ; the debate is rather about how
comprehensive adult education (embracing all learning experiences)
ought to be. One school of thought argues that for practical adminis-
trative and acaderaic purposes it essential to distinguish' between
Unplanned learning and self-dire fed or independent learning, on the,
one hand, and education which is planned and provided by,an educa-
tional agent, on the others A second familiar definition runs as follows: 2

Adult education is a process whereby persons who no longer
attend school on a regular and full-time bisis (unless full -
time programmes are especially designed for adults) undertake
sequential and organized activities with a conscious intention of
bringing about changes in information, knowledge, understanding
or skill, appreciation and attitudes; or for the purpose of iden-
tifying and solving personal and community problems.

This definition is more suitable for developed than developing-countries
since the phrase 'no longer attend school on a full-time basis' implies
universal compulsory, education and makes no allowance for pro-
grammes designed for adults who never attended school. Unesco has
tried to overcome this omission with the following third definition
adopted for the purpose of collecting statistics: 3

organized programmes of education provided for the benefit
of And adapted to the needs of persons not in the regular school,
and university system and generally fifteen Or older.

z. Statement by E. M. Hutchinson quoted in Hcly, op, cit., P. 34.
Q. A. A. Liveright and N. Haygood (eds.) The Exeter Papers, p. 8, Boston, 1.069.
3. Unesco, Proposals for the Coliection of Adult Education Statistics,'Paris, Uhesco,

Office of Statistics, July 1374 (Com. 74/ISCED/3).
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Defenders of the second definition do not deny that human beings
are constantly, learning from experienmand tharthey can accumulate
knowledge and pied up ideas in a passive way by 'viewing, for example,
television programmes described as educative or culturally enriching.
They argue, however, that such learning is so fortuitous and undirected
that it should not be and cannot be the concern of the educator.
Rather education should be concerned with sequential learning
experiences carefully designed and monitored by qUalified staff for
the benefit df learners. This argument represents an institutional

'approach and has the pragmatic merit of sticking to. What seems admin-
istratively feasible. But by focusing attention on the efforts of special.:
ized institutions it tends to preclude mass or at least large-scale attempts
to extend accetto educational Opportunities.1 It also deflects attention
from the variety of educative influences in the community which can
stimulate and assist learning, espeeially when purposefully directed._
Finally, it underestimates the importance of non-formal and indepen-
dent learning.

The _comprehensive school of thought maintains that all attempts
to change adult attitudes and behaviour inVolVe the educational
process since, in order to change, people must first acquire ireshknow-
ledge, insights and skills. Hence, to the greatest possible extent and
by whatever means available every effort must be made to enable
adults to learn effectively not only in formal settings but in all circuens-
tances. All the agencies in society which are in a position to stimulate
learning, whether or not education is for them- an incidental rather
than a primary aim, must be mobiliied. These include, among others,
the churches, the mass media, publishers, libraries, museums, art gal-

leries and community centres. 2
Soine proponents of a comprehensive definition of adult educa-

tiono so far as to argue that 'non-formal' and 'independent' learning
are so ubiquitous and potentially so creative as to have a claim
upon. public resources equal to that of formal learning, which has
so far enjoyed a near. monopoly. Much of the contemporary discus-
sion about the aims of adult education is influenced by the realization
that before the advent of formal systems of education people learnt

1. Consider the follOwing definition which is obviously intended to be as compre-
hensive as possible: 'By adult education we mean the provision which a society
'consciously makes, either publicly or through approved voluntary organisations,
of facilities for learning by anyone, of whatever age, where initial education
in schools, colleges, universities, apprenticeship and initial professional training.
has been terminated, who wishes to learn any subject whatsoever, for any
pUrpose whatsoeverprovideV, of course, that the subject does not conflict
'with the fundamental principles of a democratic society.'--J. A. Simpson,
Today and Tomorrow in European Adult Education, p. 28, Strasbourg, 1972:

2. cf. F. Machlup, Thu Production and Distribution of Knowledge in the United States,
Princeton, 1962, where it is shown that the range of agencies disseminating
knowledge in a technological society is enormous.
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haw to fulfil their personal and social tasks by means of non-formal
learning, 4s Margaret Mead ,has pointed out, there iiras in traditional
S,amoa .no gulf between society's ainis and the aims of education.
Today; therefore, we °should not be seeking exclusively innovatory
approaches to learning but rather reverting to some of the immemorial
approaches of traditional societies in order to ascertain if they can be
adapted to modern needs and constraints. This does nof mean that
the preent has to become Subservient to the pastthe back-to-nature
fallacybut that in taking traditional forms of learning we should
reinforce and enrich them by applying- up-to-date knowledge of
learning behaviour and modern technology.

One weakness of non-formal learning is that it is not easy to define
vis-a-vis regular- education or formal adult education. To those who
question the functional value of formal systems of education the attrac-
tions of non-formal learning are self-evident; to those steeped in the
methods of the formal system, non"-formal learning appears inchoate
and unimportant. Moreover, in the popular mind education still
connotes schools, colldges and universities. That being said, several
international organizations and some governments have begun to
look upon the expansion of non-formal learning as a rational alter-
natire to investing further resources in formal education.).

Certain groups of people are also endeavouring to clarify the
meaning of non-formal learning so as to provide 'a _framework for
practical sociaPaction% They draw n crucial distinction between non;
formal learning and informal learning: 2

By informal education we mean the truly lifelong process whereby
every individual acquires attitudes, values, skills and knowledge
frOm daily, experience and the'eficative influences and resources
in his or her environmentfrom family and neighbours, from
work and play, from thee marketplace, the library, and' the
mass media.

We define non formal educations as any organized educational activity
outside the established formal systemwhether operating separately or
as an important feature of some, broader activity that is minded to
serve identifiable learning clienteles and learning objectives.

0

For example, the International'Institute for Educational Planning, the World
Bank, Meer and Unesco. Especially noteworthy have been the surveys under-
taken in developing countries by the International Council for Educational
Development (ICED).

2. P. H. Coombs et al., New Paths to Learning for Rural Children and Youth,p. to--t
New York, 1972.

3. 'Education' is a misnomer in this context. kfence the use above of the larger
concept of 'non-formal learning' to embrace' both organized and unorganized
learning outside the regular system.

1.
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It should be noted that 'non-formal education' as thus defined and as
applied to-adults is neither more nor less than Aat people commonly
call 'adult education'. It should also be noted that interest in nonfor-
mal education has largely been inspired by vocational considerations.

Another definition of 'non- formal education' currently gaining
wide acceptance by thote concerned to gather accurate statistics on
adult educatio, is that proposed by Bowers and Fisher; 2

Education. Organized communication designed to brin about
learning.

Formal Education., Education for which learners. are enrolled or
registered.

Non formal Education. Education for which learners are not
enrolled- or registered.

Informal methods or activities are increasingly used in formal
education programmes. Hence the term 'formal, education' is
defined above without reference to methods-as a determining
factor. Formal education, as thus defined, does not become
non-formal simply because informal methods are used.

'To omit independent learning from the definition of adult education
is to assume that a significant percentage of the sum total of all the _

learning that takes-place is not entitled to public support, for recent
investigatiocis have revealed that many people devote far more of their
time to leakning through their own initiatives rather than with the
help of tea -hing institutions. There is no doubt, however, that these
initiatives would b refit greatly from public support in the form, for
example, o learrn g resource centres or data banks. 3

Those 'comb nal to define more precisely the aims of adult
education, whethei willing to include or exclude unorganized learning,

\n w generally agree that Uny human need that can be satisfied through
ucation warrants consideration. Thus, the central object of the

c ucation of adults is not to pass on knowledge or impart skills but
tollelp individuals to fulfil their potential for all-round develbpment.
*his entails remembering that each individual has unique attitudes
-and aspirations arid therefore unique learning needs. Up to the present
time, adult education has been more or less teacher/subject
oriented, especially, at the lower`, level where the great mass of the
people arc involved. The stress has been upon acquiring and Memo-

!. J. R. Sheffield and V. P. Diejoinaoh, Non -format Education in African Development,
p. xi, New York, 1972: 'Non-formal Education, which is roughly synonymous .
with tbe more widely used term "-out-of-school education", is thus closer to
the concept of training (e.g. for employment) than the concept of education
(which often includes broader aspects of personal ,development)'.

2. J. Bowers and E. A. la S. Fisher, The Search for a Terminology of Adult
Education and for Better Statistics: Exploration in a Semantic Jungle:, Conner-
genre, Vol. V, No. 4, 1972.

3. Sec below, page 29.
4. cf. this statement by P. Freire: 'At home, as husband and father, I cannot be
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rizing information. Adults like children have been expected to learn
at a pace and under constraints beyond their own control.'Now many
adult educationists insist that education should become learner-cen-
tred; the learner must decide for himself/ whaestimuli he.will respond
to and control his own responses. But if he is to learn effectively, he
must know how to make optimal hse of the most up -to -date learning
tools available.

In the last resort it is pointless to prescribe hard and fast rules
about'what should be included within the compass of adult education.
Teachers and researchers of adult education naturally desire to
identify every possible manifestation and to construct a working
typology both for the purpose of studying structures and processes
in their own country and for drawing cross-cultural comparisons, but
beyond its interest as an academic exercise there would seem to be
little use straining after an artificial unity. Only a few specialists need
to have a holistic grasp of What is inevitably a plethora of activities. r
As things are, there is an alarming credibility gap between some
of the functions claimed f?r adult education and what it .actually
does. The only indispensable requirembnt is that public authorities
should be prepared in principle to support any adult educa-
thin, whatsoever although, in practice, of course; they must select
priorities.

- It was claimed above that one of the reasons why adult education
had acquired greater, prothinence between the Montreal and Tokyo
conferences was that the utility of education in general was being
called in question. The chequeredr,evolution of educational system.%
in, the short space of some fifteen years or so has been traced by many
writers and for the present purpose may be summarily noted. With
world-wide acceptance of education as a human right there was
unbounded optimism during the fifties* concerning the private And
public value of formal schooling. Then followed the qualification that
there Was little wrong with the aims of formal schooling apart from a
severe shortage of adequate teaching and learning- resources, which
could be put right by improving teaching efficiency and °reforming
lurricula and methods. Abruptly, we have already entered a third
stagethe age of 'Learning to Be'' when the role of formal schooling

the owner of my wife and children, nor at school, as father, can I be the owner of
my students. I cannot enter into their brings in order to move them towards
the ways which seem best to me. ICI do so, I am their doininator and they are
mere "things" which I possess; dialogue and true lbve are impossible.'quoted
in S. M. Grabowski (ed.), Paulo Freire: A Revolutionary Dilemma for the Adult
Educator, p. tot, Syracuse, 1972.

x. For a masterly attempt to provide a comprehensive system or design for adult
education, see: C. 0. Houle, 77:e Design of Education, San Francisco 1972.

2. The title of the report of the International Commission on the Development
of Education published' by Unesco/Harrap in 1972 and sometimes referred
to as the 'Faure Report'. Hereinafter it will be cited as Learning to Be.
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is still rec ed as essential but complementary to the, educational
role of all c agencies in society that enable not only the rising gener-
ation to learn effectively but the adult population as well. This empha-
sis on education both outside the school 'land for adults can be under-
stood only in the context of the current debate about the role of educa-
don systems.

Tradition'al educational systems and institutions are currently
exposed to blistering criticism. Some opponents argue that they should
be dismantled, for their practical effect is to prevent or at least retard
desirable social changes; they teach the wrong subjects in the wrong
way; are expensive to run, and perpetuate social inequalities. Edu-
cation officials and teaching staffs tend to be so conservative
and authoritarian that society's only recourse is to disband them.
Some critics are witheringly dismissive but not very constructive
when it comes to offering realistic _alternatives. At the same time,
they are surely right in. claiining that, in general, schools and
universities are not "adequately geared to meet the actual needs
of society.

What is said to be at fault with contempfary educational
systems? First, their objectives are noti clear, or, at least, the means
they use do not seem appropriate to attaining their objectives. They
offer the young a once-for-all experience during a prescribed period
of time in childhood and adolescence, whichlis supposed to equip them
with all the knowledge and skills required to see them through a
lifetime. There is growing appreciation of the determinant influence
on subsequent schooling of early childhood education but the very idea
of post- school education still seems paradoxical to many policy - makers
and teachers. Second, educational institutions stress the retention of
information from books in an age when facts ceaselessly multiply and
quickly become outdated. In any event, many children acquire more
information from the mass media than they do from tschool, although
few attempts are made to teach them how to profit from it. Third,
their obiession with orthodox intellectual attainment leads to unheal-
thy competition. Great 'numbers of young people leave school with
a bitter loathing for the very notion of education because it has stig-
matized them as failures. Fourth, its methods are founded on an assump-
don that the public authorities and the teachers always know what
is best; they set the goals, determine the* learning environment and
regulate the pace. Finally, formal education systems ignore the fact
that learning takes place not only in school or university but in the
home and the local community and at play.

There is no shortage of such diagnoses of what ails educational
systems nor of proposals for reform. New views on the aims of educa-- .

Lion as well as technological innovations abound and fundamental
reappraisals of the practical relevance of educational systems arc
taking place at national and international levels. The lucid report

G(3
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of the Commission on Post-Secondary Education in Ontario' is a
case in point Surely there has never been, within a single polity, such
a clear call for wholesale reform -of the whole educational system backed
by such an abundance of solid' evidence itnd hard thinking. There
also a' gathering flood of books, monographs, reports and papers -
demanding the complete abandonment of orthodox educatiOnat strut":
tures and processes Allich and the' ther de-schoolers have attracted most
publicity but many other educationists have prepounded similar ,radial
solutions. Learning to Be, a magisterial report, teems with ideas and
concrete proposals for educational reform and yet exposes only a por.:
tion of the baCkgrbuncidiscussions and materials upon which it is based..
It is remarkable that moderate and extreme ethics agree to, a surpris-
ing extent on what is wrong with contemporary education systems.

The movement in favour of educational renovation and expansion
has had a profound effect upon adult education for four reasons. First,
if it be argued that the formal system largely Tails to educate .peopfe
in the ways desired, then there must 'be opportunities for the right
kind of education to take plate atter schpol, Second, it is 4e.lf-evident
that if children are enormously affected-bf educative influences outside
school so also are adultsthe radio and tefeVision, do mit discriminate
between age groups when affecting moral and behavioural norms.
If such influence are to be mobilized to .enhance the education. of
the young why should they not also 13e, mobilized to assist the adult
population ?Third, if has now become crystal clear that prevailing

. social and environmental Conditionsfamily, health, quality of homes,
the physic'al neighbourhood and so onUltimately determine school
performance. These conditions must therefore be changed but how
can'they be changed without the co-operation of the adult Population?
In order to want to co-operaie and to know how to: do so adults must
themselves engage in organized learning. The fourth and perhaps'most

'4;lecisiv8 reason why, reappraisals of the formal system have enhanced
the importance of adult education is the emergence of. lifelong educa-
tion as a widely discussed concept. Would-be reformers have looked
for alternative structures and methods and discovered. that they may
already exist in the unknown territory of adult education.

The notion of lifelong education, as many educationists have
pointed out, is almost coterminous with the history of mankind. Hesiod
anticipated the concept of 'Learning to Be' by more than 2,500 years:
`Education helps a .man'to learn to be what he is able to be."Several
'World religions have always adjured their followers to-study` seminal
teachings in order that they May live by them. In the present century

1. Commission on Post-Sepondary Education in Ontario, The Learning Society,
Toronto, 1972. This report has mueh to say about the importance of educa-
tional' opportunities for adults .within the general framework of .post-
compulsory education.
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adult educators were hailing its imminence long before it became a
fashionable. talking- point. These words, written over fifty years ago,
have been quoted frequently but have not lost their freshness:1

--. ,

. . . The necessary conclusion is that adult education must not
be regarded as a luxury for a few exceptional persons here and
there, nor as a thing which concerns only a short span of early
,maRhood, but that adult education is a permanent national
necessity, an inseparable aspect of citizenship, and therefore
should be both universal and lifelong.

The outstanding achievement of the Montreal Conference was to pro-
claim the concept for the fiist time at an international assembly. The
concept Of lifelong education is therefore far from new. What is new is
the determination with which Unesco, 2 OECD 3 and some national
organizations are teasing out its implications for educational practice.

.Interest in the concept of lifelong education has been both good,
and bad for adult education. It has been beneficial in that it has reveal-
ed ed to a wider audience issues and problems of which adult educatois
have long been aware and that it has brought an unprecedented
amount of logistical support to specific branches of adult education
work, above all occupational training. It has not been beneficial in
that it has distracted attention from the immediate needs and problems
of existing adult education orgattizations, for not only have nearly all
the time and effort been expended upon the structural and curricular
implications' of lifelong education for the formal educational system
and the employment sector but responsibility for preparing new
policies has largely been placed in the hands of orthodox educationists
and planners to the virtual .exclusion of adult educators. . I

What is the current status of adult education vis-a-vis lifelong'
education,? To begin with, there is clearly a danger that both tzadi7
tional and emerging forms of 'adult education' will be threatened by
a country's adoption of a lifelong educational system. This is because
governments may be tempted to concentrate more or less exclusively
upon the .provision of opportunities for post-sctiool formal education
and occupational training, directing their attention to man as a pro-
ducer and neglecting his family and civic functions. It is only too
easy to envisage large funds being made available for these two areas
and no more than token sums for the other areas of adult education.
Second, one of the current preoccupations, if not the main preoccupa-
tion,,of adult education agencies is how to meet the needs of the educa-
tionally disadvantaged singled out for speci4attention in the Final

. , b '-''

i. Ministry of Reconstruction, Adult Education Committee, Final Report;
abridged version in Design for Democracy, p. 55, Loriclon, 1956.

2. Through,. the-pioneering studies of P. Lengrand; see, for example, his An
te#-/ Introduction to Lifelong Educatioh, Paris, 197o, and others.

3. OECD, Recurrent Education: A Strategy for Lifelong Learning, Paris, 1973.
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Report of the Tokyo Conference. These are the people most likely to
be even more neglected than they are now in the event of the intro-
duction of a sophisticated system of lifelong education.' The hope of
helping them lies in catering to those needs which they themselves
recognize as urgent and in using flexible, informal teaching methods.
Any system continues to feature academic courses and the pur-
suit of formal qualifications will be death to their interests. Indeed,
the concern from the adult education standpoint is that rising inter-
est in lifelong education springs in many countries from a desire to
rationalize, and economize in, post-school academic education rather
than ,to pursue broad social and economic soalS.

'The third main reason for the growing importance of adult
education is that for sound practical reasons many countries, espe-
cially in the Third World, have felt obliged to enlarge and diversify
its functions. These functions relate mainly to public or 'collective
rather than'to individual goals and can be classified under two broad
headings: (a). those relating to the pursuit of national_goals; and (b)
those relating to community goals.

In pursuance of national goals the only function of adult educa-
tion that is more or less universally acknowledged is occupational
training. Virtually all countries now appreciate that economic pros-
perity and stability are contingent upon creating and maintaining an
adequate supply of fnotivated and skilled manpower. In highly in-
dustri4ized countries it is realized that in an age of technological

ginnovion the knowledge and skills of the work force rapidly become
obsolescent, no matter how effective initial training schemes may be
for short-term purposes. Moreover, whereas the ;lumber of jobs for the
unskilled steadily declines the number of jobs reqUiring higher skills.
and the knack of adaptation steadily increases. In less industrialized
countries the impact of technological change on the indu*stiial sector
is no different but is far outweighed by the need to increase the
efficiency of the agricultural sector. When framing-their development
plans in the late fifties or earlysixties, most developing countries set,
their sights on speedy industrialization. Today their desire for industrial,
growth still remains but it is beyond doubt that 'rural development
haS become their first priority.' Governments are seeking a °vast
increase in agricultural yields not Silly so as to create surplus
wealth for capital investment but also to .enrigholle countryside and

I. cf. J. K. Nyerere, Ujamaa: Essays on Socialism, p. 96-7, Dar es Salaam, 196E14
`To be realistic, therefore, we must stop dreaming of dev.eloping Tanzania
through the establishment of large, modern industries. For such things we have
rieither the money nor the skilled manpower required to make them efficient
and economical. We would even be making a Mistake if we thiniqn terms of
covering Tanzania with mechanical farms, using tractors and combine har-
vesters. . . . Our future lies in the development of our agriculture, and in the
development of our rural areas.'
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thereby to arrest the continuing exodus from the land to the towns.
Setting aside vocational training, it is possible to discern in indus-

trialized countries no more than a glimmering of recognition that
adult education might be an adjunct of national policies. By contrast,
within many. less-developed countries, where nation-building is no
idle slogan, adult, education is ascribed a major functional role in

it national plans for development. There are two reasons why the less-
developed countries view the education of adults as a national con-
cern rather than the marginal and fragmentary activity,it remains in
most developed countries, . The first is the need to inculcate a sense of
national identity and soCiarcohesion so that citizens will pull together
for the common Nodin Malaysia there are 'national solidarity
classes' ; in countries such as India with an ancient culture 'the aim
is to awaken pride in the national heritage. The second reason is that,
with few exceptions, developing countries have to overcome the prob-
lern &grinding poverty, They cannot afford the luxury of educational
programmes that clo not directly contribute to the end of guaranteeing
every citizen elementary living standardsa home to live in, suffi-
cient food and good health: `The use of adult education as a means of,
implementing national policy is influencedin some developing countries
by acceptance of the residual factor theory, according to which the
critical keyito development' is efficient investment in human capital.'

Investing in human capital means not just waiting for the .next
generation to enter into' working life but increasing the skills and know-
ledge.4. of the adult population here and now. At the threshold of the
sixties, developing countries had .great confidence in the contribution
thg formal education, efficiently planned and controlled, might make to
economic growth; had not a high level 6f education helped to produce
'economic mir`acles'in the Federal Republic of Germany and Japan?
That faith has already'largely evaporated., Expectations that children
arid even adolescent about to leave school could be taught practical
skills to be applied successfully in due course in working life have not

i. R. K. Gardiner, 'The Development of Africa's Human Resource?, Training for
Adult Education in Africa, p. 3-4, African Adult Education Association, 1969:

In recent years, intensive studies in the mechanics of ecodomic-growth,
even in the highly developed countries of Western Europe, have revealed that
only a small fraction of such growth can be explained by the actual amount of
investment made in physical capital. Whereas, it has been found that a
considerably greater part of development can, in fact, be attributed to a very
wide range of other factors whichi include education, training, health and
rational attitudes to life and work.

'This realisation has had the effect of making economic planners shift the
models of their plans from over-concentration upon physical or material
investment to what has come to be variously known as "Investment in Man",
or 'Investment in Human Capability" or "Investment in Human Resources".
And the tencrencyjs that the wide variety of crucial human factors which can
assist economic growth have assumed much greater significance and impor-
tance than they used to under the old economic theories.'
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been fulfilled. Attaching,farms to schools and including work on the
farm in- the school curriculum has not resulted in making children good
farmers. It turns out to be far more efficient to curtail the expansion
of primary school enrolments and instead to improve the performance
of practising adult farmers. 1

. It the farmernot the pupilwho must be the main object
of specific agricultural training, although this training itself is
likely- to be more effective when it is extended to an already more
or less literate population.

Adult education, in contrast with the e young whichtaon of ill
may well absorb scarce resources and retard progress, is now gener-
a] considered to. be a more potent factor in accelerating economic
development.

Another function now ascribed to adult education is that of help.%
ing societies adjust to the effects of social change. There is a tendency
in some educational circles to talk as though social change were a
purely contemporary phenomenon. This view is demonstrably false.
Consciousness of standing on shifting sands Is for some societies at

-/ least as old as the industrial revolution. What is new is the rapid pace,
complexity and irreversibility of change and the fact that no.,society
is immune from the consequences of technological development, A
remote village anywhere in the world. may be affected, like it or not,
by a political decision taken, in a capital city a thousand miles away
or by an economic decision taken on another continent. And in how
many villages today is there no transistor radio Transmitting strange
messages, no family not in communication with a young son or rela-
tive gone to seek his fortune in the town? The contemporary dilemma
is to adapt to these. turbulent times "without 'dislocating traditional
social -patterns and values beyond recall. Societies cannot stand still
nor can they afford to change too abruptly. Somehow they have to
recognize and to find a way 'of, dealing with' constant emergencies
while at the same time looking ahead to challenges that lie beyond
the horizon. According to Taller: 2

The technology of tomorrow requires not millions or lightly
lettered men, ready to work in unison at endlessly repetitious
jobs, it requires not men. who take orders in unblinking fashion,
aware that the price of bread is mechanical submission to author-
ity, but men'who can make .critical judgements, who can weave
their way through novel environments, who are quick to spot new
relationships in the rapidly changing reality. It requires men
who, in C. P. Snow's compelling term, 'have the future in their
bones'.

,. P. Foster and J. R. Sheffield (cds.), 'General Introduction', Education and Rural
Development, p. 8, London, 1973.

2. A. Toffler, Future Shock, p. 364,London, 197o.
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Learning, it is now generally believed, will help the process ofrecogniling
'new relationships' and problem-solving. H. L. Miller has pointed out:'

. . The adult educator faces the task of resocialising the adult.
In a static traditional society adult education is redundant; the
adult has no need, either to change the ways in which he plays
important social roles, or to acquire new skills.

And the ideas of Freire have become influential: 3

. . . The literacy process. as cultural action for freedom, is an
act of knowing in which the lear r assumes the role of know-
ing subject in dialogue th educator.

In short, the primary aim of adult education is not to impart informa-
tion but to help produce behavioural change.

Yet another function ascribed to adult education' is that of fos-
tering social justice. However seriously or cynically it may be intended,
a declared aim of virtually all contemporary national approaches
towards education is equality of opportunity.' It is commonly stated
that every effort should be Made to guarantee equal access to educa-
tion to all citizens. ,,At the very least, every person should be entitled
to a recognized minimum of education, and as the economic pros-
perity of a nation grows so it should raise the educational level' of the .
whole population. This conviction has undoubtedly. gained much
wider acceptance since 196o. In addition, experience has shown that
in order to remove gross social inequalities it is not sufficient simply
to introduce universal primary education, for children who grow
up in deprived areas seem doomed to gain scant benefit from attending
school son, long as the environments in which they live and the hostile
or negative attitudes of their parents towards ediication militate
against their learning effectively. Governments can deal with this
cycle of deprivation only by initiating major social reforms. Mean..
while, society owes it to adults who went to schools in deprived areas
to compensate for the inadequacy of their early education. The equity
argument, as advocated in Sweden, for example, logically entails
maldngt possible for older people to keep up with the young. This
is done by offering them every inducement to resume their education.

So far we have been discussing adult education functions from a
general social standpoint. The belief is spreading in certain developed

1. H. L. Miller, 'Adult Education Objectives' in Jensen, Liveright and. Hailen-:
beck (eds.), op. cit., p. 222.

2. P. Freire, The Adult Literacy Process as Cultural Action for Freedom', Harvard
Educational Review, Vol. 4b, No. 2, 197o, p. 212.

3. See, for example, B. Schwartz, L'Education Demain, p. 12, Paris, 1973: The
concept of equality of opportunity signifies that any natural inferiority, be
it economic, social or cultural, must Ix compensated in so far ai possible by
the educational system itself.'
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and developing countries alike that, with the aid of education, adults
can make some impression upon the pgoblems that face them in their
separate communities. The undesirable consequences of social change
have led many central governments, local 'government authorities
and volunteer groups, to turn in-desperation to what arc essentially
adult education devices as a means of combating them. The chief
contemporary social evils have received widespread publicity:
poverty amid plenty; urban decay; racial conflicts; loneliness; anomy;
alienation; the generation gap; drug-taking; contempt, for normative
social behaviour. In more than one country the breakdown .of the
social order has breached a critical stage. The blame for this social
malaise has been partially ascribed to a lack of social planning and
the inadequacy of existing educational systems- but it is generally
agreed that the root of the trouble lies in the decline of regional ties,
the break -up of communities and the nuclearization of the family. '-
The qu ion has arisen, how is a community spirit to be restored?
The in hopeful solution has been the application of a community
develo ment principle,. already widely adopted in developing coun-
tries, t stimulate people to tackle their social problems through
political and co-Operative action and to evoke the idea of the educative
ensnmunitvin which learning takes place through the general stimuli'
of a learning-conscious environment.

At the Micro-level, a function more and more frequently ascrib:
ed to adult education isthat of anticipating or reducing conflict

o, oin the .political and employment spheres. In many countries there is
increasing concern about the widening gulf between the aims and
policies of public authorities and the aspirations pf particular groups
and communities. This disharmony frequently results in an overt or
masked breakdown in public order. Communities feel powerless to
influence decisions affecting their daily, lives and, for their part,
politicians and 'official's complain- thdt many people protest about
injustice and faceless bureaucracies but fail, to resort to the properly
constituted channels for registering grievances and declaring their
wishes. When human relations become soured in the world of work
damaging conflicts may also arise: I

Whatever his training and occupational seniority the worker of
today will np longer submit to being a mere pawn on the vast
chessboard of the mysteries of production or to being: another
man's creature. He wishes to be adult and responsible, consulted
but free to choose

One way of bridging the divide in communications, as many adult
educators have long realized, is to encourage the practice of self-help
and to foster increased public participation in the political decision-
makinvprocess along, with an industrial democracy. This opens up

t. H. ilktung, 'Pour une Education Permanents', p. 52, Paris, ig66.
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a new and challenging role for adult education, for in order to operate
effectively' both local community groups and employers and workers
need the guidance of trained professionals and access to the services
that adult education agencies can supply. Learning is Bet refers to this
function of adult education:

While adult educational activity may have a less unifying effect
(since it may be independent of and opposed to public education),
it does contribute' to awakening civic spirit and a sense of social
commitment, to arousing interest in others and assisting people
to escape isolationwhether chosen .or imposed.

In a good number of countries the fourth and final reason for thee
increasing importance of adult education is the sheer pressure of pri-
vate demand largely resulting from the growth of leisure. Leisure
remains a scarce commodity for many inhabitants of the world. In
those countries, however, where the working week is shortening and
the length of holidays increasing, leisure is now treated as a right
rather than a privilege and this has had a pronounced impact on the
scale of demand for adult education in two respects. First, some people'
wish to use some of their leisure hours for satisfying intellectual -and
aesthetic tastes or for acquiring skills or for studying in order to obtain
better qualifications. As a result, they are making heavy demands on
adult education agencies. Secondly, as leisure comes to be seen as
a right, so tax-payers clamour for improved leisure-time facilities,
including better educational and cultural provisionmore evening
schools, more opportunities for part-time degree study, more arts
and crafts centres and so on.

Education for leisure is at bottom an elitist concept: I
In it4 essence a liberal education is an education for thought
and aesthetic appreciation. It proceeds by imparting a knowledge
of the masterpieces of thought, of imagination, literature, of
art. The notion which it contemplates is command. It is an
aristocratic concept implying leisure.

Leisure is conducive to purposeful learning and reflection only when
people are powerfully motivated and when, as Dumazedier, the leading
authority on the subject, has pointed out, they have already reached
a reasonably high level of education. When men and women
work and live in disagreeable conditions and when they have no
status, their lives are stultifying, and if they have no status function
to fulfil in their communities, then evidently they have no reason to
want to learn. With money in their pockets they will seek excitement
and escape into unreality at the cinema or by watching television or
reading popular books. Without money they will simply stagnate.
There is now much discussion in educational circles about how to

1. Edgar Faure et aL, Learning to Be, p. 150, POI/London, Unesco/Harrap, tg72.
a. A. N. Whitehead, Aims of Education, p. 70t, London, 1966.
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induce more people to use some of their leisure in promoting their
personal development. Some ethicationists argue that most adults
who do not participate in educational activities will not, in the first
instance, be- attracted fo intellectual and cultural pursuits.for their
own sake. They may acquire a zest for learning, however, through
engaging in group activities which bring them a palpable material
or social advantage,

Aristotle's distinction between work and leisure, and in leisure
between education and recreation, has exercised undue influence over
adult educational practice. The educational needs, of adults can only
partially be satisfied by a judicious use of their leisure time, even given
that they have any. Some subjects and some skills can best be learnt,
perhaps only effectively learnt, through concentrated study over
a short period of time and without having to compete with the
.burden and stress of work. Thus, the concept of time for study has
to embrace more than leisure time. Time off from work is required.
Some governments have recognized this need by legislating for paid
leave and an increasing number 'of employers arc prepared to sanc-
tion paid leave, not only for the purpose of study directly, related to
output on the job but for study designed to aid personal development.

In this chapter it has been shown that the broad concept of
adult education advanced at the Montreal Conference has gained

.

widespread acceptance among politicians, informed educational
opinion and leading adult educationists. Akita-closely surveying the
West European. scent, J. A. Simpson recently concluded:1

Having stressed the variables between our countries, it is only
fair to y that they are overriden by major factors of conception,
puipos attitude and method which do, in fact, enable us to
speak. ith some justification of 'European Adult Education'.

hate er-the difficulties of our new definition, there is, in most
of our countries, a reasonable consensus about what constitutes
adult education.

He went on to say that this community of understanding between
Western European countries was unique. In reality, wherever groups
of countries share common problems and traditions a consensus about
the aims of adult education may be found. There is a consensus, for
example, among the countries in Africa that once came .under the
influence of the United Kingdom. And at international conferences
delegates from Latin American countries, with one or two exceptions,
convey a strong impression of sharing the same values and, many of
the same institutional approaches.

Unfortunately, this agreement about the aims of adult education
has not led to practical action on an impressive scale. Outside a handful
of countries such as Tanzania, where adult learners outnumber child

r. Simpson, op. cit., p. 15.
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learners, it is performing only to a limited degree the ambitious func-
tions theoretically ascribed to it. One reason, for this is that a great
many policy-makers and senior administrators, not least within
,ministries of education, continue to underestimate the value of adult
education or .to find its ramifications confusing.1 Thus, in 1968 the
Fourth Commonwealth Education Conference set up a working
party on specialist meetings which decided that adult education

has different ,meanings in different countries. The Working
Party doubted whether this was a suitable topic for a single
specialist conference. It also noted that problems of adult edu-
cation especially as they affected developing countries could be
usefully discussed as part of a specialist conference on agricul-
tural education.

Adult education not only lags because legislative and logistical support
is lacking but as a social institution it can effectively perform its ascrip-
tive functions only when faced with a responsive clientele. As things
are, there is a mismatch between the aims of many current programmes
and the large aims ascribed to adult education at the theoretical level.
In country after country only a small segment of the adult population
takei advantage of educational opportunities and that segment nor-
mally corresponds to the already privileged to such an extent That
the consequence of the recent, expansion of adult education has been
to widen rather than reduce social disparities. °The imbalance is
mainly caused by the lack of interest in current programmes shown
by large majorities in most countries and the difficulty on the public
authorities' side of translating their goodwill into action. It would
seem necessary, therefore, as agreed at the Tokyo Conference, to go
beyond general declarations of intent and to ascertain precisely what
human needs adult education might satisfy if the providers and con-
sumers could only be brought into a fruitful partnership. The next
two chapters will accordingly examine the nature of the demand for
adult education:

z . cf. P. H. Coombs, The World Educational Crisis: A Systems Analysis, p. 139,
London, z969: 'The aims of these activities arc often unclear, their clientele
undefined and responsibility for their management and funding scattered
among dozens of public and private agencies. Thcy sprang up spontaneously,
come and go, at times succeed brilliantly but just as often dic unnoticed and
unmourned.' cf also: Office Catholiquc d'Information sur les ProbMmes Eu-
rop&ns (OCIPE), Continuing Educittion in the Making of Europe, p. 4, Brussels,
1971: 'The idea of continumg education is still a matter of controversy. Some
reject it as subversive because it puts the usual forms of education into question
afresh and because it involves a critical appraisal of cultures and societies.'

2. Report of the Fourth Commiaalth Education CoVerence Lagos, 1968, p. 68.
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Attitude's, needs, motivation
and learning ability
If success could be weighed in numbers then adult education agencies
would have every right to be elated by their more recent achieve-
ments. In preparation for the Third World Conference, on Adult
Education, Unesco invited Member Sates to reply to a questionnaire
which included an item about enrolment trends. The response was
uniform: in nearly every country the rate of participation had soared
since the Montreal Conference and there was no sign of the curve of
progress dipping or even flattening out. Several countries reported
that in any one year 20 per cent or more of their populations had
become partidipants.

Yet a widespread unease was reflected in the debates, at the/ Tokyo COnference. This was due to the fact that a direct relation is
now seen to exist between, the level of initial education to which
people attain and their willingness to continue their educatibn in
adult life. In nearly all countries there arc pronounced differences
between the socio-economic characteristics of those who, participate
in adult education and those who do not. Individual perceptions of
its value vary according to the social status of the observer. Partici-
pation, especially in more formal educational -activities, is a middle-
class phenomenon. Thus tIA numerical expansion, of enrolments
during the sixties was very largely a direct result of the general expan-
sion of compulsory schooling, particularly at the primary school
level in developing countries And at, the upper secondary stage in
industrially advanced countries. How can there be satisfaction with
mere quantitative growth when people with the least education do
not take advantage of the available opportunities or are denied access'
to such opportunities?

1. In Polandjor example, the rate of enrolmen' ts trebled between 196o and 1972.

ti
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In the old tradition of such countries as Denmark and the United
Kingdom there was an evangelical strain, and an unquestioning`
assumption that the principal aim of adult education was to help
those who had not beenikble to profit from initial education. Until
very recently the illusion'rehiained in these two countries as well as in
many others that adult education was an essentially egalitarian
service. In fact, it has not been so for some considerable time. Reali-
zation of this truth has dawned as a result of asking what adult edu-
cation is contributing io the social, economic acid environmental
prdblems discussed in Chapter z and finding that the answer is not a
great deal. Today concern about the narrow appeal of adult educa
tion has become a stock item on the agenda of almost every national
and international conference. Never before the Tokyo Conference,
however, had concern for the educationally underprivileged been
felt so deeply:1

No groups or individuals in society should be denied access to
adult education. Participation should be as broadly based as
possible. This requires that barriers to access should be t alloyed
and t the motivation for adults to learn be specially studied.
It sh ld be particularly noted that many adults lack the time
a sources to participate in education. Paid study leave, day
release and security of employm not duribg study leave should
therefore be guaranteed through appropriate legislation. Unem-
ployed workers- should 'have the right to occupational training
and to be-paid during training. Workers' education and trade
union, and co-operative education should be promoted. The
main thrust of adult education in the i 97os in developing pro-
grammes should be to meet the educational needs of traditionally
underprivileged groups in many societies. Among these can partic-
ularly be mentioned unemployed youth, premature school-leavers
in developing countries, the rural population of many countries,
migrant workers, the aged and the unemployed. Within these
.groups girls and women are often particularly disadvantaged.

The above viewthat at appropriate stages in his or her life every
adult ought to participate in organized learning experiencesis easy
to hold but- uncommonly difficult to implement.

The main determinants of participation are socio-economic
status, age and educational attainment.' All are important but the

i. Final Report, op. cit., p. t7. ,

2. cf. J. W. C. Johnstone and R. J. Rivera, Volunteers for. Learning: A Study of the
Educational Pursuits of American Adults, p. 7, Chicago, 1965: 'Taken together,
the impact of all three factors [education, occupation, and income] was
enormous: a person who had been to college, who worked in a whitercollar
occupation, and who made more than $7,000 a year was about six times
more likely.to have been engaged in learning pursuits duritig the previous
year than a person who had never gone beyond grade school, who worked
in a blue-collar occupation, and whbse family income was, less than $4,000
a year.'

38,
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most significant fact is that a positive correlation generally exists
between the inclination to participate and the previous level of
educational attainment. Indeed a law of participation might be stated
thus: 'the more education a person has experiericed, the more educa-
tion he is likely to seek; the less education a person has experienced,
the less education he is likely to seek.' The tendency for participants
in adult education to have had a fair amount of previous education
and to enjoy a fairly high social status and for non-participants, by
contrast, to have had little or no educatiOn has not simply been
discerned by organizers but has amply been borne out by statistical
inquiries.1 It is also a cross-cultural phenomenon: 3

In the 196os a great deal of research'was done in the U.S.S.R.
on the problem of free time. This research has shown that low
educational standards account for the fact that certain sectors
of the population make ina.dequate.use of the cultural amenities
afforded them by the' State. A close link was also established
between educational standards, tke utilization of free time and
opinions about the way in which it was used.

A large-scale survey carried-out in the United States in 1961-62 led to
the conclusion that: 3

The adult education participant is just as often a woman as a
is typically under forty, has completed high school or more,

enjoys an above-average income, works full-time and most
often in a white-collar occupation, is married and has children)
lives in an urbanized area but more likely in a suburb than a
large city... .

A nation-wide survey carried out in England and Wales in the late
sixties revealed that 58 per cent of the sample had never attended an
adult education programme. If there was a typical participant, it
was a middle-class woman aged under 40, who had completed ,her
secondary education and who was attending non-vocational courses
in order to foster her cultural development.*

The disregard for adult education by large sections of national
populations does not result, in most cultures, from the fact that they

I. For example, in countries belonging to the Council of Europe: 'Investigations
into the slow growth of popular responie to adult education have, over the
past fifteen years, brought put the fact that this response diminishes sharply
among those who have had-only the minimum of initial education prescribed
by law and who are usually to'be found among unskilled or semi-skilled work-
ers in later life. There is a remarkable unanimity of conclusions between the
Limeys of student characteristics, and it is clear that people are, in this sense,
attracted to adult education'in inverse '"ratio to their need for it'--Simpson,
op. cit., P. 56.

2. Evidence submitted to the Tokyo Conference,
3. Johnstone and Rivera, op. cit., p. 8.
4. National Institute of Adult Education, Adult Education Adequacy of Provision,

tg7o.
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have no spare nod-working time or that they are engroued in a variety
of leisure-time interests. Many of them. command plenty, of spare
time but do not know' how to use, it-creatively and frequently do not
welcome the prospect of having still more of it. It is-not always a
straightforward desire for extra money that causes people to work
long hours of overtime or to undertake more than one paid job, but
an inability to use spare time purposeftilly. Personal intellectual
enrichmentthe pursuit of 'culture' (that central goal of Many old-
style adult education programmes)is an objective which appar-
ently has no appeal for grdat numbers of people.

Many factors may account for rfon-particwipation in educational
programmes. 1 They.. may be grouped under> three heads: personal,
domestic and external. Personal factors may include fear of the unfamil-

:iar, fear of ridicule, emotional insecurity, feelings of social inade-
quacy, dislike of schooling, negative attitudes to learning, lack of
money, the uncertainty of future rewards, and mental and physical.
handicaps. DomCstic factors may include difficulty in getting away
from home, opposition of a member or members of tht family and
impossible conditions for study. External factors may include shift,
work, fatigue after work and lack of transport. Of these factors, the
most important cluster around attitudes towards 'education', Which
is commonly equated with 'schooling', and towards school-teachers,.
who are commonly equated with all_'educators'. There is plentiful
evidence that great numbers of young people continue to leave school
feeling embittered or demoralized.

There are other reasons than a lack of Motivation for non-
participation in adult education. Facilities may not be available or

)" be quite unsuitable. Many people who khow precisely where. to
"seek social and recreational opportunities do not know where to
seek educational ones. Outside large cities, manx adult education
centres are inconveniently located. In nearly every country there is a
geographical maldistribution of facilities, urban areas being by and.
large more richly endowed than rural areas. There are also manifest
regional disparities.

The availability of suitable facilities is the crucial factor. Evi-
dence shows that the introduction of an adult education. programme
into virgin territory almost invariably answers a suppressed demand,
the mere presence of an agency stimulating participation. The'timing
and location of programmes' and the width of subjects on offer
obviously determine who can and cannot participate. It is sufficient
to 4ompare the level of enrolments in any two cities which are more
or 'Tess alike but which provide different aggregates and varieties of

r. There is far more empirical evidence about the characteristics and attitudes
" of participants than there is about those of non - participants. Mort statements

about non-participation are based on intuition.
a. See below p. 74-5.
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programmes;" almost invariably it is -fOund that-the level of adult
education is almost directly proportionate to the scale of programme
provision. In short, the potential incidence of participation in adult
education, even in the existing types of programmes, only becomes
evident when facilities are physically accessible.to everyone and when
no method of publicity has been overlooked in making the facilities
widely known.

.

Some adults do not participate in organized educational activities
eithei because they already lead ,full intellectual lives as serious
readers, concert-goers of voluntary workers or because they choose to
study alone or with an absolute minimum of external guidance. The
phenomenon of 'independent learning' is discussed below.1 Here it
will suffice to point out that the incidence of independent learning
hi some countries* may be astonishingly high. PrOfessor Allen Tough
has estimated that in Canada.3

/ About 70/0 of all leatning projects aid planned_ by the learner
himself, who seeks help from a, variety of acquaintances, experts
and printed resources.

There must also be some significance in the vast number of non-
fiction book issues reported by many libraries throughout the world.

Economic and even social privilege does not necessarily betoken
a privileged educational backgroftrid. Some people achieve, material
or social success .without the advantage'bf much, if any, education.
Equally, some people Who start out with a good educational back-
ground and make no effort whatsoever in adult life to develop them-
selves intellectually, effortlessly. retain a satisfying economic and
social status. Current public concern is not with these two categories
of non-parficipants but with those Underprivileged for whom an
improved social and' economic status can be achieved only through
some degree of educational achievement.

In the past it was claimed in'some countries. that to judge the
success or failure of an adult education service by the percentage
of the population engaged was to confound quantity with quality.
What mattered was not how many people were participants but hew
'good the work was and the extent of the influence that the select few
wielded in the community at large. This claim had merit when the
participants were clearly natural leaders but more often than not
this was not so; many of the ` select feW'no discredit to them=
were preoccupied with their own development and had no inclination

1. See page 113. .0

2. Beyond a yer primitive level it is obviimsly dif cult to learn independently
in the absence of a plentiful supply °Acorn' aids, particularly printed
material. There is, accordingly, more independent learning in some countries
than in others. 1-1.

3. A. Tough, The Adult's Lansing Projects, p, x, Toronto,11971.
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to serve or influence others, And today the notion that by educating
a few carefully chosen people societies can leaven the social lump is
simply not tenable on practical, let alone ethical, grounds, except in
certain.,small communities. The fact remains, of course, that mere:
numbers signify very little. What matters is how much real learning
'takes place through'aduli education programmes and this is largely
an enigma.1

However, some sceptics advance another argument against
becoming unduly obsessed with ,the.,non-participant phenomenon. It
is that the essential property of adulthood is freedom to choose what
is best for oneself. A man has the right not to participate inrsadult
education! M soon as governments or educators embark on,an
out campaign to reduce non-participation they run the iisk °flaring-

' lug people's freedom. Let us face the harsh truth tfiat some people
want to learn and others do not and put aft end, to Utopian day-
dreams.. ,

In fact, the case of the sceptics is overborne by the sheer weight
of the equity and public interest arguments in favour of expanding
adult learning opporiunities. The equity argument is being energeti-
cally canvassed by pressure grOups oubehalfof the educationally under-
privileged. The public interest argument is politically,inore influential.
This is that the collective as.opposed to the individual /requirements of
society cannot be met unless participation in adult education becomes
a majority phenomenon and, what is more, participation in appro-
priate programmes. Itelitter qualification must be recorded because
so many existing adult education programmes, no matter how success-
ful they may appear from the subjective view of providing institutions,
are catering for an exceedingly nairow spectrum of needs. Before
turning, to the tantalizing problem of how unmet needs may be
assessed it will be necessary to demonstrate why this is so.

The main difference between compulsory education and adult
education is precisely that the first is compulsory and the second is
not. For all practical purposes those at school form a captive audience:
they are truly, in statu pupillari. What they learn, when they learn and
how they learn are decided for them by somebody else. By contrast,
adults themselves decide what, when and how to learn. More important
Mill, they choose whether or not they will learn at all. From this it
follows that publicly 'maintained adult,, education institutions, or
`governments wishing to promote adult education on a mass scale,
can do no more than offer opportunities for learning. They- cannot
guarantee that a large number of adults will take advantage .of such
opportunities And they certainly cannot ensure that designated groups
will do so.

A public adult education institution is like A. supermarket in

t. See,the discussion of evaluation below, p. 104-5.
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that it cannot be sure .of the patronage of a sufficient, number of
people living in its catchment area to justify its existence and only, s-

by trial and error can it discover which of its products, that is, its
courses and activities, will attract support. It is unlike a supermarket
in that it can, if it so wishes and is not urder pressure to break even
tfinancially, display not one or two but a number of produdts that are
bt in evident demand and devote a disproportionate amount of time
and energy to promoting them. In other words, it cart offer a few or
many programmes not because they are popular but because they
are considered socially desirable.

In practice the majority of adult education institutionsby
no means only those under financial pressureconsistently offer
programmes which they know to be in dernand.1 This reduces .the
trilatikations of programme planning and can be justified on the
grounds that expressed private demand is a reliable and democratic

'guide to what is needed whereas for an institution to decide what is
good for people is not democratic practice but an fhsidious attempt
at social control. Moreover, those who participate are often respon-
sible taxpayers.who know what they want and insist upon gEtaining it

Many public adult education institutions attempt' to strike a
balance between programmes of proven appeal sand experimental
programmes thought to be socially desirable. This is a reasonable
compromise for there is,a limit to the time, energy and resources that
can be devoted to experimental programmes and for the sake of staff
morale and its public credibility an institution must maintain a
strong basic programme. That having been said, there is no moral
justification for taking the easy way out. National governmenat and
'local government authorities have a duty to ensure that as many
learning needs as possible are satisfied as equitably as possible. As we
have seen, nearly all countries are committed in theory to the goal
of equality of opportunity. This presuppoSes that they are willing to
pursue active measures to remove barriers to participation and to
encourage the maximum amottht of public participation in adult
educatiOn. In short, if they find that current programmes are attract-
ing only a narrow band of the population and' satisfying only a
restricted number of needs, they should multiply those programmes
and develop new types of programmes to satisfy unmet needs.

1. Cf. P. Sheats, 'Present Trends and Future 'Strategies in Adult Education' in
M. S. Knowles (ed.), Handbook of Adult Education in the United States, p. 554,
dbicagd, 196o. 'The marginality of adult education in the ,established insti-
tutional structure of our society has been ascribed in part to its "aimlessnesi",
to its open-ended and opportunistic "'service" appioach, to its "cafeteria"
offerings of whatever the public demands, to its policy of drift and the
absence of goal-directedness. Educational objectives, when stated, are eicpres-
sed in' such general terms as to be meaningless or at least ,beyond the reach
of scientific evaluation and measurement.'
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To' adopt an egalitarian policy in practice raises enormous
problems. First, there is the question of how to determine priorities.
In general, it can reasonably be forecast that very few countries will
ever be able to finance an elastic public adult educatidn service. If
all adults in a given community asked to join an adult educatiOn
progranne, many of them would have to be rejected. And. even if a
country were to decide to meet each and every demand as it arises,
it would have to build up an open and comprehensive service by
gradual stages, that is, it would have to select short-term priorities.

In most countries the existig pattern of expressed demand for
'adult education is economically convenient since it makes only small
inroads On scarce resources. If the demand were to be increased,
then the tonal expenditure would have to be increased or the present
resource's would have to be redistributed. Thus, an extreme egalitar-
ia6 argument might be propounded that the financially better off,
who .dominate current adult education programmes, should be left
-to fend for themselves; since they are already privileged, it is unnec-
essary to subsidize them; if they want more education let,theni make
their own private arrangements. To accept this argument would be
tantamount to jettisoning the greater part of existing programmes
and with them the goodwill of people who exercise political influence
and pay a significant amount in taxes, especially to the local public
authorities. It would also be to accept a levelling down of standards.
A more tenable strategy may be not to expend any more money on
existing programmes but to devote all new resources fo a systematic
attempt to distribute facilities 'more evenly. 1

In distributing resource& more equitably, the .first priority appears
to be to ensure that learning facilities are widely accessible. At the:
present time, geographical areas in the gravest need often receive
the shabbiest treatment. The reason is obvious: those areas sink that
cannot help themselves. Barring a minor miracle, like the discovery
in the vicinity of a valuable raw material, their situation steadily
deteriorates unless help can be proctired from outside. Whether they ,

secure outside help or not depends upon the will of government. And
here lies the crux. Governments are wont to respond to pressure and,
pressure is precisely what deprived areas do not know how to apply.*
Furthermore, officials, organizers and teachers usually choose to
live and work where the surroundings are congenial. It is not therefore

,. T1 question of financial allocations is discussed further below, p.
2. An ICED team has noted this truth with regard to some rural areas in devel-

oping countries: ICED, Building New Educational Strategies to Serve Rural
Children and Youth, p. sox, 1974 (hereinafter referred to as ICED)--rA related
basic cause has been the political voicelessness of most rural people--their
lack of realisation of their own inherent power to leek justice and improvement
in their own lives, and ,their lack of organizations through which to express
themselves and help themselves.'
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_surprising that many areas are richly endowed with educational
resources of which other areas are entirely devoid.

Certain individual and communal learning needs are prevalent
throughout society. But what is a priority need-for one area is seldom
a priority for all areas.' The disparity of needs between areas is espe-
cially true of rural ,vis-4-vis urban populations:3

Regardless of one's political orientation, if is clear that the
centralized planning apparatus in most countries simply cannot
develop effective programmes for diverse rural populations. We
art hopeful, therefore, that rural communities will be increas-
ingly responsible for shaping some of their awn educational
programmes and will be allowed to play a greater role in helping
to make those decisions that are vital to their future'

An ICED team arrived at the same conclusion. 2
The dominance of an G.educationar approach that has placed
too much, emphasis on form' 'and mechanic's. and not enough on
substance and process, and that Jas overestimated thb wisdatn
and power of outside expertise and underestimated the intelli-
gences of rural people themselves and the primary role they'
must play in- improving their own lives.

The elasticity of individual adult learning needs and the fact that
communal needs necessarily vary according to local circumstances,
including the very size of the population,3 mean that they must be
singled out and catered for at the local level. So we face a paradox.
Adult education cannot flourish without some central planning and
control together with a good deal of support from central funds but
it has to be tailored to actual local needs and not to assumed general
needs.

The problem, is not only to identify prevailing needs but to
anticipate changes in the social and physical environment that are
bound to create new needs. At the present time, needs are identified,
if they are identified at all, only when they have become acute. At
the' national level a unit ought accordingly to be given responsibility
for studying social and economic indicators, and at the local level
a unit or a qualified social scientist is required-to carry out a similar
function. Meanwhile, a public authority responsible for educational
services or a providing institution cannot shirk the tat of formulating
criteria for the diagnosis of need. To lessen its task it can apply two

i. Foster and Sheffield, op. cit.., p.'t t.
2. ICED, rnop. cit., p. 46.
3. In a study carried out in the United Kingdom in the fifties it was found that:

. . . the volume of adult education provision possible in an area is very largely
conditioned by the size of its population. This is so because, with exceptions
to be noted shortly, the percentage of the population attending adult classes
at any one time varies from place to place only within very narrow limits.'
J. P. Gould, The Recruitment of Adult, Students, p. t, Leicester. 1959.
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useful distinctions--one between, individual and group or commu-
, nity needs, the other between felt or articulated needs and latent

needs.
As regards the first distinction, it is for a public authority or an

institution to decide whether to accord priority to collective or indi-
vidual needs. It is theoretically possible, of course, to weigh the
balance neither on one side nor the other. The core of the pitth-
lem is how to identify and diagnose need. As already pointed out,
there is no problem: if sole reliance is placed On the mafket°clemand.
But if there is a determination to serve those individuals and social
groups in most pressing need, then no alterriatwe remains but to
set out on the long, hard road of methodical inquiry. In instituting
such an inquiry two related questions immediately arise. First, on
what grounds is need to 1Ie specified? Secondly, since there are numer-
ous educational needs and not all of them can be satisfied, accord-
ing to what criteria should a list of priorities be constructed? The
answer to both questions is that proViders must make value judgements.

. They ,cannot escape placing a value on what they consider worth
wanting. In short, degrees of need have to be determined with
reference to a particular social philosophy.

There is then the problem that what providers adjudge to be
needs, or what experts consider needs, looking at a given community
in its totality, may not be needs felt by individual constituents or °

groups within the constituency. Far from it: 'their constituents may
express wants that providers regard as undesirable or not urgent.
Such a conflict cannot be resolved by fiat but Only by consultation,
which may prove difficult if not impossible to engage in and will
have to end in compromise.

Another problem is that demands within a community or as
between communities may well conflict. Sociologists have pointed
out that there are very few truly homogeneous communities and that
no two communities are exactly similar. Again, there is no way Out
but to engage in consultation in the hope of reconciling contradic-
tory interests. .

There is also the problem that the mete expression of need may
have little significance. A person may say that he wats a specific
kind of learning experience but not be seriously motivated or may
really want a quite different kind of experience. Many. adult education
institutions Continually have the frustrating experience of seemingly
identifying, through market research, a large clientele for a particular
programme or programmes only to find that the actual response
is dismal.

Finally, therels the problem that so many educational needs can'
be satisfied only if other concomitant social and economic needs
are satisfied either beforehand or simultaneously. Thus, a mother
with a low income and several small children may be able to profit
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from group instruction on child care only if she is.given a hot meal
before each meeting and if someone is found to look after her children.
In any case, poor people do not as a rule atomize their needs but they
may accept that in order to alleviate their poverty it is necessary,
among other things, to obtain information or acquire a skillin other
words, to learn something. This interdependence of educational and
other factors implies that the process of diagnosing and meeting need
entails close collaboration between educational. and other social
service agencies.

No provider of adult education is likely to deny that, the range
of adult learning needs is extensive and that each person has a unique
set of needs. Yet in operational practice, as .already pointed out,
programmes normally appeal to a truncated section of society and
offer a narrow spectrum of subjects and learning situations. They
are very seldom induced from a systematic diagnostic survey, of the
relevant constituency. One explanation for this omission appears to
be that programme directors do not know on what grounds or by
what methods to identify learning needs in general and the needs of
particular groups. In fact, some of the findings and concepts derived
from psychological research on adult learning ability and motivation
are most illuminating, notably the concept of developmental tasks
and the life cycle.

The psychology of adult learning was a neglected subject of
investigation until very recently. Educational psychologlits showed
no interest in it and neither public authorities nor employers nor
foundations saw much point in commissioning research projects.
The result is that today we have very little data available as compared
with the wealth of data on child development, and present research
activity isconfined to a few countries.

The United States is one country in which a trickle of research
on the psychology of adult learning dates from an earlier period.'
Initially, in the twenties, the object of this research was to est*lish
whether or not learning ability was a wasting asset after physical

' maturity had been attained. Was there a rapid or slow process of
atrophy or no atrophy at all? A second area of research interest was
opened up in the fifties by R. J. Havighurst, who observed that the
motivation to learn and the subjects considered worth learning
depended on two factorsrfirst the stage that has been reached in the
cycle of life and, secondly, the social roles that one is required to play.
To want to find out more about the effects of ageing upon the adult
personality is not an esoteric research pursuit. On the contrary, the
introduction of truly effective systems of adult education.. depends

1. See E. de S. BrAnner et al., An Overview of Adult Education Research, Washington,
D.C., 1959; see also R. G. Kuhlen (ed.), Psychologica Backgrounds of Adult
Education, Batton, Mau., Center for the Study of Liberal. Education of Adults
1962 (Notes and Essays, No. ).
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upon knowing how adults learn and what conditions best facilitate
the learning process.

The various studies undertaken in the United States have pro-
duced some invaluable findings about the learning ability of adults.
In the first place, it appears that intelligence does not automatically
decline with age. For example, two psychologists, Owens and Charles,
working with a group of adults aged 6z who had taken the Army
Alpha Intelligence Test at the age of 20 or so, retested them, and
found that they performed just as well except when obliged to use
numerical skills.l. Other longitudinal studies have shown that acrults
first tested over -the age of 5o perform equally well when tested after
an interval of ten years. In the aggregate, the studies indicate that
the speed of response slows down, the ability to solve problems grad-
ually deteriorates and the mothr skills decline, but that verbal
fluency and 'comprehension may well increase: One crucial finding to
emerge is that the higher the initial level of educational attainment,
the greater the correlation with subsequent performances-at different
ages. People with low educational attainment who perform routine
jobs fall victim to mental atrophy.' The moral appears to be that
learning ability is retained through regular exercise.

A key factor in the attitude of adults towards learning is whether
or not they are = capable of changing their habits and attitudes. Here
the empirical evidence indicates that adults are not- consistently
inflexible but vary in their disposition-to change according to the
nature of the task set before them. Provided that a task is clearly
formulated, that they are assured of having opportunities to check
and remedy errors and that they can pace themselves, older people
perform as well as young people.' Furthermore, resistance to change
may sometimes be an advantage in that it is a safeguard against
impulsive actions. One general finding of considerable importance
for educational practice is that adults of low applied intelligence arc

- more resistant to change than those of higher intelligence.
The impression that adults cannot learn or that at best intelli-

gene steadily deteriorates with age is longstanding and due not only
to the erroneous assumption of those in authority but to the negative
attitude towards learning adopted by many adults themselves. There
appears to be a particular loss of self-confidence during the third age,
an age which is reached at different stages according to cultural
conditioning. One reason for this lack of self-confidence is that adults
are normally 'expected to learn under the same conditions and at the
same speed as young people and find it hard to compete. In fact, if

1. W. A. Omni- and D. C. Charles, Life History Correlates ofAge Changes in Mental
Abilities, Purdue University, 1963.

2. ibid.
3. J. Botwinick and J. G. Brinley, 'Aspects of RT Set During Brief Intervals in

Relation to Age and Sex', ownal of Gerontology, No. 17, July 1962, p. 295-301.
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adults are allowed to pace themselves' they can learn faster than
under external direction, although self-pacing does not increase the
speed at whiCh young people learn. In the most up-to-date and far-
ranging discussion of. research into adult learning A. M. Hubermarm
has stated:1

In sum, what adults lose in maturational decline is compensated
by impact from the environment. What is lost in reasoning,
speed and percepItiOn. is gained in exPerience, knowledge and
wisdomprovided, of course, that mental stimulation is constant.
We can also assume that motivational factors play- role here;
adults will continue to learn if they are able to concentrate their
learning in areas of experience in which their personal interests
lie as well.

It is self-evident that. adults differ from one another to a significant
extent. What is not generally known is that the differences increase
with age, not least in the range of intellectual ability. After surveying
the literature on the psychology of adult education H. Y. MeClusky
concluded that accumulating data:3

, are providing a growing case for a differential psychology
iof adults. Already it is clear that the pattern of abilities increases

in difference from adolescence, through early adulthood and on
into the middle aril.. later years. Moreover, we cannot assure
equivalences of stimulation and motivation in these successive
stages of change.

The findings of systematic inquiries into the psychology of adults
obviously have important implications for educational practice. The
evidence about changes in ability with ageing is especially significant
in view 'of the marked tendency for participation in adult education
to decline more or less precipitately after adults have reached an age
somewhere between 40 and 5o. Now we know that the reason is not
that adults cannot learn but that they are conditioned to feel that
active learning is beyond their capacity.

For educational practice the most valuable contribution of
investigations into the adult phase of life has come from the school of

t. See: R. E. Canestrati, 'Paced and Self-Paced Learning of Young and Elderly
Adults', Journal of Gerontology, No. 18, April 1962, p. 165-8.

2. A. M. kluberman, Permanent Education: Some Models of Adult Learning and Change,
p. 24, Strasbourg, Council of Europe, 1974. Sec also: R. M. Belbin, 'The Biolo-
gical Background to Adtilt Learning, Explorations in Adult Learning and Training
for Adult Education, p. 20, 1970: 'Our review has suggested that some losses Fin
learning ability may occur from an early age and that progressive losses may
have a physical basis. On the other hand, searching, exploring, testing and
applying may be forms of learning that do not reach full maturity until late
in adulthood. If we are to see a progressive growth in further education and
industrial retraining`we shall need to take account of the style of learning that
is natural for adults.'

3. H. Y. McClusky, 'The Psychology of Adults' (unpublished),
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ego psychologists who argue that the adult personality is not fixed in
a mould at maturity but continues to undergo considerable Changes
throughout the rest. of life. "Life can be viewed as a cyclical process
which at any one time calls into play a combination of factors that
govern or inspire motivation and action. R. J. Havighurst calls these
f actors 'dominant concerns' 1 and summarizes them relative to each
age period as follows: (a) oio, coming into independent existence;
(b) to -2o, becoming a person in one's life; (c) 20-30, focusing one's
life; (d) 30-4o, collecting one's energies; (e) 4o-5o,

)

xerting and assert-

7o-8o, malting
ing oneself; (f) 50-6o, maintaining positibn an changing roles;
(g.) 6o-70, deciding whether to disengage and how; (
the most of disengagement.

Preditely when each of these 'periods arrives and passes depends
on the social group to which one belongs and may be influenced by

. other factors. The scheme does not apply to people who are 'anomie
'and marginal to the society'. Moreover, the scheme applies specifically
to American society and would require to be modified, for other
countries. The basic concept of dominant concerns and the life cycle,
hoivever, is universally valid as can be demonstrated by .the corre-,
lation between these dominant concerns and the educational activities
in which adults Of indifferent age groups actually choose to engage.

As an adult progresses through life hr must necessarily changc
his roles and hence his aspirations. These roles are described as .
'developmental tasks', which Havighurst summarizes as follows: 2
Early adulthood: (a) selecting a mate; (b) learning to dive with a mar-

riage partner; (c) starting a family; (d) rearing Children; (e)
managing a home; (f) getting started in an occupation; (g) taking

, on civic responsibility ;"(h) finding a congenital social group.
Middle age: (a) achieving adult civic and social responsibility; (b)

establishing, and maintaining an economic standard of living; (c)
assisting teen-age children to become responsible and happy adults;
(d) developing adult leisure-tithe activities; (e) relating oneself to
one's spouse as a person; (f) accepting and adjusting to the phy-
siological changes of middle age; (g) adjusting to ageing parents.

1. cf. R. J. Havighurst, 'Dominant Concerns and the Life Cyclq', in H. W.
Burns (ed.), Sociological Backgrounds of Adult Education, p. 26, Boston, CSLEA,
1967 (Notes and Essays, No. 41). A dominant concern is the result of the
interaction of a developing human organism with the ego in a specific
situation. The individual, at a given point of physical and mental maturation,
expects himself and is expected by the social group or groups in which he
lives to behave in a certain manner, and his physical condition helps to
determine what these expectations will be.

2. See R. J. Havighurst, Human Development and Education, p. 257-82, New York,
1953. See also Havighurst, in Burns (ed.), op. cit., p. 25-36; B, Neugarten,
'Continuities and Discontinuities of Psychological IsAir.s into Adult Life',
Human Development, No. 12,1962, p. 121-3o; H. S. Becker, 'Personal Change in
Adult Life', Sociomitry, Vol. 27, No. 1, March 1964.
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Later maturity: (a) adjusting to decreasing physical strength and
health; (b) adjusting to retirement and reduced income; (c)
adjusting to death of spouse; (d) establishing an explicit affil-
iation with one's age group; (e) meeting social and civic obli-
gations; (f) establishing satisfactory physical living arrangements.

An adult is motivated into participating in an organized learning
activity if he thinks it will help hint solve a personal, social or vocational
problem or make him feel happy. Thus, the learning experiencei
that he may be inspired to seek will reflect his 'dominant concerns'
and accordingly vary with the dictates of his particular age.

People's motives for participating. in . an organized learning
experience are numerous and overlapping. In the most compre-
hensive and scientific national survey of participation in adult educa-
tion ever to be undertaken, Johnstone and Rivera discovered that
in the United States the main motives were as follows: 1 (a) to become
better iliformed; (b) to prepare for a new job; (c) to obtain on-the-
job training; (d) to spend leisure time in an enjoyable and rewarding
way; .(e) to meet new and interesting people; (f) to become more
efficient in carrying out tasks 'and duties either in the home or else-
where; (g) to escarie from routine; (h) to improve and undCrstand
job, home or family life roles; (i) to improve (j) to increase
general knowledge; (k) to increase income; (1) to develop personality
and to improve inter-personallelations; (m) to develop some physical
attribute or attributes.

That list of motives is more or less similar to lists completed in
afferent societies throughout the world. The motives can be grouped
under three main categories:. vocational; personal development;
social relationships. Now if we take these three categories of motives
and relate them to the dominant concerns of the life cycle we have
an invaluable formula for determining adult education needs.

The category of vocational motives has a particularly strong
influence on young people between x8 and '4.o, more specifically. on
men, especially young fathers. The majority of this age group attends
adult education courses for the purpose of preparing for employment
or upgrading themselves or switching to another job. At' this stage,
participation is largely enforced by the realization that to enjoy a
good life in the future it is imperative to become well qualified in the
present. Having found his occupational niche the man (if's° or so
seeks advancement both iri salary and status. Often the search impels '.
him to return to ;education'. Maybe; also, his employers expect him
to undertake further training or he himself is fearful of becoming
stale. Women whose children have reached the age of maturity
evince strong interest in vocational .courses because of their desire to 04

find a job. Until enforced retirement or withdrawal from active labour%

t. Johnstone and Rivera, op. cit., p. 143.
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draws near, a person may perodically have vocational motives for
seeking educatipn, That having been said, however, the drive for
occupational pOficiency plainly diminishes with the passage of time
and disappears altogether when a man is reaching the end of his career.

Personal development is a broad category arid affects almost
everyone's motive for participation. At the same time those whose
exclusive or at least overriding aim is personal developmenta
concern to become more cultivated, or better informed about human
affairs---4end to be aged over 40, of an age, that is, when they ha,ve
more leisure `and fewer financial cares. Woinen, in particular, often
face a life of boredom when their children are able to fend for them-
selves,,which partly explains why middle-aged women are so piedont-
inant in adult classes. Having been confined to domestic chote.s
for ten to twenty years a woman may come to deplore the inadequacy
of her general knowledge. She may also .fee1 out of touch with the
society in which her husband moves through his work. Moreover, in
an 'age whdn the personality factor is constantly stressect, she may
want to engage in an educational activity as a way to enhancing her,
impact upon of ere. Men are probably less affected by personal fac-
tors than wom n and the influence of the personal development
factor tends to xert itself upon them at a later age. At the age of
5o or thereabouts men may start to attend adult education classes
in the hope of self-enhancement. Before or after retirement they may
also want to learn a.51d11 or to cultivate new intellectual interests in
order to be able to occupy their leisure time rewardingly. Evidence

s shows that young adults of a high socio-economic status and advanced
educational background are prominent among those who participate
ih adult education for the sake of acquiring further knowledge or
developing particular skills. Many young married women eagerly
seek information about home and family living, child care or matters
related to their hdsbands' work. '

The social factor accounts for a good deal of participation in
adult education in the non-vocational sector. Many individuals hope to
make social contacts by attending adult education courses and partic-
ipants of all ages are often simply interested in meeting other people::
Some people engage in educational activities in response to external
pressure's; thus, a few members of R social group may attend a course
and the crest may feel constrained to '4,.ttend as the price of retaining
status. Again, one of the ways in which an individual can raise his social
status in a given community, or even maintain it, may be to participate
in approved activities such as attending group discussion classes.

The concept of developmental tasks and the life .cycle is inval-
uable as a guide to understanding the basic learning needs and
motivations of adults and to 'differentiating them according to the
criterion of agd. For operational purposes, however, public authorities
and programme directors require further aids to programme planning.
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One formula is first to classify educational programmes according to
the individual needs that they attempt to satisfy and to ensure that
the correct balance is struck in each community setting; secondly, to
divide the particular constituency into target or subgroups related
to a hierarchy of needsuch subgroups might be large, for example,
illiterates or small, for- example, yomen shift-workers in factories.'

The following claisification oNducational programmes according
.to personal needs, which has beerkwidely inyoked, is relevant in most .
circumstances: 2
I. Remedial education:" fundamental and literacy educationa

prerequisite for all other Ida! of adult education.
2. Education for vocational technical and professional competence

this may be to prepare an adult for a first job r a new job or to keep
hind tip to date on new developments in his occupation or profession.

3 Education for health, welfare and family livingincluding all kinds
of health, family, consumer, planned-pareiithood, hygiene, family
relations, child-care, etc.

4. Education forcivic, political and community competenceinelud-
ing all kinds of educational programme about governMent,
community development, public and international affairs, voting
and political education, etc.

5. Education for self-fulfilment---including all ldnds of liberal educa,
tiorial programmes, education in music, the arts, dance, theatre,
literature, arts and crafts, whether brief or long-term. All pro-.
grammes which are aimed primarily at learning for the !Ake of
learning rather than to achieve the other aims included in the
four other categories included above.

It may be argued that all these five categories of programme are
equally important and indeed that the -firstiour are mutually inter-
dependent. In practical terms, however, they represent a descending
order of prioiities,4 although there will be, many -communities with a
high average educational level which can afford to treat programmes

3 and 4, as,le essential than 2 and 5.4

t. 'For effective planning of non-formal education the population will hav`c to
be divided into various functional subgroups, each with its particular develop-
ment roles and learning needs. The same educational programme cannot fit
them all; there must be a series of co-ordinated programmes, each with its
own well-tailored objectives'P. H. Coombs, Tits Planning of Non-formal Educa-
bon: Some Initial Thoughtr, p. 8, Paris, Uncut), 1972:

2. Livcright and Haygood, op. 'cit., p. 9.
'a. Maslow has pointed our that higher needs cannot be satisfied until lower needs

have been sa tisiled.A. Maslow, Motivation and Personals' ly Change, New York, t97o.
4. 'cf. C. Verner and A. Booth, Adult Education, p. 53, New York, 1973: 'Sociolo-

gical analyses of local community conditions provide ways of identifying social
needs. Thus an analysis of the educational population which shows a very high
level of functional illiteracy is an indication of the need for fundamental edu.
cation. If the population with less than high-school education is high, then
there is a need high-school equivalent.'
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There is scant evidence that the findings derived from research
into the psychology of adult learning are filtering through to admin-
istrators and practitioners, except for some small influence on teaching
methods, or that the principle of beaming programmes at carefully
defined target groups is being applied. This is most unfortunate and
accounts for soine of the criticism levelled against the narrow appeal
of many adult education programmes. For as long as programmes are
directed at articulated needs as opposed to needs systematically
diagnosed, so long will they reinforce the educational gaps at present
existing between social groups. In the next chapter we shall consider

-the problem of meeting unmet deeds.
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Chapter 3

Unmet needs and
target groups
To judge from the contemporary' outpouring of official statem ents
and conference reports, the main concern of adult education should
be -CO meet the needs of those whose lack of initial education denies
them access to fughei education, a satisfactory job and a reasonable
income. Despite thisebncern, the effect of adult education program-
mes is often to widen the margin between social groups that already
exists when people leave school. This paradox is not new 1 but more
and more widely recognized as an intractable and universal problem.
Recent setbacks in a number of countries show that the goal-ofequal-.
ity of educational opportunity is extremely difficult to achieve. The
mere expansion of opportunities is certainly far frordbeing the answer.
The experience of many countries; regardless of their stage of devel-
opment, indicates that in the absence of discriminatory measures
in favour of the less privileged, it is the more or less privileged who
gain the most advantage from education. This was true in the past
f the expansion of secondary education in-Western societies and it ."'

h. een prbved no less true of the rapid expansion of higher educa-,
lion uring recent years. .

roughout -thee Tokyo-Conference the problem of how to reach
rye the non- participants who. often most need help recurred
it-motiv and was highlighted in the conchiding paragraphs of'

final Report: 2

and s
as a
the

I. cf. R. H. Tawney, The Radical Tradition, p. 92, London, 1964; . our priniary
mission, proclaimed from hundreds of platforms, and in scores of pamphlets, ;
is to the educationally underprivileged majority, who cease their full-time edu-
cation at or about fifteen; and who need a humane education both for thein
personal happiness and to help them to mould 'the...society in which they live.

2. Final Report, op. cit., p. 19. °
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etThe widening gap between nations, groups and individuals
constitutes the greatest moral 'challenge of our time. To close
the gap is more than a question of social justice. In in era of
ever-growing interdependence between countries and of increas-
ing human wants, it is an economic imperative and a prei,
condition of world peace.

This inequality is due also to the unequal distribution of
knmirledge. But it cannot be solved simply by enlarging existing
educational facilities. Experience shows that the provision of more
education, in most communitietends to favour most the iatlready
well educated; the educationally underprivileged hive yet to
claim their rights. Adult education is no exception to the rule,
for those adults who most need education have Been largely ,
neglectedthey are the forgotten people.

Thus the major task of adult education during the Second
Development Decade of the United Nations is to 'seek out and
serve these forgotten people. .

Irrespective of thCir political ideologies, technologically advanced
and industrially retarded countries alike testified at Tokyo that the .

majority of their populations did: not participate even in non-formal
adult education programmes and that a substantial minority of these
comprised the culturally. socially and economically deprived.

Concern about the deprived minority is inspired not only by the
desire for social justice but by practical considerations. Large sums
of money may have to be expended on scicial welfare that is at best
remedial.' Income from taxation is lost when adults cannot work at-
full capacity or work at all. Inactivity and social frustration can lead
to violence and crime.1 Sometimes the underprivileged may become
so, discontented and restless as topresent a threat to political stability.
Nor is the concern at all patronizing for many communities that are
poor have a rich 'cultural inluiritance. Attempts to help the children
of the underpr,ivileged are abOrted. This is an enormously important .
consideration that has been insufficiently stressed. Children who
perform badly at school are more often than not those who come
from poor homes. Their parents are unable to give them advice or
to help them with their studies; they eschew contact with the teachers
either because they_identify them with a hostile institution or because

ey, do not know, or think they do not know, how o Communicate
"th them; they do.. not ensure that their children have the hoine

support which is essential for study. The education given at schools
concentrates on cognitive skills and neglects the affective factor.
Thus, from a tender age the socially"disadvantaged, unii*llectual,
uncompetitive child is often left hopelessly behind in the academic

a. cf. S. Andthski, The African Predicamend p. 45, London, 1969: 'No subtlepsy-
chological explanations are needed to account for the prevalence of crimes
againstproperty in our cities where so many people have no other means of
making a living.'
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race. The parents of such children Will not be able topbecome suppor-
tie in the way that is required until their inhibitions about making
contact with the school have been removed and until they -can see
for themselves that they, must help theii- children in.specific ways.
President Nyerere, with his gift for a telling illustiation, has written:1

Too often in our own society 'a person who sits down to read is,
accused of being 'lazy or of being unsociable. This attitude we
must change. When we get to the position where a mail and
wife can sit together in the evening each reading or reading to
each° other, and ..when ,their children are encouraged- to learn
out of school by reading books, which are easily available, then
we shall have made a big break-through in our development:

'In some, countries with a long record of coMpulsory education there
is a tendency to assume that the more intelligont people have
been creamed off, leaving behind a unipenproktariatz which cannot
derive much, if any, advantage from education beyond the most
elernentary level.- The empirical evidence for this fielieris slight and

. of doubtful validity. Certainly there remains 'a- very large untapped-
pool of ability among those who have left school at an early age.*-
A number of research studies have demonstrated that the academic"
performance of Children from poor honks who shlwed themselves
academically promising at an early age steadily declines the longer
they stay at school, adverse external influences on their learning-,
behaviour proving too strong to be resisted and: causing them to
work well below their capabilities. What such children require is

i) more not less schooling and yet society reinforces academic success
and penalizes early under-achievement by giving those who are the
sloWest to learn the leasttime to learn. A poor Performance.at school °

is often the result of such factors as-the complete absence of- parental
guidance, overcrowded classes, incompetent teaching, lack of nutrition
and above all an inability to express orally or in writing what they
feel. After school their need is for make-up programmei so designed
a$ to take account of their emotional feais of education.

From some of the discussions and writings about the problem
of educationally underprivileged adults it might appear that a whole
social class is in question. To equate the underprivileged with the
working class is not only politically tendentious but inaccurate for
many workers enjoy a comfortab standard of living and have quite

44.
t. J. K. Nyerere, Freedom and Social' hunt NaUjamaa, p..ra8; Dar **Salaam, 1.

'1968.
2. cf. Ministry of tdUcation -England and Wales, 15-18,vol.1,p. London,.

i959: An observer of English education can hardly fail to be disturbed by the
large number of able boys and girls who lose their intellectual curiosity before
they have exhausted their capadity to learn.' This report also estimated that
42 ger cent of pupils in the mi., io per cent of ability left school as soon as
possible.'
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sufficient education to enjoy a reasonably full life. People who are
truly underprivileged suffer from a number 'of Crippling disadvan-
tages that are mutually reinforcing. They are compelled to accept

.low-skill jobs and are vulnerable to unemployment; they may never
earn a living wage or may experience relativt ptosperity only during
fleeting periods in the life cycle; they are likely to be socially and
geographically immobile; they do not know how to organize them-
selves Tor political action; they lack the capaCity for formal thought
and problem-solving; they have limited possibilities for recreation
and lack creative imagination. EducatIon alone will not change
their" lives but it is ,an indispensable instrument of change, for without
a basis of knowledge people cannot adept a new style of life.1 The
challenge facing adult education is to motivate people to learn how to
cope more effectively with their multiple disadvantages and to per-
severe with learning.

The educationally disadvantaged fall into two main.,catekories:
first, those disadvantaged by social, economic, family or geographical
circumstances; secondly, those mentally or physically handicapped.
It is to be noted that one disadvantage-is usually accompanied by
others. The first group is. by far the more numerous, particularly in
developing countries: It includes: ,..(a) the illiterate; .(b) the rural
poor; (c) the urban poev,r; (d) _unemployed ,youthS without market-
able skills; (e) unskilled and semi-skilled workers; (1) unemployed
and unemployable adult workers;; (g) certain ca,te ones of women;
(h) ethnic minorities; (1) migrant workers (na onal migrants);
(j) immigrants (foreign workers); (k) the elderly poor especially those
in need of less strenuous work situations.

The physically or mentally handicapped include the blind, the ..

deaf, the dumb, the paraplegic, the chronic invalid, the house-bound
invalid and the long-term hospital patient!

For many countries, representing in total by far the majority of
the world's population, the first target group is the _illiterate. Sortie
warnings have been uttered about overrating. lit racy as a prerequisite
of development. For example:ar, ,,,,.

i

i . cf. ki. Becker, 'Education for Adults and kers TOdayi, Comparative Edu-
cation, Vol. 5, No. t, February 1969, p. to: !In .ext tudy on education
and social consciousn ,(Bildung und, gesellsc afiliches Be kin) Strzelewicz
and Schulenberg have !early shown that . ..lb who Vecei e only a minimal
education experienc high degree of frustra "on. Tins s e study shows that
a f : h level of ucatiott is necessary be ore a des o further education

ever be o . cvelop.'.. "mt?
4,2'. ,For two authonta 've analyies of die charak unties and prOblensof the 'edu-

, cationally,underprivileged, see: P. Clyne; Disadvantaged Adult; Educational
and Social Nods of Minority' Group's,:i.ondon, 972; and D. Andersen and J. A.
Niemi, Adult Education and the Disadvantaged A ult, Syracuse, t969.

3. M. Blaug, The Role of Mutation in Enlargin the Exchange Economy in Middle
Africa( the English-speaking Countries, p. 25, nesco, 1967.
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. .. the zeal of some educationists has created the unfortunate ,
impression that everything in Africa depends on the -growth of
literacy' and general knowledge, and that nothing can be done
until the level of 4ucation has been raised.

Certainly the message that literacy alone will not guarantee economic
prosperity has been hammered home in many societies by the plight
of young people who have successfully completed the primary and
even secondary school cycle only to' find themgelves condemned to
unemployment or unskilled jobs. The fact remains that, apart from
ethical considerations,1 every developing country is weddtd to the
belief that illiteracy is an impediment to the modernization of a
nation.

In most developing countries, however, effective participation
of adults in the building of their own societies is difficult, if not
impossible because of mass illiteracy which constitutes a major
handicap to the communication of ideas and symbols. The
implementation of other programmes of continuing adult edu-
cation, which is a pre-requisite for the process of i-nodernization,
is also often impeded or rendered impossible because of the
inability of illiterate adults to participate. For these and other
reasons, the reduction of illiteracy is one of the major priorities
of adult education in developing countries.2

There would appear to be sufficient empirical evidence ...to sustain
this belief. Recently in India a controlled experiment was carried
out to distinguish between the receptivity to change of illiterate
farmers on the one hand and farmers who had taken part in an exper-
imental literacy project on the other hand. According to the Ministry
of Education's report, published in i971: 3

The rate of final adoption of agricultural practices among the
participants and control groups and its relationship to literacy
ability indicated that the rate of adoption among the functional
literates and the control illiterates tended to va directly with
literacy level. For instance, over go per cent of e participants

cf. Ev.e Malmquist, 'Reading: A Human Right and a Human Problem', in R, C.
Staiger and 0. Andersen (eds.), Reading: A Human Right and 4 Human Problem,
p. 2, Newark, tg6g: 'The person living in the the twentieth Century who has ,
not been given the opportunity to learn to read cannot funetion in a proper
way, cannot have a full human individual and social life. Ile is deprived of
a fundamental human right' to gain further education, to gain access to one
of the instruments for learning. It has been said: "Learning
is living an living is learning I" In a real sense, therefore, the ability to read
is an indispensable elementln sepersen's equipment for living in every corn
of the world today.'

2. J. Muller (ed.), Functional Literacy in the Context of Adult Education,,y. 14p, Berlin,
1'04,

3. Quoted by Amrik Singh, 'Adult Education and the School Syitem in India'
(unpublished paper prepared for Unesco).
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in the'high literacy category were using seed of recommended
varieties compared to 81.8 per cent in the medium and 74.1
per cent in the low.. . . Particularly important is that the high
literacy ability group had an adoption rate of nearly double that
of the illiterate group. This phenomenon is even more important
for fertilizers, implements and insecticides. For example, the rate
of adoption of Improved implements for. those in the high literacy
ability category was approximately eight times that of the control
illiterates.

The magnitude of the illiteracy prOblerit is awesome. According to
Vnesco estimates, the world in 195o had some 700 million illiterates
in an adult population of 1,579 million; 196o, 740 million out, of
1,881 million adults were illiterates; it was estimated that in 197o some
783 million out of 2,287 million adults were still Illiterate, either be-
cause they had never had an opportunity to attend school or because
they had relapsed into illiteracy. The recent figures underline two facts:
first, that there' remains a substantial number of illiterates in the second
half of this century; secondly, that there is a constant increase in the
total number of illiterates. Even on the most optimistic of assumptions
the number of illiterates will not fall below the 650 million mark by
the year 2000. On the other hand, the illiteracy rate is falling steadily,
thanks to the extension Of primary education and adult literacy
programmes; the most optimistic assumption about the number of
illiterates by the year 2000 would mean an adult illiteracy rate of 15
per cent of the world's population.'

To indicate the crisis faced at present in many countries, it is
salutary to consult Statistics relating to India. In 1961, the total
number of illiterates was estimated at 295 million. By 1969 the total
had risen t0.349 million; only 13 per cent.of the female population
was literate. Although the percentage of illiterates in the crucial
manpower group aged 15-44 declined from 69 per cent in 1961 to 6
per cent in 1969, the total number of illiterates went up from 13b
million to 15o million. A survey conducted in 1966 led to the conclusion
that

the bulk of the working force in the country will remain in
the same state of illiteracy in the next twenty years as at present
and will require at least another twenty years for achieving
ioo per cent literacy of the census level, if the present conditions
art, to continue indefinitely in future.

Is it, any, wonder 'that the abolition or at ltast drastic reduction of
illiteracy is the first priority in the adult edilcatio0rogrammes of
ndia and many' other countries?* 4:,.

1. T T..,nesco, Literacy r967 -71, Paris, Unesco, 1972.
2. K. B. Rege, Magnitude allllikraiy in India, p. Delhi, 1966.
3. Methods of dealing with the literacy problem ar4ditcitssed below, pages 92-6.
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Until recently it was commonly supposed that adult Illiteracy
was a problem confined to the developing countries. Today it is clear
that adult illiteracy is also :a serious problem in most industrialized
countries ,Estimates indicate that in several highly prosperous countries
the, illiteracy rate may be as high as 15 per cent. Not only the poor and
the Unskilled are among the illiterate but also skilled workers and not
infrequently the rich and apparently successful. The plight of the
illiterate in a lettered society can be particularly cruel. Many accounts
have been published in recent years of seemingly competent workers
driven to distraction by the stress of pretending that they can read
ancf write. There are also many more than 15 per cent of some national
populations whose reading and writing skills arc minimal and whose
personality development is thereby stunted:1

Modern research is beginning to find evidence for what has
Soften been intuitively recognised, namely that the more flexible
and wide-ranging a person's language is, the richer is likely
to be the quality of his life. Conversely, the more restricted and
limited his language, the more restricted and limited may be
his life.

Since 196o or thereabouts there has been a deepening realization that
literacy is a means to a better living and, of an end in itself. Not only
will the neo-literate lapse into illiteracy in the absence of opportunities
for regular reading and writing but he will become depressed if he
cannot function more effectively as a worker. The right to work and
to obtain satisfaction from work is becoming Progressively more
contingent upon having the appropriate skills and capacity for adap-
tation to ever-changing conditions. But in all countries, whether rich
or poor, there are many physically active adults who through a lack
of education are either unemployed, under-employed or doomed to
perform unpleasant jobs without any prospect of advancement. All
three conditions arc demoralizing and extremely difficult to improve
especially for adults over 5o. Remedial action is certainly not possible
unless appropriate training facilities are made available and there
are strong inducements to take advantage of them.* In the rural
areas of developing countries it is obitiously necessary to create self-
employment opportunities through appropriate vocational preparation.

At present roughly .2,000 million people live in developing
countries and of these an average of 70 per cent inhabit rural areas.
In several countries no less than 90 per cent of the population is
classed as rural. But in general, rural populations are victims of
neglect, often to the advantage of urban areas:3

1./ J. F. Wallwork, Linguistics and Language, p. i I-42, London, 1
2. cf. M. Blaug, Education and the Employment Problem in DevelopingCountrits, p. 74,

Geneva, ILO, 1973
3. ECA Secretariat, Africa's Manpower Situation and Prospects in the zoo, p. 4,

Addis Ababa, 1973
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The mass of the population in virtually all African countries
is located in the rural areas, yet most of the benefits of develop-
ment in terms of better incomes and better living facilities, have
so far accrued to the urban communities.

Rural areas are doubly disadvantaged in educational terms:First, they
lack the general cultural and educative influences which often serve to
stimulate, inform and enrich life in urban areas. Secondly, they lack
explicit educational programmes designed to assist the process of mod-
ernization. Their difficulties are compounded by the fact that the
young, and energetic, frtistrated by the laCk of opportunity, quit the
land for the cities.

At least rural development is now treated as a top priority in
developing countries. In more' developed countries, however, it is
often assumed that, since this is a mobile age, there is no particular
need to single out rural areas for attention.' The result is that in
otherwise prosperous countries there 'are rural pockets where people
live on or near the breadline- utterly deprived of educational 'facilities.

Virtually every urban centre in the world, without regard to the
stage of national development,' has to deal with the needs of a steadily
increasing subculture of deprived people. The problem mainly arises
from the rapid speed of urban settlement. Thus; whpreas in i g4o
there were only four cities in Latin America with a 'population of
over i million, by ig8o there will be twenty-eight such cities.* There
are two types of depressed urban communities: the old and the new.
The first type is often found in or near the urban centre and evinces
all the signs of decay. Tfie sense of community has been diminished or
totally destroyed; there is a high proportion of ethnic minorities and
recent immigrants, of the unemployed and of the infirm and elderly.
The new community may be a shanty development, haphazardly
sprung up on the outskirts of a town,4 or a publicly planned housiing
area designed for the lowest socio-economic groups. In such commu-

1. For example: 'More than half the adult education institutions in France are
located in towns with a population 0f more than ioo,000 inhabitants. Yet
these towns constitute only o.i per cent of the communes and eighteen per cent
of the population. (Evidence submitted to the Tokyo Conference.) cf. Also
B. Hall, 'Who Participates in Adult Education?', Studies in Adult Education,
No p, February 1973, p. 3: 'In Tanzania, for example, only 24 per cent of the
pariticipants interviewed were brought up in isolated rural environments.'

2. cf. Final Report, op. cit., p. 22: 'Industrial society was witnessing the emergence
of a twilight world composed of the old, social misfits or migrant workers; whole
areas were, economically speaking, being sacrificed to the principle of
on investment by the profit-oriented economy, and thus found themselves with
problCms comparable with those of developing countries.'

3. United Nations, Social Change and Social Development Polio, in Latin America,
New York, 1970.

4. As high as 40 per cent of the population of the cities in Latin America may be
living in such marginal areas.
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nities theie is almoit no spontaneous drive to ameliorate unpleasant
living conditions and social leadershitl is lacking. People live cram-
med together in an environment characterized by poverty, poor
housing, sickness and a high crime rate. .It also seems as if an inability
to escape from such an environment is passed on from one generation
to the next, so that he who is born among the urban poor is likely to
remain among them until he dies.' One subgroup often in desperate
straits is that of newcomers from country areas. In some developing
countries, the distress of the urban pckir may be overlooked because
of the prior attention. paid to rural development.

In many parts of the world, adults under 25 are numerically the
main consumers of post-school.education. This fact makes all the more
pitiable the plight of those young people wh9 hive little or no educa-
tion, above all those who can neither continue with their formal
schooling nor take advantage of non-formal facilities provided under
the rubric of adult education:2

. many ministries of education have wittingly or unwittingly
made this massive group of out-of-schoolers (mainly between
the ages of, x o and x 6) Virtually forbidden territory for non-
formal programmes devoted to basic geneial educationthis
in the name of 'protecting standards' and guarding unwary
parents from educational hucksters.

In developing countries approximately one-half of the population
is under 21. A large proportion of these children and young adults
do not attend school 3 andit is unlikely that this proportion will diminish
during the present century. Moreover, among those who do attend
school the drop-out rate is appalling. Young people without market-
able skills and the social confidence that success in education can give
find themselves unemployed or under - employed in tedious dead-end
jobs. In many developing countries and in sectors of many developed
countries youth unemployment has reached crisis levels. It is also
rapidly becoming a problem in certain industrialized countries.

z. cf. C. H. Meyer, Social Work Practice, a Response to the Urban Crisis, p. 6o, New
York, 197o: 'Yet,, slum living is . . . a living, breathing daily reminder,to the
individual that in an affluent society he is deprived and degenerated. In a
mobile society he is trapped within his neighbourhood. In a materialistic
society, he is without any of its concrete,rewards. In an increasingly educated
society that is tooling up for the post cybernetic age, he is illiterate. In a society
that strives for superior medical care, he Is the sickest both mentally and
physically. In a society that reached the moon', he must cling to his outmoded
fire-escape.'

2. ICED, op. cit., p.47,
3. In Asia it is estimated that 225 million, children and young people aged be-

tween 6 and t8 do not attend school. In the Philippines in 197o only 392,768
young people were in school out of a school-age population of 2,192,000 and
many were nemployed.

6 3 /
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Tp single out women as an educationally underprivileged group
is a common but not very constructive practice. All that an safely
be said is that, according to their social class and the cultural tradi-
tions of their societies, women are-offeredor at any rate take far
fewer .educational opportunities than Men. Of the world's ,illiterate
adults, 70 per cent are women; -85:7 per cent ih Arab countries. In
some industrialized countries it is well known that/women greatly
,otiogmber men in adult classes but on checking one discovers that
the ma' ority of them are interestea,in such culturally feminine subjects
as cooking, dress-making and' use design. Women very largely share
the lame learning needs as men, t is hard to believe that in practice
there is not discrimination agair4t them, ,though the discrimination
,often turns out to be social, not gal.

Along with other international organizaiions,.Unesco has shown
considerable concern about the need to widen women's access to
educational opportunities. The concern is not only based on equity
but on the realization that women have much more to Contribute to
social, civic and economic life than the present conventions will
allow:1 -

African women fain an indispensable part or human resources
for development. Without their contribution, the economies

t of African countries cannot be expected even to be maintained
at 'their present low levels, Much less advanced to meet the
targets and levels ,which are consistently being set° by likkcan....governments. -

One educationally underprivileged group that is/rapidly -growing in
size is the elderly poor, Today older people face many problems,
especially in some industrially advanced countries. Their energy
begins to flag, 'health problems may prevent them from engaging
in physical activity and they may have to forgo or curtail such
pleasures as eating what they like, drinking and smoking. At work

. there is usually no scope for advancement and indeed they.may not
desire it. Ahead they see their responsibilities ,diminishing, their
options for change limited and the spectre of becoming dependent
.on others. Around them society is in a state of unprecedented flux;
values formerly held sacred are no longer accepted by younger people;
the future seems ,ever More uncertain. In many societies the family
nexus has disintegrated, often leaving grandparents, great aunts and
uncles to fend for themselves with no rewarding social roles to play.
Less literate and numerate than the younger generation the ageing
can easily I alienated from a contemporary culture dominated by
the cult of y uth. it is not surprising that many older people are losing
their sense of security and'facing their last years with apprehension.

ECA, Out of School Education for Women in African Countries, p. t, Addis Ababa,
.973
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Within many countries 'there are four subgroups whose main
problem is adaptation to, not necessarily assimilation by, the common
culture. First; thee are migrant workers who, hope to save enough
money to return home, in the meantime perhaps having acquired an
occupational skill. Secondly, there are migrants wrio hope to remain
permanently in the countrp of their adoption. Both these groups,
which are rapidly increasing in number,i face welfare and cultural
problems, very often including linguistic disability. Thirdly, there are
refugees, who pose a particularly thorny problem when they resist
being absorbed into a new society. Finally, the.re are established but
traditionally underprivileged ethnic minorities.

' Beyond the target groups .mentioned so far there are miscella-
neous groups which are either particular to certain countriesfor
example, nomadic populationsor relatively small (for example,
mothers who are house-bound): certain societies regard prisoners as
an important target group for education on the grounds that it is
often a lack of education which leads to crime and that what they
need is to "learn a trade and to develop social competence. Long-

, term patients in hospitals may also be regarded as a target group,
especially thine who lack the social resources and skills to cope with
their post-hospitalization problems.

The second major category of educationally underprivileged
referred to above are the physically and mentally handicapped. Not
all the handicapped have missed a good initial education but a high
proportion of them did so. At present, the handicapped are more
often than not unable to take advantage of educational opportunities
even if they are available in abundance in their neighbourhoods.
Their physical disability may tie, them to their beds or prevent them
from climbing steps. The deaf, the dumb, the blindeach group
faces unique problems. All these physically handicapped require not
only special attention but as far as possible the opportunity to join
in normal educational activities.

It is generally asserted by medical specialists that the. mentally
deficient should lead lives that are as normal as possible. This presup-
poses giving them a basic education, helping them to acquire an
employable skill and' access to communal educational facilities in their
spare time. Only a. proportion of the mentally ill, a group growing
annually in numbers, are educationally underprivileged in the ortho-
dox sense but they may be regarded as underprivileged in the sense that
they need guidance in learning how to identify and master the condi-
tions which cause their illness tlKough group therapy techniques.

t. Eaker and cheaper forms of long - distance transport, combined with the rela-
xation of immigration laws in many countries, have led to a striking increise
in the flow of migration. For example, there were no fewer. than 3:13 million
foreign workers in France in July 1974.
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What can be done through education to help the target groups
delineated in the foregoing paragraphs to better their, present condi-
tion? The overriding problem is how to stimulate people so that they

' will want to learn. Far too little empirical research has been under-
. taken into the nature of the barriers to learning but, certain facts bre

clear enough. The root problem is that the underprivileged are
convinced that education has nothing to offer them, although they .

may hold out great expectations forlhe education of their children.
In their own eyeettey have failed either because they did not go tom'
school or, because hey failed to make the grade and were then cast
into outer.darkmi. They do not discern any possibility of improving
their job prospec by means of education even, when labelled as
'training'. If they are conscious of the high private returns that may
accrue froth educ tion, they may nevertheless reject it because their
aversion is so intense.1 They lack participatory skills and partici-
patory situations flighten them. They probably face circumstantial
obstacles: poWerful neighbourhood contempt for anyone 'who tries
to get on'; crowded and noisy homes, perhaps with feeble lighting or
no-lighting at all; chronic fatigue through overwork, stress or malnu-
trition.

These are daunting barriers and it is idle to pretend that they
can easily be scaled. More. than one country in: recent years has
devoted substantial ftinds and effort to the war on poycrty, treating
education as a major arm of attack, only to find that the results were
disappointing. The painful truth is that the education of the .under-
privileged is a very high-cost undertaking, far more costly than
conventional adult 'education and probably more costly, 'indeed,
than 'the expensive sector,' of higher education. Furthermore
it is am undertaking that is bound to be long drawn -out. This severe
cost factor and long deferment of returns. may well explain why most
approaches to the problem are localized and short term.

Yet only massive government expenditure and the development
of mass resourcestegal,, institutional, mass communications- -will
breach the barriers to.learning. Elsewhere the question is ,raised of
reallocating resources in favour of adult education. The question is
raised with particular stridency in connexion with policies for dealing
with the underprivileged. However, the 'magnitude of the population
to be aided can be reduced for operational purposes by dividing it

_

i. cf. Unesco, A Retro:patio. International"Survay of Adult Educalion,..m. 72, Paris,
Unesco, 1972: 'It is commonly assumed that the prevailing pattern of enrol-
ments is due to the fact that most of the non-participantewere alienated from
the highcr culture of their societies and especially from the educational
system, at an early age, certainly from about the`timc they left school. They
view educational institutions ai elitist and authoritarian and it does not occur
to them that somewhere there might be a class or an activity from which they
could derive personal profit and enjoyment.',.

n.
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between those who are manifestly reachable and the hard core who
are impervious to external influences.

Although few authoritative studies have been completed on the
attitudes of adults to educational ideas they suffice to confirm that
there is a continuum of attitudes towards adult education froth the
enthusiastic at one end to inbuilt resistance at the other. The conclu-
sions adduced from- two particular studies, are especially convincing.
The first study was made in the 'United Kingdom:i

Attitudes to education shade off gradually froki enthusiasm at
one end of the scale to rejection at the other. For practical pur-
poses, (me could draw a line across this distribution at the point
where indifference changes to a mild curiosity to know more
about the world around one. BeloW this Ibreshold were nearly
forty-five per cent of the sample who could be said to be resist-
ant to new ideas and highcr. valuta. Such people tend to avoid
unaccustomed impressions, or can't be bothered to consider
them. Such people read little° and'what 'they do read tends, to
be the lighter items in the newspaper; they dd. not look at or
listen to the more serious broadcast programmes, or have much
to do 'with what we might describe as cultural activities of any
sort. But, looking 4 the brighter side of the picture, there is a
good half of the population who are curious about the world
and theirsneighbours, or are anxious to learn more about them,
and somea minorityhave a conscious love of learning.

The second study was undertaken in the United States:'

. . we approached_ this question by considering a potential
participant as someone manifesting two fundamental disposi-
tions : an interest in knowing more about something and a
readiness to engage in systematic .study in order to satisfy his
interests.

This notion, in turn, led us to conceive the total popula-
tion as containing three aggregates of individuali; those both
interested in learning and favourably disposed to taking courses,
those interested in learning but riot prepared to take courses, and
those uninterested in learning anything new at all. Of the total
sample interviewed, 44 per cent showed favourbletilsp9sitions
of both, types, 0,pm-cent-identified ftonfedung they wanted to

Icnociiiiore about but showed no readiness to take courses, and
ag per cent Were unable to think of anything at all they wanted
to know more about. As a very rough approximation, then, we
concluded that as many as seven adults in ten may have.interests
that could conceivably lead them into some type of learning
situation, that less than bne of the population could be
seriously regarded as potential adult education participants.

r. J. M. Trenaman, Communication and Comprehension, p. 187, London, 1967:
d. Johnstone and Rivera, op. cif., p.
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To qualify as reachable 'a person must evince signs that he would like
to learn either alone or in a group. Four cateimies of reachable
people have been discerned: (a) those who are prevented from taking
advantage of educational opportunities only through lack of money
or time; (b) those who are unaware of what is available; (c) those
who are afraid of the hostile reactions of dnployers or acquaintances;
(d) theft who 4o not want to learn simply on their own account but
who would learn as Members of a group.

It mayibe objected that such a strategy would merely lead to the
addition of another social stratum to societies which.. are already
unhealthily stratified. This is no doubt true but it is a very privileged
country that can afford to 'pursue an indiscriminate strategy. Most
countries are compelled tonselect priorities. 1 °

The scale of the problem can be minimized still further by concen-
trating initially upon particular categories of people. In'cleveloping
countries this will.almost certainly mean the functionally illiterate;
in more deVeloped countries it may rhean the ,unemployed .or the
underemployed. l

Although mass resources are required to underpin the apprdaches,,,,
to the, education of the under rivileged, it is at the community level
that the crucial action must ccu . ere it is necessary to enlist the
total of the community: social welfare, local health, housirt,
employment and agricultural eXtension offices together. with em-
ployers, trade unions. media representatives and voluntary agencies.
What contribuiion'ean adult education institutions make? The answer
is very little by themselves or by relying exclusively on providing
educational programmes. Instead they have to work hi close collab-
oration with other professional and voluntary groups equally con-
cerned to provide for the well-being of the community. BUt .it is no
less true that witifout the co-operation of adult education agencies
the social work and community development agencies can only
Artially 3ucceed in their .tasks, for the proyision of welfare services
and more physiehirtf4ilities may lessentonterial mrrrt but not root ciut ,

,the causes of &privation. People have^to learn how 'to diagnose and
overcome their own problems. ,

The needs of the educAtionally underprivileged cannot be met by ,

waiting for them to come to an educational institution. Two comple-
mentary approaches are indicated. On is to take facilities to where

il
z. d. Coombs et al.,, op. cit., p. 95: '. . . a strategy be designedat least for rural

arearhobbledly a severe dearth of resources and educatibruil opportunities
which directs resources mainly toward' expanding learning opportunities for
those who, for whatever reaski, already have a strong appetite to learn, who
can most effectively emplq self-instrUCtion, and who are most likely to retain
and use whatever they learn.' . , P .,

2." Mass education campaigns and community develoriment itratbgiefarctiarn- ..
fined further below, pages 9y and 98.
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they live, and to.the villages, factories, offices, shops'and other centres
ivh6e they work. The second is not to,offir them programmes labelled
educational but to offer attractive incentives. Thp underprivileged
assess the worth'of education largely in terms of its,tangible' advintages
and immediate relevance.' °The existence of -distinctive middle- .

class and lower-class attitudes towards education is seam* a revolu-:
tionary discovery but it does have important iMplications for prO-
gramme planning. For most manual workers the point of entry may
well b.e, a desire to increase their 'earning power by uPgrading their
vocational skills,- since there' is a glimmer of hope that once a man's
interest has been arrested by an appeal to his pocket, he may be
jnducecl to explore wider educational horizOo For the unemployed .

the vital thing is to learn whatever is necessary, to get -a job: For a
, housewife the point& entry may be involvem,ent in the setting up of

a play-gronp from which her-children 11 benefit:
Up to the present time, public and Private programmes designed

to . assist the underprivileged flaw mit; always been restricted to
literacy and vocational: skill training. Thtise% though essential, are

ot 'enough. If people are to be' helped-.to ichange their habits and
attitudes to a significant exten,t,,they mUsealso acquire some capacity
for self-analysis, interperson4skills, 'a sense of sOdal purpose and a
constructive outlobk on -1

Adult educators,
must take extreme c
internal dynamics are
in the rural areas and hi the inner- cities;. may look depressed to the
external observer but give deep or adequate satisfaction tI3 'those who
belong to them. In communitiek, considered deprived, there often
exists a warmth and mutual aid which social planners can easily destroy
but not so easily replace by something better.-Again, many corninu-
'ties urgently need outside help but the help has to be thought out'

efully and directly related to expressed needs and to people's eapa-
ty for effort since, in order to feel impelled to act, human beings must

not only foresee a useful purpose but know that they are competent to
act successfully. The fear of blundering into an unfamiliarlexperienpe is '-
all too often acute. Moreover, a person who will decline to act inde-
pendently mar:be induced to act as a member of a group. The more

i. cf. R. Shaw and L. West, 'Class Dismissed', Adult Education, Vol. 44, 'No. 6, =
March3372, p. 355: 'However, a few aspects of working-class life may be sin-
gled out as being particularly relesCant to the task of the adult educator. The
first is "cognitive poverty", characterised by limitation of interest to the par-
ticular, the concrete, and the familiar as contrasted with the genetal, the
abstract and the new and challenging. Along with this goes a limited linguistic
equipment and a suspicion of "book learning" as unreal compdted with
lOons from first-hand experience. Finally, the working-class attitude to edu-,
dation is very, utilitarian: education must be obviously useful, preferably in
terms of job prospects.'

1Stire.
immunity developers and social.workers,
of to interfere with communities whose
nown to them. Many communities, both
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people are edutated the ,more they are accustomed ttl slearning
themselves; they may indeed' Positively shy away from learning yin
Collaboration, with others. The positibn. of the unedueateei-quite
different. They doCnot know how to organize a learning experience and
as indiAduals they may fend off wOuld-be helpers., But. their may be

, drawn, Mier' a group --activitY' in which, they can play ,a meaningful
role and through which, self-respect may come.

..' . There is one aspect of ,the problem of dealing with the educa-
tionally underprivileged that is extraordinarily delicate.. Outside
observers huye tended, to designate tlfeunderprivileged is a; special
social, group. If, however, the underprivikted- are' made to feel like /
some subspecies or the 'recipients of charity, they are likely to react
by-SpUrning assistance or by shrewdly accePti4,material hand-outs
but rejecting the attached educational -strings. Here 'the lue of the
community develOpment technique of stimulating people to seek

,:.their own .salvation is indisputable.
The problem of the educationally underprivileged adult will

always be, with us. It is ultimately a cultural problem tly:t cannot i e
removed altogether but can be mitigated by adopting "some ortli,
'strategies discussed above. I/oweveri the degree of mitigation'. /Will
be slight unless there is a concomitant reform of educational systems
and this °implies reforniing Social structures and bringing about a
general revision of pill& attitudes. The cultural ethos of a..' cci-rnmu-
nityls immenselyrhportant because it deterrnin,es, behavioral norms

. such as leaving school early and not affecting a superior mode of speech. i
In a well-nown pa:ssiage 2 T. S.,Eliot pointed out that intellectual and
cultural development can tale place only if the external influences

- ----- - ,.. not only of family and environment, but of, work and play,
of newsprint and spectaoles, of entertainment and spOrt, are in
harmony with them. ..,

,

he moral ^..is that' the i'aPproach to the education' of underpriv-'

rogrammes but also through the' purposeful -orchestration of all
adultS must be not only through 'carefully tailored specialp

those informal agenda in the community which can affect. attitudes.
During this particular epoch of civilization it would seem that,

in every kind of society, even moderatelle*esrprising adult education
agencies can win success in.numerieal ternti simply by catering to the
needs of the -already educated. An arduous but ultimately far more
rewarding task is to assist the' less fortunate members of society to
discover a new way of life by means of purposeful learning,

4.ii. From the pqint viewew -of those who plan yrogrammes the use of the terms.
`educationally underprivileged' or 'educationally disadvantaged' is unavoid-
able but their may. be offensive terms to the persons whom they wish to help.

i. T. S. Eliot, Notes Towards a Definition of Culture, pl to6, London, 1918.
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Efforts to'satisfy personal, community and national needs must be
Sustained by the appropriate structures, programmes and subject-

01

Matter,: and this, in turn, implies that the entire system of provision
must be so flexible and sensitive that any individual can freely move
in, and out of it according to his needs and personal circumstances.

All too readily many. people connectkd with adult edu-
cation alsurne that whereas the formal sltem tends to be

':monolithic and, conservative, theirs is a plurali t service character-
ized., by its zest for experiment. Thi first assumption is justified
but there is not much enipirical ;" "evidence to support the
second. Such evidence as existsfor ,'"example on the interaction
between schools and adult educatiOn:tends to show that the
former influence the latter rather than the other way round. Observ-

.

ers are perhaps misled into believing that the innovative spirit is
widespread by the number of exciting projects in adult education
reported in print or "Cited at national and international. Conferences.
In fact, %ince about 1965 there has probably been considerably more
experiment in some formal systems than in most of adult education.
Nor can it be assumed that the existence of a pot-pourri of institutions
automatically denoteg a variety of flavours. On the contrary, a host
of.providers may well offer niore or less similar programmes and, as .
pointed out above, compete for scarce resources.' This is not an argu-
Inca- forior_against multifarious provision' but a warning against
the too easy ,assumption that va0ety means originality:

I. The Committee on Adult Education in England and Wales onsidered the
confusing battalions of providers before it and decided that, the whole,
they should not be brought into one system. cf. H. A.Jones, Adult Education:
A Plan for Development, p. 4-5, Council of Europe, Committee for Higher
Edbcation and Research: 'Such a medley invites atfack, It has been criticised' as

71
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The cardinal principle should be that adult edircation is not
-synonymous with attendance at classes or even at an institution nor
with following uniform curricula. Instead it is obtaining guidance
and dupport for a serious learning effort at a time and under circum-
stances favourable to -the learner. This leads to the enunciation of a
second prinCiple, namely, that learners must be involved actively
in the choice and design of their learning experiences. A third guiding
principle' is that learning experiences should be provided by other
thin strictly adult education institutions. The Final Report of the Tokyo

;-Conference obseryed that:1

Implementing the concept of life-long education carried with
it the necessity for-such traditionally non- educational'- agencies
as factories, firms, social action groups and ministries other than

, Ministries of echication, to take part in the planning and imple-
mentation of adult education programmes to a far greater extent
than heretofore.. This was also true of such other bodies with
a combination of educational and other aims as trade unions
and co-operatives.

The first principle embodies the notion of time-free, space-free, age-
free, admission-free, work-free study, which has recently been given
prominence in a number of countries: 2 ' f.r.

.

This further education must be arranged flexibly enough as
regards place .and time for it to suit the ve varied, w 'king
hours and requiremVs, of persons in ernplo ment. R lar
courses in furth&-educa'tion held at futed time and pl t
the form of conventional face-to'face teachin are , not an
adequate answer to the 'prolo jern. 'Permanent ed cation' mist
be delivered to the indivi student at the tim and places
best suited to him (whilst carrying on his ordina employ-
Merit) wherever and whenever it .will be most effectiv In other
wordS, the working materials, broadcast instruction pro ammes,
student guidance and the like must be delivered to the 'student

r

inefficient through lack of.co-ordination, as wasteful through lack of ce ral
control, as duplicating the easy forms of work and neglecting the difficult,
conservative and elitist, as bound within a bourgeius, domestic ideology and

lacking social relevance or intellectual bite. And if all this, applied only to the
non - vocational field, is put alongside the Viried structures of further, vocational, -
technical, professional and higher education, the chaos might seem complete.
What was widely expected of the committee was a reduction of all this to
simple order, the design of an efficient and sweetly-running Machine that
would integrate all the necessary processes into a smooth production line
[continuing throughout lifer

I. Final Report, op. cit., p.
2. G. Dohmenit al., European Institute for Multi-Media Distant Studies, p. 1, Council

of Europe, 1973. See also Diversity by Design, Sari Francisco, -1973 (Report of
the Commission on.Non,Traditional Study).
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. in such a way that he can learn or study in his spare time at
home (distant study). In addition, these learning aids must be
made up of components or assembly units of self-contained
subject-matter, variable enough courses best suited to his pur-
poses (the 'building blocks' principle. nriodule-system).

In the past an impediment to learning for the adult was the inflexi-
bility of course structures and of time-tabling of classes. Now there
is an increasing tendency to allow the leather to travel at his own speed
and in his own time. Flexible timing is essential so that no matter
what the work or domptip duties of a would-be student he may have
the time to study. This implies not only that institution-based classes
should be offered at convenient times of day or night throughout the -

year but that generous facilities should be made available for inde-
pendent learning at home or at,work or in' a public library .or in a
special centre. It also means that as far as possible a student should
be free to start, leave and return to a programme gf study at his con-

' Venience. The intensive terminal courses characteristic of most formal
educational systems are demonstrably. unsuitable for the great majority
of adults. The implication is that the credit. or modular unit system
characteristic of the United' States should be universally adopted.

Flexibility of space implies, first, that a person should be able to
study no matter whether he lives in a remote village or 'a city suburb
:without public transport or whether he is a seafarer. It. implies,

secondly, that qualifications obtained %sone place-should be recog-
nized in all other places. Ideally, the transfer of qualifications should
be possible between countries as well as within countries.

Flexibility of age implies that educational opportunities are not
restricted to particular age groups but open to all regardless of age. ,/
This is not simply a question of rescinding national laws or instit
clonal regulations .but of,making it abugdantly clear that there no
discrimination whatsoever against.any person anxious to learn n the
grounds that he is too young or too old.

Flexibility of admissions implies that, no adult will e denied
access to a learning opportunity because he is said to 1 c the neces-

v ,
sary admission raptirements. This does not Jnean that ,someone who
did not go to school should be accepted for a university course at
honours level, but that such a person should be giyen the oppottuhity
to prepare for such a level without having to/ipend x years in the
process. It means, in Mort, that an adult's suitability for entry into
an educational programme at any level should be judged on the value
of his experiende and the present state 4'his knowledge rather than
upon the possession of certificates, diplornas and degrees. 1

t. cf. Council of Europe, 'Consultative Assembly Resolution, p. 3, Strasbourg, 197o:
"Revision of the concept of qualificatidns so that itis more in the nature of a

periodical information of the manner M which a person uses his knowledge
and skills for the purpose of carrying out his duties.'
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Flexibility of working" life° implies that adults should be able to
study during periods which would. normally be spent in a gainful
occupation. This might entail being absent from work on paid leave
for a prolonged period of time or it might entail interspersing work
with study. What is certain-is that many forms ofstudy are too exact-
ing to be pursued While also sustaining a full-time occupation. More-
over, combining work with study affords an opportunity to ,relate
theQry and practice. 1

° It is obvious that if adult students are to be free to study to the
extent just described, they cannot ,be expected to rely exclusively
upon programmes arranged within a single institution. On the con-
trary, it will usually be-necessary for them to take advantage of the
-methods of distance learning discussed in the next chapter. The fact
reniains, however, that most adults seeking educational opportunities
will necessarily look to a nearby institution: Since the Montreal
Conference there have been many national and international confer-
ences, or sessions of suchconferences, devoted to the question of what
kind of accommodation is suitable for housing adult education pro-
grammes. -

In practice educational programmes for adults seldom take place
in purpose-built and specially equipped premises but in 'borrowed'
premises, or premises such as schools and universities. which cl'earl'y
do not owe their raison d'être to providing adult education programmes:
This is as true of highly industrialized countries as of poor developing,
countries where the possibility of building separate accommodation is
in any case demonstrably Utopian. New schools in the majority of
countries are far more attractive to adults than those built years
ago. Moreover, many public authorities are now disposed to bear
in mind adult nceds when designing new schools. As the concept of:
lifelong integrated educatiOn gains wider circulation, it is becoming
illogical physically to hive off adult education activities from the rest
of the educational service.

Meanwhile, there have reirntly been unparalleled efforts in many
countries to design buildings Tor adult use or at least to ensure that
essential facilities are available. If one were to assemble the best archi-
tectural features of the centres which have recently been constructed
or developed, one would finish with 'a model building incorporating
the following features: an auditorium; classrooms furnished with
comfortable chairs and desks easily moved around; seminar rooms;
workshpps ; craft rooms; a gymnasium; store - rooms; offices; a teacher?
work-room; a refreshment room; rooms for social groups; a library;
a language laboratory Lanaudio-visual aids room; a creche; a techni-

,

1. cf. Commission on Post-Secondary Education in Ontario, The Learning Socitty,
op. cit., p. 22. . Acre should be more opportunities for individuals to
alternate periods of full-time intensive study with other activities, including
work.'
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cians' rooni; an exhibition area; an outside recreational area equipped
with flood-lighting. All the foregoing facilities are to be found, togeth-
er with many others, in the ,giant, multi-purpose cultural centres
characteristic of the socialist countries of Eastern Europe, of ,which
many more have been opened since the early sixties. Anbther kind
of centre which deserves to be mentioned is the community centre
designed explicitly as a social forum but in which the underprivileged
target groups referred to in Chapter a_may be encouraged to take
part in educational programmes if the titles appeal. In Japan, a
government decree for the 'Encouragement of Establishing and Main-

.
taining Citizens Public Halls' stated:

It may be advisable to establish in every town and village a
Citizens' Public Hall, a house, for the citizens, where town and
village people may come. at any time, talk, read and discuss
with one another, and sometimes obtain help in personal prob-
lems and trade. . . This is . a multi-purpose cultural centre,
simultaneously functioning as a civic school,. library, -museum,
town hall, assembly house and depot. It will also provide head-
quarters for various organizations in the provinces such as Youth
and. Women's Associations.

In metropolitan areas of Argentina, adult education centres are
converted into open community centres on Saturdays, Sundays and
public holidays. Finally, in Italy there are some eighty centri di lettura
specially designed for the illiterate; each is equipped with class-
rood's, a cinema, a discotheque,, a television room and a library of.
about 5,000 books.

Various types of centres have been created to serve rural areas.
There are 'school' farms in Nicaragua, which under the terms of an
Integrited Programme of Applied Nutrition'aim: (a) to give technical
assistance to the teachers, children, housewives and farmers in the
rural areas; (b) to teach new agricultural techniques. The programme
involves 212 sclwols and 65 teachers, During the sixties there was
a notable extensffin of the farm settlement idea, often modelled on the
Israeli kibbutzith. Three out of the four regional governments then
existing in Nigeria started such schemes soon after 196o. In 1968
Iran opened a large number of rural cultural centres, each of which is
intended to serve a local population of approximately 16,000 and to
foster social and cultural development. A centre comprises a library,
a/mobile cinema, a sports field and a children's nursery. Vocational
and literacy classes and wherever possible television clubs
are formed. In many 'Rages in the developing countries young people
with a primary sch&ot education have no opportunities for further
education or trainine,As a way of dealing with this problem, Kenya
has so far established over twenty village polytechnics where the

i. Evidence submitted by Japan to the Tokyo Conference.
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stress is upon eductttion for self-employment in such occupations as
carpentry, masonry, sign-wiiting, tailoring, book-keeping and tanning.

Several trends in the use of accommodation are especially note-
worthy. One is the utilization of rooms and wdrk-shops in priVate
factories and firms, not only for adults learning a manual skill but for
adults taking part in general education courses. Another, trend is to..
set aside a room or rooms within an educational or social centre in
which groups of adults can view educational television programmes
with or without the guidance of a teacher. An important innovation
made by some institutions has been the open planning of rooms. This
often entails having no interior walls on one or more floors in a
building, thereby enabling the planning staff to exploit the space for
an ever-changing variety of purposes. rinally, far more cam is being
taken than in the past to site institutions in places where the maximum
number of people can attend them, In this .connexion, the location of
adult education .centres within factories is or particular interest:.

One accommodation trend that 'Must not be overlooked is that
of establishing residential centres either by adapting existing or by
erecting new buildings. Sometimes these centres are created for one
specific purpose, as when a government wishes to concentrate the-
training of a professional or other group in one place ; 1 sometimes they
are created by a public authority or a university for the purpose of
offering a wide range of courses; sometimes they are established by
special interest groups such as church lay training centres, of:which
there are large numbers in Europe and at the last count twenty-nine
in Africa, the most well known being the Mindolo Ecumenical Centre
in Zambia. Again, the reason for setting up a centre may be purely
or primarily expedient in that it offers the most efficient way of bring-
ing people together from scattered geographical locations. But the
reason may also be that it is considered good educationApractice to
give people an opportunity to study away from their day-to-day
environment in company with a group of people with whom they will
have time to interact to their mutual benefit. It should be added that
in certain adult education circles there is now some scepticism about
the psychological benefits of residential centres.'

t. In Kenya, for example, twenty-four farmers' training centres have been estab-
lished at strategic centres throughout the country. Simply furnished and
serving simple food, with accommodation ranging from twenty to trio beds,
these centres offer intensive courses on basic agricultural techniques lasting
from one to two weeks,. The men and women who attend come from the rural
areas and pay a small fec. Particular attention iS paid to rural home economies,
to which end the proportion of female participants is sustained at about 30 per
cent. The Ministry of Agiculture employs a team of teaching specialists.

2. cf. Simpson, op. cit., p: 149: 'There was a great and promising development
of these after the Second Morld War, but since thCn the movementseems to
have lost much of its impetus. Lately there has been some questioning of the
propositions on which the movement was founded.'
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Many reports on adult education recommend that.there should
be free-standing adult education centres or at least completely inde-
pendent adult blocks within lager educational establishments. Thee
arguments in favour of separate accommodation for adult users have
now been well rehearsed: (a) when adult 'education agencies share
accommodation with'Ichools, they are almost invariably the victims
ofneglect;. (b) adult needs are so distinctive that they should be met
in a special kind. Of environment; (c) rooms and facilities in dual use
are seldom available to adults at convenient times; (d) many existing
educational institutions are inconveniently sited ;and imperfectly
constructed from an adult point of view.

Specific objections to using priMary and even secondary schools
arc perennial. In addition to the above points, critics comment that
headmasters (principals) and teaching staff are hostile, that the school
.equipment is usually lcicked away at the end of the school day, that
the office and common-room facilities of the day-time staff arc not
available that there are no suitable common rooms for the use of
adults:if:at caretakers (janitors) behave like lords of the earththe
list its endless. When all these criticisms have been ventilated, however,
it now seems that the joint use of educational facilities is bound to
prevail if only because educational expenditure as a proportion of
national expenditure is escalating at such a rate that public,author-
ities are obliged to seek economics in building. t

It is a safe generaliiation to state that in almost every situation
adult education agencies are short of accommodation for office admi-
nistration. The shortage is generally caused by the fact that adult
educators customarily operate singly or in relatively small groups. It
is, therefore, uneconomic to allow them completely autonomous
administrative quarters. The result is that when they arc not working
from a government department or from an institution such as a school
or purpose-built centre they arc obliged to occupy rented rooms
vvherever they can find them. At the same time, those who are working
from a public institution often find that their claims for office space are
given low priority. In the absence of a large-scale adult education
service with its own network of offices dispersed throughout a country
there is no easy splution to this problem, but any plans for expansion
musk obviously include a reference to the need for adequate adminis-
trative space.

t. Final Report, op. cit., p. 25: 'With respect to infrastructure, it was recommended
that the financial waste of constructing enormous school buildings which were

. Elosed at the end of every school day and reserved for schools use only, should
cease. Public authorities should be encouraged to create multi-purpose ins-
titutions and to encourage architect% to design general-purpose projects based
on the principles of lifelong education, making it possible to use buildings
successively or simultaneously for formal education activities and adult edu-
cation.'
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Transport is cten required by an adult education service for one
or both of two purposes: to convey organizers, teachers and equipment
from place to place; to convey participants to meetings. The distribu-
tion Of literacy materials is often,a problem. Some services organized
on a national or regional basis now have -their own. transport pool.
In several countries, peoplc who want to attend meetings but who live
in outlying areas are taken to and from home by public transport,
which is often in the form of ajegular bus service.

Some people argue that if public authorities are politically-com-
mitted to the idea of lifelong education, then it follows that at least
some educational activities, regardless of the age group for which
they are intended, should take place in a single building complex.
This is in fact she principle to which community schools adhere. It is
appropriate, therefore, to turn at this stage from the consideration of
accommodation for adult education to the types of institution which
seem, best fitted to dischaige responsibility for providing as broadly
based public service.' Four models of institutions will be selected:
community schools; community colleges; polyvalent centres; workers'
universities. .

The community school as such is not a new conception. What is
striking is its general expansion in several countries and its adoption

in certain parts of other countries. Though community schools" may
be found in large centres of population, they have been established
for the most part in small, 'Compact towns, especially in rural areas.
Some incorporate all-age schools, whereas others incorporate only
-senior schools. .

The basic principles -underlying community school practice

t. The institutions which in general offer adult education programmes may
best be classified according to their aims which, in turn, may be summarized
under three heads: (a) institutions exclusively concerned with adult education,
such as university extension departments; (b) institutions for which adult edu-
cation is one of several aims; and (c) institutions such as the churches, which
we education as one of the means of achieving their general aims.

The following formula covers all the possible permutations of,institutional
sponsorship according to their aims: (a) government or local government ins-
titutions existing primarily or exclusively for an educational purpose; (b) inde-
pendent institutions existing primarily or exclusively for an educational pur-
pose and in receipt of a subvention from public funds; (c) wholly independent
institutions existing primarily cfr exclusively for an educational purpose; (d)
government or local government institutions including an educational compo-
nent in their programmes; (e) independent institutions including an educa-
tional purpose among other aims and in receipt of grant-aid from public
funds.; (f) wholly independent institutions including an educational purpose
among their aims; (g) wholly independent institutions including ,a specific
educational purpose among their aims or using education as one of the means
of achieying their general aims, c. g. the churches; (h) auxiliaries of education
such as libraries and museums; (i) the mass media, in so far as they consciously
fulfil an educational function; (j) voluntary local associations that include an
educational aim among their activities.
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are that the school should belong tn, the community and thdt the two
should interact, that the school should be the focal centre for commu-
nity affairs; that tht school should stay ..open in the evenings, at .

weekends and during vacations and, that adults shpuld consider it
natural to make use of the schools facilities throughout their lives.
In practice, these principles presuppose that the school will be accts.

iible to adults during the dayfime and that outside normal,school hours '
children aifwell as adults' will 'use the facilities. It is also presupmed
that besides attending classes of formal instruction,. adult users will
engage in a "variety of social, cultdral and recreational activities.

t A well- endowed school might be equipped with a librarY, a swimming
pool, a clinic and a creche. In rural areas, a subsidized evening and
weekend transport service should be made available.

The community school has interesting implications for control
and staffing. To begin with, the principal or headmaster must become
positively responsive to tire educational and social needs of the whole
neighbourhood. Secondly,

the
hope to run the school without

reference to the wishes of the usen. On the contrary, he must trust
the local community to run its own affairs.1 Thirdly, teachers must
necessarily take a more comprehensive and flexible view of their
duties. Fourthly, a reasonable percentage of the staff must specialize
in dealing with young people and adults. Finally, the teaching staff
in general and those concerned with the adult users in particular
require ,a. different form of training from that traditionally provided
in teacher-training colleges.

Apart from its relevance to the lifelong learning ideal, the com-
munity school may be regarded as the most satisfactory type bfadulf
education institution on five counts: -(a) it is economical since it guar-.

tantees maximum use Of existing resougccs throughout the day Wand
during weekends; (b) it destroys, or .t.least goes far towards destroy-
ing the. sense -of alienation prom the schools which affects many
adults; (c) it facilitates the transition from school to youth activities
and from youth to adult activities; (d) it provides 11, natural setting in
which to bring together all age groups with minimum stress; (e) it
allows for local community self - government and control of financial
resources.

In some community schools, adults attend the regular day-time
classes expressly designed for teenage children. Examples of commu-
nity schools are to be found in Laos, the Philippines, the United

1. cf. S. Begdanoir, A Community School in Yugoslavia, p. 9, Unesco, 1973: 'It is the
school- commune relationship which is determined by the character of rela-
tions existing between the society and education. This characteristic feature
is involved in the idea that the community school is a social institution not only
by its function and role, but also by its ObsitiOn, the manner of management,
the way of acting, the forms of its organic connection with the local com-
munity in which and for Which it exists.'
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Republic of Tanzania, t United_Kingdom, the 'United States °I,
America and Yugoslavia. The United Republic of Tanzania is
treating the community school as the lynchvin. of. its entire edu-
cational system.

0

Experience shows that the transformation of schools ihto 'com-
munity,' schools is easily accomplished by fiat but not always easy to
achieve as a reality..Some members of the administrative and teaching
staff of community schools who have been appointed to cater for the
needs of adults in the community are wont to complain that they are
treated as second-class citizens. Principals and teachers do nett wel-
come changes that do not fit in: With their' preconceptions about the
aims and organization,of4choohf. Those who dividetheir time between
teaching the young during the daytime and organizing ''adult' pro-
grammes in out-of-school hours complain that they run up against
numerous. institutional obstacles and that, ironically, the very adults
whom they ivant to serve insist upon, viewing them primarily as
school-teachers who have precious little to offer mature and experienced
people. Some adult educators who used to agitate in favour of using
the schools as a base from and in which to operate are now arguing,
in the light of their experience with community schools, in favour of
a return to a formal division of labour. This would doubtless be a
retrograde step. Time is required for the staff of community schools
as a whole to acquire an outward- instead of an inward-looking
attitude.

The term 'community college', like the term 'coffimunity school'
was first used in the United States ofAmerica. The community college
is distinguished from the community school in that it caters exclusively
for those who have left school.' Throughout the industrialized world,
a large number of similar post-school institutions labelled with a
variety of names iszrowing up alongside the universities. Their main
function is usually to provide professional and technical courses for
young people who intend to work in local industry or commerce.
Miiny of them offer pre-university courses; an increasing number
also provide university-level courses, usually of two years' duration,
so as to reduce the pressure of demand for places in the universities.
In addition, they are tending to arrange adult education programmes,
especially in the United States. One school of thought believes,

, indeed, that the community college rather than the community school
is the most suitable type of neighbourhood centre and the best placed
to provide an adult education service.

The services provided by community colleges may be summarized
ads follows:

I.

s

In the County,of,Leicestershire in the United Kingdom community schools
are called community cglleges. The village colleges located in several English.
counties are also essentially community schools. e
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Progra es nbrmallyprovided in the first and second yearsof
degree-1 vet cotirses which provide sound education of such
quality credits may be applied towardS degrees of the"
baccalaureak

2. Vocational and t
and serni-prOfess
or short duration,
the student to conip
chosen occupation.

Programmes or courses fo
provide general education.

4. services to students,
assistance in choosing career
preparing for degree ;level pro

5.. Programmes of, community sdyice
interested in cultural, civic, reCrean
merit projects.

In North America community colleges arc far nd away the outstand-
ing growth institutions in education of the p t t decade. On their
behalf ambitious claims have been put forward s to their unique
ability to serve all the post-school educational nee of a neighbour-
hood. Although few colleges can live up to the expeitations of their
more ardent supporters there is noquestion that the collegekin general
have displayed uncommon energy and ingenuity in building up ti
comprehensive community education service. The ideal community'
college Would fulfil'all the requirements of an ideal adult education
institution: (a) to Make all facilities and trained personnel available
day and night; (b) to adapt its physical facilities to multiple use for
persons of all ages; (c) to developits curriculum and activities from
continuous study of people's basic needs; (d) to consider equally
important the weekend, evening and regular academic daytime
programme; (c) to integrate educational, social, physical, recreational
-and health programmes for children, youth and adults; (f) to make
full use of all available resources, both human and material, in carry-
ing out its programme; (g) to be a source.of initiative and leadership
in planning and carrying out constructive community projects; (h) to
promote demobratic thinking acrd action in all phases of its work;
(i) to construct its curriculum and activities, creatively and not to
rely upon traditional educational patterns; (j) to.hispire its staff with
a desire to be of service in real-life activities beyond the usual classroom
responsibilities; (k) to expand and diffuse leadership throughout the'
community; (1) to involve all the persons concerned in 'planning its
programnfe; (m) to seek to enrickall phases of its programme by use
of community resources; (n) to aim to develop,a sense of unity and
solidarity-in its neighbourhood; (o) to co-ordinate living and learning
activities with other agendes in the community; (p) to establish

level or higher.
-^"---..._
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. confidence in the Minds ofypeopre that they can solve co-operativel
their own-community problems.

Polyvalent adult education centres provide-opportunities for
working people, . including the self-employed, to update their know-
ledge and skills in rekpect of their various needstechnical, academic,

.L cultural and civic. There is no age barrier, cmphasis being placed
upon" functional needs, .The $rogrannes- of the centres are directly
related to the requirementsof the neighbouring community, the
tional needs of which are ascertained by initial and pCriodic surveys,
and by regular interviews and donsultations.with key personnel in
local government, industry and commerce, and in ciyic life. The curri-
cula, designed by the internal staffin consultation with outside experts,
are regularly revised and the -duration .of courses, is elastic according
to the nature of the demand. General studies are not taught Separately,
but integrated into the global syllabus and aimed at helping the parti-
cipants to arrive at a, deeper understanding of the characteristics of,
and the problems facing, their immediate environment. Employed
in the main on a part-time basis, the instructors are selected from
among specialists in a particular craft of profession and required to
attend special orientation courses in adult education methods anil
techniques. The permanent staff is kept to a minimum and usually
consists ,of the following personnel, apart from administrative and
clerical staff: a director; specialists in technical and vocational training,
social studies, economics and civics; one specialist in research and
curriculum design and one in. techniques of communication; a libra-
rian; a documentalist.. Though some classes meet in the centre as
such, many. are held locally at the convenience of the students in such.
places as schools, factories, trade union headquarters and community
centres. Civic and cultural events are arranged, both within and
outside the centre, not only for the students but for the benefit of the
community at large.

The financial cost of establishing and maintaining a polyvalent -
centre is relatively low because of the calculated use of existing premises
and equipment. The initial capital outlay and the greater part of .the
recurrent costs must necessarily be borne by public funds, but many
centres also turn for support to local interests, especially to industrial

concerns, and some require the students to pay fees. A new centre at
Cienfuegos in Cuba has been -entirely financed by the govern'mcnt.

The success of a polyvalent centre ultimately hinges upon the
intimacy of its connexion with the local community and its ability
to respond effectively to felt needs. For this reason, the governing
board or committee consists, of representatives of the various interested

t. Adapted from W. E. Jarvis, 'What is a Community School', Adult Education
Nova Scotia, Vol. 8, No. 3, May/June, tgyta See also P. L. Clancy, The Flint
Community School Concept: A Summary Statement, Flint, Michigan.
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groups in the community. Versions Of polyvalent centres are to be .,
found in a. number of countries rand include workers' and people's
universities oin the Union of SovietoSocialift Republics; University
Centre for Social and Economic Co-operation (CUCES) at Nancy in
France; Shramek Vidyapeeth in India; certain technical colleges in
the United Kingdom.

Among the most original of adult education institutions are the
workers' universities in Yugoslavia. Afthotigh initially created imrhe-,
diately after the Second World War, they have not yet received the °-
international recognition that they deserve. They carneinto being as
a result of the government's decision to decentralize' pblitical power

" and to institute worker control of factories. Introduced at a rapid, rate
between 1952 and 1'964, they have since continued to multiply until
today there are toughly 450 of them. ..

. The process of decentralizing power thrust upon great numbers
of workers responsibilities with which they could not cope for lack of
kn'owl'edge of basic eMnomic concepts as well as organizational skills..
At the same' time, the government wished them to become aware of
the o'er -all aims and pOlicieS of the newlyformed rIgirne. It Was there- .
fore decided that whenever possible an adult education centre should
be installed within a factory or industrial area to be Controlled .very
largely by the workers themselves, to provide a broad range of voca--
tionally and culturally priented courses and to make use of a variety'
of teaching methods. ' .

.

Today all employers'inyugoslavia are responsible for the eduCa
tion of:their employees. Some directly provide educational and training
facilities but the majority 'Send their employees to the nearest workers'
university'. Annually thousands of adults attend the various courses'
offered by theluniversities for which, proVided they .attend during
working hours and are not studying a foreign language, they pay no
fees. CourseS range from basic education to degree level and the content
is determined by diagnosing the needs of each student and tht occu-
pational skills required in their respective industries. Thus; the ferm
and subjeet-inattet of courses vary from university to university. By
providing training in man gement and the care of personnel, together
with tourses in economic sociology, psychology and politics, the
universities help workers t become skilful at running thelactories,
where they work an communes where they live. Besides voca-
tional Courses, a full range ofeneral academic courses: is available.
Films are shown :and plays and concerts perforrIked, block visits are
arranged to cultural vents' and excursions arc made to historically

There is a consid rable degree of worker control at all levels.

cultural
.interesting placets. , .

i r

:In the management counii only the president is elected by the staff.
Courses are planned joi lyloy the staff, elected students and trade- -

union representatives, and the student assembly regularly meets to
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discuss the affairs of the university. Two bodies.are made up entirely
of staffa management board subject to the authority of the manage-
ment council- and an advisory board.

The training of all teachers specifically to deal with adults and
the maintenance of a close rapport between teachers and students are
distinctive 'features of the workers' universities. CobrseS are conti-.
nually analysed and assessed. Every class group is watched over by
a professionalfy trained adult educator in addition to the regular
teacher, who may well be eMployed part time. There are also regular
programmes of research into workers' education in general and teach-
ing methods in particular.

The originality of workers' universities lies in the high degree of
workers' control, the stress upon relating the course content to the
vocational and other felt nee& of the students, the variety of teaching
methods used, the constant surveillance of,all activities and, above all,
the location of the premises in the world. of work.

During recent years it has become fashionable to urge that edu-
cational institutions should be democratized: I

Though we strive- for common objectives and, are united and
dedicated to the purpose of educating litee men for a dyniniC,
democratic society, we believe that the programme of any school
can best be determined by the people living in that school com-
munity with the help of competent, experienced educators and
technical personnel having a broad, comprehensive knowledge
of educational necds at the local,. state and national levels:
There are those who contend that all educational programmes
should be determined by some central authority either at the
state or federal level. We regard such attempts at standardiza-
tab n as unwise and incompatible with the democratic ideal.,

It is not always exactly clear what people mean when they. talk about
democratization, Do they mean that students should effectively run
the institutions or that staff and students should run the institutions
as equal partners or th4t staff shbuld consult more openly and fre-

° quently with the studerrts or that the staff should be responsible for
determining content and methods while the students assume respon-
sibility for all .extracurricular activities ? A clear answer is called for
if feasible arrangements are to be made. Meanwhile it would appear
that the democratization of adult education remains essentially unrea-
lized.

What can be affirmed is that the authoritarian posture adopted
by many instithtions and teachers is not conducive to the kin& of
creative;learning-and relevant social service that public authorities 2

O

Statement by SupSyintendent o(Public Instruction, State of Michigan, Bulletin,
No. 364.

2. There is an obvious irony in the vary use..of this phrase. In Englanpl and Wales
one refers to the local edtication authorities.
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they wish to encourage.. They cannot assume that they know
at students want or need to learn or that people themselves gre not

competent to make judgements about educational matters. Tre rela-
tionship is further complicated by the fact that the de facto aims of an
institution may be quite different from its declared aims and that the
declared' aims of the-student may not be his real aims. Only through k
free and searching exchange of views can the real aims of the students
be identified and integrated with those of the staff. Moreove,r, people
gain most benefit from a programme when they can play a part in
developing and carrying it out.

to

practical terms it is possible to indicate some of the steps requir-
ed to increase the level of an individual student's _participation in
organizing his own learning programmes and in helping groups of
students to participate in the management of pyogrammes. Perhaps,
to begin with, a new terminology is requireJ to replace such key

I tents as `education}, -`teacher' and 'class', all of which are associated
with the orthodox hierarchical.structures of educational institutions.
Second, students can be invited to take responsibility for planning
and running all or part§ of extracurricular activities. Third, sfudent
repiesentatives should serve on gbverning'bodies and managing com-

'..-anittees. Fourth, individual students should as far as possible plan
their own pattern of study. Fifth, students should be represented upon
adult education development or co-ordination or advisory councils
wherever these may be introduced, their main task in such councils
being to express the views and-reflect the experience of people in the
community.

The way adult education programmes are pre§ented and publicly
advertised is crucially important. The very choice of language may
well pre-determine the socio-cultural characteristics of" those who
respond. In practice, much publicity gives a false impression about
the nature of the programme being offered. It is also often couched'

1 in language that is quite incomprehensible to culturally offputting
to some sections of society. Many people might well participate in
programmes if only the pnblicity appealed to the imaginatiOn as much
as to the intellect, if Only, that is, they could have a,elear perception of
what adult education is about in the way, for example, that they per-
ceive sporting events.

In any case, the impact of. present publicity is obviously very
slighi. There is too little of it and. its appeal is. restricted. Almost all
institutions face the promotional 'problem of how to ensure that
people high and low are aware of available facilities.

Some adult education institutions have come to realize that since
1 they are ultimately in competition for people's interests with skilful

and aggressive advertisers operating on behalf of commercial clients,
their own publicity must be as comprehensive and as sophisticated
as they can possibly make it. The result in some localities has been a

e
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striking improvement in the format ofprospectuses, leaflets and posters
and a resort to large-scale advertising in newspapers by means, for
example, of pull-out supplements, on radio and television, by means
of billboards and by means of door-to-door distribution of leaflets.
The equivalent in many developing countries is the travelling vanfrom
which announcements about impending programmes are made by
loudhailer.

Some institutions, having begun to look upon the provision of
adult education as a consumer service, are now borrowing organiza-
tional policies and structures from the world of trade and industry.
The word 'marketing' has crept into their vocabularies,. bringing with
it the implication that programmes- should be directly related to
express consumer needs and that they'should make the same strenuous
efforts to, build up and retain a satisfied "clientele as any commercial
enterprise. To assess the nature and scope of demand for adult educa-
tion they have adopted marketing research techniques. One conse-
quence of this 'marketing' approach has been,the creation of advisory
services designed to inform would-be participants about the classes
and' activities they might find b6leficial and to ensure that existing
participants receive as much guidance as possible. Some municipa-
lities have ,set up advisory centres to which members of the `public
may refer questions about any aspect of adult education. Many public
authorities have themselves prepared or commissioned another insti-
tutionto prepare a directory of agencies, courses and general fdcilities.
Some institutions or groups of institutions have established informa-
tion centres at, central points in toN4ns and cities. Making use of a
computer, the 'public authority in Toronto has introduced an elabo-
rate system for advertising all the courses and activities in the metfo-
politan area. number of institutions have appointed a full-time
public relations officer. Others have given a staff member responsibility
for publicity among his other. duties. All these initiatives cost money
and necessitate restructuring budgets so as to increase the percentage
devoted to the promotion of programmes.

Conventional forms of publicity, no matter how comprehensive
their net or sophisticated, their techniques, are unlikely to draw into
adult, education programmes the educationally underprivileged. For
this section of a population personal contact is probably the only.
effective means of recruitment. This usually entails invoking the
mediation of community leaders, informal groups and societies. The
use of° community leaders hs mediators is commonly recognized in
developing counties but, although equally valuable, often overlooked
in the more industrialized societies. To be really effective, persona/
contact may necessitate organizers, Making telephone calls or calling
upon people in their homes.

The importance of personal contacts is illustrated by a recent
Swedish experiment. Sw,eden has set up # Committee on Methods
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Testing in Adult Education (FOVUX) with a view to inducing adults,
who have littlebasic education and who show no appatent inclination
to participate in existing programmes, to join specially formed study
circles. The key element in the scheme is direct personal approach
to individuals.

, Ii the first, year of the scheme, trade-union study organizers
. visited ten work place representing contrasting sections of the eco-

nomy for the purpose enrolling students in one of four courses,.
English, Swedish, math matics or civics. Would-be- students were
given three options for stu : (a) during work and leisure; (b) during
their, spare time with the of. a Soo- kronor allowance; (c) during
their spare time' without An allowance. The courses were entirely
ffee and the students were re bursed for the cost of travel, meals
and child-care. 2,074 or 52 per\ cent of those contacted expressed a
desire to participate and of these Iather more than one-half eventually
joined a study circle. Two-thirds'of the latter duly completed a course.
The dropout rate was about the same as that for regular study circle
programmes.

According to a report on the first year of the scheme:

The general run of FOVUX participants had not studied since
leaving the elementary school, but wh n they were sought out
by study organizers who, could clear away certain practical
difficulties, as well as provide inform tion abOut and induce-
ments towards adult studies, they ma e known their intention
to begin studying anew. In the-Commi tee's opinion, the recruit-
ment resulr-52 per cent of those ontactedis remarkably
good, especially considering that two-thirds of the participants-
have not pursued studies since leaving the elementary school.

The recruitment was indeed remarkably good, especially in view of
the fact that only four subjects were offered. Even more remarkable
was the fact that:1

. . three-fourths of the participants ent on record as planning
to continue their studies in the comi g year, and that must be
considered a very good result.

It may be argued that in all matters to do With the education of adults
Sweden is sui generis and that this `outreadh', experience would not be .

ralieled elsewhere. The salient point till remains that within the
wedish social context what looked like b. hard core of non-partici-

pants did respond in some strength to a direct personal appeal. The
scheme is, of course, costly by comparison' with regular programmes
but, as pointed out above, assisting the educationally underpriyileged-
is bound to be, a very costly business.

Report preparedfor the Tokyo Conference entitled 'A Swedish Experiment
in the Outreach Technique'. .
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Individualizing learning, democratizing institutions and particu-
larizing target groups and individuals, all postulate the need for
efficient and extensive guidance and counselling services. At the pre-
sent time only ,a few adult education institutions are able to tender
advice to individual students. However, the picture is slowly chang-
ing. Although few. institutions as yet, other than such relatively
well-endowed institutions as open universities, have appointed full-
time counsellors, there is accumulating evidence that administrators
and organizers are resorting to various methods foi supplying infor-
mation to would-be students and helping enrolled students to surmount
their difficulties. In Sweden A national advisory telephone service is
available day or night and elsewhere advisory services are available
at specified times. One sector in which guidance, if not counselling,
is becoming well developed is that of occupational training. Aptitude
and. placement testing for jobs is freely available in several countries,
and opportunities for vocational training are often advertised through
the mass media.

Many would-be. and active students are in desperate need of
advice not only about what to study but how to study and to overcome
the psychological problems, that inhibit effective performance. But
to assist them is a highly skilled and time-consuming task t and would
presuppose that the ratio Of counsellors to students be high. Given
the parlous financial state of most adult education institutions it is
just not possible to envisage counsellors being appointed in significant
numbers if at all. A partial solution must lie in using more part-time
or voluntary assistance and in arranging intensive short training
courses on counselling techniques for full-time and para-professional
staff.

I. The rangc of tasks that a counsellor or counsellors might bc galled upon to
perform is considerable: (a) give advice about, and conduct courses on, coun-
selling techniques for professional and pars-grofe.ssional staff, (b) interview
persons wishing to enrol; (e) establish and maintain procedures for follow-4
of absentees; (d) keep personal folders on each student; (e) be available to deal
with the problems of enrolled students; (f) conduct group counselling sessions
on such topics as consumcr education, health and responsible citizenship; (g)
liaise with ,public or private agericies which' can assist the undirprivileged;
(h) assist students to make the best possible use of cach major learning episode.
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Chapter 5

Piogrammes and content
Programmes and content represent such an enormous area of concern
that it will be necessary to delimit it, first, by considering programmes
designed for the educationally underprivileged and, second, by sum-
marily recording some significant trends in the programmes of adult
education agencies. Five types of programmes will be considered:
functional literacy; cultural literacy; community development; mass
education campaigns and vocational training.

It is now widely accepted that adult literacy programmes in the
developing countries have not met with much success, that mass
literacy campaigns in particular have involved heavy government
expenditures and yet produced relatively little effect. This lack of
success can be attributed to some or all of the following factors:
Population growth has exceeded the capacity of available resources

to cope with-prevailing rates of adult literacy. The result is that
the total number of illiterates in the world has at, ,ally increased
over the last ten years.1

Government ministers and other influential leaders have not wish_ ed
to spend significant sums on suitable programmes.

There is a feeling of apathy in face of what.seems a superhuman task
which has often paralysed the will to act.

There has been a persistent lack of essential resourceseducational.
planners, teachers, teaching-aids, follow-up materials..

The shortage of appropriate follow-up materials hAgd. been notably
serious. Mature adults who have struggled painfully to master a
limited reading vocabulary and to acquire halting skill in writing
react bitterly to the discovery that their hard-won achieVement
apparently serves no useful purpose. Adult eduCators and corn--,

1. See above, p. 62-3.
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munity developers know to their cost that a lapsed literate is
usually lost to education forever.

There. has been a failure, from the ministerial down to the field level,
to co-ordinate the policies and activities of the various, agencies
who deal with social and economic development.

Finally, and perhaps most important of all, there has been a failure
tb define clear objectives and hence to devise methods for assessing
the value of programmes. Thus, it is difficult to show to sceptics,
especially in high office, that a high rate of literacy is a crucial
factor in the development process.

At the international level, the realization of the failure of mass literacy
campaigns has sunk in. One can trace within Unesco the sure evo-
lution of a pragmatic policy towards the problem of illiteracy, culmi-
nating in a decision taken in 1963 to launch an Experimental World
Literacy Campaign based upon a deliberately selective strategy.
The goals of this realistic strategy and the tactics to be used in putting
it into operation were summarized in a statement issued in 1965
following a World Congress of Ministers of Education on the Eradica-
tion of Illiteracy, meeting at Tehran under the auspices of Unesco.

Adult literacy, an essential element in overall development, must
be closely linked to economic and social priorities and to present
and filture manpower needs. All efforts should therefore tend
towards functional literacy. Rather than an end to itself, literacy
should be regarded as a way of prepari man for a social, civic,ng-
and economic role that goes far beyond the limits of rudimentary
literacy training consisting merely in the teaching of reading and
writing.

Literacy teaching should be resolutely oriented towards
development, and should be an integral part not only of any
national education plans but also of plans and projects for

,..development in all sectors of the national life. In view of man-
kind's needs today, education can no longer be confined to the
school; the necessary promotion of adult literacy makes it essen-
tial to integrate all the school and out-of-school resources of
each country.

Functional literacy for adults must, moreover, involve the'
whole of society and not governments only. It demands the co-
operation of all the forces in the nation and, in particular, local
authorities and communities; educational, scientific and cultural
bodies, public and privi,te-entetprises, non-governmental organiza-
tions, °political groups, religious movements, women's organiza-
tio, and so on.

Thereafter the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP),
accepting that literacy was 'an essential element in overall develop-
ment', helped to finance a number of projects under the rubric of
Experimental World Literacy Programmes. The essence of the new
approach lies in the determination to treat adult literacy programmes
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as an indispensable component of all development plans for. ocial and
economic development; and to ensure that the programmes themselves
are directly related to the. functional needs orthe inticluals and
,communities for which they are designed. The utility..of skills in
reading, writing and simple numbering depends upon having the
opportunity to exercise them. Every project undertaken is restricted
to a specific area and to the specific development needs of that area.
Sixty specific diversified programmes have -been started' To take a
few examples: two projects in Chile and Ecuador are concerned with
agrarian reform; in Sudan a project is associated with a scheme to
settle nomadic peoples; in the United Republic of Tanzania with the
development of co-operativ'es. In India, literacy programmes have
been integrated into large-scaleplans to increase the number of farmers
'using high-yield grains.

The connotation of the term 'functional literacy' continues to
give rise to some misunderstanding. Unesco's earlier definition was
as follows:

The education possessed by a person who has acquired, in the
matter of reading and writing, the knowledge to enable him to
take an active part in all the undertakings for which the indivi-
duals, forming part of the same group, generally agree that
education is necessary.

John Bowers, a literacy'specialist formerly with Unesco, is not satisfied
with that loose definition and suggests that we must always ask the
question, literacy specifically for what? He argues that in practice the
major Unesco-sponsored pilot experimental programmes are 'work-
oriented', so that:

The term 'functional literacy' has come to mean, not literacy
that is functionally related to, or aims to promote, technical/
vocational training, but the whole amalgam or combined
programme of technical/vocational training-cum-literacy. In
other words 'work-oriented functional literacy mians kchnicallvoca-
tional training with a literacy component'. The word 'literacy', of
course, hak sales value so perhaps the inexactitude can be for-
given, but it gives 'rise to considerable confusion.

Nor is the picture yet complete, for the Teheran definition
----speaks also of 'social and civic' education, 'general knowledge'

'anderstianding of the surrounding World', and 'basic human
culture''. And what about health education, nutrition and
family planning? Thus functional literacy comes to mean compre-
hensive education and training for illiterate and even semi-literate
adults, with a literacy component built in.

That analysis is most helpful but does not entirely remove the confu-
sion. Moreover, the initial stress upon the work-oriented approach is

9 1,
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now regarded as too restrictive. Rather, literacy should be treated as
but one element; although the key element, of broadly based educa-
tional programmes.1

Adults do noi become literate in a void. It is no less essential to
assist them to approach literacy classes in a determined frame of
mind, conscious that the task ahead will demand time and effort,hs to
ensure thaf post-literacy programmes are available. In other words,
the practice of treating literacy proglammes as though they were
distinct from other adult education programmes must be abandoned.
Pre- and post-literate programmes are required, aimed not only at
ensuring acquisition of vocational skills but at enablingadults to arrive
at a deeper understanding of the extraneous forces shaping their
lives and how to cope with them more effectively.

The critical Tehrah Conference in 1965 laid. down three pre-
conditions for launching literacy programmes: there must be an
adequate supply of the appropriate reaclin material, an active conti-
nuing education programme making full 'use of the mass media and
general educational programmes. To these conditions it is necessary
to add the following: specially trained persohnel are needed in appro-
priate numbers with the requisite skills and experience; there must
be a high degree of co-ordination of the activities of all the agencies
concerned with national and local developmentplanners, agricul-
tural extension officers, community development officers, health
education officers, mass media producers and so on; .there must be
an abundant supply of teaching aids and primers; particular attention
must be paid to the educational needs of women; finally, there must
be a thoroughgoing evaluation of each and every scheme. To-sum
'up, it would seem on the evidence of twenty years and more of devel-
Oping countries trying to break the back of the literacy. problem that
there are three indispensable desiderata for success: to identify geo=
graphical growth points; to integrate learning to read and write with
other learning activities; to plan pre- and post-literacy class programmes
as part of a total learning package.

It is not uncommon for educationists and other specialists to
allege that the Experimental World Literacy Programme was a
costly failure. Although those administratively concerned concede that
errors were made, both in general and in particular countries the
allegation A very largely unfoundecloor basedon a misconception abotit
the declared aims of the programme. From the very/Outset it was fully
realized that only a small number of men and woien would be made
literate as a direct result of the experiment but it was intended, justi-
fiably as it turns out, that the lesions derived from trial and error

t. cf. Unesco, International Consultative Liaison Cominittee for Literary; Third Session,
Final &port, p. 2, Paris, June 1972 (Unesco EDND/24): 'Adult literacy
should not be regarded as an isolated operation bu should on the contrary
be an integral part of and an interdependent factor in' the educational whole.' --1
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could thereafter be applied on an extensive scale. Thus, reading
materials tested throughout the Projects are now being produced and
widely
trained

stribnted in large quantities. Those few specialists who were
o implement the projects are now forming high-level cadres

for .the rection of nation-wide schemes for training specialists. The
arrangement of regular field operational seminars for senior personnel,
one of the key features of the management of the programmes, Has
had the multiplier effect of producing a leavening of committed
opinion leaders at all levels of society. Finally, the top priority accorddd
to empirical evaluation, not only for measuring the over-all outcome
of each programme but for monitoring day-to-day progress, has
furnished an unprecedented quantity of information about aids and
obstacles to literacy. r

The object of Paolo Freire's social philosophy is to enable the
rural and urban poor to become conscious (process of cconscientiy
zation') of the social and environmental forces which determine their
mode of life and to become sufficiently motivated and skilful to
influence those forces. 2 The chosen instrument to bring about this
change is !cultural literacy', which, implies assisting people to become
literatethe principal aim of nearly all other programmes for the
disadvantagedby identifying literacy with mastery of cultural
`reality'. This identification is to be brought about by a free dialogue
between a co-ordinator (obviously the designation 'teacher' is inap-
propriate) and a group of learners designed to .unravel the social
significance of key words germane toithe learners' everyday lives.

In Freire's mv.thod, the preliminary stage is for the co-ordinator
to identify the words most commonly used by the group. This is far
more than a mechanical exercise in that the words identified imme-
diately reveal the constant preoccupation; anxieties and aspirations
of-the group. The second stage is to select specific words which will
be discussed in a group dialogue. Selection is made according to
three criteria: phonetic richness, phonetic difficulty and word content.
When the dialogue itself begins, the easy words are dealt with first,
the group moving on progressively to the more difficult words. The
next stage is to discuss the actual problems of the participants.

The dialogue itself is sparked of by introducing a 'generator'
word such as 'rain', 'food', :plough' or `bicycle'. The word favela,
that is a slum, is particularly, evocative since it can generate discus-
sion aboua whole range of fundamental needs. A picture of a slum
area is then flashed on a screen and considered by the participants.

The Experimental WorldLiteracy Proganame is about to end and a major eval-
uation of the total experience is being prepared. For an authoritative, compre-
hensive and up-to-date description and critical assessment of the programme,
see the various contributions to and the conference report of a recent seminar
in J. Muller (ed.), op. cit.

2. P. Freire, Pedagogy of the Oppressed, New Xork, 1971.
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Only 'then is the word favela flashed on the screen. The word is then
divided into its three component syllables and the participants recite
sounds associated with each phonetic group, for example, va, ve, vi,. vo,
vul Thereafter they experiment with combinations of the syllables to
produce, new words such as vela (candle).. When the co-ordinator
considers .that the time is ripe, he asks the participants to attempt
to write down syllables.

It would appear that the cultural literacy method is higly effec-
tive. Within forty-five days or less from the first meeting, participant'
can generally cope with the rudiments of reading anti. writing. In
Brazil, where Freire initially worked, there were no fewer than
1,3po local centres for learning by his method within one year of
a nation-wide programme being launched. The.sponianeous reactions
of those who have profited from the method bear eloquent witness to
the efficacy of this method. For example: was happy, because, j'
discovered I could make words speak'. 1 It is evident that cultural
literacy method cannot be divorced from the possibility of social
action since the words and themes discussed by the participants
necessarily focus upon those aspects of life which call for change.
Are the participants going to stop at discussion? Almost certainly not.
The question then arises whether the participants can enter into a
free consultation with the public authorities with a view to examining.,
possible reforms. If they cannot, then there may be conflict. The
mottod 'is clearly most efficacious wfien the public authorities arc
themselves keen to encourage or at least area not resistant to commu-
nity initiatives.

The basic premise of community developme t programmes
reflects,this special principle: do not ask what others can do for you
but see what you can do for yourselves by yourselveess with the mini-
mum of external assistance. There are, of courso, many problems
and abuses that small communities cannot unilaterally pht right
because the power of action lies in the hands of local or central
government. But if they bend every effort they can usually influence

. the conditions affecting their lives to a far greater extent than they
at first suppose.

The simplest index of ability to influence the social environment
is the degree of choice which people exercise over where they live and
work or how they spend their leisure. Wherever there is a restricted, ,

degree of choice, as in isolated villages and depressed urban areas,
there is a high level of dependence upon the public authorities for
social and economic betterment. In a typical area the relevant author-
ity is overstretched but the potential contribution which commu-
nities might themselves make is either not taken into account or is

..too unclear to furnish a springboard for action. The purpose of com-
9

I. Freire, 'The Adult Literacy Process. . op. cit., p. 223.
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munity--itclucation_programmetisio. enable communities to formulate
their own needs, to identify available, resources and take remedial

A action in so far as they can while drawing the attention of the author-
ity to the measures that it alone is able to take. A praclical programme
might begin with a self-survey of the community, an examination of
living conditions, an analysis of employment openings and a critique
of public services.

Community development is a highly effective form of education
because it hot only forces people to learn but enables them to apply
what they learn to actual conditions. It has the further advantage of
making people aware that their standard of living does not Solely
depend upon their earning power bid upon the quality of the amenities,
made available through the resources of the local community.

At the end of Chapter 3 it was stated, that a f& countries, notably
China, Cuba and the United Republic of Tanzania, believe that the
only effective solution' to the problem of reaching ;he educationally
underprivileged is to conduct a nation-wide campaign supported by
all the available organs of information and calling upon the educated
to serve as volunteer organizers and teachers. The case of the United
Republic of Tanzania may be taken to illustrate die aimi and style
of this mass education approach. The United Republic of Tanzania
is a poor country with a relatively small population inhabiting a vast
area. Roughly 95 per cent of the population live in rural areas and the
agricultural output is failing to keep abreast of the rapid rise in popula-
tion. Faced with monumental blems, the country takes pride in the
quality of its people and
through. The mass edu
all human beings na
fault lie; not with
failing to be cle
information.

rgues that °Self-reliance' will see them
tion campaigns start from the premise that

rally desire tch learn. If they do not learn, the
emselves but with their leaders at all levels for

about their goals and to communicate meaningful
ence, national and conTmunity leaders must spread

information about the national goals, focus attention on
the desirability of change and encourage the people to participate with
them in cieciding.what action to take. ,

The modus operandi of a campaign is to choose one of the several
critical national problems and to stimulate grass-roots discussion
about it with a view to detecting what is wrong and proposing reme-
dial measures. The guiding formula is listen /discuss /act. So far there
have been five national campaigns entitled successively: 'To Plan is
To Choose'; 'The Choice is Yours'; 'Time for Rejoicing'; 'Polititics
is Agriculture'; 'Man is Health'. The critical component in the
conduct of these mass education campaigns is the local study group
which will listen to a half-hour radio programme, study an accom-
panying printed hand-put, consider the problem in the local context
and,decide what.practical action should be taken. The health cam-
paign,. for example, aimed at giving people guidance both about
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curing malaria, dysentery, hookworm and bilharzia and adopting
the appropriate, preventive measures. . .

Vocational education has two essential purposes. The first is to
enable individuals to acquire and keep up to date qualifications-
which will enable them to earn a decent livelihood. The second is to
ensure that the manpower rguirements of thenational economy can
be efficiently satisfied. Until the recent past it was thought sufficient to
give each new generation of children a start in working life through
training within the formal educational system or through post-school
apprenticeship schemes. This is no longer so. Both employers and
employees, as well as trade unions, increasingly see the need for
extensive 'training fa"cililies for the established adult work force.

Vocational education for adults will dotibtless flourish in the
coming years because it can be viewed as a profitable form of capital
investment and a possible antidote to unemployment. Two contem-
porary factors are interacting to highlight its importance: the inaeas-
ing longevity of men and women, and technological obsolescence.-
Without an institutionalized training system designed to keep skills
up to date the numbers of unemployable people will steadily increase.
Some countries are already faced with the anomaly Of having large
pockets of unemployment alongside shortages of ski4led labour. Unem-

. ployment is depressinglor the individual concerned and bad for the
economy since instead of contributing, to the national, output and
paying taxes the individual has to be awarded welfare allovvanas or . 4
given food and shelter.

Other reasons may.. be given for expanding :vocational training.
One-is iharadults einployed in industry change their jobs from time
to time not only because their present skills have become redundant
but also to offset the debilitating boredom that sets when perform-
ing th6 same-routine actions day in and day out.. Indeed retraining is.
steadily becoming more common than upgrailing. A second reason is
that social mobility seems to give some guarantee of economic vitalii
At present professional workers', tend to change jobi and to move
from one centre .to anothrr with relative alacrity but by. and large
manual warkers, especially the semi-skilled, tend td be immobile.'
A third'reason, which so far applies to only a few countries, is the
belief that pleasant and unpleasantjoks should be shared more
equally.. Thus intillectuals should .spend some of their 'tilq working
with their hands, as they do in China, and manual workersIshauld be
given the opportunity to turn to alternative kinds'of occupation.

In several countries, vocational training has become a major
Kovernmental, concern for two principal reasons: the pursuit of socidl
equality and the need for workers to adapt to chaRging+ conditions of
e'mploymentA case in point is the Federal Republic of ; many where

1

1. The special case of immigrants was discussed above p
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there are State laws facilitating paid educational leave and occupa-
tional pobility. Through all the vicissitudes of international booms
and reftssions, the Federal Republic of Germany's economy has not
ceased to expand for twenty-fiVe years and unemployment has been
virtually wiped out. This 'German miracle' is in no small part due to
the impact of a comprehensive and enlightened vocational training
system. for young people and _adults. France is one country which

oliey-tewarcls-voeational-training7
Given that in one year no more than 2 per cent of the work force is
engaged in training; every French employee is entitled to -Clam paid
leave of absence from his employment in order to undergo training
which need not be directly related to his current occupation.

If they are to be socially equitable, three conditions are indispens-
able for national vocational training schemes. First, they must be
available to everyoneto the uRtducated as much as to the educated.
This implies the existence of an efficient and nation-wide counselling
service. Secondly, paid educational leave must be a right enshrined
in law and not an option controlled by employers. Thirdly, thoie
undergoing training require a subsidy not only for themselves but for
their families. The Federal Republic of Germany pays 7o per cent of
the last wage earned before training, and Australia pays $75 per week,
that is slightly above the legal minimum wage.

The tendency to treat recurrent vocational training for adults as
a norm is obviously to be welcomed. However; two caveats must be
recorded. First, vocational instruction, unaccompanied by some
general education may be weakened even in relation to its own kbjec-
fives. The second caveat concerns the effects of national vocaaonal
training schemes on other aspects of adult education. There is a
danger that governments and employers will consider that they
have done more than their duty by providing funds for the former
without having to subsidize the latter as well. Some conntries and
some professional adult education grotips within countries are alive
to this danger. But the main concern remains, how to exploit an
adult's interest in furthering his career so as to benefit his.p. -round
personal development and his community.

It is possible to make three generalizations a t the v t range
of agencies currently making provision for adult educa n. The
first is that their total number is rapidly increasing. The econd is
that most new agencies have been established to offer pecific type
of programme, especially in the occupational tr.' ng sector. The

' third generalization is that in many countries the preponderance
of programmes is now offered by public rather than private agencies.

Numerically, the most striking advance has been made by
agencies providing second-chance (or equivalency) formal education
programmes." In the developing countries- such programmes usually
concentrate upon primary education whereas in the more developed
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countries the emphasis is upon secondary. and univenity-level,educa-
don. Mostly, the demand for school equivalence courses comes ffom
individuals but in certain countries governments are vigorously pro-
moting equivalency programmes. In the U.S.S.R., for example,
where it is believed that a close correlation exists between the level of
education attained by the work force and the level of economic pro-
dUction, there has, been a major drive since the beginning of the
sixties Irlio multiply secondafy:YeVel generareducaThn courses in even-
ing -And_ correspondence_ schools_ The courses °ff.-n-(1 are _ipteniiite,
requiring the participants to _attend institutions for twenty hours a -

week, fifteen hours being spent in the classroom and five hours-in
individual consultations with staff and in written exerci(es. The
reasons commonly given for encouraging formal education equiva-
lency programmes include a shortage of full-time as opposed to part-
time places, the inequitable opportunities available in schools and the
realization that many psople are late developers who did not reveal
their true ability when at school. In the great majority of countries, -;
the provision of formal education at the primary and secondary levels
is chiefly the responsibility. of the regular school system.

Although a good many universities continue to play little or no
part in the education of adults, there is no question that the detach-
ment of universities from community concerns is in general much. less
pronounced' than .n former years. The provision of part-time higher
education courses long established in the U.S.S.R., the socialist
countries of Eastern Europe, North America and Australia, is now
being forced upon the universities of Western Europe and developing
countries by pressure both from government and public opinion. In
several countries, 'open' universities have been inaugurated to enable
-adults to obtain a university degree by means of .. rt-time study. In
addition, the Majority of universities now offer a A de range of spa

.

cialized professicinal courses at the undergraduate an p est-'graduate
levels. Among other innovations in the adult education provision of
universities it is worth singling out the introduction in several Amer-
ican.institutions of liberal arts degree courses expressly designed foe
adults.

Many special departments for organizing an _adult %ftication
service (extension or extramural departments) have been -eAblished

yin universities since 196o. Moreover, both the amount of provision
and the general efficiency of adult education departments appear.to
have increased. The improvement in efficiency sterns partly from the
employment of larger and more qualified staffs and partly from the
adoption of sophisticated administrative methods.

criticism still persistently levelled at universities in some coun-
tries is that they serve only the higher socio-economic groups. While
the available evidence does seem to substantiate this charge, many
universities are also desperately keen to apply at least some of their
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resources to commuOty-oriented projects. Thus, in North America .

there is a strong mo Als. to help local communities solve thcir,practical
problems. ,In other countries theie are abundant examples of univerq
city trachdrs, singly or in groups, applying their knowledge and
skills to the public service. Furthermore, there has been, a palpable
shift of emphasis within university extension and extra-mural depart-
ments ,towards 415rogiamines designed for social and professional
groups rather than for individuals. It is ironic that the community
element in much-imiversiby extension work is often hidden-from the
public eye by the very popularity of the academic type o,f pro-,

gramme. Without necessarily sacrificing their academic programmes
in the slightest degree? -quite a number of universities now conscien-
tiouslcr,allotate resources to the service of the educationally under-
privileged either byi means of direct provision or by undertaking
action or .applied re earch projects.'

Agricultural ex- ension agencies are amOng the most obviously
successful of all adult education agencies. This, of course, is because
they pursue the pr etical goal of improving farming efficiency. In the
past, agricultural tension activities were centred on telling farmers_

\ what to do in or er to increase yields, More recently, farming has
been treated as o aspect of a way of lifeand efforts have been made
to deal with the eneral social, economic and cultural needs of farm-,.

ers and their fa flies. Demonstrations. in the home such as cooking
and making clo hes are increasingly being carried o by female
extension officers, Advisory work among young people has also become-
an important function of extension services. Young people are encdur-
aged to join 4I or Young Farmers' Clubs and to participate in
simple agricultifral.projects in the hope that they will make a career
of farming. In !a few developing countries there has been a switch in
emphasis from the missionary 'work of the field officer, to intensive
training courses arranged at strategically located centres.

In a number of developing countries, improving the efficiency
of co-operatives, especially in the rural areas, has become a top prior-
ity. Both Malaysia and the United Republic of Tanzania, for exam-
ple, -have taken great pains to organize systematic comics for co- \
operative officials and honorary officers. In 197o, Kenya established
a national co.operative college as a training centre fOr co-operative
officials and members of local societies. ...

.

To generalize about the educational work of trade unions Fin a
world context is not possible since in some countries they still concen-
irate,upon the professional fraining of their own paid -up members in
such subjects as collective bargaining, labour relations 'and office

I. For a brillant analysis of the contemporary role of universities in adult educa-.
tion see 10.-Huberman, Renovation in Higher Education: Dynamics of Interaction
between the .University and Adult Education, ICUAE, August 197o.
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management while in other countries they not only provide for the
general ieducation and culture of their own members but also offer
prograntm es for the public at large and actively campaign for the
betterment of national educational and cultural facilities. Two
general features of trade union educations can, however, be noted:
the first is the increasing complexity of the subjects studied; the second

_at the growin. g praiticcjof sending_oificials:destineci-for-high-offite-to-
attend short and long comes at universities and centralized insti-
unions.- It is also noteworthy that many trade unions and virtually
all federations of trade unions, both at -national and international
level, now employ full-time education specialists and many are steadily
building up education departments.

In a very large number of countries the military services now
make an important contribution to the education of adults by teach-
ing illiterate recruits how to read and write and by imparting
skills not only necessary for military performance but also relevant to
future civilian occupations. Several countries, including Bolivia, Iran
anid Israel, use the armed forces to implement literacy and rural
development schemes in rural areastiThese and other countries also
use the period of compulsory national service as a means of applying
the energy*, intelligence, knowledge and skills of young people to
various types of community service. Some countries have instituted
national youth corps, organized on para= military lines, in, which
young people spend one or two years attending general education
classes, learning,* trade and working in teams on such national
projeots as road building.

A new social concern is the education and training of men and
women in prisons. The old view that prison life should be harsh and
punitive is yielding to the view that reformation is a far more important
objective than punishment. Despite the constraints, many prison
authorities now offer vocational training for the great majority of
prisoners who lack occupational skills in order that upon release they
will have some prospect of obtaining a satisfying job, and academic
courses designed to improve their educational qualifications. Many
prisoners are now encouraged to take correspondance courses.

It is not original to suggest that librairies, rnuseuirks and art
galleries should serve-\not merely as reratorieS for books, old arte-
facts and pictures but that they should; play a positive educational
role,: Moreover, there have,always been librarians and curators who
saw themselves as educators. What-is novel about the period since ig6o
is the revolution in,jhe layout of many librairies, museums and art
galleries, and the number and variety of schemes for linking their
activities more clOsely with--those of adult educational and social

Agencies. Besides lending boOks, many libraries now also lend slides,
reproductions of pictures and- tapes. Many libraries, museums and
art galleries have also become lively cultural centres.
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Many 'educational programmes are not
cducatiOn agencies as such but by agencies, for
secondary function': For example, in conducting
teams were greatly impressed by the widenin
provided by religioqs groups,, among whic,
the Buddhist Wats; Moslem Mosques

onsored by. adult
hich education is a

en- surveys the ICED
scope of the education

they particularly noted
the Coptic Church of

Although there is much talk about the need to revise the content
of adult education programmes so that Onay beimmediately relevant
toithe daily concerns of individual liarners, there is discouraging
evidence that the weight of traditisfn still prevails. One critic has
observed that in general adult editcation in Latin America:1

has been confined to th provision of primary education in
night schools for adult w kers, with curricula and methods
little adapted to the char cteristics9 of adults.

At the same time, some int esting developments in, course content
arc taking place. In the iHiore developed countries, education in
health and nutrition has /traditionally been left to the schools. By
contrast, in developing untries health education is regarded as an
essential component 0 educational programmes for adults, though
more often than not r ponsibility for providing it lies with the health
service rather than 'th adult education agencies. In a good many
countries, educatio al methods are used to spread information about
sensible nutritional habits. In Iran, young people who have completed
their medical studies are sent, during their period of military service,
to serve in local communities in order to care for health needs, to
&give instruction about sanitation and hygiene and generally to
improve tho living environment.

Inforniation and advice about family planning so, as, to permit
couples td make rational decisions about family size and to make
use of suitable family planning methods are now given by many
government agencies as well as by voluntary askociations. Success in
dealing with the problem of excessive population growth depends
above all on adults coming to realize that the quality of their lives
is impaired by over-population and that the size of families can be
jetermined by individual choice.

Consumer ethication is rapidly expanding. Its object is to help
consumers make wise and economical purchases and to become
'familiar with their legal rights. Many consumer protection groups
which started' out with a relatively narrow aim have turned their
attentionifo other problerns such as safety on the roads, pollution of
the environment and d6truction of the landscape through rash and
uncontrolled planning. Most of these groups arrange informal cduca-

t. Irina, galas, 'Education in Latin America between its Past and its Future',
D Pretpeas, Vol. III, No. 1, Spring 1973, p. 71.
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tion programmes for their members and ms.c-ri.; invite adult education
agencies to organize appropriate courses and seminars on their
behalf.

Recent years have seen the formation of many local, regional
and national groups dedicated to arousing direct parental interest in
the education provided for their children. Parent-teacher associations
fonnerly mt. yos trongl entrenched in. North America and the LLS.S.R.:
have mushroomed in many countries. Japan itow has 45,607, with a
total membership of to million. One of the major socio - political
objectives of the Federal Republic of Germany for the seventies is to
ensure that parents are capable of giving their children full compen-
satory education at home. In soze countries, courses aue provided for
the parents and relatives of subrArmal or autistic children and many
parents of 'deaf children learn lip-reading and finger-spelling. Some
mothers are being trained to take charge of p14 groups for-children
under,vhool age or out of school.

In Western Europe and North America many groups and asso-
ciations have been foi.med to tackle the problems of the retired and
those about to retire. Here the role of adult education is both to help
ageing people come to terms with their changing physical, economic
and social positions And to give them opportunities to participate in
stimulating programmes preferably designed for all age groups.

Within recent years the literature of adult education has been
crammed With enjoinders about the cardinal necessity of evaluating
programmes in a systematic fashion for the sake not only of improving
internal efficiency but also of showing to sceptical officials in govern-
ment departments that adult education institutions arc Competently
managed and worth financing. Yet there can'be little doubt that the
overwhelming majority of institutions make no convincing attempt to
assess. he effectiveness of their programmes, even in terms of their
Qwn objectives. Still less is there any attempt to calculate social or
economic bencfits.1

Not surprisingly (for this is a general condition in education),
We found few instances where any serious and systematic attempt
had been made to assesseven.roughly,a programme's internal
efficiency cost-effectiveness), much less its beneficial social
and economic impact in relation to the investment made in it
(cost-benefit relationship).

The success or failure of programmes is generally crudely determined
by counting heads according to the hoary formula of how many
people took part and how many dropped out. Similarly the per-
formative of an organizer 'or teacher is often judged by the number
of people whom he contrives to keep under his wing.

Those who urge the necessity of conducting more systematic

i. Coombs et al., op. cit., p. 7t.
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evaluation of adult education programmes are entirely justified. Pro-
perly instituted, an %valuation exercise first necessitates clarifying
objectives. This can be extremely salutary since objectives are 9ften not
questioned from one year to another and often turn out to be/based on
outdated assumptions or on hidden assumptions that are not accept-
able. Then, evaluation of past performance is the surest way of avoid-
ing future errors and thus of economizing on effort and expenditure.

To evaluate a programme is notoriously difficult because so many
variables have to be taken into account, The degree of sophistication

I manifestly depend upon the human and instrumental resources
t t can be brought to bear and in particular upon the professional
expertise of the administrator or organizer directly in charge, a fact
which points up the need for evaluation techniques to be included in
the curriculum of professional training, programmes. Where there is
a co-ordinated national or regional system of adult education it is
obviously desirable to establish a central evaluation unit which can
both tender advice on request and also carry out objective evaluations
of selected programmes from outside.,

The drawback to treating such a large theme as structures and
programmes within an international persp ective, as in the present
and preceding chapter, is that one must be arbitrarily selective and
ignore myriad examples of pioneering ventures, many of which enjoy
only a transient existence. For the 'guidance of policy-makers and
practitioners, it is essential that information about such ventures should
be widely disseminated:1

In ldoking for points of entry, special attention should be given
*indigenous micro innovations. There are the too often neglected

cal departures from conventional educational .practice in
which a pioneering teacher, principal, district supervisor, or even
group of students, is using an approach which offers progress
along one or more desirable vectors. Licligenous innovations
with learning potential may have developed Alutside the formal
educational systemin an employing establishment, in a club
or association such as a co-operative.

Who will assume this important function, within and between
countries? This is a question to which all those concerned with .the
welfare of adult education must address themselves as a matter of
urgency.'

I. W. J. Pip, 'The Faure Report: A Turning Point in Educational Planning',
Science rAcl Man in the Americar, p. 13 (Technical Symposium, No. 15, Mexico
City,-29 June 1973).

2. See also below p. (27-9.
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Chaptei 6

Methods and materials
The Montreal Conference had very little to say about adult learning'
problems and teaching methods:'

Much was done at Montreal to clarify ideas about the scope
and nature of adult education, to define its new tasks, and ter%
make positive proposals for its organization both at natio al
and international letvel. On the other hand} an, exarninati
the recommendations made in connection 4101 teaching thods
in adult education reveals little that is new or exciting.

By contrast, one Of the two commissions appointed at the Tolc,yo---
Conference was primarily concerned with new methods and tech-
niques of communication With special reference to the mass media.
The reasons for this changed emphasis are not far to seek. In propor-
tion as adult education becomes more closely associated with social
and economic goals and especially with vocational training there is

,a consequent demand for a highe,r degree' of professionalism in the
definition of objectives, programme and, course design, materials
design and programme and methods evaluation. This demand is
clearly incompatible with incompetent teaching and makeshift learn-
ing environments. Simultaneously, it is widely recognized that mass,
or at least large-scale, adult education is financially and structurally
impossible without maximum exploitation of thC mass media and the-.
full resources of educational technology.

In considering the methods and techniques- of communication
and t materials currently employed in adult education one is instant-
ly fac with a paradox. On the one hand, the field has been respon-
sible for as much if not more experimentation than the formal educa-
tion system and has pioneered certain methods such as the group dis4

z. Iuly, op. cit., p. io8. -
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cussion now in general use. On the other hand, it appears that the
minor revolution that has begun to transform the customary teacher-
pupil relationship and to change the learning environment in many
schools and unittersities has not significantly affected the methods and
technique's used by the majority of adult education agencies, except
for thnse engaged in sonic sectors of occupational training where inno.-
vatiedmin.ingtrtirtienaLmerhoatarein.atogueandicehnologicaldevicrit
are freely used. Orthodox teachingmethods still prevail. In the realm
of theory a great deal is written about what ought toile done" and in
the realm of action original methods are constantly being tried but on
a small scale_and with no fanfare. The challenge is how to make such

' innovations generally known.'
The method of instruction which still doming es adult education

practice is oral teaching in the classroom. At its -bist this method has
demonstrated its effectiveness for long enough but atone it cannot
possibly cope with the surging and varied demand filr learning oppor-
tunities. M is frequently pointed out, it is a labour intensive and there-
fore costly method and Were can never be enough teachers and class-
rooms to meet all requirements. In any case, many learning needs
cannot be satisfied by classroom instruction. Then, adults today share
with the young a desire for variety in teaching methods especially if
they retain grim recollections of the classroom. Finally, thanyndults
are unable to attend classes for a multitude of reasons. It has accord-
ingly become necessary to devise alternative learning systems fokthe
many situations in which classroom instruction is impracticable. 1

In essence alternative learning systems are of two kinds: those
which focus upon the learner working alone as far as possible or in
groups with other learners and those which assume a distance between
the media employed and the learner. The first might lit regarded as
a micro-approach and the seconds a macro-approach. It is proposed
in the first part of this chapter to discuss first the micro-level and then
the macro-level.

4
t. cf. S. Bolanos, Recent Education and Training in Latin America, Unesco.(Ed. 73 t

Conf. 506 113, 1973): '... this would appear to be the heart of the. matter-
the most noteworthy achievements have taken place on the intellectual level
and to a much lesser extent in the area of actions and accomplishments.'

2. Lack of publicity about instructional innovations in adult education practice
no doubt accounts for the following criticism whick is largely justified after the
opening sentence: 'To dat'e, adult education has not been an innovative area
in pedagogy. Adults of different ages, capacities and backgrounds have been
instructed as a homogeneous block or, still worse, taught by teachers 'of pri-
mary and secondary schools using inappropriate techniques: learning by rote
and memorisation, lecturing without "feedback" from the audience, use of
reading materials for school-age children, evaluation on the basis of verbal
and written skills alone. Almost uniformly, researchers find that organgers
of programmes in continuing education underrate the capacities of their
clientele.' A. M. Hubcrinan, Permanent Education: Some Models of Adult Learning
and Change, op. cit., p. 45.
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Whatever the level of the learning situation, the starting point
is taAscertain the motivation, needs, interests and competence of the
learners,to define the learning objectives accordingly, and to select
suitable methods and techniques. This seems a self-evident approach
but the evidence shows that it is rarely adopted. As indicated above
in Chapter 2 the normal practice is still to treat the participants in a

_:. programme or course as an undifferentiated mass and consistently
to use Traditional teaching methods, often directly replicating those,
practised in the schools. ... ..- . - . -. . .

It is easy to tender the advice that each individual And each
group should be treated as unique and that a -set of methods tailored
to his or her unique needs should be devised: It is equally easy to
recommend that in every teaching/learning situation no single method
is likely to be Appropriate for the entire experience but .rather that
different stages and aspects require different treatment; even in the
course of a single hour it is often desirable to use more than one -
method: the classi switch from lecture to grog discussion is merely
thisimplestexaMple billing two or more metkods. Easy, indeed,
to tender advice t immensely difficult to see that at is followed, for
here we are concerned with a problem of changing teaching styles
'that can ultimately be resolved only at grass-roots level. Conferences
at the na 'enal or even regional level, can recommend that mote
image ve teaching methods be invoked and seniv administrators

issue orders but they can rarely guarantee the desired. response:.
This explains why audio-visual aids may be available in Adequate
quantities buts inadequately or seldom or vernied And' why even
when special radio and television program es arccvailable, teachers
=it ignore them. The fact that this is a ots problem may also
account for the reticence about teaching methods that is aften found
at major conferences and that Hely n.oted at Montreal. The solution

- must lie, as indicated in the previous chapter, in ensuring that special
training:courses are provided for all thosteaching adults in one capa-.
city or another, that the internal communications system of adult
education works effectively and that adequate supporting services .

are made available. .
4 At the micro-level the most striking recent devslopments can be
reduced to three: the rapid spread of small group methods; attempts

4 to enable each learner to work alone; the application of educational
technology. All three developmentrpresuppose maximum activity by
the learner and minimum intervention by the teacher.

Learning in small groups is a long established practice, especially
in North America and the Scandinavian countries, where the study
circle is a revered institution. But it is only recently that the value of
group learning fps been widely and fully appreciated not only as an
alternative to the talk or lecture as a way of acquiring information
or solving probleras but, more importantly,. as a means of enabling

1
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individuals to become more aware of their own behhviour and values
and their relations with' other people.' Group theorists make certain
assumptions: adults do not rearn only by knowing facts; change in any
part of a group changes the group as a whole; individuals in a group
learn from one another; leadephip is the property of the whole group;
in group situations individuals may gain from the fact that they arc
stimulated to behave out of character. The guiding principle &that
group intcraCtionfeads to cliangcsinindividifaIbch-aviOni.From such
assumptions it can be seed that learning in groups tallies with the
progressive objective of transfqrming the role of teacher from that of
an omniscient dispenser of truth to that of a leader or counsellor who
helps the group to clarify.its goals. The abundant research on group
learning appears to justify the enthusiasm with which any education-

, ists support it. At the same time, some of its leading advocates may
have carried their zeal too far by implying that there s no other way
of learning effectively. The result is that group meth ds are adopted
indiscriminately when other =methods would serve bftter. Moreover,
many institutions and teachers which swear by group methods simply
do not know how to use them.

Some educationists have been attempting for a long time to draw
attention to the needs of die- autonomous or independent learner.*

A recurrent theme in the literature of adult education is the
o desirability of the self-propelled learner who does not need, to

be dependent on an instructor or a group or an institution.
It is only very recently, however, that any serious efforts have been
made to assist the independent learner.' The delay has been due
partly to a lack of concern on the part of institutions and partly to a
lack, of resources with which to help him: The rapid ,devtlopment of
zducationgl technologies now makes it theoretically possible to extend
help in a variety of ways, specially by means ofprogrammed instruction,
computer assisted instruction and audio-tutorial systems. The indepen-
dent learner requiis access to- learning aids and knowledge of how to
use them. He may also require. assistance in learning how to study.

As argued above, the need for an extensive application of educa--
tional technology is due, even in the richest of countries, to the prac-
tical difficulty of meeting even a fraction of the contemporary, demand
for education by means of a direct ieacher/student relationship. At
both the micro- and Macro-level a variety of teaching methods and

cf. L. R. Beach, 'Self-Directed Student Groups and College Learning', Higher
Education, Vol. 3, No. 2, April 1974, p.187: 'We are realizing something of the
power and pOtential which He in the resources of a small group of intelligent
adults thrown into close, continuing encounter with-one another.'

2. H. L.-Miller, Teaching and Learning in Adult Education, p. 203, New York,
1964. -

3. Not only for the adult but throughout all levels of education; .4. J. E. Duane
(ed.), individualizsd Instruction Programs and Materials, New Pricy, 1973.
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technological devices has become indispensable.. Educational tech- 4

nology. must be one of the most abused phrases in the whole vocabu-
lary eifleclucation, a common error being-to treat it as synonymous
with hardware, that is, with audio-visual aids.- It is also, as Learning
to,Be emphasizes, insufficiently used. In fact, the rationale, of educa-

- tional technology is' that every possible/ human skill and artefact
shoidd be deliberately and methodically put at the disposal of the
'learner. Madison.sums up its purpose as:i

,..: .. the development, application -and evaluation of systems,
4_ techniques and aids to improve the process of human learning.

s

The range of mechanical devices now on manufacturer? lists is enor-
mous and the quality of design does not cease Io improve. Indeed, the
quantity Of learning aids far outstrips the capacity of adult edu.cation
agencies 'VI absorb them, except in such technologically advanced
countries as the United. States and even there the signs" are that admi-
nistrators and teachers would like a ternmarykif not permanent
surcease to their dutput. The truth is that--ufw learning aids arc Used:
only by thole who are trained and conditioded to use them. The
impact £f educational technology will thin remain slight even in
highly industrialized Countries unless administrators and teacheri
are specially trained to take advantage of them and unless there is
general curriculum reform. Countries with a low level of indigenous
technology, and little or no extern 1 purchasing power simply Cannot
afford to use most of the devices at resent on the market.' ..9

The suggestion is sometimes matle-that the reason why so many,
teachers totally ignore or speak contemptuously abut the fals6 rips,
tique of educational technology is that they are fearful that conven-
tional instructional methods, arc going to be abandoned and that they
will become redundant:The suggestion is probably well. foUnded, .

although it must be said that there is surprisingly little firm evidence
about teacher? attitudes to innovation. It' is accordingly necessary
that key administrators and leaders of the teaching profession become
aware that, far from abolishing the teacher, the use of instructional

_media makes hfslifie ore creative and varied by freeing him from the
chains of routine d enabling him to concentrate upon the most effec-
dye way of ass ting each learners As -has been said, the teacher .

1: J. 'Madison, New Trends in Educational Technology and Iticlustrial Pedagogy, p.:4,
Antwerp, !971.

.2. It has also to be borne in mind that repair and maintenance charges can be
very high and that in countries where there is a shortage of trained techni-
cians and manufacturers' servicing facilities, a device which breaks down
may well have to be written off for good.

3. cf. 'The nld method of a single teacher with a limited number of pupils at
various levels of educational achievement' that was developed for the rural
schodls of America has been reintroduced to provide learning opportunities

3
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beconies an adviser rather than a` direct dispenser of knowledge and
in that new capacity he is likely to sperld more not less time with
students.but now helping them to specify their goals and to choose a
programthe for attaining them. Indeed, the outstanding virtue of the
technological approach is that it takes into full aceount the actual
process' of learning and fbra each learning episode designs the appro-
priate curriculum and instructional methods. It also makes.possible
the isolation of each learner's particular needs, aptitudes and abilities
so that whether he regularly attends an institution or works largely
independently the appropriate schedule can be prepared. All this
presupposes, of coupes, that a full range of instructional media is
available to the learner:

Instructional media may be designed like the overhead projector
to make instruction more efficient, or like the tape recorder to be
controlled either by the teacher or by the student, or like the program-
med text to be controlled by the learner. Leaving aside for the moment
mass communications devices and' reading materials, aids to good
instruction potentially include overhead 'projectors, tape q-ecorders,
video tape. recorders (11TRI), language laboratories, closed-circuit
television, slides, photographs.Aids to the learner potentially include
tape recorders, VTRs, colour cassette VTRs, programmed learning
machines and texts, cassettes, and computer consoles. In most learning
situations one would expect the teacher to be in direct control for
considerably less time than the learner himself, as in the language
labbratory where the teacher intervenes only when someone is in

. difficulties.
As an illustration cif the Utility of the new learrling aids let us take

closed-atcuit television (CCTV). As a rule, broadcast television is airneci
at a heterogeneous audience, usually-viewing at home in'family groups:
When die target is amass audience, as it nearly always is, there. is
pressure on the broadcasters to restrict the amount of time devoted to
.minbrity educational interests. By contrast the audience for closed-
circuit television is certain to want a particularprogramnie. Television
becomes a m rum that can be manipulated for self-or `group-obser-
vation. More er, through the use of-VTR it is possible to record;
replay and cr ticize selected 'mass audience' programmes. Thus, one
of the drawbacks of broadcast televisionits ephemeralityis brought
under the educator's control. Another valuable function of 'CCTV, -
is to weaken or dispel the mystique of television, since there is a trans,
ferred impact on attitudes towards. broadcast television. The student

fol- illiterate or undereducated adults. This method has been augmented and
supplemented. with the new 'educational technology including programmed
materials and texts as well as mechaiical devices, readers, pacers, video tape
recorders, magnetic recorders, and in some instances, computer-based instruc-
tion.'Evidence submitted by the United States for the. Tokyo Conference.
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is enabled to adopt a more critical attitude based upon technical
knowledge. t.

A brief catalogue of learning aids was, listed above in order to
make three points. The first is that administrators and. eachers cannot
be expected to make wise and economical purchases without specialist
advice. Secondly, the bold, application of educational technology to
instruction within institutions presupposes that buildings be properly
equipped and highly adaptable The, third point is that many learners,
but above all independent learners, requireaccess at random to learn-
ing aids outside The normal instructional setting, besides assistance
from 'the mass media, which are discussed below. This means that
borrowing .facilities must be freely available to them either through.
educational institutions or libraries or a specially created agency,
Alternatively or additionally it might mean the installation' oflearning
resource centres.

. At the present time there are' in the world very few full fledged
learning resource centres. What do exist in considerable numbers are °
small-scale facilities within institutions othetwise mainly consisting of
classrooms for face-to-face learning. This is scarcely surprising in View
of the general shortage of accommodation specifically designed for
-adult learners. It cannot realistically be expected that adults in most,.
countries will have access tq learning resources until these become
available in the school and other buildings shared by adult education
agencies. Meanwhile, it is no problem to prescribe the facilities which a
learning resource centre might offer. These should include the full
range of aids enumerated aboveparticularly large numbers of prq-
gramrned learning texts and machinesavailable at any time day or
night to a student who makes a prior' appointment. A number of local
government authorities have opened community workshops where
addlts who do not attend a regular class can attend at almost any hour
of the day to pursue a particular interest. The Freizeitheim in Hanover
contains Music, . metalwork and wood-work rooms. Usually a non -
teaching supervisor is available to offer practical advice on request.
Other centres contain a theatre and rooms where it is possible to exper-
iment with design; a few even contain light engineering areas.-

At this point in time, when for many countries the establishment of
learning resource centres must be regarded as a far-away prospect, there
are a few countries in which sophiSticated devices will probably soon be-
come omnipresent. In the United States, for example, it is envisaged
that in the near future each hqme will become aminiature learning re-
source centre with a transistor radio for every member of the family, a
-television set in every room, a VTR, tape recorders, a computer terminal
and a device for recording television programmes by remote control.

The American prospect of learning resources in the home may
be considered by most other countries as 'futurist'. For their part,
materially poor countries do have it in their power however to promote
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the education of every one of their inhabitants, if not in his own home
at least in his community, by a calculated dirOtion of the actual and
potential instruments of. mass communication at their. disposal: Some
years ago J. M. Trenaman drew a concluAOn about pie impact of mass
communications that is as valid for other countries as it is for the
United' Kingdon1:2

Only a very small minority in the population
in any kind of social or cultural activity. But
munication on a mass scaleradio, the pr

actively engaged
e organs of coin-

, e cinema, gramo-
phone recordings and the public library servicehave within
recent years expanded simultaneously and to a remarkable degree,
so that today they reach almost evert member tf the commu-
nity. In the space of only a few yeard, the new informal media
have far outstripped in extent of communication the traditionil
methods of the class tutor. The total effect of this revolution in.
communication is surely no less significant socially than the'
invention of writing, or printing by means of movable type.

So far we have been discussing learning situations in which learners
have physical access to, and choose to make use of, the instructional
facilities of nearby 'institutions. Increasingly it is becoming possible for

fromadults to study at a distance om an institution by means of cor-
respondence and other media.

Several advantages are justly claimed for distance teaching
methods: they are flexible; they reduce unit costs because fewer
teachers are required; they do not discriminate amonelearners; each
learher' can proceed at his own pace; a wide range of subjects can be
covered. Distance teaching is particularly valuable to people living
in remote places, serving in the -armed forces or working on shifts.
It is also a godsend to those who are too shy to attend class

The key role in distance methods teaching is played bye corres-
pondence method, which in recent years has experienced a pheno-
menal growth...Education by correspondence has come to have ,a
special appeal fora number. of developing countries because, when
well organized, it can be very effective and beuse it is more econo-
mical than other forms of instruction /Realization of its utility has
been widEy broadcast thanks to two developments: first, the creation
of the International Association of Correspondence4Schools; secondly,
the detailed study underfa.ken in 1966 by the Dag Ilammarskjold
Foundation concerning the potentialities of correspondence education
in five African' countries and, subsequently, the organization in
Stockholm of two intensive training courses for African adult educators
whose governments had agreed to launch appropriate programmes.2

z. Trenaman, op. cit., p. 185.
2. See: L. 0. Edstrom R. Erdos and R. Prosser (eds.), Mass Education: Studies

in Adult Education and Teaching by Correspondence in Some Developing 'Countries,
Stockholm, 1970.
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correspondence course departMenti or sub-units of existing adult
education departments now exist in Kenya, Malawi, Sudan, United
Republic of Tanzania and,Zambia. -Meanwhile; in the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics, Eastern Europe, North America,.. Australia and
New Zealand, the volume of correspondence course work has increased.
spectacularly. In India, the University of Delhi started a programme
in.1968 which now caters annually tor thousands of students.

In the past, correspondence courses were held in low esteem in
orthodox eduCational circles: for twO reasons; first, teaching by cOrres-
pondence was assumed to be incompetent; second, correspondence
courses were very largely ni-ifingeebSr commercial firms who were
alleged to be more concerned about profits than about academic(
standards: Today there are few ectcatiOnists who 'Would not concur
that correspondence courses,. canl?e not only economical but highly.
efficacious. It is fitting tote- t Aristotle taught at least one distin-
guished pupil by Correspondkde 'etyconti:n.ues to be felt, however,
about the probity andefficiency many 'agenclis currently Supplying.

'training courses. For instance: a
In the Federal Republic. of Germany, almost all private collesr
pondence institutes are the result of private enterprise and still
remain in private hands;" the obvious iderence is that those
running them are guided mainly by the profit motive and only
secondarily by the interests of their students. However; if it ig, to
be integrated into the educational system, correspondence
teaching run by private bodies muSt be concerned primarily -
with the interests of the student, i.e. thOse of the community.
This implies that there should_ grow. up among correspondence
institutes a fair .competition for the student's custom, each
college vying with the others to offer him a greater variety of
subjects from which to choose and better quality tuition: Unfor-
tunately, competition of this sort will not come about unaided,
for in businesswhich is what correspondence education isthe
economic factor is the all powerful.

In 1965, Gisela Oehlert from Frankfurt published a sensa7
tional report on correspondence teaching1in the German weekly,
Per Spiegel. She argues that the problem is not so much the
fact that thousands of students who fail, every year, despite their
best efforts, to complete the course are relieved of their hard-
earned money which they have to pay in exchange for a 'service'
in an agreement not subject to cancellation. In her view
rather, the real problem is that, once they- have been taken in
this way, such students will always fight thy of .any offers of
further education.

1. Not everywhere; in Sweden, correspondence courses have been established
solidly for a Jong time (see, for example, G. Gadden; Hermeds 1898-1973,
Malm6, 1973)

2. H. Gunter Haagmamt,'Correipondince Schools in the Federal Republic of Germany,
p. 6-7iStuttgart, 1968.
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Recognizing the pedagogical importance of correspondence courses
and the damage that may' be inflicted by incompetent tutoring, sever-
al governments have taken, steps to issue regulations governing the
conduct of correspondence course agencies and prescribing the start".
dards to which they must adhere. Thus, the Netherlands Parliament
has passed the Correspondence Education Act 1972 in order to ensure
supervision over teachers and course materials and to disbar agencies
which fall below the requisite standard.

Correspondence courses are moot effective when combined with
other teaching methods in the multi-media systems described below.
It should be noted, however, that there are some ,things which they
cannot do such as teaching practical skills, that they predicate a fairly -
high level of literacy and that no further expansion of correspondence
courses should take place before the appropriate logistical back-up
is assured, especially an adequate supply of skilled course designers
and course teachers, In a recent work Professor Wedell has pointed
out that correspondence coursed in Western Europe are being devel-
oped ahead of declared need and that such developmekts ought to:
wait upon more reliable research findings.1

At the Tokyo Conference it was agreed that the potential value
of television and radio as an instructional, educational and edupative2
force was immense but that the present realization falls far .ihort of
what is desirable.3

Thanks to the rapid technological development of modern means
of communication, it had now become possible to reach far
larger, numbers of people than anyone had imagined even a few
years ago. To the mass media a major role should be ascribed
in arousing among,' people everywhere an awareness of the
common social, eEonomic and ,cultural forces affecting their
way of life. The media could provide not only formal instruction
but valuable information and Cultiral enrichment.

Yet almost nowhere had the full potential of the mass
media been enlisted in the service of adult education. On the
contrary, theanedia were often used for anti-educational pur-
poses. The baiic problems were how to exploit ,the media with a
view to extending educational opportunitic06 to reduce costs

T. E. G. Wedell, The Place 'of Education by Correspondence, Strasbourg, Council
of Europe 197o.

a. A rough distinction can be drawn between three types of programmes, the ins-
tructional (offering 'preparation for an examination or qualification of some
kind, or similar intensive and limited studies, including training for a skill),
the educational (explicitly aimed at encouraging serious attention and study
in the field of liberal education, sustained over a period, but without concern
for qualifications), and the educative (covering a wide range of programmes
which to a greater or lesser extent enlarge the knowledge or understanding
of the viewer without necessarily calling fora serious study).

3. Finai Report, op. cit., p. 29.
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without lowering the quality of learning and management of the
educational process.

It is also noticeable that specialists whith first-hand experience of the
uses of the mass media in rural areas of developing countries haVe
reached opposite conclusions about their impact. In an article thatap-
peared in 1973 it was pointed out that:1

. To .the planners' dismay, early experiences .with the mass media
in rural education revealed that rural people preferred popular'
music to new agricultural programmes and soap operas to health
programmes. It was discovered that simply reaching rural
audiences with information was not in itself a sufficient means to
foster social change.

The authors of that quotation/add that though only a minuscule amount
of direct extension (that is face-to-face teaching) takes place, it is far,
more successful. Yet another cautionary note is sounded by T. Dodds:

There is a danger, however, that disappointment with the
athievements of face-to-face teaching and the glamour of the
mass media will lead educators to underplay the former and
pace all their hopes in the latter. There is already ample evidence,
both from the so-called developed world and from a few com-
munications studies in the under-developed world, that the
mass' media by themselvei are not enough- for good teaching.
They are nearly all one-way channels, and - there. is a spatial
gap and often a time lay between communicators and the
audience. Thus they tend to be impersonal .and offer no wa2y
whereby the 'teachers' can respond spontaneously to the indi-
vidual needs and problems of their 'students'.

By contrast with the abov,e,views, the authors of the ICED report on
the _education 9f children Ad young people maintain that the mass
media can be highly efficacious and that face-to-face extension work_
is to be.ruled out because it is far too costly.to finance on a significant
scale.' This is also the view of,I. Waniewicz.4

;1The difficulties involved in the efficientuse of the communication
media for adult education purposes cart brho means be neglected.
However, the experience of many countries has already proven
that it is possible for the mass media, and in particular for radio
and television broadcasting, to provide for the necessary break-
through, or as somelke to call it, the 'technological' breakthrough,

'1. R. Hornik, J. K. Mayo and E. G. McAnany, 'The Mass Media in Rural Edu-
cation' in Foster and Sheffield (eds.), op. cit., p. 72.

2. T. Dodds, Multi-Media Approaches to Adult Education, p.9-10, Cambridge, 1972.
3. cf. also: ICED, op. cit., p.138-9; ., . it is clear that existing extension efforts can

have only a slight impact on the conditions of rural life. Critics of the existing
situation insist new ways must be found to diffuse the information that is vitally
needed in rural areas' Hornik et al., op. cit., p. 76.

4. 1. Waniewicz, Broadcasting for Adult Education, p. 14, Paris, Unesco, 1972.
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which would alleviate if not so've many problems and obstacles,
which-would otherwise require decades to overcome.

This view is endorsed by H. Oeller, television director of Bayerischer
"Rundfunk, in a recent publication.1

There can be no doubt that television and radio combined
with traditional styles of teaching and learning. are just as
effectiveof even more -effective in certain fields of application
as convenqional instruction, while simultaheously providing
the possibility of being able to 'reach a greater number of
learners at less cost.

The most sensible conclusion appears to be that the, mass media need to
be combined with face-to-face learning situations and existing modes
of commimication: 2

One clear impression that does emerge from existing case studies
of informal educational projects is that the media can rarely, if
ever, be relied upon exclusively. To work effectively, they must
lie integrated into existing patterns of communication at the
local level.

The utility ot radio and television broadcasting for educational 'pur-
poses ultimately depends upon the willingness and ability of those who
control it to supply adequate resources and upon the existence of local
supporting services for Vfeners and viewers.

Whatever the views of specialists the mass media are for good
or ill playing an increasingly weighty role in contemporary societies.
Young adults are especially attuned to acquiring information' and
impressions from television. But countries differ to a remarkable extent
in the degree to which they employ the, mass mediki tor a conscious

'educational purpose. In several highly industrialized countries it is
notorious that the media are more or less exclusively given over to
commercial entertainment. What is still more disturbing is that the

:media should neglect education in so many developing countries.
In a recent survey of the uses of the media in Latin America, the

author reached the dismal conclusion that thorinessagcs of the media
were reaching only a tiny fraction of the rural population, that the
content was primarily designed for urban populations and thatlike
so much of the material used'in agricultural extension programmes
the written, visual and oral codes employed were alien to the exper-
ience of rural inhabitants.' The Secretary General of the Economic

1. Multi-Media Systems in Adult Educatioh:Twelve Project Descriptions in .1Vine Countries,
p. 6, Munich, Internationals Zentralinstitut Fur das Jugend -und Bildungs
fernsehen, 197i.

2. Hornik et al., op. cit., p. 82.
3. Bolanos, op. cit., p. 3.
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Commission for Africa (EGA) has also lamented the misuse and small
educational impact of the media:1

Frequently, in our African countries,, we find that a very serious
hindrance to the adoptiqd of more- modern attitudes towards
education and development is the paucity of communications
media. Often, such media, where they exist, arc directed almost
exclusively to in'lluencing the minds of the very .small minority
who are already functionally literate. It is primarily to this
same minority group that most efforts of government information
media -- through radio, television and information sheetiare
directede Circulation of newspapers, except in as few African
countries, is almost exclusively devoted to the same minority
group. ,

Sophisticated and most modern audio-visual media for
teaching have been introduced in all African countries. These
have been proved to be excellent areas for teaching/ adults. But
we find that they are employed more for entertainment than for
information or instruction. The possibilities of utilizing such
modern audio-visual devices for generating interest in and for
promoting vigorous adult education need to be fully explored.

There is so much loose talk about the educational uses of broadcasting
that it is necessary to draw a clear distinction between programmes
designed with an explicit instructional purpose and programmes which
are meant to stimulate and inform the audience without necessarily
demanding serious study. The fist type of programme may be called
'educational' arid the second type 'educative'.

It is commonly agreed by communications specialists and by
educationists that radio is in important respects a more valuable edu-
cational medium than television. For one thing, thanks to the advent
of low-cost transistor receivers, it can reach many people who do not
have access, to television sets and are not likely to have such access for
the foreseeable future. For another, radio programmes cost only be-
tween one-fifth and one-eighth of television programmes.

Radio has proved particularly valuable as a component in ins-
tructional systems designed for illiterates. Radio literacy schools are
well established in several Latin American countries and have now
been introduced in other parts of the world. Radio cells or centres are
formed in rural areas so that groups of men and women can listen
to a one-hour programme. Afterwards they study for a further hour
under the supervision of a tutorial assistant, usually a young man who
has at least completed his primary education.

Radio plays a vital role in rural development. Radio programmes
especially prepared for farmers were introduced in Canada as long
ago as x941 under the rubric of farm forums. Their first appearance
outside Canada was in Ghana and they thereafter spread to a number

r. R. K. Gardiner, op. cit., p. 8.
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of countries. Today there are throughout the world no fewer than 4.00
programmes. addressed to farmers and other primary producers.' In
Ghana a central broadcasting unit prepares progranhnes for farmers
and fishermen, as well as for their womenfolk with a view to improving
their domestic skills. Listeners come together in groups averaging twenty-
five. The programmes are in the form of 'magazines" and include illus-
trative situation sketches and answers to listeners' queries. Producers
regularly visit rural areas hi order to keep abreast of current trends
and problems and they alscLrely for regular feedback on audience
reaction surveys. From time to time, briefing meetings are arranged

*for local leaders who serve as mediators. In 1962 the African Institute
for Social and Economic Development (INADES) was inaugurated
in Abidjan (Ivory Coast), with the object of providing radio piogram-
mes for illiterate farmers. Similar programmes are now available in
Burundi, Cameroon, Chad, the Central African Republic, Ethiopia
and Zaire. The key principle is to treat village communities as tota-
lities and to try to involve all the villagers in a given community.
Courses are directed at three ,groupssmall farmers, middle-level
workers, women. A staff of thirty-five is employed at Abidjan. Occa-
sionally face-to-face meetings are arranged. The simplest pOssible
language is used. To supplement the programmes, printed material
and visual aids are supplied. Grearauccess is claimed for these pro-
grammes. Radio is widely regardkd as an invaluable medium for
conveying information about government plans and policies and
discussing the duties of citizenship.

Tyre arc in many places drawbacks to educational radio. One is
the practice of transmitting programmes at fixed hours of the day
with no repeats so that many people arc unable to hear them. Many
itadio stations require stronger transmitters so. tha,t they tan cover
a reasonably wide area. Finally, very often only desultory arrangements
are made for feedback with the result that communication is all one
way.

Many countries are already using television for adul ucation
;purposes and there are very few countries which have not
plans to do so. No longer, however, are extravagant claims made
about its potential an-instructional medium especially for undiffer-
entiated audiences. On the conforry, the prevailing view is tliat
television is to be used sparingly and, in conjunction with other Imedia.
Nevertheless, television has considerable power to whet the appetite
for learning:'

t. The number' of listening groups in the world appears to be increasingJ. F.
Ohliger, 'The Power Plants of Democracy: Recent-Applications of the Listen-
ing Group in Adult Education', in J. A. Niemi (ed.), Mass Media in Adult Edu
cation, p. 69-7o, New Jersey, 1971.

2. M. G. Puglisi, The Use of Television in Adult Education: European Achievements,
p. 9, Council of Europe, 1967.
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The soundest ,yiew of the value' of television would seem. to bt
to regard it as a fiighly important auxiliary and above all a
stimulus, which gives the viewer the desire to learn more, of
his own *a/cord; about the subjects dealt with.

Theoretically ,most subjects can provide material for television pro-
grammes andin some countries the coverage of content is reasonably
satisfactory. The real problem is how to fit television programmes
into the general scheme of a learning experience and at least to ensure
that, at the receiving end, viewsrs have an opportunity to discuss pro-
grammes with the help of a tutor. In a few developed countries and in
a growing number of developing countries, educational television is used
extensively in conjunction with organized local viewing groups. Tele-
clubs flourisb, in French-speaking Africa, especially in the Ivory Coast
and in Tunisia, and may also be found in Colombia, Mexico, Nigeria,
El Salvador and Samoa.

Educational television is most effective when it can be designed
for more or less homogeneous groups who can participate in a care-
fully planned over-all programme. It is this fact which points to the
tremendous potential of cable television. In evidence submitted to
the Tokyo Conference, the United States stated unequivdcally that
of all the innovations in educational technology cable television offered
the greatest possibilities:

The potential of cable televigion is so varied and great that its
future use draws far more attention, speculation, planning, and
debate than all the changes and developments in other media
and techniques combined. Some say it will have the mass impact
of the printing press, the telegraph and telephone, radio and
over-the-air televisionplus much of the individual impact
of Pace-to-face learning. A multitude of channels feeding a
console in every home is envisaged, with these channels providing
everything from news and entertainment to individual instruction
where the learner can talk with a computer through his cable
TV console. In effect this would mean that there would be a
learning center in every home equipped to meet individual needs.

Itanay be added that cable teleyision could play a crucial part in sup-
plementing community development and community action projects.
So far, only a few cities in North America and in the United Kingdom
have used cable television as a medium of educational instruction for
adults Some, cities are using cable television for school broadcasts
and these are viewed by many adultsbut several are using it to
provide a general community service. In Canada and some parts of
the United States the law requires commercial cable television
companies to make some channel capacity available for community

(programmes and to supply the necessary technical resources.
The range of content and mass appeal of television make it poten-
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daily the most powerful educative agent ofall the media of communi-
cation. For-the educated it can greatly enrich existing knowledge and
widen experience. For "the uneducated it can be an indispensable
source of useful information and ah occasional spur to mental activity.
Pidducers can be trained to use the techniques of entertainment pro-
grammes to supplement the aims of educators operating outside the
medium. In the United States and in other countries a programme
entlited Sesame Street, although intended for children, has been watch-
ed by millions of adults. This programme includes jokes, puppet
sketches, animated cartons miniature story situations, background
music and a theme song.

So far we have considered the beneficial educational and educa-
tive uses of televilion. A number of dtleguates at the Tokyo Confer-
ence deplored what they considered its_abuses:1

Far too much television time was devoted to commercialism,
propaganda and entertainment programmes, which often depict-
ed violence and sexual permissiveness: It was alleged that in some
countries cheap entertainment had been allowed to dominate
the air waves to such an extent that the 'total effect of the media
was to debase human dignity and to aggravate separatism,
conflict and alienation,

In general, it does seem that where public supervision.is non-existent
or permissive, commercial stations asiume that popular tastes are cheap
and that viewers do not h to reflect constructively on what they
see. They are encouraged in t is assumption hy, the findings of view--
ing audience surveys which fai y consistently show that the more su-
perficial a programme, the gre er the number of people who willView
it. The charters of broadcasting companies normally require them not
only to provide entertainment, hich is virtually certain'ertain to guarantee
successful audience ratings, b t to inform and to educate. To strike
a reasonable balance among ese three functions is not easy for there
is no fixed measure of what easonableness entails in such a context.
A formula is required for re nciling public and private interests and
seeing to it that the informing and educating functions are not ne-
glected. This presupposes setting aside so many hours per week of
broadcasting time for public affairs and educational programmes
and ensuring that an adequate number of the production staff are
trained educationists. Even then, the particular interests of adult
education arc likely to be neglected unless precautions are taken to
protect them. These precautions must at least include appointing
adult education, advisory committees and regularly allocating a fixed
number of hours of broadcasting time to adult education programmes.

In Chapter 3 mention was made of the necessity for adult educa-
tion agencies to identify specific groups with specific -needs. Such

4shFinal Rort, op. cit., p. 29.
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specificity is far less easy to achieve for television, except in that minor-
ity of countries which can afford to maintain a network of local sta-
tions or to introduce cable television. And even with a number of
channels, let alone one, it is difficult to address programmes to parti-
cular groups. At Tokyo one delegate reported that his country had
introduced a two-year multi-media package' intended for groups
usually under-represented in higher education: people with littl for -

mal education; manual workers; rural inhabitants; women. P t-hoc
inquiry showed that these four target groups 41ad been under- pre -
sented among the viewing audience: For practical _purposes, it would
seem that minority Interests will usually have to be served by radio
rather than television.

fr Some communications specialists are predicting a glowing future
for ediicatidnal television by means of 'satellite technology.1 Theore-
tically it is possible to broadcast educational programines on several
channels non-stop for twenty-four hours a day. Plans are alreadymell
advanced for reception from satellites in Africa, India, Indonesia,
Iran and Latin America.1 .._,

Many, countries continue to intensify the use of educational films
on the grounds that films can be used at any time and anywhere pro-
vided a scree is available. The 'U.S.S.R. is one country which
invests heavil in educational filins:i

the use of films, which, considerably extended in the r96os,
was ace panied by the development of a trend towards film
series on a particular subject, whereas in the previous decade
the usual practice had been to make distinct films. A.number of
filni. studios in the USSR have gone over entirely to the pro-
duction of educational, films.. A broad network has been estab-
lished of educational film libraries (regional, district and municipal)
which ifave a stock of films on every subject covered by general
schools. The existing. catalogues of educational films make it

ible to plan their use in the educational process. Educa-
ti nal films arc widely used in the school education of adults.
St dies have been made on the method of using films in theI-
ed cational process.

Educational films are now ..being produced for use in the
system of vocational training and up- grading for adults and in
the system.of political education and other out-of-school establish-
ments for adult education.

The most important recent development in methods of instruction is
undoubtedly the setting -up of multi-media instructional systems. The
systems approach as such is not new but a borrowing from scientific

r. See, for example, Oehler (ed.), op. cit., p. 236-52.
2. Yet not one country submission to the Tokyo Conference mentioned the use

of satellites.
3. Evidence submitted to the Tokyo Conference, 1372.
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method. It entails analysing all the factors in a potential learning
situation and bringing to bear in a rational pattern all the available
instrumentscurriculum design, monitoringi evaluation, - personnel,
hardware and software. And it starts from the assumption that, when
sensitively orchestrated, several media enrich a learning experience
considerably more than a single medium. It cannot guarantee perfecn
tion but it does ensure that a methodical attempt, uncontaminated by
prejudice, is made to discover the best possible way of monitoring an
educational programme. Although commonly associated with large-
scale delivery systems, the systems approach is clearly relevant at all
levels orprogramming and indeed some adult educators sardonically
point out that they have been applyirig it fpr years but calling it com-
mon sense.

There is, however, a difference betwen small-scale piogramming
and large-scale programming: The first may survive unsystematic plan- -

ning whereas in large-scale programming so many factors and so heavy
a cost are involved that they simply will not work unless systematically

-planned. Multi-media instructional systems have now been introduced
in a number of technologically advanced countries.1 Those in Wes-
tern Europe include Diff in. the Federal Republic of Germany, (gra-
teme-in France, Teleac in the Netherlands, Tru in Sweden, Uned in
SpaiTt and the Open University in the United Kingdom.1

Currently, the most discussed use of the multi-media systems
approach is that by ,the Open University in the United Kingdom,
which was formally inaugurated on 3o May 1969. Every night, with
repeats on Saturday and Sunday morning, students can follow a course°
of lectures and demonstrations on national television or, on radio, of
lectures only. Every student is given material to be studied by. corres-
pondence, written exercises to pe?form and study kits, where appro-
priate. There are also specially prepared prescribed texts for him tb
read and digest. He is also allocated a personal tutor who markshis
written work and g&Lerally tenders advice and monitors his progress.
Each tutor is responsible for supervising approximately twenty stu-
depts. Students are required to spend one fortnight in residence each
Oar on the campus of an existing university, where they undertake
an unusually intensive period of study inside and outside the classroom.
Throughout the United Kingdom facilities are provided for groups
ofstudents to assemble in selected study centres both io view television
programmes and to enter into group discussion under the leadership of
a locally appointed part-time tutor. The facilities include television
and VHF radio sets, tape recorders, projectors, a library of recorded
broadcasts and computer terminals for mathematics students.

I. Oeller (ed.), op. cit., p. 6; twelve projects in nine industralized countries are
described and discussed.

2. Dohmcn et al., op. cit.
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None of \he methods used is individually novel. What is innova-
. tory is the fact that they arc systematically integrated. Thus, whereas
traditionally the main input in universitieslas been through lectures,
the emphasis here is upon stimulating the student to learn in a variety
of ways. Though the academic staff decide 0What is to be taught, thei
applied educational methods unit recommends which will be the most
effective method to use, suggesting which parts can best be dealt with
through the television medium, which parts through a correspondence
course, and so on. It is also considered essential that the student should
follow a branching-rather than a linear programme of study, so that
when a gap in his knowledge or a failure to understand is exposed he
can quickly b. directed to remedial exercises, By making extensive -
use of computers the headquarters staff maintains a close watch on
each student's progress.

The whole country is parcelled out into regions, each under the
supervisic of a directoroand supporting staff. The director is respon-
sible for arranging interviewing and counselling services for would-be
and actual students, for selecting study centres, and for administering
residential schiaols. Counselling is carried out partly 1;;Iy%11-time coun-
sellors but "mainly by part -time appointees, whd are required to see
stints once a fortnight eitheesingly or in groups. The appointment
of c unsellors II a significant innovation since in the past adult students
have usually been left to sink or swim unaided..

The uniqueness of the Open University lies in its nation-wide
coverage, its intimate -relationship with the national broadcasting
system and its exploitation-of all the learning and teaching aids at the
disposal of educators.

The initial capital ouday of setting up a multi-media instructional
system on the Open University model is so great as toe, be prohibitive
for many developing countries. There is no reason, however, why .
most countries should not be able to afford modifications of the sys-
tem: for example, by dispensing with the costly television component.
In, 1972 a system was introduced on a limited scale into Mauritius
under the title of College of the Air. Its aims, structure and organi-
zation were determined by a planning committee in the light of what
they judged to be national educational priorities. Initially the College
of the Air has concentrated upon education for employment in a
country with an alarmingly high rate of unemployment, espcciall'y
among recent school leavers. Instruction is provided by means ofcorres-
pondence courses accompanied by printed illustrated materials, broad-
casting and occasional face-to-face meetings.

r,

The glamour of television frequently causes discussion about
the mass media to overlook or underplay the continuing role of the
press and the print media. In literate societies, newspapers and perio-
dicals are almost as pervasive as radio and television, and it is nod-
cable that in some developing countries the number of newspapers
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is increasing. Regional and rural newspapers may'Well be more infiu-
tential than national newspapers thanks. to their intimate knowledge
of local problems, needs and interests, and.rural newspapers:are essen-
tial to the success of literaCy programmes. Tile press is not suitable
for direct educatipnal instruction, although besides carrying columns
and supplements of notes and' exercises for use by readers a few news-
papers also now provide an advisory service en educational matters
both for their general readership and for individual readers; other
newipapers have special pages for new literates. The invaluable contri-
bution which a responsible press can make to the education of adults
is not onlYsto present the news of the day but to arouse in their readers
an interest in civic, economic and cultural affairs. Some countries
embarked upon mass education campaigns obviously treat the press
as a crucial weapon arid several countries such as Thailand deliber-
atelysuse the press to support their general adult education program-
mes by supplying wall newspapers which can be read in village
reading centres.

By coincidence the Tokyo Conference took place during,Inter-
ntional Book Year, which was aimed at trying to increase- the quan-
tity of educational reading Matter in developing countries. In -many
countries ttld , shortage of serious books and other reading materials
of all kinds 1 is acuteand the intellectual and logistical problems involv-
ed in increasing the supply are immense. Paper is often . in short
supply;'printing facilities are often scanty and costly to install and
maintain; 'skilled authors are wanting. Tile lack of reading matter
continues to militate against the successful outcome of many educa-

- tional programmes. One cause.df the trouble is that, in general, publish-
ers are not much interested-in educational books for adults, claiming
that potential sales are commercially inadequate and that' too-hale
attractive material is offered them. It becomes important therefore
for governments tol establish State. or State subsidized publishing
houses such as the East African Publishing House or to subsidize com-
mercial 'companies either directly or by placing substantial orders.
Some governments tackle the problem by publishing materials direct-
ly out of publid funds; in Cuba, for instance, 25 million textbooks
have been published with 120 different. titles. Some administrations
prepare ad hoc texts for specific purposes. The spread of offset printing
and xeroxing has also enabled some institutions to produce reading
materials speedily and at relatively low cost.

There is one trend in the preparation of reading matter for adults
which deserves to bi reinforced, namely, the production of texts and
study notes for specific programmes as well as casual reading texts.
CorrespondenCe schools must necessarily issue lesson notes specifically

t. Often there is a shortage of educational reading materials alongside a relative
abundance of pulp fiction. :
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tailored for the,independent learner. It is now in some countries well-
established practice for educational broadcasts to be supplemented by
specially preparedlexts consisting either of very simple notes or quite
detailed background surveys of he subject in questio n. Newly created..
institutions of the open, university type have found that the textbooks
already available on the. market are seldom suitable for their particular
courses. As a result, they have produced textbooks on their own
account The fact that these course-oriented textbooks have enjoyed
enormous sales when sold commercially through booksellers would
seem to show that despite the prolific output of textbooks on all sub-
jects for university-level students there is still a desperate need for
texts which form an integral part of a totally conceived learning input

Following a recebt inquiry, UnesCo reached the conclusion that
the crying need for educational materials in the developing countries
could be met only by international co-operation:1

There pre several, conclusions and recommendations to be made,
based on repliet to the questionnaire and Unesco's own, exper-
ience: .

The developing countries present a challenge and a little-
explored market in educational software materials, especially as
regards developments and innovations. Their real needs are
often not widely known, and their 'choice of purchase is limited.

The producers of educational materials in the developed
countries have the necessary means at their disposal with which
to produce and distribute educational materials, especially those
used in modern methods and techniques, which can be supplied
under mutually advantageous schemes to those countries which
do not have the possibility to produce them themselves and yet
need them urgently in -order to improve their means of instruction
and to expand their system of education.

Regional conferences on book supplies took place in Tokyo in 1966
and Accra in 1968. Both concluded that eticry country needs to build
up a national book industry. "k

At the beginning of this, chapter it was pointed out that here and
there original thought and, experiment existed with regard to adult
education methiids. The problem is how to ensure that sporadic irmo-
vations became widely known end take 'firm root: , -

In order to innovate in education, it is not enough to have fresh
ideas about teaching, methods. Undoubtedly, such. ideas are
needed. Indeed, they may even lead to' new approaches to
training involving a reappraisal not only oft curriculum content
and teaching methods but also of structdre, and institutions.

x. Unesc,o, Meeting of Publishers and Producers of Education Materials, Nice, 27-28
May 1971 p. 2-3 (Unesco doc.).

2. Lallez, The TEVEC Case: An Experiment in Adult Education Using the Multi-
Irdia System,, p. 1, Paris and Geneva, Unesco and IBE, 1972.

1
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But between such ideas, however wide-ranging and clearly
thought out they may be, ansl reality, there is a gulf. It is not
fill it has come into reasonably widespread use- in educational
practice, and been actually reflected in functional new institu-
tions, that an educational innovation can be said to have really
taken root. ,,e.

The fundamental reason why innovations in methods and devices do
not get widely adopted is that very few people know about them. In
evidence to Unesco for the Tokyo Conference, a few countries express-
ed satisfaction with the domestic dissemination of information but
the majority view was that information was hard to come by and
haphazard. Moreover, in countries such as the United States there
may be an abundance of raw information.'

.. . but no great volume of organized and evaluated information;
guides to compatibility of various hardware and software and
certainly no central source for the raw information. There are ,
no' standardized guides or procedures available to help an
educator select the equipment best suited to his needs and budget
and no generally accepted and widely distributed cost-benefit
studies of the many systems on the market. _

The decision to use methodology, media, and technology
. often rests with the individual teacher. Teachers who develop

special skills in the use of new software and hardware may or
may not share their knowledge Nlith their. colleagues.

Mint of the information about new media and methods is dissemi-
nated through the pages of professional journals and news-sheets, which
nowadays devote much space to articles and comments on instruction *
methods. In many countries, government and non-govertunental agen-
cies arrange short-term and long-term courses, workshops, seminars
and conferences td initiate administrators and teachers into the use of
innovative methods and new mechanical del-ices. Much is learnt from
reports in newspapers and from manufacturers' and publisher? adver-
tising copy. Some institutions 'ensure that at least one staff. member
becomes a media specialist so that he can give instruction and offer
advice to other members of staff. Sweden is in the process of building
up a documentation centre in conjunction with the library of the Na-
,bti'onol Institute of Educational Research. But in general it is/patent
that more comprehensive and deliberate measures are required.

The international dissemination of i*rmation is predictably in-
adequate. Here there is the additional problem of the language factor.
Several countries complained in their evidence to Unesco for the
Tokyo Conference that although they were most anxious to adopt
new methods, they could not obtain reliable information in their own

I. Evidence submitted to the 'Tokyo Conference.

1 *4 5
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language and'that they also found publications about the media to
be costly.

The methods used in adult education determine the amount of
effective learriing that takes place. :Yet most institutions make yery
little effort, if indeed any, to assess the general effectiveness of the
instructional input to their programmes. There has also been remark-
ably little experimental research into the use of audio-visual media:1r

Most of this non-experimental literature consisted of surveys,
testimonials, historical and descriptive assessments, reports of
informal evaluationsall of which did not even attempt to deal
with or assess the instructional effectiveness of audiovisual
media.

Urgently needed is much cloier co-operation among all the special-
ists concerned with the instruction ST adultsmedia specialists, sub-
ject specialists, programme directorssince the application of their
collective expertise, as the fruitful collaboration of interdisciplinary
teams in planning open university courses has shown, would lead to
a more objective and scientific evaluation of Contemporary practice
and the introduction of fresh combinations of methods.

z. Peggie L. Campau, Sekctive Review of the Results of Research on the use of Audio-
Visual Media to reach Adults, p. 5, Council of Europe, 1972.

3.26
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Chapter 7

The administratiVe,
organizing and teaching force
For a country or region envisaging adulteducation as a comprehensive
public service it is essential to *analyse and differentiate between t11
the professional and para-professional functions that have to be per.

formed with a view to formulating sets of competencies for each func-'
tion. Up to the present time there has been precious little job analkiis.
Perhaps a national commission of specialists, including' administrators,
planners, social scientists and agronomists, should be appointed to
recommend the. types of full-time and part-time personnel that are
needed.
. It is necessary to differentiate among three levels of personnel.
First, there are those who are employed full time in an adult education
service and who may envisage itas a permanent career. Second, there
are those Who are full time in a general educational service but who
are required to devote a prescribed percentage of hours to adult
education. Third, there are. those who are employed on a strictly
part-time basis. This last group may further be divided into those
who expect to be paid and those, such as local lay leaders, who gladly
serve as volunteers. The high cost of employing full-time professionals
means that in most countries the second and third categories are, and
will continue to remain, vastly more numerous than the first category.

Some of those who wish to raise the status of adult education
suggest that almost any- professional person whose duties require the
use of communications skills is an adult educator. This is to strain the
meaning of words and involves the risk of irritating powerful profes-
sional groups, notably community deyelopment and agricultural
extension specialists. The first and foremost task of an agricultural
extension officer, for example, is to help farmers maximize their
efficiency. He is an educator of adults to the extent that he cannot
achieve his aim without some knowledge of learning theory since it
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is obvious that farmers will not adopt new methods of cultivation
unless they understand why and how they should do so. But this fact
does- not make him an adult educator in a professional sense. Simi-
larly, thosepeople who are, often cited as being educators of adults
without being conscious of the fact may well be worth mobilizing in
support of a determined expansion of adult learning activities but
they are not professional adult educators.

One of the main barriers to improving adult program-
m'es and to initiating new ones is the absence in most countries of a
sizeable corps of highly qualified, full-time professional staff capable
of generating and spreading original icl5A) planning, and co-ordinating
substantial programmes and the general level of administra-
tive, organizational and teaching competence.'

The evidence is quite conclusive that no singlet factor is more
conducive to the quickening of activity than the appointment of full-
time staff. Yet almost nowhere in the - world is the full-time staffing
of adult education services remotely adequate, as the evidence sub-
mitted to the Tokyo Conference by country after country clearly
showed. I

In crude quantitative terms the position might seem to have
improved dramatically since the 'Montreal Conference. Countries
which formerly had no full-time st now have at least a few, and I

several countries have multiplied th number of personnel several
times over.' It is by comparison wi the staffing complement in
other sections of the social services tha the absolute increase in the
total number of adult educators looks pu y. Few countries with large
populations employ more than i,000 full - n&staff; a "majority employ
fewer than too. Thus, the staff of a single new:university, polytechnic
or secondary school, necessarily serving a restricted' and essentially
privileged social group, is, likely to outnumber all the professional
adult educators in a country put together, By contrast, whole regions
where poverty is ever-present may count themselves lucky to have
the assistance of a solitary full-time adult educator.

1. cf. Coombe et al., op. cit., p. 65: 'There is a world-wide scarcity of the first type
broad gauged planners and coordinators who can competently deal with
all sorts of education and development factors and who are good implementers
as well. Tina there are a few outstanding persons with this capacity is fortui-
tous; those we encountered had never been purposely trained for this role
(partly because the need for this new breed of sub-national planner/adminis-
trator has only begun to be widely recognized and no provisions have been.
made for selecting and developing them).

2: For example; 'Kenya has an acute shortage of profv_elonally trained personnel
in all fields for an adequate education programme' (evidNe submitted for
the Tokyo Conference).

3. In Hungary"; for example; in 1969, 4,000 full-time adult educators were employ-
ed in informal adult education alone.J. Kulich, Training of Adtilt Educator*
and Adult Education Research in Hungary, 'p. g, Vancouver, 1973.
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The acute scarcity of properly trained, full-time personnel capable
of assuming a broad range of responsibilities has become a major
concern of all-those concerned about the development of adult educa-
tion. Hardly a conference is held anywhere at the international,
national or local level without a resolution being passed that an
urgent remedy is called fOr.1 The Tokyo Conference was no excep-
tion: s

The Commission was in no doubt that the biggest challenge
facing adult education during the 197os would be how to mobi-
lize and train sufficient professional personnel to discharge the
multifarion. tasks involved in enabling adults to learn and to.
want to go on learning.

Why is there so much concern and relatively so little action? Undoubt-
edly the main reason is that the majority of public authorities begrudge
the establishment of full-time posts, whether in their own institutions
or through subsidies to ,non-governmental . agencies. Even when
generally well disposed towards adult education needs, they prefer
to rely upon a makeshift service staffed by volunteers or part-time
salaried workers or at -best by temporary full-time staff. Within the
administration .of a ministry of education or local education authority;
it is quite common to find that an official with primary responsibility
for one aspect or another of in-school education is incidentally required

. to keep an eye on adult education. Without a conscious change of
policy on the part of the public authorities the situation will never
improve. One argument that ought to appeal to them is that the extent
to which adiat education can contribute to increased econornic output
and an enhanced quality of life is contingent upon the employment
of a critical mass of personnel of high calibre.

If there is a certain lack of quality in some of the personnel cur-
rently employed in adult education, it is mainly because of the absence
of attractive career prospects.* Well-qualified people in educational
or other posts are either ignorant of professional opportunities in
adult education or regard them as insufficiently secure and prestigious.
Civil 'servants in educational administration have been known to
regard attachment to adult education as akin to penal servitude or as
no more than a staging post on the ascent to higher rank. Young.

1. During the sixties the training topic was on several occasions the subject of
entire issues of adult education journals. For example, the very first number
of the new journal Convergence was on the theme of 'The Training of Adult
Educators',

a. Final Report, op. Cit., p. 34.
3. cf. Verner and Booth, op. cit., P. z lo, 'The demand for further education far

exceeds the availability of competent administrators or institutional agents.
So long as adult education continues as a marginal institutional actvity with-
out a welldefined line of career development, this scarcity of personnel is
apt to continue.'

141'9
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graduates, especiallY in many of the developing countries, can see
no glamour in a Career in adult education in comparison with nearly
all the other professions. An adult education service has to offer a
visible vertical and lateral career structure and competitive salaries.
It also has to make it widely known that it is not offering a tedious,
hole-in-the-corner. career but .one demanding a social conscience,
a variety of skills and the capacity for leadership. It is commonly
claimed that many People do not stay in an adult education service
because: (a) they, do not identify themselves with it; and (b) the salary
structure is inadequate.

The full-tinie adult educator may be defined as a person
sively employed to assist, in one capacity, or /another, with the syste-
matic education of adults. Whereas the part-time worker may per-
form his duties adeqiiately with imperfect skills and limited exper-
ience, the full:time adult educator cannot operate efficiently unless
he is a thorough-going professional with special personal attributes
and a high degree of expertise. 1 His role is demanding at all levels.
He is nornially expected to plan, implement, direct and evaluate
programmes and to assume responsibility for recruiting, training and
supervising the part-time organizing and teaching staff on which
adult edutation agencies are compelled to rely so heavily. In addition,
he must /know about general educational trends, he must establish
and maintain contact with other professional workers and he may be
required to develop close links between the formal educational system
and the community. According to the Tokyo Conference Final Report,
the adult educator should possess the following qualities and abili-
ties: 2

(a) broad social experience and a broad cultural background.
ial skills, an acquaintance with group work and the

dynamics of group interaction, and an understanding of
social and political processes were essential. Above all, an
ability to feel empathy with people was often more important

z. cf. C. Verner, 'The Traininkof Adult Educators' aournal of International Congress
of University Adult Education, Vol. to, No. 1, April x971, p. 55: 4. . modem
society has had to systematise opportunities for learning through adult edu-
cation and this has created a work specialisation for thc individuals who
manage thc education of adults.'

2. Final Report, op. cit., p. 34; cf. also W. M. Cave, The Public School Adult Education
Director; An Analysis of his Administrative Role (unpublished): 4. . . the program
.director's role in adult education is not an administrative stereotype. Neither
is it burdened with tradition or institutional pressures. On thc contrary, it is
a comparatively new and unique administrative position, determined by and
dependent upon the needs, interests, and desires of thc adpit populace which
it serves. Thus, besieged on thc one hand by a loosely- committed clientele,
and on thc other hand by an equally uncommitted exetutive authority, the
adult education director is compelled to reconcile these disparities through
thc appropriate role adaptations. The former is accomplished via thc service
role, thc latter is accomplished through thc interprativc role.'

180
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than.the mere ability to plan courses and to use up-to-date
aids and equipment.;

(b) enthusiasm sustained by a strong sense of social commit-
ment was an invaluable asset;

(c) the ability to analyse the particular social circumstances in
which they were working in order to create the right learning
environment for participants was important. Since adults
were not always conscious of their learning needs, adult
educators must be first and foremost animateurs stimulating
people to become aware of their pntential for development

inspiring them with the confidence to undertake some
form of 'study or to engage in purposeful grow activities.

The foregoing conception of the adult educator is broader than that
which pertains in a number of countries such as the United Kingdom
Where many adult educators are first and foremost subject teaching
specialists or in many .countries, 1,4'.e adult educators preside over
traditional institutions and eschew adventure. Rather, 'it sees adult
educators as animateurs, in the French interpretation of that term,
who identify cultural trends and stimulate a continuing flow of cor-
responding educational activities. It also presupposes the ability to
manage a comprehensive public service like that envisaged by J. A.
Simpson:

. . . it is by no means visionary to expect that in some countries
there will emerge a profession of general adult educationists to
fill posts which will provide a network coverage of the country
on a population basis and where functions will be, not so much
to teach, as to ensure that a right to education is exercised, or,
at least, that people avail themselves of opportunities. Such
eneral workers would have to know the full range of existing

facilities, locally and nationally, including those provided by
multi-media systems. It would be their diity to tailor an indivi-
dual response to an individual demand. It is likely that, in
addition, they would have the management of a central set of
premises specially for adult edUcation and would have pastoral
duties over a considerable area, including the supervision of
part-time teachers.

There exists a tendency to suppose that the professional person employ-
ed full-time in serving the education needs of adults must be either an
administrator, organizer or a subject teacher or a combination of all
three. This. is not soother specialist functions are also important it,
The following list gives some_ indication of the variety of job specifica-
tions that can readily be identified: (a) senior administrators and plan-
ners; (b) organizers; (c) directors of training courses (trainers of train-
ers) ; (d) researchers, statisticians and evaluators; (e) curriculum
design specialists; (f) media specialists; (g) producers of materials,

1. Simpson, op. cit. p. 210.
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including teaching aids and textbooks; (h) writers of suitable reading
material for neo-literates; (i) agricultural extension- workers; (j) co-
operative extension workers; (k) para-professional aides; (1) librarians
and documentalists; (m) the detached worker (that is, the worker
living in the midst of a community, and not operating from an insti-
tution) ; (n) counsellors and advisers.'

It must be Rtrftssed that a number or countries submitting evi-
dence in advance of the Tokyo Conference did not city serious short-
age of administrators or organizers but of media specialists and authors
of reading primers. Clearly each country has to determine its own
staffing priorities in the light of its particular requirements.

By the time of the Montreal Conference. it seemed to Arnold
Hely that a profession of adult educators had begun to emerge:*

The Montreal Conference and the related fringe conferences all
indicated by the character both of their membership and their
deliberations the rise of the professional in adult education. The
passing bf the 'gifted amateur' may mean the loss of certain
qualities which characterized the adult education movement in
the early days, but the rise of the professional makes possible
a more serious and sustained attack on the problems facing adult
education.

That judgement applied to a severely restricted group of people, in-lost
of them coming from Canada, Denmark, the United Kingdom, and
the United States; and it is fair to say that, even. in those countries
where a good number of people were direetly concerned with the
education of adults, only a tiny band of men and women regarded
themselves as 'professional adult educators'. Teachers of economics
or literature to adultsyes; organizers of programmes for adultsyes;
but 'professionals'no.

Since the Montreal Conference there has been a remarkable
change. In many counties, a high proportion of educators who work
with adults now claim to be professionals. In the countries mentioned
above and in several countries in Western Europe, Africa and Asia,
the total number of self-acknowledged professional adult educators
is no longer to be counted by the handful but by the thousands,
especially if one includes those concerned with occupational training.
Especially noteworthy is the appearance of a large cadre of profes-

,

.

t. Categories (a) to (I) in the list are derived from evidence submitted by countries
for the Tokyo Conference. Categories (m) and (n) were not included among
any country's list of personnel priorities. Nevertheless, some authorities and
agencies arc now employing detached adult education workers as a way of
tackling the problem of the educatitffially underprivileged. The rationale for
employing such workers is that workers based in institutions appear to make
little impact on the problem. Counsellors and advisers are employed by a
rapidly increasing number of authorities and institutions.

2. 441 op. cit., p. 14. ci
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sionals in a country like the'United' Republic of Tanzania where only
fifteen or so years'ago there was scarcely a professional to be seen.

The accent on professionalism is due to two mutually reinforcing
factors. On the one hand, governmental and non-governmental
institutions nave perceived the need for specialists and, even if on a
very smaricale,Aey have accordingly established specialists posts.
On the other hand,nen and women appointed as specialists or who
eventually come to regard themselves as specialists have become aware
of the community of interest between them and others similarly
placed. No sooner have twenty or so specialists been appointed in a

/ given country than they can be seen forming a professional associa-
tion. No sooner have several professional associations been formed in a
given geographical region than they can be seen forming a regional
association.1 Once formed, some professional associations set about
trying to improve the comparativelanking, salaries and service condi-
tions of thbir members.. One yard-stick of comparison which they
usually apply is parity with conditions in the formal educational
system. In common with all professions, they also insist that all adult r

educators ought to possess special entrance qualifications, It is this
insistence which has partly contributed to the proliferation of pre-
service and in-service courses discussed below.

The Tokyo Conference welcomed the trend 'for a profession fa
emerge with a visible and attractive career structure' and hoped that
it would be accelerated. But the conference also entered a caveat:2

Stress on the need for professionals in adult education should not,
however, lead to the establishment of a closed profession. It was
necessary both to preserve mobility between adult educators
and the general field of education and to ensure a close rapport
between professional adult educators - and non-specialists.

How ironic it would be if thosewho for years have railed against the
insularity of the teaching profession should themselves set up a closed
shop. Not only would such an action stifle imagination and experiment
within the sector of adult education as such, it would also prevent
that mobility within the whole field of education and between educa-
tion and other professions which once seemed an impossible dream
but it now being recommended by one public report on the future of
education after another. Among those reports we may include the
Unesco working paper for the Tokyo Conference which stated:3

The general teacher, the 'one-Man-band' for the transmission
of knowledge, who Was the linchpin of a system centred on the
teacher rather than on the learner, must give way to a new

r. See below, p. 268-3'
2. Final Report, op. cit., p. 34.
3. Unesco Adult Education in the Context of Lifelong Learning, p. 28, Path Untie°,

2972 (Confedad 5).
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,
type who will be a member of a multi- disciplinary team. The
composition of, the teams of specialists which will henceforward
constitute the basis of adult education, will be based on a func-
tional distribution of ucational tasks. It should be pointed out
,,szthat in the World Ex e rental Literacy Programme, pluridisci-
plinary teams were used whose extremely flexible make-up
varied according to the overall or specific objective of each
project.

far we have been discussing the need for, and the role of, full-time
adult educators. In practice, progiammes are still very largely planned
and administered by part-time aciministrators.and organizers, espe-
cially outside the public sector. Except at the micro level it is desirable
that planning and administration should be a full-time professional,
task; ideally, organizing should also be a professional task.-In most
countries, however, it is difflculuto envisage public funds ever being

, available in sufficient quantity to sustain more than a nucleus of full-
time 'staff. On the contrary, for the foreseeable future a good deal
of the planning and administration and most of the supervision of
locally hated programmes will necessarily fallupon the shoulders of
part-time workers. The teaching of adults, outside the occupational
training sector, is also certain to remain very largely a part-time
function. _,

A large proportion of part -time organiters are
who by their own choice or in response to social demand have become

ved in adult education. Few have been trained to deal with
ts and some are not particularly, interested in doing so,,, a' point

discussed below. Yet in many communities they are the sole
persons at all capable of managing a programme. Besides, deliberately
to bypasschool-teachers would make nonsense of the current trend to
integrate all levels of activity in a single framework. The
solution lies rather in taki est to modify teachers' attitudes and
enhance their understant g of specific needs pnd problems of
adults. ' e

Surpassed in.serfousness only by he shortage of full-time organiz-
ing staff is the shortage of ancillary taff.1 The result is that highly
qualified and potentially creative pr fessionals are often bogged down .
in routine work which gradually saps their enthusiasm. It is this
cumulative inertia which often leads to the passive attitude towards
non-participants, described above. Clerical assistance is generally
sinn equate and often non-existent, especially in support of part-time
ad trators and organizers. In many places the 'principal' or 'super-. '

z. In syidence submitted for the Tokyo Conference, the United States suited:
'There is considerable evidence that adult education programmes through-.
out the United States could be strengthened significantly by 'use of the
para-professional aide in many tasks. Such aides would assist the senior)
professional or muter teacher in expanding the instructional programme'
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visor' of adult classes can be found of an evening uncomfortably seated
in an obscure corner of a school building desperately trying, alone
and unaided, to cope with registers, time - tables, syllabuses, corres-
pondence and files, which he .is obliged to carry round with him in a
small suitcase. Precious few adult education programmes are serviced
by specialists who can prepare materials or look after the storage,
rephir and distribution of equipment.

As already indicated, the teaching of adults is overwhelmingly
pare-time occupation largely carried out in academic courses by

full-time teachers1 seeking, like some part-time organizers, to sup-
plernent their incomes. 2 Outside formal education equivalency courses,
a growing number of those employed are not,school-teachers at all but
people from a broad spread of other professions. This trend is all to
the good. In China, for example, many professional leaders and
skilled manual workers have left their urban homes in order to teach.
in rural communes.

In general, those who teach adults a part -time basis are poorly
paid, a fact which explains, according to those critics who apparently
rule out altruistic motives, the -dubious quality of much of the teaching
that goes on. 3 Poor pay is often associated with differentials in the
fee scale from one district to another. The solution is obviousraise
pay levels and remove the differentialsbut not easy to apply: Part-
time adult teachers seldom belong to an association capable of col-
lective bargaining, and teachers' unions seldom seem disposed to
protest about inadequate part-time payments. Nevertheless, in order
to remedy the situation, national or local governments anxious to

_
raise the quality of the adult education service have only to fix the
rates of pay in relation to the rates for full-time teachers in the regular
education system.'

If adult education services are to be expanded, the administrative,
organizing and teaching force will have to be expanded too. The ques-
tion is then raised: from which sources are suitable recruits to be drawn?

1. cf.' Commission on Poet - secondary Education in Ontario, op. cit. p. 23:
. . low status of adult education is constantly reinforced and symbolised by

the fact that the teaching of most of their courses is organized on an overload
basis, as an extra activity for staff pursuing, salary supplements. Is it surprising
then, when part-time students resignedly murmur about the sorry attitudes
of some of their teachersthose who seem less to be cultivating the vineyard
of learning than operating a mining claim'.

2. Except perhaps in such institutions as community colleges and the sector or
occupational training. A survey by the National Teachers' Association of the
United States, carried out in 197a, found that of its 200,000 members teaching
adults, 41.9 per cent were engaged full time and only 7,4 per cent part time.

3. cf. 'The organizations concerned with general academic adult education have
great difficulty in finding teachers who arc well-qualified both pedagogically
and with respect to their subjects, because they arc at present unable to pay
adequate salaries due to the present insufficient support by the State.' Evidence
submitted by Austria "to the Tokyo Conference.
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A distinction must be drawn between the recruitment of
and, that of part-time or voluntary workers.

As regards the first' category, the Tokyo- Conference recommended
that full-time adult educators might be recruited, from among the
following groups:1

(a) Volunteer teachers and organizers who had a common
background of experience with the communities which they
would serve;

(14 teachers who had already taken part in adult education
programmes or run evening centres on a part- time basis
and decided that their main interest was dealing with adulti;

(c) men and women with special knowledge and skills.
There is a tradition in a few of the industrially advanced countries
that the great majority. Of recruits to adult education should have
reached a mature age and have had practical experience of planning
and organizing programmes. A recent report on adult education in
England and Wales by a c_ommittee of inquiry expressed the view
that: 2

For the Most part, we see great advantage in the majority *of'
full-time adult education staff,being recruited after a period of
experience in a part-time capacity, but we would not wish to
exclude a valuable 'minority who will wish to start this work'
on a full-time basis.

The practical implication of applying the maturity, and experience
criteria is that adult educators comp iniarge numbers from the teach-
ing profession. Whathappen.s is that a man or woman teacher. begins
by teaching adults in th,e evenings and then becomes the part-time
supervisor of an evening progmnime. The next step.is to become a
full-time organizer. This progression is fruitful when the individual
is energetic and imaginative but deleterious when.lhe individual is
not. Too often, adult education programmes are run by 'caretakers'
of unimaginative programmes rather than animakurs.

The Tokyo Conference recommended that the following cate-
gories of people might be recruited as part-time adult educators:*

(a) Qualified people from many professions who could serve as
teachers, leaders or organizers'after undergoing the appro-
priate training.

(b) Local officials of government departments, especially those
who were in charge of-extension or community develop-
ment services.

7(c) Teachers who had lindergOne a short orientation training
course.

I. Final Report,op. cit., P. 34.
2. Adult Education: &Plan For Development, p. 133, London,1373.
3. Final Report, op. cit., p. 35.
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(d) 'Senior atizen.e, who often exercised considerable influence
in the community because of the esteem in which they were .

held.
(e). University students, especially in cleVelOping countries where

highly qualified people were frequently in short supply
among the older age groups.

This cla'ssification is based on an assumption that those who are
expertsxn -a given field do not necessarily make the best. teachers, 1*
especially when adult students may spring from. a social and educa
tional milieu different from their own. Differences in experience, in
attitudes, and in vocabulary create 'obstacles to cOrmiumication and
when communication fails effective learning does, not take place.
To take an example: a labour, union may wish to provide a course '

of instruction for its members on a specialist subject such as economics.
A trained economist may be incapable of explaining econOinictheory
to workingmen or, indeed, incapable offinding out wht will stimulate
their interest and why. So .the union may have tct select one of its4own
members with knirwn skills in communication and send him off to
a course in economics. Many individuals learn most readily from their
peers because they have confidence in them as reliable sources of
information or masters of practical skills and are not intimidated as
they may be by professional specialists. Thus, in a mass education
programme local leaders may be chosen to play a central role. For
example, in order to encourage farmers to adopt new storage or selling
practices, agricultural extension officiers might operate principally
through the mediation of natural leaders. It then, follows, of course,
that one of the skills required of professional organizers is a capacity
to identify natural leaders.

Those who may fotrially be defined as belonging to the full-time
profession of adult education such as programme directors, literacy
specialists, occupational training specialists or University extension
officers, comprise only a proportion of the people engaged regularly
in the education of others. The personnel, resources for adult educa-
tion work include, at leas ;potentially, a nation's journalists, radii)
and television producers, agricultural extension officers, librarians,
doctors, civil servants in close touch with the public, community
leaders, mayors, social Workers, health offiCers and community per-

, sonnet. The educational dimension of their work may be quite evident
to some. of these people whereas other, may be either unaware of it
or see it as relatively unimportant. There can be no question, however,
that .it would contribute to the general good of society if all of them
were to perform their educational role more iysternatically. This was

1. cf. ECA Secretariat, op. cit., p. Is: 'It is well known that many African training
institutions are staffed by individuals recruited on the premise that once one
knows, then one can teach what one knows to someone else.'
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of some delegates at the Tokyo Conference, who argued
- 7

. anyone occupying a position of responsibility in society could
not escape from the duty of helping to educate his less fortunate .

fellow countrymen. These included such people, as doctors,
social workers and librarians whose work brought them into
daily contact with .people. Wherever a person supervises others

,he should be conscious of the educational dimension of his work.
Anyone who has already a. minimum of education should help'
in promoting education in his neighbourhood as those Who are
most educationally .and culturally under-privileged are best
helped by those who share their daily life.

Nearly everyone is potentially an educator. Nearly all of us teach
someone at some point in time. Every milieu has a wealth of potential

- resources.' It is this realization that has inspired Illich to advocate
his contact system and others to advocate educational exchange
marts by means of columns in the press or swap boxes in public

Illich has recommended a system of learning webs whereby all
those who have something to teach and all thoie who require instruc-
tion should make contact with one another. In small communities
such a system already, often works in an informal way. It would be
more difficult to apply it to large centres of population but it certainly
deserves more considenation than many critics have. been prepared to
give it. The critics have misjudged its potential efficiency by assuming
that it would necessarily be a haphazard arrangement. In practice,
there is no reason why such a system should not be treated as an
important element in any general scheme of adult education.- This
presupposes that the public adult education service, in addition to
providing its own programmes, would ensure that full facilitips were`
put at the disposal of would-be voluntary teachers and students.'
Such facilities could include issuing regular lists of teachers and stu-
dents, offering small rooms free of charge in evening centres and libra-
ries, giving specialist advice and providing appropriate teaching
materials. Supporting services are required, of course, by all adult
educators, especially when .operating alone.

Only a few of the full-time staff and virtually none of the part -

Final Report, op. cit., p. 35. A

2i cf. Coombs et aL, Attacking Rural Poberty: How Non-Formal Education Can Help,
p. 2o, London 1974: 'Potential resources for non-formal educatidn, in rural
areas are often underutilized or untapped. . . . the expertise of local master
craftsmen, progressive farmers, entrepreneurs and government specialists
posted in rural communities could be harnessed for ,part-time instruction;
and educated but underemployed adolescents and young adults could share
their general education with others.'

3. See p. 149-5o.
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time staff, currently employed 'in edult, education have been fa'rmally
trained, though many have completed teacher-training courses.
Until very recently, indeed, it was commonly assumed that adult
educators had a naturalflair for organizing or teaching, and did not
threfo,re require any training or at least not the sort that necessitated
atteNing regular courses,-,2 But today the drive on the part of adult
educators themselves to become as professionally competent as pos-
sible and to create a professional identity= and the growing sophistica-
tion of adininistrative and organizational procedures have Combined
to produce a demand for the professional training of Adult educators,
a demand that comes not only from within the profession itself but
from outside. In Finland, for example, _training is compulsory for
full -time administrators and teachers employed in institutions sub-
sidizecl by the State. In a number of countries, the State does not
stipulate that personnel be professionally trained but in practice both
public and very often private institutions do so stipulate or give pre-
ference to candidates who haVe been trained. Moreover, wherever
training courses have become numerous, the greater has been the
tendency for institutions to demand that new recruits shouldAossess
professional qualifications.3 .

In societies where only the young- have the benefit of formal
education it may be considered that they have a particular (respon-
sibility to share their privileges with older people by using their spare
titne, especially during vacations, to .organize literacy programmes
or to serve as teachers. A few governments demand and others
prescribe that the young should serve the adult education .movement.
In Burma, for example, university studerits work during the summer
monthrth literacy corps. Mobilizing the group to lead and teach not
only helps to overcome, a present shortage of staff but also predisposes
them to become leaders and teachers on a' permanent basis.

Although today, in many countries, a complex and politically
delicate issue, teacher training poses far fewer problems than the train-
ing of personnel for the adult education service. For one thing, the
latter service is heterogenous, involving a wide range of providers
from universities to community schools, from commercial undertak-
ings to non-profit-making private agencies. The vital need is to achieVe
as much of a common core in training as possible so that occupational

1. It is significant that there is no reference. to training for adult educators in
Hely's post-Montreal study New Trends in Adult Education, op. cit. Nor did
the Montreal Conference have much to say on the subject.
Some of the older generation of adult educators still regard forinal training
as a waste of time and are suspicious of those who theorize abut but do not
practise adult education.

3. Some national annual statistics relating to training for adult education are
comprehensive, namely Czechoslovakia (goo full-time and 5,000 part-time
staff); Poland (2,00d full-time and 2ooloo part-time); Indonesia to,000 part-
time); Cuba (23,400 part-time teachers).
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mobility between one sector and another can be encoUraged and so
that, wherever they work and whatever their clientele, adult educators
can freely communicate with one another, sharing problems and
exchanging useful information. Specialized knowledge and unique
skills are obviously required for particular kinds of programmes such
as, for example, industrial training, but anyone professionally engaged
in the education of adults must acquire a good deal of core knowledge
and skills. Ideally, therefore, the initial training and some of the in-
service training of adult educators should take place in training
centres catering for a comprehensive range of expertise. Generic
training can then be supplemented by specialized training on the job
or by means of induction courses.

Eight types of training courses can be distinguished:*
organizers- and administrators: (a) initial trainingfull time; (b) jai-_.

training part time; (c) in-service trainingfull time;
(d).in-service trainingpart time.

For teadters: (a) initial ,trainingfull time; (b) initial trainingpart
time; (c) in-service trainingfull time; (d) in-service training
part time.

Since about 1966 there has been in some countries a spectacular
increase in the number and variety of training courses designed for
full-time specialists_ The following types of course can be identified:
(a) undergraduate degree courses; (b) post-graduate degree courses;
(c) post-graduate diploma and certificate courses; (d) short, full-time
preparatory courses; te) in-service training courses of varying lengths.

There are manifest advantages in locating full -time training
courses in universities. One advantage is that universities can offer
the interdisciplinary collection of courses that is required. University-
level courses are intended for young graduates who wish to embark
upon a career in adult educations or for men and women who, having
already enbarked on such a career, desire a formal training and the
valuable academic award that goes with it. Notably in North America,
but also in many countries in Europe, including Czechoslovakia, the
United Kingdom. and Yugoslavia, in a few African countries and in
Cuba it is possible to obtain a doctoral or master's degree or a diploma
chiefly as, a result of following prescribed courses. In the United States
of America no fewer than seventy-five universities now offer master's
or doctoral degree courses; an indication of the scale of this provision
is that during the year, 1971 the one-thousandth American doctoral
degree in adult education was awarded.'

Until recently, governments and institutions in the developing
countries sent their personnel for training at universities in the more
developed countries. Thus several university and government depart-

4-
1. cf. E. K. Townsend Coles, diniversitits and Adult Education Research and Training,

A Survey, ICUAE, 1970.
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ments in places as far apart as Hong Kong and the Sudan have
arranged for nearly all heir professional staff to be trained in a devel-
oped country. One bygone, however, the developing countries- are
introducing their own post-graduate training courses.

Beyond the vocational training course, facilities in many univer-
sities have been extended to enable specialists to obtain research
degrees or to undertake a major piece of research as part of the requir-
el-hems foradegree. A pattern now seems to be established in which
the developing countries provide their own pot-graduate training
courses up to the diploma or certificate level but send those who are
academically well qualified to undertake research for -a master's or
a doctoral degree at universities in the more developed countries.

Adult education is included as a component in the curriculum
of some undergraduate degree courses, as in the University of Zambia,
for example, with a view either to enabling education students to
acquire at least some, knowledge of adult education or to inducing
students in other professions such as medicine to appreciate that adult
education is also a profession with which it is worth developing a
'co=operative relationship.

Short, full-time preparatory courses are far more numerous than
long-term courses; ranging in length from one to six months, they are
commonly offered in the developing countries for field iforkers and
non-evduate workers at all levels. Some of these courses are arranged
by universities but the majority take place .at national or regional
training centres under government control. The Philippines has a
national centre and at the national level India has incorporated
within the National Institute of Adult Education a Department of
Adult Education whose several functions include the training of
social education officers. One of the most original schemes for short
training courses is tot be found in Senegal, where extension workers,.,
selected from among the natural leaders in their communities, are
trained at centres &animation rurales.1 It is, incidentally, worth noting
that in a number of developing countries the public authorities now
consider that enough attention has been paid to the training of high-
level specialists such as economists and planners and that the time
has arrived to devote more resources to the training of community
leaders. Short courses are also provided by voluntary agencies, trade
unions, co-operative societies and many other organiiations.

Apart from the expansion of short-term courses there has been
a striking increase in the number of occasional seminars, conferences
and workshops. In several Latin American countries ?minus are
regularly held on Saturdays.. The impetus here has come less from
employing bodies than from adult educators themselves, determined

1. See B. M. Cisse, 'Senegal' in J. Lowe (ed.), Adult Education and Nation Building:
p. 99-102, Edinburgh, 197o.
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to keep in touch with one another and to enhance their professional
expertise.

There is growing evidence that senior officials employing mis-
c llaneous categories of community workers social workers, coin-
muity developers, agridultural extension officers, health educators,
aduk educators and so onare leaning to the view that, if not
traine in unison throughout an entire training programmc, such
workers hould attend- certain courses -in common, for example, the
study of vial change, and share at least some-training 'experiences:
Kenya, for -instance, has planned multi-purpose rural training centres,
which combine all ;he training facilities in rural a cas in place of the
present fragmenied and generally under-utilized tem of individual
centres. Sudan 'has established a community dev opment training
centre for adult educators and social workers. If it is not possible to
train professional workers for all the community services within a
single institution, it it at least desirable to make sure that the training
institutions are in sufficiently close proximity to one another to ensure
that certain generic courses and a number of social and recreational
facilities are shared. It is also desirable for professional workers in the
social services to share some in-service training experiences in order
that they may break do1vn semantic barriers that separate them
and discuss the many problems that they face in common.

In spite of the intensive employment of part-time organizers,
especially in evening-class centres, `arrangements are only just begin-
ning to be made for their training and in only a fewvuntries iirtraining
compulsory as a pre-condition of employment. Yet. such training
is essential for efficient performance. The training courses that exist
for part-time organizers,generally take One of three forms: (a) short
courses of weekly meetings usually held in the evenings; (b) residential
courses, usually covering a., week-entr but sometimes covering a week
or more; (c) a combination of a period in residence with weekly
meetings. In the -view_ of the Tokyo Conference:1

The training of part-time workers obviously 'depends upon the
state of their existing skills and knowledge. At the least, they
must know something about adult learning and they must be
able to identify with the people whom they have to serve. As a
rule, their training should take place in the milieu in which they

'work. At times, it might be valuable to bring them into residence
for concentrated courses.

In virtually all countries, the ratio of part -time to full-time teachers
of adults is very high. In the United Kingdom, for example, the ratio
is approximately 200: 1. The only area in which full-time teachers
of adults are at all widely employed is that of industrial training. For

O

t. Final Report, op. cit., p. 35.
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all practical purposes, therefore, it can be assumed that reliance upon
part-time teachers will remain a permanent factor.

Two perennial criticisms are levelled at the performance of part-
time teachers: (a) too many arc amateurs; (b) too many are school-
teachers who have-little empathy with adult learners and who cannot,
or will not, modify their school-room teaching styles.1 Very often the'
low status of adult education services is partly due to public distrust
of the teachers' competence.' The public authorities tend to 'ignore
this problem altogether or to shirk spending money on training schemes.
Part-time teachers themselves are unlikely to see any advantage
in surrendering a part of their leisure time for training when: the tenure
of employment is precarious the financial rewards small and the
working environment frequently uncongenial. -There are some deter-
mined government departments> and administrators, however, who
are experimenting with a variety of training schemes. In Yugoslavia,
for instance' it is difficult for a part-time teacher to obtain employment
unless he first attends a training course. In the Ukrainian S.S.R. a
five-year plan was drawn up in 197rto ensure the obligatory training
of all, teachers. In the United Kingdom several local authorities will
no Iliger employ, part-time teachers 'unless they have previously
attended part-time courses necessitating approximately 6o-8o hours

t. cf. Unesco, Muting of Experts on Soviets to Out -of- Youth in the Asian
Region, Bangkok, 1972, Final Report, p. 6. 'In this regard, the participants
expressed general dissatisfaction with the usual performance in out-of-school
programmes of school-teachers and other authorities coming from outside the
local communities who tended to direct and instruct rather than stimulate
and encourage youth in the development of their own sense of awareness.
It was believed that local institutions and members of the community with
particular skills might be more effective in providing relevant learning exper-
iences.'

2. cf.,the following statement by a senior education official: 'It could be said that
the standard of part-time teaching in adult education is its Achilles heel, but
part-time teachers are the people with whom the public mainly come into
contact, and they are the ones' who deliver the goods from the public's point
of view. The' public expect to have to put up with unsatisfactory material
facilities in Evening Institutes, but they do expect, and have a right to expect,
a high quality of teaching and sympathetic involvement in the subject for
which they have voluntarily enrolled and paid a fee. There is often a drop
off in students' attendance at adult education classes in the course of the session.

, There are, of course, a number of reasons for this wastage, but I suspect that
high amongst them is dissatisfaction with the standard- of teaching experienced,
including in some cases an inability to adapt school techniques and content
of work to adult learning needs. Since the provision of adult education in the
foreseeable future will depend largely, on part-time teachers, local education
authorities-must tackle more,vigorously their training. determined attack
on this problem by L.E.A.'s over the next ten years would do more to raise
the image of the adult education service in the eyes of the public, and to elim-
inate the frequent charge that the work constitutes only fringe education,
than any other single action.' A. N. Fairbairn, Ons Country's Look into Ms Post-
Russell Era, p. 3 (unpublished).
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of instruction. In Norway and weden there are abundant training.
opportunities for study-gr p aders both under the aegis of national
associations and at the local level.

The training of part - time teachers is 'far from easy to arrange.
Most of them are already committed to full-time employment and
enjoy little free time. In sparsely populated, areas they may face
awkward travel problems. Accordingly they must be given a powirful
incentive to undergo training. This might take the form of an increase
in teaching fees directly related to the number of hours spent in train-,
ing. Courses must be held at convenient times and in attractive condi-
tions; whenever possible, it is desirable to arrange courses in residence,
for the more seriously the providers appear to regard training and the
more attractive the training environment, the more part-time teachers

, will want to undergo training.
A high proportion of adult teaching is done, by school-teachers.

Yet to professional adult educators it has long been apparent that,
by and large, hei.dmasters'and school-teachers are indifferent towards
adult education. The majority never have anything to do with it.
The problem is regularly discussed- at major gatherings of adult edu-
cators. It was raised at Elsinore and as Hely noted:1

One of the interesting trends at the Montreal Conference was
the increased stress placed upon the need for greater involvement
of schools and teachers in the work of adult education.

Like so many other international conferences, the Montreal Confer-
ence recommended that there should be a compulsory adult educa-
tion component in all teacher training courses. The Tokyo Conference
reiterated the proposal: 2

Adult education should be treated as a subject in the syllabus
of teacher-training courses. Their curricula should include such
topics as the psychology of the adult learner, community prob-
lems and teaching methods and techniques.

In practice, very few teacher training curricula include an adult educa-
tion component, though several countries haye taken appropriate
action. Since 1969 the Ministry of Education in the United Republic
of Tanzania has required that adult education should be a compulsory
course in all teacher training colleges with a view to producing multi-
skilled teachers able' to deal with adults and children alike in learning
situations. Since 1972 adult education is one of the subjects to be
studied in teacher training colleges in Kenya. In Sweden, a bill relating
to the training of folk high school teachers, approved in 1969, stipulat-
ed that in the regular teacher-training course more attention should be
paid to the different facets of adult education. Nigeria has declared:

1. Hely, op. cit., p. 107.
2. Find Report, op. cit., p. 35.
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`training in adult education methods and techniques should be avail-
able at all levels, 'especially in teacher training colleges, secondary
schools and universities.' Finally, Venezuela, has stated that:'

. . . a general plan for the professional improvement of teaching
* staff, is under study. This plan calls for the organization of short

training courses designed to inform teaching staff of the new
concept given to life-long education and the role which ,it is
called to play in adult education; the importance or adult edu-
cation as an instrument for economic and social development;
socitllogical basis of adult education.

There are some other encouraging signs.2 In the United States consid-
eration has been given to reducing the surplus of trained teachers by
encouraging some of them to transfer to the adult education sector,
having first undergone appropriate retrainimi. Austria envisages
gtanting school teachers leave of absence on full pay in order that they
may work for a time with adults. In a number of countries, including
the Philippines, joint appointments to school and adult education have
been made. It is also noteworthy that acceptance of the concept* of
lifelong education renders it necessary to create a syitem of profes-
sional training which, at every level of specialist instruction, is based: 3

organically on day-time schooling and °which more and more
removes from -the school the narrow track of preparing 'pupils

- for specific occupations.
The benefits of providing an introduction to the aims and functions of
adult education in teacher training courses arc substantipl. It produdes

regular supply of young teachers, willing and competent to serve
adult education as part-time organizers and teachers and it encourages
the tendency within many schools to seek closer relations with the local
community, not :Nast by offering educational and social facilities to
adults whether they be parents or not.

Besides the training of part-time organizers and teachers of
adults and the introduction of future teachers to the field of adult

r. Evidence to Tokyo-Conference.
2. The. attitude of school-teachers towards adult education will obviously begin"'

to change if the pressure to forge closer links between schools and communities
is sustained. At a recent international conference organized by the World
Council of Teaching Professions, the followihg recommendations were made:

`0) Teacher Training. Teacher training should be designed, inter alia, to
develop in young teachers those human and social skills which will enable
them to participate in community life, to khow how to consult with the com-
munity, and to be able to interpret the community to students.

(2) Personal Preparation. Every teacher, befOre or during his professional
training, should have a personal experience of the work situation; this needs
to be an on-going practice during the course of his' or her professional life.'
Report of Proceedings of WCOTP International Seminar: The Communitf as a Teacher
of Teachers, p. 11-12, Washington, D.C., 1970.

3. Evidence submitted to the Tokyo Conference by Hungary.
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education, it is necessary to consider other categoric's of specialists
who perform key functions. These categories include mass media pro-
gramme producers and script writers, authors of reading texts for the
newly literate and of correspondence courses, educational technologists,
and authors of programme learning modules. There are also many
people who perform, the role of adult educators without being explicitly,
aware of the fact, for example shop-stewartis and police officers. But
to provide training or even counselling facilities for those who serve
as adult 'educators incidentally to their main function is far from easy.
The answer may lie in associating some instruction about adult psy-
chology and teaching and counselling methods with professional in-
service training courses. -

Apart from the expansion of short-term courses there has also
been a striking increase in the number of occasional seminars, confer-
ences and workshops. The impetus here has come less from employ-
ing bodies than from adult educators themselves, determined to keep
in touch with one another and to enhance their professiOnal expertise.

One encouraging development is that the content of -training
courses and the instructional methods used have changed markedly
for the better. Initially, trainini.courses tended to consist of desultory
discussions about aims, descriptions of the history and the organization
of the local or national system, a few commonsense observations about
the characteristics of the adult learner and practical hints about admin-
istrative procedures. The report prepared by Unesco for the Tokyo
Conference pointed out that: i

Lifelong education with its goal of adaptability to change
stresses the need for a very, different type of teacherand pot
only where adult education is concerned. It is no longer a gates-
tion of teaching or educating from the front of the class but of
belping to learn, of providing motivation, of stimulating the
acquisition of knowledge and creativeness, of knowing how to
fade into the background at-the right moment, of encouraging

' self-directed learning, which is now perhaps more important
than the specific knowledge they impart. Educators must be
prepared to understand the model to which their own behaviour
corresponds, and be willing to accept the existence of other
models. Adults no longer need masters and lecturers so much as
advisers and ahimateurs. Educators must know how to commu-
nicate, with the learner, In a word, the abilities and qualities
necessary for all those engaged in adult education and hence the
ley points on which their training should concentrate may be
summed up as follows: (a) a knowledge of those being taught
and of their environment; (b) competence in the elements which
make up the programme content; (c) an ability to utilize the
most appropriate methods, and (d) psycho-sociological training,
training in communication in particular.

x. Uncle% Adult Education. . op cit., p. 29-30.
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In several parts of the world, regional training centres for adult
educators have beeri established. For example, labour leaders from
all over America attend courses of between six to ten weeks' duration
at the Centro Inter-Americano de Educacion Sindical in .Cuernavaca.

A minor theme of the Tokyo Conference was the need to change
the relationship between the providers of adult educationorganizers
and teachersand the participants:1

In adult education practice it was now widely accepted that
the concepts of 'student' and 'teacher' were inadequate. Instead
of 'teacher, the word 'guide' or 'counsellor' or gammateue were
increasingly. being use instead of 'student's 'participant'. There
was an ideological reason for this change; in adult education
instructors and students were seeing themselves as associates, as,

. educationists more and more came to appreciate that adults
were the principal agents of their own education and that they
had a wealth of experience and insights to contribute to the
learning process.

The implications of moving towards a deniocratic relationship be-
tween staff and students are obviously profound both for the organiza-
tion of programmes and the training of personnel. These implications
will be considered in the next chapter.

1. Final Report, op. cit., p. 14.
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Chapter 8

'Administrative policies
National planning strategies are clearly neeessary4if adult education
is to become a key, rather than a marginal, social service. But how
are#hey to be formulated and implemented? Until recently little
thought had been given at national or local levels to the over-all aims
of adult education,' to the problere.of resource allocation and to ways
and means of erecting long-term administrative and institutional
structures. Yet indicative planning and central supervision of adult
education are essential, especially if the thesis be accepted that an
effective government social and economic policy, presupposes an effect-
ive adult education pcllicy.

In virtuality every country the world,adult education institu-
tions and programmes have evolved sporadically in response to ad
hoc needs, in isolation from the' national educational system and with
little, if any, financial support from public funds. The result is that
fro organized pattern is usually visible, activities are seldom co-ordinat-
ed even at the community level, and nothing so methodical as a system
can be said tq exist. Long-term planning is at a discount. In the
modern world, however, the sheer range and complexity of adult
learning needs require that the existing piecemeal arrangements be
rationalized. No longer is it sufficient to rely upon a highly marginal
and under- financed service. This does not imply that adult education
must become a, State monopoly but that the State should ensure, by

1. This is, of course, not surprising *hen one considers that . only very rarely
has a Ministry of Education defined its general educational aims', B. Schwartz,
'A Prospective View of Permanent Education', Permanent Education, p. 40, gtras,
bourg, tg7o.
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one means or another, that the provisian is adequate.* The Tokyo
. Conference reCommended:*

... that within the context of life-long education, adult education
be -recognised as a specific and indispensable component of
,education, and that legislative or other measures be taken which
support the 'development of broadly based adult education
services.

in most countries governments and poAr.erful pressure groups are
beginning to show unprecedented interest in the control and adminis-
tration of adult education. For example:*

There is scarcely a member country of the Council of Europe
which is not now engaged to some degree in a major revision of
its educational system, and evidence suggests that, :generally
speaking, a new factor in this thinking is the increasing belief
among politicians, educationists, administrators an&responsible
members of the public, that the education of adults must be
envisaged'. as more central to total educational provision, and
not merely as a minor-afterthought designed for special categories
of persdns such as those who have been unfortunate or those who
maintain a dilettante interest in academic and cultural matters.

. And. again:4 .
From 1961 to 1971, the main characteristics of the education of
adults were the lack of a Specific policy and the dispersion of
efforts. . . .

From 1971 on, the education of adults has become' a sepa-
rate system though not isolated, bringing new perspectives and
permitting a genuine, complete integration with formal education.
The main point of the new policy of adult education rests in
the elevation of the adult's status and consequent abandoning of
his former, merely static position.

Since the Montrehl Conference a number of governments have made
statutory arrangements both to raise the status of adult education and
to co-ordinate° the activities of governmental and, where appropriate,
non-governmental agencies. Some countries have established adult
education'boards and others, for example, Finland, have appointed
working parties, to investigate the whole field of provision and to make
recommendations for the expansion of existing facilities and develop-
ment in new areas of endeavour.

In the great majority of countries,' however, the new interest in
adult education has yet to yield significant concrete .results. The

t. Montreal Conference, Final Report, op. cit., p. 22.
2. End ROM, Op. cit, p. 33
3. Simpson, op. cit., p. 25.
4. A. L. Correa, 'Permanent Education and Adult Education in Brazil' (unpu-

blished report

4 .
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judgement of a recent Unesco report on the reform of education sys-
tems as a whole is only too apt:1

There was, and there remains today:
. . . a great gap between words and deedsbetween . policies
proclaimed by ministers attending conferences and the actions
taken in their countries; between the methodologies prepared by
theoreticians and their application in the actual planning process.

The vogue of the sixties for, educational planning of the formal system
largely overlooked adult education:'

Planning in this field of education is still very limited, for in
11 many .countries it for the most part provided by private under-

takings, often of a commercial character.
After an intensive and widespread investigation of non-formal educa-

. itian in developing cou 'es, an ICED team concluded:3
Few nations have yet e a serious effort to look at ruralnon-
formal education as a whole 1 relation to their pi actical develop-

. ment needs. And fewer still 'have attempted to harmonize the
scattered' effects of various public and private bodies in non-
formal education. There is go one body responsible for main-
tain]. an overview of all such activities, for projecting future
needs, or for encouraging collaboration among different pro-
gramme sponsors.

It is almost as though governments are unaware'naware of the imp already
being made by .the multifarious agencies engaged in the prow of
adult education and assess its needs in relation to the relatively sm 11
investment in facilities and staff made by ministries of education.

If the 'great gap' between words and deeds is to be bridged, I.t
is essential from the national standpoint to, consider public provisio
of adult education in relation to the general gOals of social and econ
ink planning.* If social and economic progress is not to be retarded
both public and private investment in capital goods have to be comple-
mented by a systematic investment in the knowledge and skills of, the
adult population. This is not simply a question of improving job per-
formance, but of raising the general level of dpplied intelligence. .

To Plead for the systematicrplagning.of adult education alongside
other areas of social policy is warranted on grounds, of social justice and
economic efficiency. There is, holXlever, a more cautious and, seine
would argue, more compelling case to put to governments, namely,
that in many countries a relatively small injection of public financing

x. Unesco, Educational Planning: 4,World Surme of Problems and Prospects, p. 10,
Paris, Unmet), 197o.

2. Unclip, Educational Planning. . ., op. cit., p. 39.
3. 'Confabs et al., Attacking Rural Povery. .., op.cit., p. ao.
4. cf. W. Clement, Strategies for the Sin:Pima: Organisation of Adult Education within

a permiment Education Framework passim, Strasbourg, Council of Europe, 1973.
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would transform the scale and effectiveness of the present provision
on condition that all available resources were fully exploited.. This
would entail. identifying all the .bits and pieces of current adult
educational programmes in order to determine whether or not they
might form the basis of a system that can be articulated and sfipported
by governments as a going concern. A recent committee of inquiry
into adult education in England and Wales adopted this approach

It is not necessary for us to prepare a great new system with
vast outlay of public money: we have sought to show the remark-
able potentialities of an intelligent employment of resources
already in' being.

.

In other words; provided government. will view adult education as
an integral part of the general, education service and invest more
pEublic funds than at present in its expansion,. the potential resources
are already at hand to produce a comprehensive and flexible system.
That approach may be regarded as typical of British pragmatism: dp
not ask' for the moon, because it is out of reach; rather, 'see 116w we
can improve what we already have with the minimum of structural
change and public expenditure,

Such a gradualist approach certainly has some merit. It reassures
governments that they are not being called upon to build a. system
without foundations or to find extraordinary sums of money or even
to divert funds from the formal sector. Ultimately, however, it is
faint-hearted and it is not without significance that many, people
within the United Kingdom itself have strongly criticized the report
for being timorous and unimaginatiw. Moreover, the recommendations
of the committee, modest though they are, have not yet been imple- ,
mented, seemingly because the British government remains unconvinc-
ed that the education of adults is a high priority, except in a harrow
industrial training perspective.

The inescapable conclusion is that governments are unimpressed
by the argument that expansion Will not cost much money. Ironically,

ey pay more respect to proposals that will clearly cost a good deal
of oney, especially if, as is the ease with adult education, it can be
sho that a hikrate of return will accrue from their investment.
This s why they are incre?singly lending, their support to occupational
trai ng programmes. What they must further appreciate is that an
ad t population enjoying a higher level of general education will not

y produce additional goods and services but provide the commu- (
ty with more voluntary community action and thereby save on

health* and social welfare expenditure.
To expand adult education services on the scale required will,

then, cost money. It does, not follow, however, that that money must,
come out of additimial revenue' The time now clearly opportune

1. Adult Education. . ., op. cit., p. 4.
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in a great number of countries for a re-allocatign ,of expenditure
within the global educational budget. This is particularly true of
those developing countries which,' unencumbered by an elaborate
and historically entrenched &ideational system, can still select alter-
natives to providing the young with long years of compulsory schooling.
Instead they can opt for selective schemes of recurrent education and
the widespread use of non-formal methods. This point is made by
the authors of a recent report on the problem of improving the pros-
pects of children and young people living in the deprived rural areas ,

of developing countries.1 They argue that: 2
the conceptsoind models of 'adult gcluclition' originating

in Western nationswhere adults are legally defined as those
who have reached their majority, (usu4lly at about age 21) and
where most of them have already had at least ten full years of '
schoolingnd drastic redefinition to fit the ,needs and condi-
tions of developing countries: Thisz of course, is happening,
though perhaps not fast enough.

We may, also consider the following' cri de ceur ancl, the conclusion
drawn from it; 3

When over half the nation is illiterate and the people clamour .

for education; when ,Public expenditure on education is mount-
ing, but the number of children) who are denied the right to
education is increasing; when classroom techniques are auto-
cratic and.teachers are in short supply and inadequately trained;
when governments and private firms demand recruits, but Unem-
loyment is widespread. and is increasing; when a country is
poor, *hat policies should the national officials/ responsible for
the planning of educational development pursue?

When a country faces all those problems, W. Sentega Kajubi concludes
that it is necessary to reappraisektA central role of the school and to
`increase the quantity and quality of educational facilities within the
limits of the present resources'. He further concludes that: 4-

1. Many .recent reports have drawn attention to the relative freedom of action
open to countries in the Third World. For example: 'Developing countries
ale, however, clearly superior to, the older civilizations in Europe and to all
highly industrialized nations in one respect; their educational structures, being
more recent or in the process of being set up, and the men who operate them
being less committed to traditional educational procedures, offer les.s resistance
to innovation, in the form of inertia, conservatism and school traditions, than
do those countries which may be, historically, the creators ofmodem education
but which are now out of date. The terraiet, is incontestably more open to
action in the developing countries.'H. Janne, 'New Trends in Adult Educa-
tion: Concepts and Recent Empirical Achievements', p. 3o, Paris, Unesco;
1972 (unpublished).

2. Coombs, et al., New Paths,. . ., op. cit., p. 19.
3. W. Sentega Kajubi, 'Educational Priorities in Africa', Prospects, Vol. III

No. 1, Spring, 1973, p. 77.
4. ibid.
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A much larger share of public educational spending must be
directed towards adult and continuing non-formal education
than has been traditionally the case.

A similar conclusion is reached by Irene Salas:i.
Careful study of the situation might make it possible to transfer
some 5o per cent of what is taught in the traditional system to
lifelong education courses, with a consequent saving in resources
in the traditional. system which could in part be used for the
financing of lifelong education.

in a recent article J. IL Eedle boldly stated that :'
Funds Air lairrnal education will inevitably have to be drawn
from the public sector.

Q

In the more clifielOped countries, governments can scarcely be expect-
ed to face the political nightmare of trying to reduce the period.of
compulsory .scIpOling: at the end of a historical phase when all the
pressure waCto prolong it, but they 'cati'choose to reduce the_ amount
of time spent in fill -time education by those over school age and sub-
stitute schemes of recurrent education which may' well be, more effec-
tive or at least as effective in pedagogical terms as the present full -tine
system and will certainly lower costs.

It was pointed ot4 above that so as to ensure that the educational
needs of adults are met, the State does not ha.ve 'to furnish an adult
education service under its own express control, It can chooseto share
the load by establishing a working partnership with non-gbvernmen-
tal agencies, as in India and' the United Kingdom, or to entrust
direct provision- very largely to such agencies as in Sweden: The vital
desideratum is that theState should establish suitable machinery for
ensuring that the provision is adequate and that neither particular
groups of people nor particular regional,areas are victims of the kind
of discrimination referred to in preceding chapters. Only-the State
is in a position to take the over-all view, to determine norms of provi-
sion, to locate gaps and see that they are filled, to encourage research
and development and to exercise regulatory supervision. And only
the. State is in a position to ensure that non-formal education and
independent learning are treated as part of the general provision.

Yet the true key to an adequate scale and quality of provision'
is not to be found at the national but at the local level, for. it is , only
at the local level that micto-plans can be drawn up for the effective
,use of human and physical resources. It is accordingly necessary for
a State to follow the example of such countries as China and Sweden
where a duty is laid upon local government authorities to ensure a

I. Salas, op. cit. p. 74.' 2, J. -1-1. Eedle'Financing Education in Developing Countries', Comparative
Education, Vol. I. 7, No. 2, November r97i,.p 68.
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minimal level of provision. On the other hand, only the central
government can redress serious imbalances between localities by
allocating special subsidies to tho'se areas with special needs- but
resources below the national norm. Several countries are now trying
to effect an equitable balance between areas by stipulating that a
minimum number of staff and a minimum level of public expenditure
should be deployed for prescribed percentiles of the population. In the
first instance this clearly predicates that priority will be given to
raising the standards of provision within those areas falling below
the norm.

So far we have been discussing the need to treat adult education
as a public service within the context of national 'plans for economic.
and social development.Ne now turn to ways and means of inaugurat-
ing and sustaining such a service.

The first priority is for governments to enact laws and regulations,
as they have already done for the formal systemopecifying minimum
standards of provision.1 Expeiience has shown that mere exhortations
are worthless' and that permissive legislation carries little weight with
ministries of education, autonomous or quasi-autonomous local
government units; and employers. As yet, few countriesin Norway
adult education is legally regarded as a completely integrated part of
the educational systemhave enacted legislation in support of 'a
prescribed minimum amount of provision and minimum scales of

e financial expenditure. Laws do exist, however, conferring the right
to education upon certain categories of adults. For example, in the
1.7.S.S.R., adults up to the age of 35 are entitled to follow any course
available in the formal, system of education provided only that they
have the appropriate qualifications for admission. Other countries
have passed legislation in support of specific programmes such as
literacy classes. Several countries have singled out women as being
entitled to equal right of access to certain forms of education. But the
largest amount of legislation relates to work release and paid leave.
Indeed, much of the social demand for adult edacation facilities has
been generated by the increasing importance attached to occupational
training, not only for school-leavers but fdr adults as well. Govern-
ments have come to perceive that they must assume some responsibility
for occupational training, if not directly, at least, by applying legal
sanctions upon employers.j'hese sanctions include requiring employers

N_to offer training opportunities and to release employees from work
in order to take advantage of such' opportunities.

1. The phrase 'adult education' occurs in very few national education acts. No
country has any thought of making adult education compulsory but it is to
be noted that: (a) in certain countries it is socially difficult to escape from
educational activities engaged in at work or in communities as a collective
experience; (b) in certain countries licence to continue practising a profession
depends upon attendance at prescribed retraining and updating courses.
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The International Labour Organisation (ILO) sees paid educa-
tional leave:1

. . as freeing wage earners and salaried employees"- for various
educational purpifes during their normal working time, for
specified periods and without loss of income, granted under
statutory provisions, collective agreements or other types of
arrangements.

Appropriate laws exist in Belgium, Canada, Czechoslovakia, Denmark,
France, Federal Republic of Germany, Hungary, Poland, Romania,
U.S.S.R. and Yugoslavia. The Federal Republic Of Germany is pre;,
pared under the terms of the-F-eileral Law to Promote Employment.
to offer extensive compensation for expenses: and loss of pay or income.
Family maintenance is also to be ensured during this peridd. Compen-
sation amounted to a mere DM.4:6 million in \1962 but had risen to
DM.572.3 by 1970. The total expenditure on compensation for 1971
reached the high 'order off approximately DM. ,00n million. Ins,
France, a Law on OccUpational Training was enaatedi in 1971. In
the year following its enactment, 85 per'4cent of the employers in
question applied the law; 8p,000 employees benefited from a period
of training averaging 6o hours; the total expenditure represented_
8 per cent of the national education budget.. The complete text of

the law was published in the ,journal Officiel de la Republique .#ranfai.re;
17 July 1971. Uniquely, in France the legislation relating to paid
leave recognizes the individual's right to undertake full-time training
for his own benefit than that of his, erriployer. In some countries
where governments merely recommend employers to permit work,
release it is significant that the practice is not widespread.

Whether relevant legislation 'exists or not, virtually all govern-
ments acknowledge some degree of responsibility for seeing that at
least some non-vocational and vocational adult educational services
are available. The extent of supervision varies enormously, hoWever,
as does the administrative pattern.

An issue of fundamental importance is the nature of the relation-
ship between adult education and the formal education system.2,
As J. A. Simpson has pointed out:3

It must be remembered, too, that the structures of national,
governmental and administrative organization nowhere cor-
respond with the broad concept of 'post school education'.

1. ILO, Paid Educational Leave p. 4, Geneva, ILO, 1971.
2. Strangely, it is claimed in a recent report that: 'Nonetheless we may note here

that there now exists a concept of the independent development of adult education,
whereas hithcrto it was associated with school education, in the sense that it
wag usually conceived of as a prolongation of schoorjarthe, op. cit., p. 4.
ft would be interesting to know on what 'empirical' evidence that judgcment
is based.

3. Simpson, op. cit., p. 14.
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There is no single ministry charged with its' supervision and
finance. It is a new concept which covers education coming at.
present within the purview of several government departments or
several different branches within' one department. -

The de facto relationship between adult education and the formal,
syStem is normally tenuous. In most countries. there is no statutory
relationship whatsoever although, under a strIctly adult education
rubric, adults may well be following courses that duplicate the curri.;
cula of the formal institution. Adults can also sometimes obtain qualifi:
cations under adult education prograMmes that carry the same
weight' as academic certificates and diplomas in the eyes of employers.

But the notion of 'lifelong education demands more than that
adult education should function as a mere alternative to the normal
acadernic route. It implies that the two sectors interpenetrate and
reinforce each other and that these is a vital interchange between
adult educators and other educators. It is this dynamic interaction
that is a potential goal rather than a present reality.

adult educators &rnnionly suppose that although their field is
probably Making some impact on the Compulsory secor, 4 is not itself
being reciprocally affected by the formal sector. Such evidence as
there is suggests, to the contrary, that formal structures and teachers
are impervious to the influence of adult education but in many
countries impose their own values and methods upon adult education
in so far as they come in contact with it. In some Latin American
countries, for example, the parallelisM between, the regular secondary
schools and adult 'secondary-leverprogrammes is absolute; the former
quite simply dominate the latter and resist all attempts at a counter-
influence.

For all practical purposes absolute separation of adult education
programmes from the formal education system can usually be ruled
out since it is a very rich country indeed which can afford not to use
existing school buildings and equipment and not to employ at least
some regular teachers. Beyond that constraint, countries hold conflict-
ing views of what integration entails. For some it implies offering
adults exactly the same curriculum, taught by the same methods, as
is found in the schools or universities. Others interpret it as implying
practical measures to implement a scheme of lifelong or recurrent
education. Currently, four approaches can be discerned: (a) to regard
all adult education services as quite distinct from the general educa-
tional service; (b) "to distinguish between formal education program-
mes for adults which are incorporated in the general service, and out-
of-school education programmes which are administered separately;
(c) to embody a, comprehensive adult education service within the
general service but, in practice to finance and administer it separately;
(d) effeCtively to' integrate the adult education sector with the formal
sector. There is something to be said for each approach. A number
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of countries see distinct advantages inirceping adult edUcation apart
from the general service, often to the extent of placing it under the
control of a ministry other than a ministry of education. The logic of
such a separation is that the needs of adults and the young arc different
and so they should be catered for by different administrative arrange-
ments. The needs are certainly different when the overriding aim of
adult education is seen to .be conarnunity deyelopment.or, more sped-
litany, rural development. Then if is not unreasonable to give respon-

. sibility to a ministry of commimity development or agriculture.
Similarly, if the top, priority is manpower training, the ministry of
labour would seem flit appropriate overlord. But.to hand over respon-
sibility for adult education to . a ministry not primarily concerned
with pursuing, general educational goals is to run the risk of condemn-
ingit in 'perpetuity to a. narrow function. At best, therefore, to delegate
responsibility to a ministry whose principal interests he outside eduda-
tion should be -regarded as a short-term expedient.1

Among adult educators there is a widely held view that ministries
of education, as well as administrators and teachers employed by the
forinal system, are either hostile or indifferent to adtilt education.
Having themselves emerged with acadeniic 'distinct:fen.' *the
formal system, ministry officials view adult education as beneath
their concern or, at best, as a low-level, salvage operation for the
illiterate. They approve of its aims in proportion as, those aims cor-
respond with those of the formal .systtm. They have little sympathy
for such propositions as education for rural development. By contrast,
it is sometimes claimed that officials and politicians concerned with
economic development or social administration are quickly receptive
to the social and economic aims of adult education. The implicatiun
is that the latter really care about the general well-being of society
and are experimentally minded whereas the former arc narrow-
minded, elitist and conservativu. No doubt this is a caricature, but
the hard fact remains that the contrast is consistently drawn by adult
educators from, a variety of cultures who believe that there is accord-
ingly a sound operational reason for resisting control 'by a ministry
of education. The caricature must therefore be taken seriously. What
is certain is that nearly all ministries of education seem to have dif-

t. It may no longer be fanciful to propple that an independent ministry of adult
education, or at least adult and higher education, be established. When out
of office the Labour Party in the United Kingdom recently appointed a work-
ing party on higher education which recommended: 'In future, all educational
provision for students aged i8 plus should be termed Adult Education. All
part -time and full-time education of young people up to the end of the acade-
mic year in which they are 18 should also be included in a' singlelector of
edwAttion. . . . This scour might be termed Tertiary Education.'The
Labour Party, Higher and Further Education: Report of a Labour Party Study Group,
p. 37, London, i973.
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ficulty in escaping from their preoccupation with the formal system.'
A second approach to the problem of integration is to distinguish

operationally between academic and non - academic education, allocat-
ing the first to .eministry of education and the second to a separate
ministry, for example, a ministry of community development or to
public boards or non-governmental agencies. The 'drawback to this
administrative-device is that it fragments the service and tends to lead
in the public eye to the down-grading of the'non-formal programmes.".
A potential advantage is that the non-formal side may have greater
freedom to experiment.

A third approach is for the ministry of education to.assume formal
control of adult education but in effect to administer it as a separate
entity. In other words, to treat, integration as merely nominal. Not
much harm is taused by this expedient when reasonable resources
are made available but all too often they are not. Furthermore, the
possibility is removed of relating adult education to the rest of the
educational system within a co-ordinated framework.

The fourth approach is for governments genuinely to treat adult
education as an integral component of a unified educational system.

Usliallylappens noWadays When a govekitherit, as h Sweden: or f.

Czechoslovakia, firmly resol4es to accept the administrative implica-
tions of lifelong education. There are then calculated attempts even
to go so far as to shift resources from the pre-adult to the adult sector
and to establish multi-purpose educational institutions like the. com-
munity school. Both the school system and the adult education system
arc also modified in the light of their impact on each other. For
example, the curriculum of the secondary 'school is broadened and
the young student is given more options to choose from and more
freedom to study independently. These three developments bring
secondary-level education much closer to the learning habits of adults.

To sum up: the advantages separating adult education from
the general education Service, either explicitly or de facto, are that it
emphasizes the distinctiveness of adult education, helps to ensure that
adult education it not despised as the pariah of the educational system
and reduces the risk that a ministry of education will constrain it in
a conventional strait jacket. The disadvantages of separation are
that if adult education is everyone's business it is effectively no-one's
business; it leads to unnecessary expenditure and to further dispersion
of scarce resources; it makes the recruitment of competent full-time
staff even more difficult than it is at present because nearly all educa-
tors feel that their careers arc insecure when they have to step outside
the formal education system.: Above all, it militates against the adop-

1. An additional argument igainst auigning formal responsibility for adult
education to a ministry of education is that other government departments
may consider themselves absolved from playing a role on their own account.

2. See p. 133-4.
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tion or a lifelong/educational model; one of the dominant themes ofLearning to Be that 'the division between school and out-of-schooleducation must be. abolished. Circumstances differ from country tocountry but thin last point would seem 'to clhfch the agreement infavour of integration.1
As to methods of integration, the most common is to create adivision of adult education within the ministry of education. ThePhilippines took this step as lcmg ago as 1947 and .there is now aperceptible trend for other countries to do the same. In Norway, theDepartment of Adult' Education enjoys precisely the same status asother departments.
Another-striking trend is to create statutory national boards,charged with the dual function of providing a nation-wide serviceand co-ordinating the activities of the multifarious agencies engagedin the field. The Singapore Adult EduCation Board was establishedin 196o but has not attracted the attention that it deserves. Muchgreater -international interest has since been aroused by the KenyaBoard of Adult Education, set up in 1866, because of the breadth ofits functions and the potential lessons it con provide. forOther Africancountries. Burma has established an unusually comprehensive co-ordinating machinery:'
A Central Literacy Supervisory and 4o- ordinating Committeehas been formed under the Ministry oT Education. It includesthe Education Ministry, Information Ministry, the CentralSecurity and Administrative Committee the Burma SocialistProgramme Party, the Central People's Workers' and Peasants' -Councils, Village and Land Committees, and education offi-cials.

This committee is duplicated at the district, township andvillage levels to ensure active co-ordination and co-operationbetween the multitude of governmental and non-governmentalbodies, and also between the public and private sectors for thecarrying out of adult education activitic3 and the posti of thecommunity resources.
In the West European tradition, of adult education, which .has ada world-wide influence, there used to be a strong belief that a ulteducation was essentially a private, voluntary activity best left to thecare of private or non-governmental agencies. At the Elsinore Confer-ence in 1949, many delegates argued vigorously in favour of thevolu-ntary principle. The same argument was raised at the MontrealConference but this time

t. The first clause of a draft law for adult education in Greece reads: 'AdultEducation is a constituent part of the educational system, the aim of whichis to encourage the lifelong development of every citizen, both as an'individualand as a member of society.'
2. Evidence submitted for the Tokyo Conference.
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... many members expressed doubts.as to the complete validity
of the tasis in terms of the conditions operating in an age of
rapidly accelerating scientific and technological change!

And. Hely 'commented on the debate: I
... adult education was pioneered by individuals, and by the
voluntary Movements and organisations they founded or inspired.
Much was achieved, and much is still being achieved, by the
voluntary co-operation of adults and the efforts and activities of
the organizations they serve. Yet with the growing demand for
adult education, with- increasing pressure on governments to
finance adult education facilities, there is a tendency both for
statutory bodies or government kodies to undertake many of
the functions performed previous by vphintary organisations
and for the amateur to give way to the professional.

In theend the delegates at Montreal agreed on a compromise formula: 2
that in reorganizing to meet the adult education needs of

today, the real value of voluntary organizations and the'contri-
bution they can make should not be ignored.

By z 974- belief in the central role of voluntary organizations had not
been abandoned in many Western European counbies but it had
undoubtedly been weakened. In his recent comparative survey pre-
pared for the.Council of Europe, J. A. Simpson put forward'r catholic
definition of adult education but capped it by adding 'which is pro-
vided or supported or approved by public authorities'.3 The inference is
that adult education must carry the imprimatur of the State. Perhaps
Simpson is assuming that countries belonging to the Council of EurOpe
can always be counted upon to be marvellously enlightened. But
such a statement would not have been made even ten years ago.

Most governments, in or out of Western Europa, certainly do not
subscribe to the view that adult education should be primarily a

- voluntary activity. They recognize that, since adults have learning
,deeds too relevant to State policy and too costly and various for pri-
vate agencies or commercial undertakings to satisfy, adult education
must be a public service drawing upon public funds. A few govern-
ments, moreover, take the ideological stance that adult education
must be its own exclusive preserve so that,national rather than sectional
priorities can be determined and resources equitably distributed.

Nevertheless, a number of governments still attach' undiminished
esteem to the work of voluntary organizations. The Committee of
Enquiry into Adult Education in England and Wales came down
strangely in favour of an 'untidy pluralism" and many governments

r. Hely, op. cit., p.
2. Final Report, op. cit., p. 21.
3. Final Report, op. cit., p. 12.
4. cf. Jones, op. cit., p. 5.
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realize that non:governmental institutions are less likely to become
static than public institutions. The Scandinavian countries give non-

,governmental 4gencies financial support and refrain from interference
with the aims, content and methods of their programmes. The Swedish
'government is prepared to meet up to 75 per cetit of teachers' -and
group leaders; fees and to supply learning resources. The -Indian
government subsidizes the activities of a host of agencies, /as does
Austria, which recently greatly increased its financial subventions.
Other governments admit that non-governmental agencies have an
important contribution to make but insist upon co-ordinating their
activities. Po; this very purpose, Peru has established a permanent
co-ordinating council.

Whether to support or not support non-governmental agencies
is a decision that governments have to take in the light of tradition
and the scope of available resources. When resources are scarce it may r ,

be better that the public authorities on their own account should
concentrate upon. providing an efficient, if limited service, rather than
spread subsidies thinly over a number of agengjfes. Given reasonable
resources, however, the only circumstances in which support for non-
governmental agencies would seem to be unjustified are when govern-,

.ments abdicate from their own responsibility to provide services or
when there is calculated discrimination against particular agencies
or when there is wasteful duplication. What is certain is that when
governments abdicate responsibility for the co-ordination of activities
the result is disastrous. for adult education.
. In practice, the adult education service in a given/community
will frequently reveal duplicated 'programmes on the one hand and
large unfilled gaps on the other. This is true, for example, of non-
formal programmes in developing countries:1

Viewed in the large, non-formal education in all of the countries'
examined presents a picture of extreme fragmentation, reflecting
the diversity of sponsors and the natural inclinations of each
sponsor to concentrate on its own particular speciality or enthu-
siasm, to run its own show free of interference or obligation to
others.

In some communities adult educators and other professional workers
pursuing interlocking aims are like bees buzzing around a honey-pot,
whereas other communities are starved of professional help of any
kind. The solution is to guarantee planning, control and co-ordination
at both the national and local levels. Measures to bring about more
effective co-ordination are undoubtedly now on the increase, inspired
sometimes by government, sometimes by non-governmental agencies
and sometimes by professional adult educators, especially those
operating at the ,local community level.

i. ICED, op. cit., p. 22.
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Ai** national-level co-ordination between ministries" is Abso-
ltitely essential. Yet in most countries conflicts of interest between
tninisr' trice' and overlapping provision of prdgrammes , arc not at all
uncommon: Competition for scanty resourcis between community
deVelopment and adult education services is particularly noticeable
in, developing countries. The main reason why such wasteful conflict
has` recently become more acute is that adult education programmes
have rapidly mushroomed under the direction of many ministries
other than eduCation, notably the portfolios dealing with agriculture,
labour, health and ( ocial welfare.1 The problem is compounded by
the fact that these new programmes are seldom identified with adult
education as such.

There are two ways of ensuring inter;.ministerial co-ordination.
One is to place ultimate control of all adult education programmes in
one ministry and to require the minister to devise suitable co-ordinat-
ing machinery. Another method is to charge a public boardwith the
task. In practice, this second alternative appears also to serve the
purpose, in Kenya and Nigeria, for example, of ensuring collabora-
tion ntt only between ministries but also between ministries and
external bodies, for what the boards do is to bring together represen-
tatives both of the key ministries and of such leading non-governmental
agencies as the universities and trade unions.

In the socialist countries of Eastern Europe the government as
a rule controls and coordinates all adult educational activities at all
levels. For this purpose, Romania has set up a Council of Culture
and Socialist Education. The National Council for Co-ordinating
Activities in Pcru performs a similar function. Thailand established
in 1966 a National Committee of Adult Education, chaired by the
Minister of Education and comprising, among, other members, under-
secretaries from interested ininistrics.

In a few other countries, the specific problem of inter-ministerial
co-operation is not tackled directly but the government has set up a
national co-ordinating council. In 1966, Nigeria established a Nationi
Council for Adult Education which, exceptionally, is a non-govern:
mental body despite the fact that, together Nyith representatives of

,

t. The evidence submitted to Unesco in preparation for the Tokyo Conference
showed that miscellaneous ministries and departments-provide adult educa-
tion for specific purposes, namely: education and fine arts; science and re-
search; culture and recreation; health; youth and sports; agriculture and
forestry; lands and fisheries; commerce, trade and industry; labour and
social welfar; community development and welfare; information; posts,
communications and telecommunications; planning, development and recons-
truction; housing and urban development; office of economic expansion;
department of manpower and immigration; office of aboriginal affairs;
finance; defence and forces; interforhome affairs; public affairs;
foreign affairs; religion; justice; police; co-operative extension service; national
correction agencies; national parks service.
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the universities, voluntary organizations and the preis, it contains
representatives of the twelve federal states. In the United. Rephblic
of Tanzania there is a National Adult Education Council. The Nor-
wegian State Adult Education Council initiates and co-ordinates
adult education activities throughout the country.

Certain aspects of adult education, cspetially agricultural exten-
sion and occupational training, are frtquently regulated by a national
advisory body. Thus, in France, the Prime Minister himself pretides
over the National. Council for Professional Training, Social Develop-
ment and Employment. It must be stated, however, that most coun-
tries have not set up statutory bodies either to prevent inter-ministerial
strife or to ensure,If not a systematized approach to adult education,
at least the avoidance of *destructive' competition between agencies
and the waste of resources. Even in the utilitarian.field of occupational
training there may be confusional

Training facilities for adults are provided by a great variety of
public and private bodies, and, the field is so complex that
problems of co-ordination arc well-nigh insuperable and militate
against any attempt at planning.

Brief though their existence has been," statutory adult education boards,
comprising governmental and non-governmental representatiyis,
have already proved their worth and seem to be an ideal instrument
for exercising control and co-ordinationoYet in the .last resort, it is
futile to search for an ideal model since every country has its own
traditional methods of consultation and faces unique demands and
problems. The grip of tradition is most tenacious in those countries
where adult education Is seen primarily as an activity which ought
to be stimulated by voluntary - rather than governmental initiative.
In such countries, national associations have evolved independently of
governmental influence or even concern, though in the course of time
many of them have decided to squeeze as much financial support
from the State as they can contrive without compromising their.
.autonomy. The trend to form national associations has accelerated

incSe, about 196o and there is abundant evidence that the few associa-
tions with a long lineage have broadened and diversified their functions.2

O'

z. Unesto, Educational Planning. . ., op. cit., p.
2. The list of nation_al associations now includes the Austrian Conference of

Adult Education, the Adult Education Association of the United States, the
Canadian Association for Adult Education, L'Institut Canadien d'Education
des Adultes, the National Institute of Adult Education in England and Wales,
the Finnish Association of Adult Education Associations, the Scottish Institute
of Adult Education, the Australian Adult Education Association and the New
Zealand Adult Education Association. Sweden contains no fewer than twelve
adult education associations, which recently federated into a national Popular
Association. In the Netherlands there is the Dutch Centre of Adult Education.
National associations also exist in Belgium; Denmark, Finland and Israel. In
Yugoslavia there is an'association for adult education in each of the republics.
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Naturally, there are variations in the precise roles played by these
national assbdations but all share certain functions in common with
one another which, incidentally, also charfcterize the statutory adult
education boards. These include providing a forum for national
debate on current issues and policies, collecting and disseminating
information, carrying out research, initiating 'experimental projects
directly or ihdirectly, and maintaining a library and documentation
centres Above all, the associations proclaim adult education services
as an invaluable national asset and attempt to exert pressure for
greater assistance upon governments, politicians, employers and, not
least, upon the formal education system. Theimticc'ess in this ,endea-
your appears to have been relatively limited up to the present time.
Other

ilobbies,
including educational ones, are better organized and

more ncisive.
There is clearly a case for governments to preserve riational

associations wherever they exist and not to supplant them by com-
mittees or boards under governmental control, fat the latter may too
easily be transfOrmed into mere instruments of government policy,
which in turn may be geared exclusively to labour market considerai
tons or at least to restricted educgiool goals. By contrast, .indepen-
dent associations are free toindicafe wha the government itself aught
to be doing. Certainly; there is scarcely room for both a national
independent association and a national government board. The best
arrangement would seem to be one which, as'in Nigeria, permits a
statutory board, comprising both governmental and non-govern-
mental representatives and publicly, financed, to enjoy autonomy. The
risk has to be faced that the government piper may wish to call the tune.

vd The local organization of adult education is absolutely essential.
The duly elected authority must bath providc'adult education dirctly
and assist other agencies to do so. Yet co-ordination at the local level,
where the great majority of programmes are actually designed and
carried out, is often less easy to procure than at the national level, The
more a country devolve's. control of adult education upon local govern-
ment authorities, the more predictable it is that in. slime areas confu-
sion will reign. The necessary conclusion is that a national scheme of
co-ordination has to be backed up by local schemes of coordination,
enforceable by law. Indeed, the composition of the national board or
committee has to be broadly reflected in the composition of local
boards or committees. Sweden is aware of this need and in many
localities has established adult education councils consisting of repre-

, sentatives of the local education authority, educational associations;
libraries, trade union organizations and folk high schools. The United
Republic of Tanzania has set up district committees. Canada has many
local advisory councils.

The question is: who is to be responsible for ensuring local co",
operation? Except in those countries where the custom of voluntary
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ass feation is deeply entrenched, it is realistic to accord responsibility
A .41 ,sto cal government. As at the national level, it is, not necessary

that -1-'"' ocal government authority should directly control, but rather
that i should guarantee that, consultation takes place by one means or
another and, where appropriate, supplenient national subsidies to
both public and private institutions. A committee of inquiry into adult

_education in England and Wales, in 19.73, recommended that every
area should have a local developirient council for adult education:1,

We have in mind an ad hoc council widely representative of those
who have an interest din adult education as providers or users and
students. itepresentatives might be drawn from the major provid-

-ing,60dies, the ,educatitinal and quasikiducationdl institutions,
associations of tutors and teachers; industry, voluntary, social
and community organisations, associations for the disadvantaged,
local radio, local- societies, students' councils of adult .education
institutions andisimilar bodies. The major functions would be::
to facilitate discussion and consultation between ,all those inter-
ested in adult education so as to review and influence the
planning of adult education in the area; to ensure that needs
are met and that full acbrantage is. taken of the cultural and
educational° resources ef the area; indicate directions in
which provision is inadequate and to sponsor or suggest exper-
iments.

What should be the size of a local co-ordinating committee. The
, United Kingdom committee is in favour of a really large body for

two reasons: 2

. . . . as a means of involving the wide 'range of contributing
interests in the planning of t e service, and as a physical mani-
festation to all .concerned of the extent to which the service
permeates thee whole life of the community.

V
ahe reasons are valid but large bodies have a habit of becoming

orphous and lacking bite, not tO speak of falling under the control
self-perpetuating oligarchy. Thus, although it . may be necessary

to create a large body for the sake-of image-building, in order to ensure
continuity and positive action it is necessary tcrappoint a small execu- ."

tiVe body, the members of which are periodically required' to stand.
down.

Before leaving the subject of co-ordination, three caveats are called
for. The first is that co-ordinating mechanisms can be used not only
toocut out duplication and waste but to maintain the status quo. Now
'the object of do-ordination is as much to ensure that unfulfilled' eeds
are met as to preserve the established order. It would be a. pity if
improved co-ordination were to result in stagnation. The second caveat

i. Adult Education. . cit., p. 57-8.
2.. Adult Education. . ., op. cit., p. 58.
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h that local committees must be comprised of activists and not repre-
stntatives who are appointed or elected for purely political or honorific
purposes. 'Dr J. C: Mathur is adaniant on this point :'

Co-ordination has to be attempted through some well-known
devices such as co-ordination committees or action groups or
task fortes which shotild be different from the large bodies of
the unwilling and uninvolved as many co-ordination committees
are. People who are actually responsible for various aspects of
the programme should be members, and they should, be there
not as advisers, but be answerable° for different elements of the
programme."At every level, there may have to be a co-ordinator.

The third and most important caveat is that co-ordinating bodies are
likely to be ineffective nnless they control funds. and wield some exec-
utive power.

In the foregoing paragraphs the impression may have been given
that co-ordination is easy to arrange. The evidence shows that this
is not so. So many interests and personalities are, normally involved
even at the village level that acceptance of a common, purpose or a
mere gentleman's agreement to differ are difficult to achieve. tonal
histories, of adult education contain numerous exam es of rival
organizations warring over scarce resources from positi of grave
weakness Nor is co- ordination a prize that can be won once for all.
Yet without a permanent and conscientious effort to obtain co-ordina-
tion, adult 'education 'will continue to present a fragmentary appear-
ance and suffer in public esteem accordingly.

1. J. C. Mathur, Adult Education for Farmers, p. 17, New Delhi, 1972.
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Chapter 9

The problem of financing
In most countries however, the purse-strings were kept tightly
drawn and adult education got the crumbs from school edu,
catibn's well laden table. . . it was noted that those who were
nationally responsible, politicians and administrators alike,
were simply not alive to the objectives of adult education, and
that expenditures for adult education were considered to be.
optional- expenditures.'

0 If government control and co-ordination of adult education, directly
or by delegation, is a crucial prerequisite for expansion, no less so is an
adequate level of governmental expenditure. Some adult educators
are cynical about the hypocrisy of politicians who wax lyrical over
the social and economic value of adult education but steadfastly fail
to commit substantial public funds to its developrnent on a permanent
basis. Whereas ihe schools and universities are always sure of receiving
a large slice of the national income, the wink education services receive
small and often derisory grants' and are the first to feel the draught of
retrenchrtient. Wherever they may be gathered together, professional
adult educators are wont to complain that their programme's are the
last to be financed and the first to be cut in times of economic strin-
gency, The inadequacy and instability of revenue have led delegates
at a number of recent national and regional conferences to urge that
a fixed percentage of aggregate .educational budgets should automa-
tically be set aside for adult educatibn. When ministers have the time
and a motive to listen to the pleading of adult educators, they perceive/

1. Final Report, op. cit., p. 26.
2. Unesco conducted a survey for the period xg68 /6g which revealed that nineteen

out of thirty-nine respondent countries spent less than x per cent of their total
educational expenditure on adult education; ten spent from x to 2 per cent;
six spent 2 to 3 per cent; four spent more than 3 per cent.
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that there is a goo case. Thug, at the 1964 meeting in Addis Ababa,
of African ministe s of education it was agreed that 4 per cent of educa-
tional budgets sho d henceforth be earmarked for adult education.1
Nowhere has that re lution been enforced. The difficulty is, of course,
that adult education is trapped in a vicious circle, as W. V. Bell has
shrewdly pointed out: 2

An adequate adult education programme requires adequate
/financial support; achieving adequate financial support depends
upon the education of adults. This cyclic dilemma is bask and
common to leaders of adult education in all areastax-supported
institutions, private agencies, and co-ordinative organizations.
How can public recognition of the value of adtilt education be
developed within 'the respective constituencies: sufficiently to
evoke responsible action? The financial and the educational
elements of this question are inextricably linked. Each exerts a
controlling influence on the other.

The shortage of money for adult education is often.aggravated by the
fact that it is inequitably distributed in terms of actual needs. Many
allocations from public funds are made to agencies with existing pro-'
grammes or to agencies which submit bids for the financing of newly
minted programmes. Now, as indicated in Chapter 2, such agencies= -:
are usually concentrated in particular geographical areas and cater
largely for privileged social groups. In order to ensure that fund. are
disbursed to geographical area and social groups in greatett ed,
it is evident that special machinery should be set up for detertin g
priorities and allocating.rerouraahis could entaik giving no money
at all in support of many existing programmes but inviting bids
agencies prepared to arrange the kind of programmes cleaned
cially necessary.

, -

The one branch of adult education which has fared at all well
is that of occupational training, upon which, in some countries govern;
ments and commercial undertakings alike often expend vast sums Of
money. In such estimates Of national e4enditure on adult education
as have been made, the point has been reiterated that expenditure
on this particular form is many times greater than that on all other
forms combined. Such expenditure includes not only direct training
costs but payntent of salaries during leave of absence from work, tra-
velling expenses and bonuses for professiOnal upgrading of skills.

Despite the lamentations of adult educators, the financing of
adult education is a strangely neglected subject of study and research.
In Hely's otherwise comprehensive survey of issues and trends it went

r. In a statement prepared for the Tokyo Conference, the United Republic of
Tanzania declared that 'all governments should earmark at least 5% to
zook of their total annual education budget for adult education'.

2. W. V. Bell, 'Finance, Legislation, and Public Policy for Adult Education', in
Knowles (ed.), op. cit., p. 138.
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virtually unrricntioned.!' The report of a meeting organized by the
Council of Europe in 1968 noted: 2

Naturally, we must first of all try to find out how adult educAion
is financed nowadays, because no such study has yet been-made,
nor is it an easy matter.

- To obtain reliable figures for adult education expenditure is indeed
exceedingly difficult even in highly industrialized Counties. a Much
expenditure in both public and private sectors is hidden under a variety
of budgetary headings. Moreover, few attempts have been made to
estimate the monetary value of such non-teaching charges as free
accommodation: For the purposes of international inquiries, countries
submit statistics that are not susceptible to comparison.

An adult education service commensurate with the scale of latent
social demand caitbe provided only when the State is prepared to
/make frequent grants for capital expenditure .4nd annual grants for
recurrent expenditure. The question remains open, however, whether
the State should be a direct provider or contract out all or part of the
work to non - governmental agencies. As with control and co-ordination,
the choice ultimately depends upon national custom. The trend to inte-
grate all forms of education within a lifelong education framework would
seem to suggest, however, that public provision is bound to increase.

.Adult education agencies obtain their income from one or more
of four sources: national and kcal taxation; private expenditure;
participants' fees; grant-awarding bodies. Out of thirty-two countries
in 109 supplying information to Unesco on the financingof adult
education, four out of seven industrially advanced countries declared
that the State made available 50 pey cent of the funds; one (the United
Kingdom) reported 45 per cent, Poland roughly 11 per cent and Swit-
zerland less than 2 per cent. Nineteen out of twenty-five,developing
countries reported the proportion of State expenditure'a(.s riihre than
50 per cent of the' whole. These figures are speculative4 but clearly

1. The subject is also entirely ignored in the excellent United States survey, by
E. de S. Brunner, et al.,_ op. cit., 3rd impr. 1967.

2. Council for Cultural CERoperation, Committee for Out of School Education,
Financial Aspects of Adult Education, p. 5, Strasbourg, 1969.

3. Government ministries in Norway are unusual in that they can produce exact
details of their expenditure on adult education. In 1970, for example, no fewer
than thirteen ministries other than the Ministry of Church and Education
spent sums on adult education varying from 585 to 18,056 kroner. Expenditure
by the Ministry of Church and Education represented approximately 25 per
.cent of the total expenditure of all ministries, and this total, in turn, represented
approximately o.65 per cent of the total educational budget.

4. Speculative, to say the least. To estimate even the approximate expenditure
on adult education of ministries of education is not easy since manyprogrammes
are not recorded as specific budgetary items. Ministries other than education
also spend considerable sumvon such activities as training and agri-
cultural extension. Moreover, local government expenditure is more often
than.not an unknown factor.
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indicate a substantial State contribution to the national aggregate
expenditure whatever that expenditure may be worth in real terms.

Regrettably, expenditure in some countries has decreased during
the last ten years or so but taking countries as a whole there has been
a tendency for government expenditure to increase, however slowly.1
A few countries are obviously quite determined to put the financing
of adult education on a sound. footing. Sweden now allocates no less
than 14 per cent and the United Republic of Tanzania about io per
. cent of their gross expenditures on all forms of education. Nigeria
requires that 10 per sent of the income accruing from its Industrial
Training Fund be earmarked for general adult educational service;
an encouraging example of a government determined to keep in its
sights other goals than technological progress. In a recent report the
Committee for Out-of-School Education of the Council of Europe
took the view that

All organizations Which in their educational work serve the
interest of the community should be entitled to receive a public
financial . assistance for adult education. Suc'h organizations
should: promote education and not merely entertainment; play
a sustained part in a definite educational programme; be prepared
to provide full information about the numbers of their partici-
pants, activities and aims; not be exclusive or' inward looking
but serve the general interest.

Among the countries which believe in generously subsidizing non-
governmental agencies are Canada, Denmark, India, Norway, Sweden
and the United Kingdom. But it is noticeable that such g nts
seldom intended to cover the entire expenditure of the recipien
is because governments fear that agencies will become lax if they are
completely cushioned financially, while for their part agencies realize

. that they may forfeit their freedom of action if they cannot raise at
least some income on their own account. Many central government
grants are also made for a fixed term only, tither to permit an agency
to become firmly established or to prime the pump for a special pro-
ject. Judicious allocations of public funds both at the national and the
local level to facilitate the development of experimental programmes
can yield splendid results at relatively low cost.

Some governments do not make direct financial grants to non-
governmental agencies but assist them in a variety of ways which
effectively reduce their costs. These include permitting exemption
from taxation, providing room; textbooks and learning aids free of
charge, ,supplying and paying the salaries of teaching staff, and ten-
dering expert advice. ft..'

Programmes financed in cash from private sources are very largely

t. cf. Uneico, A Retrospective Survey. . . , op. cit., p. 47-48.
2. Council for Cultural Co-operation, op. cit., p. 2o.
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to be found in some of the more developed countries of Western
Europe, North America and in Japan by far the greater part of
the national expenditure on adult .education is private. Most of this
private outlay is borne by employers, especially 15y large commercial
corporations, some of which invest vast sums on occupational train-
ing.1 Collective bargaining by trade unions, notably, in the United
States, is contributing to the increase in this type of expenditure. Pro-
grammes financed in kind are mainly to be found in developing coun-
tries where government frequently contributes cash or capital goods or
both on condition that local inhabitants provide such physical materials
as are locally available and, more importantly, their own labour. Wher-
ever community development-programmes flourish, examples may
be found of buildings being erected and maintained by local com-
munities. 2

Unhappy consequences may ensue from reading too much signif-
icance into the scale of private expenditure on adult education. The
oft-quoted statement that the aggregate expenditure on adult educa-
tion in the United States exceeds Federal' and State government expen-
diture on secondary and higher education is presumably intended
to amaze the 'credulous by showing that the national investment in
adult education has reached unimagined proportions. So it has. But
it is essential to realize that the investment is concentrated mainly
in the one sector of occupational training. Other sectors continue to
be neglected and ,are likely to find their position deteriorating even
further if complacency is allowed to set in.

From the point of view of non-governmental organizations, includ-
ing universities, it is undesirable to become unduly dependent on
public funds. Freedom to experiment and to tailor activities to indi-
vidual and collective needs as identified by the professional staff ulti-
mately depends on the enjoyment of financial autonomy. This auto-
nomy is best assured when income is derived from a variety of sources
and not exclusively from the ,public purse.

Many agencieY try to augment income by fund raising, partic-
ularly by making appeals to industry and to foundations. Agencies
in developing countries often look for help outside their national
boundaries. -During the period since the Montreal Conference, aid
from national governments and international bodies in support of
programmes in developing countries greatly increased but became
more restrictive. There were two kinds of restriction: the first was in
respect of the type of programme; the second was in respect of the
duration of aid. In general, the new practice has been to fund an inno-
vative programme for a specified period of time on the understanding

t. 11. F. Clark and H. S. Sloan, Classrooms in the Factories, New Jersey, 1958.
2. Self-help of this sort is also sometimes remarked in industrially advanced

countries.

I
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that the recipierft country should eventually take it over and, extend
it on a regional or nation-wide basis. From the point of view of both

. the donor and the recipient countries this has proved to be a fruitful'
arrangement. Several of these aid .schemes, involving such matters as
correspondence instruction, are referred to in subsequent chapters.

Governmentsor where appropriate, local governmentsmust
decide whether adult education is a public service that ought- to be
more or less free to all those who satisfy the specified criteria for
entry into a programme, or a consumer, good which people ought
to pay for in whole or in part. At the present time; there are two extreme
views about this question. According to one view, facilities should
be absolutely free on the basis of the simplistic arginnent that school-
ing is free so adult education should be free. The opposite view is that
adults should pay economic fees for their education. In the middle:
are those who argue that some facilities Should be free but others.
should be paid for.

The most familiar argument in favOur of charging fees is that
people value only what they pay for. Paying even a nominal fee will
cause participants to take a programme more seriously and thereby

,,reduce the drop-oitt rate. A second argument is that competition be-
tween private agencieS is necessary so as to place a premium on the
continual improvement of programmes and therefore that fees ought
to, reflect what the market demand will bear. A third argument in
favour of charging fees is that it permits more rapid growth. Against
charging fees there are three main: objections. One is that the real
cost of most adult education programmeslike that of most formal
educational programznesis relatively so high that if they have clo
meet it the lower income groups will be disbarred from taking part.
Secondly, fees act as a disincentive not only to the poor but to would-
be participants in genera1.1 The third objection is that historical evi-
dence shows that when an agency is obliged to rely for survival on
earning income from students' fees it soon abandons all but its
profitable activities.2

In many countries there is a growing tendency to adopt the com-
promise of charging fees to adults whose careers will clearly profit from
a particular course. Thus, in developing countries, fees may not be
charged for the equivalent of primary education because that is seen
to be & basic human right but must be charged for secondaryeducation
because that represents a privilege not available to everyone. In devel-
oped countries the parallel is not to charge for the equivalent of

i. Strangely there is little empirical evidence about this subject; such as thcrc
is conflicts. Some agencies report that contrary to expectations the raising
of participants' fees has resulted in a the in enrolments.

2. See, for example, B. R. Clark, Adult Education in Transition: A Study of Institu-
tional Insecurity, University of California Press, x968, where the author describes
the effects of what he terms the 'enrolment economy'.
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secondarylgducation but to do so for higher education courses. Other
distinctions are worth makingone is between those who want to
raise the quality of a life already culturally rich and those who are
in some fashion disadvantaged, such as the physically disabled or
migrant workers. It may also be reasonable to ask those who have
already successfully passed through a specific programme to pay a fee
if for some reason they should wish to repeat the experience. Certain
categories of participants might be considered eligible for loansfor
example, those studying for a part-time degree. Three final conditions
might be made about participants' fees; one is 'that they should be
standardized so as to avoid discrimination; another is that fees should
be waived or reduced below the norm for experimental programmes;
a third is that participants should be allowed to pay fees in instalments
so as to escape having to find a large sum of money at the beginning
of a course.1

As with students' fees, there are two extremes of opinion about
paying fees to part-time organizers and instructors. At one extreme
there is the view that adult education is a social service and that part-
time staff are under an obligation to organize or to give a class or a lec-
ture for no more than their necessary. expenses. At the other extreme
there is the view that part-time staff should be paid the professional
rate for the job. It is impossible to lay down hard and fast rules in this
matter. In cultures where dedication to the public interest is deeply
entrenched, then part-time staff will give their best for no material
reward. The experience of Cuba during their 1961/62 campaign
against illiteracy= and the general experience of Burma and China in
recent years demonstrate that the large-scale employment of full-time
salaried school-teachers, university students and professional people
on a voluntary basis is perfectly possible in some societies. By contrast
it is the experience of adult educators in other countries that if part-
time staff are not paid competitive fees and expenses, the service may
gain in terms of reduced expenditure but suffer more or less acutely in
terms of quality.

To be sure of a secure future, adult education agencies in any
country need to be funded on as regular a basis as, and on a compar-
able scale with, schools and universities. Where economic resources
are considerable it is desirable to draw upon public and private financ-
int but in the last resort it is the State which must bear responsibility.
According to a general principle enunciated in the recent Council
of Europe report on financial aspects of adult education:2

t appears to be generally recognized that the State (Le. all
public authorities) ranging from the government to the local

1. It is not always necessary to pay fees in cash. In the Gabon, for example, stu-
dents may pay'in foodstuffs or other commodities.

2. Council for Cultural Co-operation, op. cit., p. 20.
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authority) accepts the promotion of adult education as one of
its duties as is the case with school and university education.
This means that a financial contribution towards the cost of a
comprehensive system of adult education is a duty of the state:
a number of delegates go further and think that the basic financ-
ing of adult education as a part of public education is a duty
of the state.

In the Federal Republic of Germany, 6o per cent of the grants for
adult education are paid by towns with more than I oo,000 inhabitants,
yet only 30 per cent of the population live in such towns. Rural areas
are much less well served.'

Commission I at the' Tokyo Conference, pointed out that:2
It required no great effort of the imagination to suggest such
things as direct contributions from enterprises, new levies, tax
exemption arrangements,- the lifting of taxes on cultural pro-
ducts, and even, for adults of privileged groups, self-support etc.
The crux of the problems seemed to be that many countries had
never, before known such a level of private income combined
with such a shrinkage of public resources. It was true that many
countries had adopted a system based exclusively upon the
satisffiction of individual needs to the 'detriment of communal
facilities of all kinds', both health and culture.

Reallocation of financial resources is the only realistic answer to the
problem since in many countries expenditure on the formal system of
education has already swollen to terrifying proportions. To raise ,still
further the percentage of national budgets devoted to educational
expenditure is out of the question. However, a strong case for realloca-
tio of resources can he sustained, nut only on grounds of social justice
but on grounds of social benefits. Much of the current expenditure
on the formal system is wasteful in that it produces school-leavers and
university graduates who are either unemployable or not employable
in the job for which they have been trained or to which they aspire.
By contrast investment could be channelled into'those forms of adult
education from which social benefits clearly deriveforms that
include not only occupational training but health education. In one
of his two addresses at the Tokyo Conference, M. Rene Malieu boldly
stated that he had:3

.. no hesitation in saying that in certain cases the present
distribution ought to be revised because it is too neglectful of
thoseand I am referring to adults--who make up the active
portion of the population, improvement of whose training will
therefore contribute more directly to improving the prevent

1. Council for Cultural. Co-operation, op. cit., p. 20.
2. Final Report, op. cit., p. 26.
3. Final Report, op. cit., p. 66.
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behaviour patterns and raising the productivity of society; but
whatever may be the desirable proportion to4 establish between-
what might be called short-term investmentsby which I mean
adult education,and long-term investments, i.e. the .education
of the young, we must realise that what we have to do is balance
the requirements of two phases in a single, continuous human
process and two components of a single policy.

And the General Report concluded:'
Statutory support for adult education and increasing financial
funding from public sources was yet another noteworthy feature
of the post-Montreal period. There was still, however, far too
little public money devoted to adult education. The budgetary
allocations for adult education- would have to rise significantly
during the 197os if life -long education were to be made possible.
The Conference pointed out that this would require whole-
hearted commitment to adult education by governments. The
scale and method of financing would be crucial dining the
coming years.

Funding from public sources does not imply relying exclusively upon
revenue from direct or indirect taxation. Governments can legitimately
require.the industrial and commercial sector of the economy to bear
all or most of the cost, of occupational training or general education
for the work force or both. Moreover, if inclined, they can imitate
Nigeria and reallocate some of the revenue raised by industry and
commerce to general adult education purposes.

The great advantage of public funding within an integrated
global system of education is that economies of scale may be achieved
and unit costs reduced. Costs are also lower a symbiotic attach-
ment is formed between .formal and non-formal education. Moreover,
public funding is the only Way of ensuring that help is given where it
is most needed.

At present, adult education suffers from a severe shortage of funds
for all purposes. Non-teaching expenditure is derisively small. If adult
education institutions are to receive funds commensurate with their
objectives, they will have to demonstrate that they are able to use
those funds efficiently and in certain respects more effectively than
the formal educational system. Beyond small-scale book-keeping
there are few signs as yet that adult educators see the importance of
-measuring the costs of various choices and analysing the results of their
expenditure. Such a cost/benefit approach, however, will have to
become commonplace in the future.

To sum up the last two chapters, adult education must be a cen-
tral government responsibility. It must be guaranteed appropriate
structures and adequate financing by means of State laws prescribing

1. Final Report, op. cit., p. 12.
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criteria for, and minimum levels of, expenditure. It is essential to have
a comprehensive planning strategy, thmigfi this, does not rule out a
pluralistic pattern of provision. Co-ordination should be. ensured by
the creation of inter-sectoral committees. Adult educatibil, hoWever,
will wither if it is too rigidly controlled from the centre. Local initia-
tive,..co-ordination, and control are all important. So also is the freedom ,

to experiment of private as well as public agencies.

re
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0 Chapter iv

Research and development
To browse.through historical documents about adult education within
almost any national or international context call, 4e a chastening
experience in that problems thought to be contemporary often turn
out to be perennial or at any rate recurrent. Moreover, proposed
solutions turn out to have beenepproposed several times before and'
even supposed innovations turn out not to be innovations at all. Much
effort is wasted in this way. To profit completely from the leSsons of
the past is notoriously impossible. in whatever area of human endea-
Vour. Nevertheless it would seem that, as a social service, adult educa-
tion has been, especially profligate in ignoring its antecedents. It is
only commonsense to try systematically to formulate working hypo-
theses and to proceis' and disseminate information about important
findings and interesting experiences. In short, there is an urgent need
for the adoption of a realistic research and development 'poliey. The
need was not even considered at the Montreal Conference and it is
significant that] Arnold Hely made not one reference to research in
his post-conference survey. The Tokyo Conference, however, noted
with regret the neglect- of, research in adult education:1

Since adult education was still an 'emerging field of study it
was imperative to examine objectively and systematically the
appropriateness of what was being done. In general, empirical
and operational research in the field of adult education had
been neglected. Nearly all the time and resources of education
departments had been devoted to Pedagogical matters. For this
reason, one type of person of crucial importance to the future of
adult education was the research specialist.

There are several reasons why up to the present day research in adult

t. Final Report, op. cit., p. 36.,
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education has been sparse. To begin with, educationists throughout
the world have tended to concentrate upon isspcs affecting primary
and secondary, and more recently higher, education, sparing only
an occasional glance in the direction of adult education. Secondly,
scholars in the.social sciences have so single-mindedly pursued their
sepal ate disciplines that they'hnVe largely ignored the education of
adults except tan incidental field of concern. Thirdly, the indeter,
urinate nature of adult education, especially by comparison with the
relatively clearly defined sector of formal education, has caused educa- e

don specialists to shy away from it. Fourthly, and as a corollary to the
above reasons, there has been an acute shortage of research funds),
Finally, those who administer and organize pfogrammes have been
far too busy themselves to indulge in'what they fear may be abstract
theorizing and time-consuming, arid invcstigaiions.

Yet research in adult education deserves to be treated as a high
priority both by government and adult educators, for at least four
good reasons. First, as we have seen, the growth of a nation's economic
output nowadays depends upon the efficient training and retraining
of the workforce' and this in (turn entails effective planning, deploy-
ment of staff resources, application of educational technology, cur-
ricular design and recruitment of studentsrequirements that cannot
be left to hit-or-miss arrangements. Secondly, in all branches of adult
education nem, approaches to, and flexible methods °of, programming
and communication will become effective only when there is a steady
and discriminating accumulation of tested knowledge and experience
upon which to base and 'evaluate them. Thirdly, practitioners will
only obtain good results when they adopt the habit of formulating
hypotheses about the impact of their programmes which arc subject
to empirical measurement. Accordingly they must constantly consider
'ow to identify needs, how to make decisions about what courses, to
offer, how to present those courses, the optimum length of a given
course, and so on. Finally, neither government departments nor
grant-awarding trusts, especially in the cost-benefit period we have
now entered, can be expected substantially to increase their financial
support for adult education unlesS, in place of moral arguments
backed only by subjective evidence, they are confronted with coin-
pelling evidence derive.d from systematic inquiries.

' Up to the present time research in adult education has com-
monly but erroneously been identified with esoteric activities carried
on in universities. Some-of the research undertaken in universities

t. cf. Brunner et op. cit., p. 5: 'Another reason for the paucity of adult educa-
tion research has been lack of financial support. Among all the agencies concern-
ednly the'Agricultural and Home. Economics Extension Servicethe joint
rural adult education enterprise of the United States Department of Agricul-
ture and the state colleges of agriculturehas devoted appreciable amounts to'
research.'
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may well e useless to either man or beast, as some adult eduEators -

contempt oust), maintain, but much of it has been strictly relevant
to operatlonakpractice. It is a question, therefore, not of channelling
research iln entirely new directions but of conducting more research
on the ,s/aine lines as at present and. ensuring that it is applied to. the
desiguland conduct of programmes an&not lost in librries. For small
though,the'amount of research has been, very little of it has influenced
practice. . , ,,.

Adult education, like law, medicine or engineering, is a practical
discipline whose aim is to effect change in people's habits and' atti-
tudes, to improve, methods and techniques of communication and to ,
help solve urgent social and economic problems. 4ipFilied and active
research rather than pure resear h are therefore called for. This is
the' view taken'in-the U.S.S.R. here the principal research goal is to
improve the efficiency of evening schools. The General Adult Educa-
tion Research Institute, origmaltylfOunded in. Lenin-grad in i961,
employs i oo research Wdrkers, representing a wide range of disciplines,
maintains a library contain nz 2oo,boo volumes and invdtigates adult
education phenomena Of all Inds. Applied and actiqp,research tech-
niques are also consistently used in functional.litei-ky Trogrammes
as a. means of empirically monitoring operational programmes while
in full 'progress with a view to detecting errors or weaknesses and to.
indicating measures for eradicating them: This does not mean that
pure research is to be discouraged, but rather that researchers should

.resist the tendency to assume that only.. knowledge derived &Om' ,

classical 'scientific methods of inquiry is .,of any value. Valuable
investigations may take thefolm Of fact-findingor of rising simple tools
to asseSsth merits of quite small programlnes, Any attempt, at what-

.ever level, to 'tes5t hypotheses or to classify knowledge and, experience
deserves to be acknowledged as a contributign to researci)i.' Thus,
the humblest organizer at the yillage level who expenments with
'methods of communication and modestly reports on and evaluates
each of his prNects is perfcirming a useful

for.
ivice. Since adrninistratott

and planners can seldom spare time fo exp rimentation under labo-
ratdry conditions they must necessarily concentrate upon on-going'
research directly related to eir programme ofwork. For instance,
they will want to study grow s of adults currently attending classes
rather than attempt to control groups. To dispense with control
groups may well displease some social scientists, but as a rule inquiries'.
can be initiafezi only in the light of administrative expedience.

. 1

6

1. InPractice, most ad cators do take a, libeal view of what constitutes
researi. cf. nner et ; op. cit.,' p. 6: '. 7 . an examination of,te works
listed "in ad It education reseaf,Oh bibliographies reveal an exceedingly
liberal defirc ion of wha:f constiv.ites reiearch,, Wdrks which seem, to be merely
statements philosophy based on the author's personal experience and his '
inevitably li ited knowledge of the experience of othets, are freely included.'
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So far there has been too little communication between research-
ers and active adult educators, which helps to explain why some
research is sterile and why so many useful findings have been ignored.
Communications must be improved so that researchers can deal with
actual problems and ensure, through consultation with field workers,
that their investigations are well grounded. It is, moreover, only
through' such close consultation that the development factor can be
kept in the forefront. In principle, the freedom of university staff
and others to choose their own research interests should be preserved,
but government, foundations. and adult education administrators
have a right to commission research projects which are directly appli-
cable to known needs and problems. Indeed, research projects have
proved to be most worth while When research teams have been answer-
able to committees which contain programme directors with the
power to implement any recommendations concerning practice.

The main topics so far to have attracted the attention of researchers
are adult learning (see above), group dynamics, teaching methods,
administrativ'Q and organizational procedures; evaluation and parti- .

cipation. Relevant to the number of other areas that might be investi-
gated, undue attention has been devoted to the phenomenon of
participation in educational activities. This is doubtless because it is

- comparatively easy to frame, and complete research projects about
the attitudes, interests and characteristics of participants since they
constitute a captive audience. As Rene Maheu pointed out at the
Tokyo Conference, it is the non-participant about whom we require
more information:'

1 It might also be well to analyse the deeper causesfof one aspect
one- which I consider crucial and which has not so far been
studied muchof what has come to be called the crisis in edu-
cation, namely the fact that in most countries adhlts do not
sufficiently feel the need for education. This phenomenon calls
urgently for intensified sociological; psychological and edu-
cational research, thf results of which would provide a solid
foundation for the regeneration of the content, forms and method:.
ology of adult education. Governments, above all, would stand
to gain by possessing `Scientific data on this question when deter-
mining the measures to be taken to give adult education optimum
7fficiency in relation to the community's economic and social

/development goals, while at the same time satisfying individual
aspirations. .

Aside om the Phenomenon of non-participation, two vital areas
which h ve 'so far-been neglected Aare planning and financing. Coin-
miisio I- at the' Tokyo Conference referred to: 2

41

k Final RePort, op cit., p. 64-5.
2. Final Report, op. cit., p. 24.
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; the shortcomings of-existing conceptual and technical tools,
of the urgent need for methodological research prelimina(y,
or parallel, to the work of planning; this urgency. was further
increased by the diversity of current methodologies and ap-

. proaches, as also by the loose_ ness of the definitions employed
and the absence of statistical data.

More understanding is required about the planning and financing of
current programmes so that more rational procedures can be adopted.

There is an acute shortage of statistics about adult education
and such national statistics as do exist are notoriously unreliable. Twb
of the 'several reasons for the unreliability of available national sta-
tistics are:'

First, agencies producing faCts and figures interpret its [adult
education's] scope in a variety of ways; for some it refers to any
educational activiq that adults engage in whereas for others it
means exclusively literacy programmes or remedial education
or formal education. Secondly, methods of -Collecting' data tend
to be conspiciously unscientific and there is evidence that some
institutions are addicted to padding enrolment figures.

Even before the Tokyo Conference, Unesco's Office of Statistics had
turned its attention to the problem of 'Collecting statistics on formal
adult education as part of the process of preparing an International
Standard Classification of Education (ISCED).2

The Tokyo Conference recommended that Unesco should:3
. . . consider the possibility of an initial data..gathering project
with a view to setting up a permanent system for the gathering
and processing of statistical data on adult education..

Since the Conference considerable progress has been made. Unesco's
Office of Statistics has produced a manual* designed to assist Member
States wishing to collect statistics on formal adult education. This
manual provides a definitional framework and a prictical classification
for programmes of formal adult education. The'manual has been field-
tested in a pilot project in the Libyan Arab Republic,5 and another
pilot project is currently under wa'y in Norway.

1. Introduction to J. Lowe (ed.), op. cit., p. 2.
2. For a.number of years education questionnaires sent out to Member States

have included a section on adult education. The Office of Statisticswas reluctant
in the past to pubigh any statistics because some sections were,returned blank,
others had 'data 4fbt available ' written across them, and others could give
only speculative dtiniates or partial figurei.

3. Final Report, op. cit., Recommendation 14, p. 48.
4. Unesco, Proposals for . . ., op. cit.
5. Unesco, National .aileaog of Adult Education Programmes in the Libyan Arab Repu-

blic, 1973,.Paris, irnesco, Office of Statistics, August 1974; and its Statistics On
Formal Adult Education in the Libyan Arab Republic, 1973, Paris, Unesco, Office ;
of Statistics, 1974 (unpublished statistical report).

.
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. . .
Statistics on non-formal adialt education and self-directed learn-.

ing present special problems of collection. Since no enrolment or
registration of participants takes, place, data cannot be collected from
adult education organizations. The most effective way of collecting
data on non-formal adult education and self-directed learning is
through persOnal interviews. The United Nations is actively encour-
aging countries to establish a programme. of integrated' demographic,
social and related economic statistics through household surveys.
Through this programme it will be possible, in the long run, to obtain
statistics on all types of adult education.

The field of adult education suffers from the fact that new know-
ledge often remains 'unknown beyond a. small circle of specialists.
Commission 2 at the Tokyo Conference emphasized: .

. . . the need. for the wider dissemination of research results not
only within each country but also internationally. For the purpose
of disseminating research findings speedily and efficiently more
documentation centres were required. More annotated 13iblib-
graphics and up-to-date handlists of research recently completeil
or currently in progress would be invaluable. ..

.

Detailed bibliographies on adult education now exist in Africa, Canada,
England and Wales and the United States. A bibliography on adult
education in Western EurOpe is about to be published. The European
Bureau of Adult Education circulates abstracts gleaned from journals
and reports. The Institute for Adult Literacy Methods in Tehran not
only conducts inquiries into the comparative effectiveness of various
methods of proViding literacy instruction but issues regular reports
and bibliographies, besides offering an abstracting service. The Etiro-
pean Centre fon Leisure and Education, which is sponsored by
Unesco, publishes regular reports on research' in progress and has
commissioned .a series of annotated country-by-country bibliographies
on leisure. Dr Colin Titmus is currently preparing both a dictionary
and t thesaurus pf terms in several languageswhat 'is the precise
m6. ing of L' Education Populaire?, What is the difference between an'.
anim teur and 'an adult educator'? All this is very encouraging but
there\ remain whole areas of the world where no serious attempt is
made to gather information about publications in adult education.

A few systematic attempts are now being made to collect and
dissenlinate information about research findings. Documentation
centreS, have been established in the Federal Republic of Germany
and in the Scandinavian countries, In 1967, the ERIC Clearinghouse
was eltablished in the Unitqd States with a view to accumulating a
complete record of research reports and -any literature whatsoever

/ relating, to adult education. This clearinghouse has already acquired
an enormous amount of material both from within and without the
United States. Unesco itself has established a documentation centre

18
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under the wing of the Division of Adult Education which, although
small, has an important collection of original material mainly dating 4
from bout 197o. From the international standpoint, the situation
will sliCirtly improve considerably, thanks to the plan of the Interna-
tional Bureau, of Education systematically to gather data from every
part of the world. One prpblefn to be borne in mind is that a good
deal of research pertinent to adult education is undertaken by social
scientists whose primary interest lies elsewhere and who publish their-
findings iniApecialist journals concerned with their respective disciplines.

Until very recently purposefuJstudy of adult educatioin within a
comparative perspective was a ost non - existent.. Today, however, a
giAwing number of adult educa 'lists, mainly attached, to university
departments or adult educafion, are devoting themselves to compara-
tive studies as an academic. pursuit. The lead has been given by the
International Congress of University Adult Education (ICUAE),
under whose auspices a seminar was hbld in 196.6 in the United Stares,
the main object being toagree upon a.universally admissible definition
.of adult education and to construct a few working research Models
which could ibeqapplied anywhere" in the world? A drive to promote
comparative studies has been made by the adult,education section of
the Ontario Institute° for Studies in Education (OISE). Besides
publishing a new journal, Convergence, this 'department has arranged
major international seminars o ethodology 'and provided an

'opportunity for foreign scholars tnalend sabbatical leaNes at OISE.
Thanks to its initiative, the I970 seminar at the famous Pugwasir
centre, Nova Scotia, toolc., as its -theme the promotion of comparative
studies in adult education. For its own part, Unesco has demonstr4ted
keen interest by sponsoring sever7.1 cemparative inquiries, including
two studies of the role of universities and the professionnal training

- of aklult, educators undertaken by ICUAE. In January 1972, Unesco
also. helped to subsidixop an international expert meeting at Nordborg
organized by the 15anish National Commis'sion for ,Unesco.2 At the
Tokyo Conference, delegates endorsed the perceptible trend to.expand
comparative Studies by Making some specific recommendations:3

, Considering . that the planning of education, like any other ,

planning, calls for a planning-programming-budgeting ap-
proach and that the requirements of life-long education
entail coordinated planning o ool and adult education
systems,. t,

Considering also that the difficulti encountered in the planning
of adult education stem fro an inadequate awareness

$.,---,

i. For tic proceedi 4 of this meeting see Livcright an ood (eds.), op. cit.
2. Agenda' for Comparative .Studies in Adult Education: Report fro International

Expert Meeting, 1972, Syracuse, 1972.
3. Final Report, op. cit., p. 48.
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among those responsible, from a shortage of specialists
and from a lack 6f comparable ata.

Recommends that Unesco:
z. Organize, as frequently as possible, regional seminars, open

to various categories of participants, on the planning, admi-
nistration and financing of adult ed cation;

2. Encourage small international meetings for the comparative'
study of adult education.

Two kinds of study are initially required in order to establish compar-
ative adult education on solid foundations. First, it is necessary to
have a series of descriptive/analytical surveys of the anatomy of adult
education in as many countries as possible. The few national surveys
so far published have taken the form either of an appraisal of selected
trends and issues or a systematic 'account of the over-all provision.
There have also been two types of authorship: a sole author; or a team
of authors. For the purpose of merely conveying information either
approach suffices but from the point of view of evolving an analytical
method the study by one author is preferable.'

The second kind of study, already being undertaken by several
scholars, is to identify a particular process or activity which is control-
lable in scale and for which sufficient reliable data appear to be
available and to scrutinize ifs manifestations in as many countries as.
possible. Such a controllable research inquiry is the training of pro-
fessional adult educators, for wherever training programmes exi
investigators can film to the supervisory staff for information in e
expectation that it will not only be forthcoming but authentic. The
list of controllable research topics is bound to be small especially if
investigators try to deal with more than two countries and the metho-
dological problems are always formidable.

There are certain complex question's suitable for examination
. by teams of researchers which should attract financial support from
aid-giving,foundations. Some of these questions are as follows:
Is adult education a significant variable in national development

planning or is it not?
Which approach to introducing adult education programmes has been

more effective in the developing countries: the British or the
French? Consider, say, in relation to Sudan and Chad or Ghana
and the Ivory Coast.

What forms of adult education have been transferred successfully
from one culture to another? Why were they successful?

O

i. A good example of a comprehensive survey by one author is Dr Titmus' Adult
Education in France. Two excellent Ph. D. theses have also recently been complet-
ed on adult education in Kenya and Ghana respectively, the first by Dr Roy
Prosser, the second by Mr. Kwa Hagen. Two examplqs of multiple, authorship.

are: D. Whitelock {ed.), Adult Education in Australia, Adelaide 197o; and
Knowles (O.), op. cit. '
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What has been the measurable impact of specific international aid
programmes in the sphere of adult education?

Can one derive hypotheses from social change theories and test their
validity against the lessons of mass education campaigns?

Questions like these are of a different order from the quest for useful
information previously referred to. They ask 'why' rather than 'what'
and any attempt to answer them will entail leaving the descriptiVe
method far.hchind and embarking upon an exacting methodological -

exercise.
At this stage in time the iriterest of policy-makers and senior

adult educators i comparative studies is essentially pragmatic. They
want to acquire knowledge which can be applied, to learn about
organizational innovations and new methods which can successfully
be adapted for their own use and to try to avoid the mistakes made in
other counfaies. With. the aid of research they would also like to be able.
to estimate the economic and social benefits generated by their own
programmes both to justify their continuing existence and to lay claim-
to public subventions for linear expansion as well as for ad hoc projects.
Specialists in developing countries have an added incentive to be
utilitarian, for such adult education structures 'as were inherited
when their countries became independent were usually' based on
metropolitan models. Now they are intent upon designing their own
planning models, constructed in part out of their own creative planning
and in part out of what is worth transferring from other countries.
Their practical outlook is an asset to the investigator rather than a
discouragement since it means that they may be willing to support
inquiries which promise to yield practical results.

The relationship betweeiteOmparative education and comparative
adult education as fields of inquiry needs to be defined. Is there any
justification for the latter to set itself up as distinct from the former?
It would seem so, for unless adult educators study their own field,
no one else apparently will; comparative' educationists are too few
and already faced with too many subjects related to the formal system
to want to deal with adult education as well. But, more importantly,
the organization and distribution of adult education activities are
so complex as to be known and 'understood only by the investigator
who is prepared to specialize. This does not mean that comparative
educationists need know nothing about adult education or avoid
writing about it, any more than that adult educationists should ignbre
the pre-adult sector. It does mean, however, that no one can effectively
study the phenomenon of adult education in more than one culture
without a great deal of relevant knowledge and experience.

Close collaboration between the two branches of educational'
research is indispensable. If adult educationists have much to learn
from the methods of inquiry elaborated and empitically tested over
many years by educationists, educationists can 'also learn-from adult
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educationists for as the latter fade and overcome the research problems
that arise, they arc inventing their own methods and making discoveries
Of value to educationists in, general. It scarcely needs saying that
researchers in the two fields, moreover, are both equally interested in
such contemporary developments as the articulation of education
and work, the transition from dependent pupil to independent adult,
the interrelationship between adult education and general education
processes, and the interaction between all types of educational insti-
tutions and the communities which they serve.

Which are the institutions best fitted to undertake research in
adult education? For practical as well as prestigious reasons the
impetus for most research will probably have to continue to come from
the universities. The main reason why universities should retain.this
responsibility is that research and the training of adult educators tend
to go best hand in hand. Already, the recent increase in the number
of adult educators has led to the creation of many professional training s'
units, especially within the universities. The staff appointed to these
units are obliged to engage in research as a necessary way of building
up a body of validated knowledge that can be studied by students.
Moreover, as part of the training process, particularly at the higher
degree level, they require their students to learn how to undertake
research and' to write dissertay r theses based upon specific
inquiries. In many countries a ood de l of the unpublished research
and noea little of the published materia on adult education has been
the work of post-graduate students. But, as already argued above, all
those involved in adult education at whatever level should be influenc-
ed by the notion of research and development. This does not mean
that the field worker is required to fathom the mygteries of social survey
or sampling techniques, but merely that all adult educators should
continually analyse what they are doing and compile regular analy-
tical reports about their experiences and conclusions.

In countries where there are a number of universities or where
the university tradition is strongly conservative, there is a good case
for establishing a national research and development centre for adult
education, either quite independently or as a sub-unit of a 'lifelong
education' centre. Such a centre could quickly acquire an overview
of nation-wide research needs, liaise with government,. employers and
adult educators about research needs, undertake major research
projects and commission others to do so, tender advice about
research problems on request,. prepare directives, bibliographies and r
abstracts, and take steps to ensure that information about research
findings are widely diffused. s

In every country it is important toRdraw up regional and commu-
nity plans for sustained research over a number of years. Either a
research and development centre or the universities could take the
lead in bringing together all the interested parties and devising a pro-
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gramme for deploying resources, finances- and personnel as efficiently'
as possible. The following might be a suitable ranking ordcfof priorities.
I. Recording and classifying existing material whether it be published

or unpublished.
2. Preparing a comprehensive survey of existing facilities.
3. Commissioning ,,straightforward descriptive studies of providing

bodies and their programmes. If expert advice is available from
social scientists, so much the better.

4. Writing up past history so as to acquire a sense of perspective and
develop a tradition.

5. Studying the relationship between social change and adult educa-
tion, including the effects of migration, urbanization and industria-
lization.

6. Making comparativt analyses of the efficacy of different teaching
methods.

7. Studying the organization and administration of particular adult
education programmes and their effectiveness.

8. Commissioning longitudinal studies of the effectiveness of different
programmes.

9. Commissioning controlled experiments with the newer media.
In the last resort useful research in any field is only possible when
there is an adequate supply of trained researchers and a sound system
of financing. At present much of the investigation in adult education
is undertaken by persons unversed in research nlethods. Many of the
publications take the form of impressionistic comment which, however
shrewd, is no substitute for the rigorous reporting of the resifts of
scientific inquiry. The situation is unlikely to improve -untit-govern-
ment and foundations, seeing the national importance of adult edu-
cation, encourage the establishment of competent research units by
commissioning regular projects.



Chapter I

1;

The international dimension
Today there exists an urgent need for the developed nations greatly
to enlarge the scale of their assistance for all purposes to the developing
nations. More than half the people in the World are underfed, ill
housed and unhealthy. Robert cNamain, president of the World
Bank, recently pointed out that, ..hou4. emergency action, the gap
between rich and pool' naticfns will idea -even further:1

His nation may have doubt or tripled its educational budget,
and in the capital city there may be an impressive university.
But for goo million chirdren of poor farmers like himself there
are Still no schools; and for hundreds of Million of others, if a
school, no qualified teacher ;s and if a qualifi teacher, no,
adequate books.

His nation,frnay be improving its communications, and .jet
aircraft' may be landing at its it ternationahairport in increasing
numbers. But for the poor farmer who has, seldom seen an air-
plane and never an airport, what communications really mean
and what he all top, often does not haVe----is a simple all-weather .
road th it would allow him to get his'Meager harvest to market
when is time is right and the prices are good. < .

f the rich nations do not act, through both aid and trade, to
minish tiny widening imbalance between their own collective

wealth and the aggregate poverty of the poor nations, develop-
ment simply cannot succeed within any acceptable time frame.
The .community of nations will only become more dangerously
fragmented into the privileged and the depriOed, the self-satisfied
and the bitter. It will not be an international atmosphere con-
ducive to tranquility.

ed s; tflyen, mast do more to promote at

i. R. S. McNamara, quoted i Converaencs, Vol. V, No. 4, 1972, p. 9..
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least minimal equity in the distribution of wealth among nations.
But the developing nations must do more as well.

It has also been pointed out that from the self-interested vantage
point "of such countries the welfare of the developing countries is
essential:'

For once it seems that conscience and necessity are walking hand
in hand. We are aware that the under-developed areas represent
a threat to the peace both of the world and of our own minds.

In relation to_the education ;f adults this burnihg question was
:alreadya-Matter of concern at the Montreal Conference where one
of three commissions considered ways and means of ssisting the
developing cq ntries. Delegates took the need f international
undcrs nd to be axiomatic: 2

ival Nukes that the countries of the world must learn to\
ve toge cr in peace,. 'Learn' is the operative word.

The .qu on was, what should be the specific contribution of adult
educ in to international co-operation? One priority at least was
deg:

z
The countries which are better off have an, opportunity of per -
-forming such an. act of wisdom, justibe, and generosity as could
seize the imagination of the whole world.

Since 1960 the vol4rie of international co-operation in adult educa-
tion has grown considerably, although the total impact remains small.
The ramifications of multilateral and bilateral co-operation are com-
plex but it is important tat all internationally minded policy-makers
and professional adult eduCators should be aware of them if only to
ensure that they will bend every effort to ensure that there is tighter
co-ordination.

The United Nations family of agencies extended its commitment
to adult education during the first development decade. The "Rim'
and Agriculture Organization (FAO) and the Iriternational Labour
Organisation (ILO) have developed noteworthy programmes. Through
its Human Resources Development and its Conditions of Work
Departments, ILO has helped to improve the effectiveness of technical
and vocational training programmes, especially by campaigning for
flexible working xonditions; in close collaboration with the interna-
tional trade-union movement another section of the ILO has concen-
trated on the expansion of education for trade unionists. Since 1960,
ILO has published CIRF Abstracts, the aim of which is to convey up-to-
date information about world-wide innovations and experiments, as

1. A. Cutic, Educational Strategy for Developing Countries, p. to, London, 1962.
2. MonIfeal Conference, Final Report, op. cit., p. 8.
3. ibid.
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well as information about major trends in the general development of
manpower resources. FAO has included adult education components
in its programmes for the preservation of natural resources and the
training of agricultural personnel and farmers besides collaborating
with Unesco in implementing functional' literacy programmes for
farmers.

Several intergovernmental organizations have shown increasing
' interest in adult education. Thus, the Council of Europe has organized

a number of meetings and sponsored a series of specialist studies, which
have already made a formidable contribution to the literature of adult
education. The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and DevNop-
merit (OECD) became interested in adult education in the ep.rly' seventies and has energetically promoted the policy of recurrent educa-
tion in its member countries.

There is scarcely any nOn-goveriunental international orgartizar
lion which does not Ray someAttention to adulreducation. The World
Confederation of Labour (WCL) has held a number of adult educa-
tion conferences and seminars in Europe, ..Latin/America,, Africa and ,
Asia for workers and farmers, concentrating especially on national
development problems and trade-union education. The International
Confederation of Free' Trade,Unions (ICFTU), in co-operation with
the Canadian Labour Confederation, sponsored a world conference in
1967 on 'Labour Education' 'and has held a nuntter of regional semi-
nars ancl*study groups, including a pre-Tokyo meeting in NorWay.
The World Federation of Trade Unions (WFTU) has been active in
the field of literacy, collaborating with Unesco in.1969 in organizing

o a Wbrld Conference on Functional Literacy in Cyprus, Ittother pro'-
grammes have included seminar-workshops on aspects of 'Vocational
training and trade -union education and development projects. The
Adult Education Committee of the World Confederation of Organiza-
tions of the Teaching Profession (WCOTP), formed only one year
before the Montreal Conference, has arranged meetings of specialists
in many parts of the world and published papers on a number of
topics of current concern. The World Federation of Teachers' Unions
(WFTU-FISE) has a special interest in research about the concept of
lifelong learning. In 1971, in Khartoum, it organized a regional
meeting for .representatives of African teachers' trade unions on the
role of teachers in functional literacy.

Inaugurated in 196o, the International Congress' of University'
Adult Education (ICtJAE) Nis held two world conferences, in .Den-
mark (1965) and in, Canada ( x97o). The congress publishes a quar-
terly journal, the journk ofthe International ,Congress of .University Adult
Education. The International Federation of Workers' Educational
Associations (IFWEA) with a ,membership in fifteen countries; has
continued to arrange an annual seminar in addition to occasional
conferences. In 1965, a group of enthusiasts specializing in correspon-
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---dindetdtdhliciiVfyfiiiect ?he- Inleiindfidriat'ecitincit-eirreoires-pi5n
Bence Education, which has since been highly prodiictive.

Outside Europe and North America regional co-operation was
virtually non-existent :before 196o.^ But during the sixties several
regional associations were formed and there was a general increase
in regional exchanges of information. The first association to appear
(1964) was the Asian& and South Pacific Bureau of Adult Education
(ASPBAE); it is supported by nine countries, publishe1 a journal, has
sponsored several regional meetings in .South-East Asia and, despite
its-lack of resources, has don't much to interest governments and non-,
governmental agencies, in its region in the cause of adult education,
The East and Central African "'Adult Education Association, also
formed in 1964, (curimilsly enough, only twp Months after ASPflAE),
arranges an annual seminal' on professional themes in conjunction
with its annual general meeting, out of which a number of published
reports have appeared ah such topics as research and training. A for-
ward stride was taken at the 1968 conference when delegates resolved
to change it into a pan-African association to be known as the African
Adult EduCation Association. One of the reasons was to bridge the
gap between English-speaking and French$eaking African countries.
In 1966, representativei of a small group of Latin American countries
formed a regional association entitled Inter-American Federation for
Adult Education (FIDEA). One area in the world where there has
been a good deal of regional co-operation is Central America. Based
iri Costa Ri6a is the Instituto Centro-American de Extensio..n.de la
Cultura (ICECU) and in Mexico there is the Regional Centre for
Functional Literacy in the Rural. Areas of Latin America (CREFAL)
which is supported by Unesco. The Centro Intercultural de Documen-
tacion (CIDQC), internationally famous because of the panache of
one of its board members, Ivan Illich, is a meeting place where
humanists in every field discuss ideological change and development
in Latin America. The centre provides research facilities and a docu-
mentation service besides orgamzing occasional seminars; for example,
a seminar held in January 1972 considered alternatives to the present
educational systems'in Latin America. We may also note La Asocia-
don Latinamericana de Profesionales (CREA) in Venezuela, founded
by former students of OREFAL. Co-operation among the Arab States
is mainly associated with the Arab Regional Literacy Organization
(ARLO) and the Regional,Centre for Functional Literacy in Rural
Areas in the Arab States (ASFEC), which is situated at Sirs-el-LayYan
in the Arab. Republic of Egypt and financially supported by Unesco.
In 1969 adult educators from Canada, Mexico and the United'States
of America arranged a regional conference which led to the formation
of a joint consultative group. In Western Europe, despite living a
hand-to-mouth, exiqcnce, the European Bureau of Adult Education,
with twelve member countries, has greatly extended tie scope-of its
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services. Its-journal Notes and Studies, published in three languages,
is widely read, and since 1969 it has been ,providing an invaluable
abstracting service. The bureau keeps in close touch with the, Council
of Europe and arranges frequent seminars.

Since the Montreal Conference there has been a notable expan-
. . sion of exchangel programmes both for professional adult educators

and for workers and members of co-operative movements. The former
are often sponsored by universities and adult Mucation organizations,
the latter by the big.mass organizations, for example, the International
Co-operative Alliance (ICA). Uneeco continues to 'offer travel grants
to educational leaders in Workers' organizatioris and adurt education
associations; exchanges are available for any Member_ State, candi-
dates being selected' with the active participation of workers' organi-
zations. Already at the,,Montreal Conference., it was apparent. that -a,
stnall band of adult educators had come int& existence who spoke a
common professional language and who understood one another's
aims and problems. Thanks to the frequency of international confer-
ences, and the relative reduction in the cost of air travel, mac and
more professional adult educators are finding it possible to participate
in regional and international 4gatherings and on the way tOvisit their
colleagues iztother countries.

International aid maybe organized either multilaterally or bila-
terally and it may be financed from either public or private finids.
Following the emergence of many new independent countries in the
early sixties, programmes of international a1 were: eonsidcrably
exi)anded through the international programmes of the United Nations
family (UNDP) and the °International Bank for Reconstruction and
Development as well as multilateral and bilateral programmes arranged
among Member States. The Unesco/UNDP projects provide experts,
equipment, and fellowships for developing countries whose govern-
ments request assistance. A few regional seminars and workshops on
adult education and literacy have also been held with UNDp's
financial support. Since 1964, UnescO has administered certain trust
funds for the development of education in seventeen Member States
from which' adult education pro'ects have already benefitedfor
example, in Afghanistan there is a coroperative ,education project
planned in collaboration with FA and financed by SIDA (Swedish
International Development ,Aut orit, In Zambia a functional
literacy project integratediwith a ricultural extension has been financ-
ed by secondary school pupils in enmark and Norway. The World
Bank has sponsored major proje is designed to assess the relevance
bf non-formal education to nati nal development.'

Numerous aid programmes 11 ve been financed by single countries
among which are Canada, the candinavian countries, tl e United

i. Sec page 201-2
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Kingdom, France, the Federal Republic of Germany, the Union of
Sgyiet Socialist Republics, the United States of America, Switzerland

d Italy. In addition toproviding advisers and equipment, aid pro-
grammes usually offer fellowships which enable edult educators from
developing countries to attend both short- and long-term courses in
the donor country and to make prolonged study tours. Among Mem-
ber States awarding fellowships are Australia, Canada, Denmark,
the Federal iiblic of Germany, Spain, Sweden, the Union of

glomand the IT
States of Amelca. Next, there has been a variety of specific aid
schemes. Belgium has given, assistance to Burundi. In 1969 Spain
donated 1. million pesetas to the literacy campaign in P.araguay.
-Until 1972 Denmark offered an annual long-term training course

. for adult educators working in rural areas. Sweden has built and
equipped a vocational training centre at Yelepa, Nimba Country, at
a cost of $2 million. In 1967 the Scandinavian countries agreed to
support a co-operative .extension programme in. Kenya for a period
of five years. The Federal Republic of Germany trains adult educators
from a select number of countries, in Africa and Central America
and has recently started to provide funds for the development and,
where necessary, the establishnient of national institutes of adult
education, belieVing that in each country there is need for a strong
infrastructure. Japan offers long-term courses for overseas -technicians
and skilled workers. Saudi Arabia provides assistance to other Arab
States. Israel offers training courses, sends out experts to run local
training schemes, and supplies specialists for short- of long -term
assignments. In addition to long-term aid schemes, there Have been
several 'one-off' or ad hoc projects; for example,. the Kellogg Founda-
tion (United States) provided a capital grant arid a short-terria recur- ,
rent allowahce to enable residential colleges to be established at
Nsukka in Eastern Nigeria and at Oxford in the United Kingdom..
The Dag Hammarsjkold Foundation (Sweden) financed two major
international training courses in correspondence education and as-
sisted five African countries to launch correspondence c rse centres.
A recent tendency has been for international agenci s to finance

...applied research projects. One such projec 'rected y Dr Jamesrh
Sheffield and Dr Victor Diejomaoh, led in 1 .71 to the ublication of
a. substantial' report Non-Formal Education in African 4' evetopment.

Like the Montreal Conference, the Tokyo - inference devoted
some time to examining the prpblem of int national co-operation.
While noting with satisfaction the great' variety of developments
recorded in the foregoing pages, it reached- the disquieting conclusion
that:1 '

The inadequacy of international_and bilateral aid was also very

t. Final Report, op. cit., p. 12= ,
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apparent. For many developing countries with strained econo-
mies, where the demand for education greatly exceeded avail-
able resources, substantial international or bilateral aid held
out a major hope of advancement.

The truth is that, if one leaves on one side the relatively large sums
expended' on functional literacy programmes, only a minute percen-
tage- of the over-all aid for educational programmes is allocated for.
adult Aducation. Then, there isthe problem that so much aid turns
out- to-be- inappropriate -in -that :it encourages the-proliferation of pro-
grammes that do not fit into the existing system of adiet education or
causes the recipients to devote resources to the maintenance of plant
and equipment which might more profitably be spent in other ways.
There is growing evidence that certain donor and recipient countries
have become increasingly doubtful about the value of external aid
either in the form. of personnel or material inputs. Other drawbacks
of many present agreements are that financial aid is fragmentary and
available for a short term only. There is also, perhaps not surprisingly,
in view of national preoccupations with economic outputs, an undue-
stress on skills training at the expense of other types of educationgl
programmes. Disenchantment with the effects of external aid, has
been reinforced in- some countries by scepticism about the valuo of
certain kinds of foreign experts.

This is not a c*ounsel of despair but an indication that both donors
and recipients need to ensure that aid is furnished only for those
schemes which have been thought out thoroughly and which chime
with national or local development plans. The Tokyo Conference
debated the question what kind of co-operation between countries
was most beneficial and concluded:1

Noting that there was a demand in all coun' es for technical
co-operation and that there was in the dev ed countries a
corresponding-desire to respond to that deman d to carry
out exchanges, the CoMmission stressed the need to pick out the
critical points so as to be able to define the for co-operation.
For instance, the situation was to be avoided whereby adult
education not only did not result in any democratization but
resulted instead in a deepening of the gulf between iiivileged
and upderprivileged.

The conference also took the view that priority should be accorded
to the countries that might be designated the least privileged.

One encouraging trend is that of devoting external resources
to non-formal types of learning, particularly in order to foster rural
development. Thus, 2 o

A.I.D. [Agency for International Development] programme

1. Final Report, op. cit., p.
2. Evidence supplied by the United States for the Tokyo Conference.
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of tech 'cal co-operation has ide tified as one of its three priority
areas' or ssistance during th 197os the area of non-formal
educa 'on Whereby systematic earning can be provided outsidk
the formal system,

Coombs has p intcd out that as the developing countries 'entered
the 197°'s the found, themselves, without exception, in the throes
of a deeciedin educational crisis', of which for several reasons rural
15Forile we t e most serious victims. This. crisis pronipted a Strong
new interest b policy..inakm-in-what_carne to be _called zionfformay
education.

ICED, of hich Coombs is the director, has performed a &liquefy
important, se ce by conducting several searching surveys of out-'Of-
school. progra mes in developing countries, under,contract to Unicef
and thc World ank, with a view to showing how non-formal education
can make an i valuable contribution to' rural development.

It was poi tett out above that the complexity of current patterns
of internationa co-operation points to the need for far More effective
means of co:0rd nation than we have at the present time. In furthering
the expansion o adult education through international co-operation,
Unesco clearly as a role to play of cardinal importance.,'This fact
was noted by elegates at the Elsinore Conference but, according
to Hely, that rile was imperfectly performed in the fifties because;
within the very, nfrastructure o(Unesco itself, there was no attempt
to co-ordinate a d integrate:

. . . all' its ogrammes concerned with the education of adult
within 'a sins le Department of Adult Education. ,

,;
He also conside d that Unesco was unwise to,aceept the narrow
definition of adul education adopted by the Elsinore Conference and
deplored the fact hat:*

The; Consult Live Committee on Adult 'Education, established
on the recom endation of the Elsinore Conference, had the
responsibility o advise, not Unesco but the Adult Education
Division of Un sco. This meant that, strictly speaking, its advice
was confined t progtammes and acnVities limited by both the
bUdget and the urposes of this single division.

This arrangement, he rgued, left the status and role of the committee
uncertain. To make m tters worse, the Composition of the committee
turned out to be insu ciently representative of the diverse adult
education interests invo yed.

Although recognizing that many of the Elsinore recommends;
'tions had been followtyl up, delegates at the Montreal Conference

t. Coombs, e1 1., Attacking Rural Povertt. ., op. cit., P. 3-4.
2. Hely, op. cii., p. 92.
3. ibid.
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felt that Unesco's contribution to the field was inadequate on three
counts:1

(a) was devdting too small a proportion of its total budget
to adult education even ifthe term 'adult education' was inter-
preted as loosely as possible; (b) that Uncsco's efforts in adult
education were too dispersed and unco-ordinated to be fully
effective; and (c) that the consultative machinery for adult edu-
cation established at Elsinore was no longer appropriate to the
tak.n.

After the Montreal Conference, Unesco created a new tripartite
department consisting of youth, literacy and adult education divisions
as well as an International Advisory Committe for Out-of-School
Education. Unfortunately for adult education Is a wholeand in
the long run for literacy itselfattentionwas chiefly concentrated upon
the development of literacy programmes, not least, perhaps, because.
UNDP was prepared to furnish substantial funds, especially for the

' functional literacy projects launched during the second half of the
&fade. The adult education division remained numerically small and
devoted its main efforts to formulafing and clarifying new ideas.
From about 1969 a reviving interest in adult education was discern-
able in Unesco, an interest.which, steadily quickened after the General
Conference decided at its meeting in 197o that a third international
conference should be held in 1972., .

At the Tokyo Conference a number of resolutions were approved
proposing that Unesco should enlarge its activities in the adult educa-
tion field and give a lead to the efforts of international and non-
governmental organizations actively concerned with adult education.
In his initial address, the Director-General of Unesco outlined the
Orgallization's plans for strengthening its support for the cause of
adult education:

I propose that the Organization, which, as I have said, has for
several years devoted most of its efforts in out-of-school education
to literacy work, should henceforth consider adult education
in its entirety as a priority field of action; to that end I have
recommended a rate of growth of Regular Budget Appropria-
tions for this purpose of 21.2 peO6cent for 1973-1974;2,5 per cent
for 1975-1976, and 15 per cent for 7 -1978.

As for the programme in view, its aim is to contribute both
to the expansion and to the regeneration of adult education. To
this end, Unesco 4tould intensify international co-operation in
this field by developing links and exchanges between countries
and facilitating general access to research findings. In addition
Unesco would help Member States to make better use of the
resources available in educational institutions, whether scho-

1. Hely, op. cit., p. 95-6.
a. Final Report, op. cit., p 67.
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lastic or non-scholastic, to derive fuller advantage from modern
educational techniques, especially through wider -use of the
communication media, to train staff capable of/organizing and
running the various forms of adult education and, finally, to
strengthen information,, guidance and advisory services for adults
who are pursuing -their studies. -

In his concluding address the Director-General declared that the
Conference seemed to have eats' igncd Unesco four functions:1

ft') to serve as a worl&wide clearing house 'for the collection,
analysis and dissemination of information;

(b) to encourage and help facilitate communications bitween
specialists by organizing symposia or by encouraging exper-
iments and research;

(c) to intensify the aid given to Member States, notably 'for the
preparation of policies, plans and programm'es' and 'the
training of skilled personnel;

(d) to provide a framework for international consultation at the
regional and international levels.

The general tenor of the Director-General's remarks at Tokyo ,was
that Unesco proposed in future,to give considerably higher priority
to adult education than in the past.

Since the Tokyo. Conference, however,- Unesco has not yet found
the means to enlarge its commitment to adult education. At its meeting
in May 1973 the International Advisory Committee for Out-of-School
Education offered the following general observation. 2 .

1. There is an obvious gap between the statements giving high
priority to adult education, made by Unesco and by Member
States, and the financial and personnel resources made avail-
able to it in the Approved Programme ibr 1973-1974 and
envisaged in the Medium-Term Programme. Furthermore,
the budget allocations which were foreseen in document
17 C/4 for Unesco's overall work in the field of adult educa-
tion and for the Adult Education Division as a central stimul-
ating and co-ordinating body did not show any significant
increase either in relation to Unesco's total envisaged future ap-
propriations or to the corresponding proposed budget for the
Education Sector.

2. In the light of the above, the Committecstressed the impor-
tance of Unesco acting positively to fulfil the general agreement
expressed and the assurances given at the seventeenth session
of the General Conference that all possible action would be
taken to increase the resources available to adult education by

/ reallocation of resources in respect of both manpower and
finances generally within the Education Sector's budget. In
this context, the Committee noted that efforts should bear on the

c. Final R_ Report, op. cit., p. 79.
2. II_ nem° doe., Ed. 73/Conf. yot/3, p. 2.
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best possible operational programm as'these will obviously
attract additional support and stimulate other similar endea-
vours.

But even in 1975 it is still too soon to pass judgement. Unesco has
clearly been profoundly influenced by the key recommendation in
Learning to Be that education should be treated within a lifelong
perspective and is currently engaged-in-the refigtAy process bridentify--
ing all those facets of its many-sided activities, including adult educa-
tion, which might be subsumed under a single conceptual and perhaps
administrative framework. Moreover, there is an important proposal
under consideration to transform the legal status of aduilt education.
This was embodied infRecommesidation 7 of the Tokyo Conference
which ran as follows:1

Guided by the spirit of the United Nations Charter, the Consti-
tution of Unesco and the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights,

Believing that the right of individuals and nations to education,
their right to learn and to go on learning, is to be considered
on the same basis as their other fundamental rights, such as
the right to health and to hygiene, the right to security, the
right to all forms of civil liberty, etc.,

Noting that, while adult education in the developed countries
poses problems of social advancement and of adaptation to
the scientific, economic and social conditions of life in the
ever - changing world of today, total illiteracy continues to
afflict almost one-third of mankind, for the most part in
Asia Africa and Latin America,

Recalling that, whereas adult education thus continues to be a
serious matter for the developed nations and societies, for
the peoples of the Third World it is a problem of tragic
proportions, thwarting their efforts for development and
social advancement,

Considering that the fact that mankind shares common problems
and a common destiny obliges all countries and all peoples
to act in fellowship, concerting their efforts and pooling
theit resources in order ;o devise adequate solutions with
the aim of securing mares all-round fulfilment,

Considering that the international community, which has given
its sanction once and for all to the just cause of decolonization
as a force for peace and progress, for all mankind, is duty
bound to strive to complete the process of decolonization
by seeking adequate ways and means of going to the help

. of almost a third of mankind Which is still struggling to fret
. itself from the toils of total illiteracy,
JYoting that decolonization will never fully attain its aim if a third

of mankind, being illiterate, not only remains a frustrated

1. Finid Report, op. cit., p. 43-4.
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onlooker of the development of the other two:thirds,
but plays no part in the pursuit of progress and in the
enjoyment of the benefits of universal progress,

Considering th 'at international co-operation is a decisive factor
in the development of education and that aid to the vast
majority of the peoples of the Third World in this field is
both a vital necessity and an act of justice, wisdom and.
historical restitution-,

.Notes that recognition of the importance of adult education for
the satisfaction of individual aspirations, economic and
cultural development and social prOgress is still far from
expressing itself to anything like the desirable extent in
practical action by the public authorities, working in con-
junction with social organizations;

Recalls that countries, regardless of the level of development
which they have reached, cannot hope to attain the develop-
ment objectives which they have set themselves and to
adjust to the changes of all Idng,s which arc occurring in all
societies at an ever accelerating rate if they do not give
increased and constant attention to adult education min
provide it with the necessary human and material resources;

Reiterates that a genuine regeneration of education and the
creation of conditions for life-long education require that
circumstances be created in which adults can find an answer
to their problems in the context of their own lives, by choos-
ing among a range of educational activities whose objec-
tives and contents they have themselves helped to define;

Considers that the elabordtion and the adoption of an interna-
tional instrument concerning the basic principles and prob-
lems set forth above could well help to indicate solutions

. to the problems of the quantitative and qualitative develop-
ment of adult education as a whole and more particularly
to the eradication of illiteracy; and consequently,

Recommends that Unesco explore the pooibility of preparing, as
soon as possible and in accordan0 with, the Rules of Pro-
cedure concerning Recommendations to Member States and
International Conventions covered by the terms of Article
IV, paragraph 4, of the Constitution, a recommendation to
'Member States concerning the development of adult edu-
cation, 'in relatign to 'the total liberation of man.

The object of this recommendation was twofold: first to enhance the
public status of adult education in Member States by guaranteeing
minimum standards of provision; secondly, to encourage Member
States to enact appropriate sustaining laws. The Unesco General
Conference, at its seventeenth session which took place in November
1972, proposed the preparation of a preliminary study of the technical
and legal aspects of an international instrument on the development
of adult education. Such a study was duly prepared by the secretariat.
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arid considered by the Executive Board at its meeting in June 1974.1
,-431 The Executive Board unanimously decided that the document
should be presented to the General Conference* at its eighteenth
session, in October 1974. At that conference the two key questions
considered were: was it opportune to make such a ruling? how should
such a ruling be regulatedby an international convention or through

_a_recommendation, to_ Meinber_ States that they should choose the
measures required to achieve the objectives set forth by the Tokyo
Confei.ence? The' General Conference decided that an International
Instrument on the Development of Adult Education should be drawn
up, a momentous step in intergovernmental recognition of the impor-
tance of adult education in the last quarter of the twentieth century.

As long ago as the Elsinore Conference i t was agreed: 2
. . . that if the aims of this Conference and of Unesco are to be
achieved there must be developed an effective world -wide adult
education movement. It believes, however, it would be prema-
ture . . . at this time to recommend the establishment of a perma-
nent world organization for adult education.

Eleven years later, at the Montreal Conference, the United States
presented a proposal, discussed in Commission 3, that a World Council
on Adult Education should be formed and subsidized by Unesco.
Again, it was decided that the time was not yet ripe.3

A diitingnished observer at the Tokyo Coaerdiee was rofc
J. Roby Kidd. He had served as President of the ontreal onference
and it is he who has done more than any man alive to f ther the
cause of international co-operation in respect of adult educa
several achievements have included arranging an extraordinary
number _of internationafl contacts and meetings and founding the
journal Convergence. In his writing and speeches, Professor Kidd has
presented a case for establishing an international association and this
has received a favourable response in many quarters. Convinced that
adult educators in the Third World were particularly keen on regular-
izing international co- operation by means of a permanent co-ordinat-
ing machinery, Professor Kidd came to the Tokyo Conference with
the desire to see the formation of a full-fledged international associa-
don for adult education.

Supported by several colleagues from a number of countries,
Professor Kidd convened an informal meeting to discuss plans for the
inauguration of such an association. The meeting was well attended
and gave rise to an unexpectedly heated controversy over the desir-
ability of creating yet another international body. Some of those pres-
ent, nearly all from Western Europe, argued that international

1. Doc. 04 EX/12.
2. S2=147 Report, p. 32.
3. Montreal Omferenee, Final Report, op. cit., p. 25-6.
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bodies had proved tb be far:more unstable and-poverty-stricken than
national bodies. INT anothei`orOnization to enter the world arena
would be to wea still 'father the. existing organizations and to
lead ,to more-intd ompefition for already scarce funds. A counter_
argunient to this vi w was tat an international council,,for from being
divisive, could help'to str ngt the existing organizations and ensure
world solidarity. Iewas cl that a majority of those present accepted
this constructive vi wpoints .

Following th Tokyo Conference, Professor kidd took steps to
bring about the tablishment of what it was now decided to call an
International co cil for Adult Education. As all those had predicted
who had lear over the years to respect his ingenuity sand tenacity,
Professor Kid succee ed in fulfilling his task 'n a remarkably short
space- of fi e. The I ternational Council for Adult Education was
formally !established in 2973 and, appropriately: enough, tift,first
Chairman was Malcolm Adiseshiah, formerly Deputy Director-
General of Unesco. Professo Kidd himsellwas nominated *Mary
General. President Julius Nyerere of the,United Republic of Tan.zania
accepted the invitation to become Honorary President. ..-

Under its constitution the objects of the council and its means
of action are as follows:
To promote all forms of adult education as a means of tnliancing

peace and security in the world, international understanding
among peoples and the advancement of less developed ckuntries.

To promote adult education as a part of the restructuring of the
educational syStem, relating it to the development needs of the

,
i

_ . .communty. .

To advance activities of member associations and institutions and to
encourage ,co-operation amongst them.

Means of action -

To advise and co-operate with inter - governmental bodies, interna-
tional non-governmentarnrganizations and other institutions
dealing with adult education.

To undertake and promote the organization of conferences, seminars,
training courses, the operation or documentation centres and
a publication program.

To undertake such other activities as the Council may decide, in
pursuance of its aims.

The council has rapidly established close relations with other inter-
national organizations, including the International Council on, Cork
respondence Education, the International ,Reading Association, the"
World Alliance of YMCAs, the 'International Congress of University
Adult Education and the International Federation of Library Ass&
ciations. The council has also wisely recognized that the strength of
any international organization. ultimately depends upon the strength
of its regional sub-structures and to this end it has set up or is in
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process of setting up regional information centres in East Africa,
South-East Asia, Eastern Europe, the Middle East and Latin America.
Wherever possible these regional centres are being shared with the

, relevant regional adult education association..
At _the root of regional and internationalco-operation Iiei co-

operation between key institutions. Both the Adult Education Division
of Unesco and the International Council for Adult Education have
fully grasped this fact. Since the Tokyo Conference, tile former has
introduced a regular publication entitled Information :Notts: Adult Edu-
cation, which already has a world-wide circulation, and prepared
directories of descumentation centres, adult .education journals and
associations of adult education. The explicit object of these publica-
tions is to build up a world-wide communications network so that
adult education agencies no miner where they may be can qtablish
direct and indirect contact -with agencies elsewhere in the yvorld
which are facin similar problems or which have adopted prograirimes
and methods whi seem challenging.' For its Iart, the Internationj

4t: ouncil signific c ected for its first major se4hinar in September
1974 to bring ogether the senior officials of national associations of
adult education.

When considered in an international perspective adult education
has two facets. On the one hand, there is the question of the contribu!.,
tion that international aid schemes can make tolioning out inequa-
lities between nations. As we have seen, the wesepeseale of aid is
quite inadequate, although the experimentaryorld literacy projects
havc shown what wonders can be perf4mqi1 by -means of intimate
collaboration between agencies and adeqhafe funding. On the other
hand, there is the question of international co-operation as a factor
in the development of adult eddation. Here the present auguries are
most encouraging.

4

k

. .
1. Thus, in Geneva in 1973 a meeting was convened jointly by Unesco and the

International Bureau of Education to consider ways and means of streng-
thening the links between adult education documentation centres. In 'conse-
quence, an international co-operative abstrActing service is-being developed.
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Chapter 12

Towards a learning society
At the lend of Chapter, z it was suggested that adult education had
climbed to a higher platau than might have seemed attainable even
ten years or so ago. The question now is whether it will slip back or
mark time or advance upwards. The short answer might well be that
everything depends upon national priorities and choices. So it does.
Nevertheless, certain inevitable or likely trends arc to be predicted
which transcend national barriers. It is also possible to specify certain
measures that, irrespective of national circumstances, would transform
adult education into a full-blown public service with an extensive
coverage. .

What arc the inevitable trends to be discerned? The first is that
private consumption ofadult education will continue to expand. Pven
if thwarted of public support, the active and ambitious will find ways
and means of satisfying their desire to learn whether liy-studying alone
or by paying the maiket price to an institution. But, as stressed repeat-

, edly in the preceding pages, these activists will tend to be among the
relatively privileged. Secondly, there pill be a continuing expansion
of facilities for occupational training simply because' governments,
employers and trade unions have a vested interest in securing and
maintaining the efficiency of the work force. Thirdly, it is difficult
to see how the process of institutionalizing adult education can no*
be arrested, for if institutions arc difficult to create, they are even more
difficult to destroy. Fourthly, the newly established cadres of full-time
educators will ensure that the smattering of professional expertise
is reinforced. Fifthly, international exchanges of ideas, information
and personnel will continue to proliferate if only because there are
now so many regional and international associations anxious to streng-
then their programmes and a rapidly increasing number of adult edu-
cators deeply linterested in innovations outside their own countries.
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Sixthly, the democratic spirit of the age indicates that the hierarchical
structure of adult education will steadily crumble as subject -oc trcd
instruction progressively yields to activities focused Cal indi dual

learner's largely controlling their olio studies. Seventh, the applic on
of educational technology will intensify and become' lmore effecti .
Finally, the tendency for governments and adult

) educators themselye.
to regard adult education as being designed as much to meet comme

. nity,as individual needs will continue.
r,

So much for near certainty. There is then a whole series of desir-
able developnients, all enumerated in -preceding chapters; which may
or nay not flourish because their elity depends upon the willingness

. of governments to sustain and fina ce them. They include, among many
oth,ers,, raising the \administrative status of adult education until it
attains parity with other sectors of education, expanding the numbers
of full-time staff, and ensuring that suffibient accommodation and
learning aids are made available for adult learning purposes.

Elsewhere reference has been made to The well-known gulf be-
tween words and deeds and to the time-lag between the enthusiastic

'acceptance of new educational theories dr of innovations in organi-
, zqtional and teaching methods and their practical implementation.
At the end of the general debate at the Tokyo Conference,' Rene

. Malacu, who has listened in his time to more futuristic declarations
than most men, wryly mused:' I .

)
When one compares the debate which -has just taken place with.,
those of

is
conferences of a similar nattily, the progress

in ideas. is striking. Where, did the concept of life-long education .

stand before the Montreal 'Conference in z96o, or lhat of_

r functional literacy before the Teheran Conference of 1965, or
that of ctiltural development 'before the Venice Conference
of ig7o ? All'' these ideas which are now presented and accepted
as obvious had as yet barely,enierged, and were far from being
readily, understood, much less freely accepted, by all..I have a
confession to make: I sometimes even wonder if such new, such
complex ideas, which entail such profound social and mental

- changes can really have been assimilated so quickly, in their_
practicil similation had been as
real a.

plications at least; if this assimilationin
'. has been swift to manifest itself at the verbal surface

level, we sho'uld now be witnessing changes in our societies
which, one is forced to admit, have not occurred with the same
rapidity.

t .
Adult education has stiffered throughout its history from verbal praises
never matched by practical assistance. In general it has survived and

, sometimes flourished in spite of receiving only meagre official support.
But in most countries it has today probably reached the limits of
qualitative, though not' perhaps Of quantitative, growth) unless it

-,

s. Final Report, op. cit., p. 7o.
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receivesi. arge-scale official support. Its future development depends,
that is; °Upon the imaginative but realistt recommendations of the.
Tokyo Conference being put into pi-acute.

John Cairns, Director of the 4dult Education Division of Unesco
at the time of the Tokyo Conference, has summarized his assessment
as follows:'

the Tokyo Conference set the stage for adult educgfion to
develop, to expand, and .to play a crucially important role in
the re-shaping of education and of society which is now taking
place. No-one present in Tokyo could, 'fail to be encouraged,
excited and stimulated. Similarly, no-one concerned with the
follow-up of the conference, with. the translation of ideas and

_recommendations into action, will have any illusions about the
difficulties. But the 'creative and positive characteristics of the
conference itself, the follow-up activities already under way in
many countries and, in particular the remarkable support to
adult educators manifested by ;Member StateS in the seven-
teenth session of the Gymeral Conference of Unesco (October
and November 1972) give solid grounds for optimism.'

That summary is an accurate evaluation of the tone of the Tokyo
Conference and of the subsequerit debate at the seventeenth session of
the General Conference of Unesc.o in,I972, but the pregnant phrase
is !no one .. will have any Illusions out Ihe The
difficulties are immense. If they are to be ov positive measures
have to be taken primarily by.goVeriunents but also y adult educators
and those_ public spirited men and women who voluntarily devote some
of their time to adult'educational causes.

In the first place, the dull image of adult education has to be
refurbished. In a speech, given in 1937 thelafe Rkhard Livingstone
explained 'Why for him education,gags and falters'. It Avas. 2

because one's heart does not normally leap up at the thought of
it---and I do not think we shall ever get any forward movement
in this country until more people's hearts do leap at the thought
of education.

It is true that the hearts of most people still fail to leap tip at the thought
of education but at least they have few doubts about the material value
of the certificates and awards. conferred by the formal educational
system. earts' rnitstbegiirto leap just a little when they behold adult
education, for only then will the providing agencies be sure of the
backing of a. public constituency of political substance. At present,
politicians can see themselves winning precious, few votes by standing, ,

on an adult education platform:. For, this therc.an scarcely be blamed,

I. J. C. Cairns, 'The Lessons of Tokyo*Prospects, Vol. III, No. 1, Spring 1973,
p. 122.

2. B. S. Hutchinson (ed.), Aims and Action in Adult Education, p. 34, London; 1972.
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since their main concern isjto reflect public opinion, not to mould it.
They cannot be expected to shout down, obstinate parents whofido not
give a fig for their own education but insist that their children must
have the best primary or secondary education available. It is significant
that the few leading politicians in the world Who zealously crusade
on behalf of edult'education are mostly to be fotrnd in countries where
'nation- building' is the immediate goal of education and where they
can count upon mass support for educational canipaigns alma- at
overcoming, visible social problems. Politicians in general will'acclaim
adult educationlonly when there is a vociferous deman&for it.

It is easy to state that adult education should be a comprehensive
nation-wide service articulated with the educational system and sO
flexibly structured and financed as to minister to a multiplicity of
adult' learning needs.. But this vision-cannot be attained-without adopt-
ing policy options related to the social philosophy of each State and
without comprehensive and !careful planning. Unlike the Montreal
Conferenceand this in j6elf was a significant fact---7the Tokyo
Conference devoted time both in its plenary sessions and in one of its
two commissions to the important topic of planningNevertheless,
in the final address at the conference; Rene Maheu felt: constrained
to, say: "

Among the questions which the Conference has perhaps not
had time to go into sufficiently is that pf planning. The problem
of the priority which you would like to see given to adult edu-
cation cannot be solved unless such education is integrated

togeneral planning. So long as it remains on the fringe or, to put
it another way, continues to be the responsibility of different
ministries, the problem of adult education in the context of
life-long education as you have defined it will remain undi-
minished, and I think it is vital to submit' to closer analysis the
conditions determining the meaning to be attributed to the
words 'policy', 'plan' and 'programme'. To this end, adult
education must first of all be recognized as a field with which, tile
authorities respo ible for the general planning of national
development must concern themselves.

No matter how intrinsically splendid adult educationon may be and
however &Cat itsipotential as an instrument of ecoi oinic. and social
development, it cannot prosper in the absence of unstinting public
support. This means that its value has to be as evident to ministers,

. government officials and taxpayers as it is to the leading spokesmen
for the professional field. At a meeting of the Unesco Out-of-Shool
Committee held after the Tokyo Conference, this point was well taken:

In the same connexion, the Committee felt that, without belittling

1. Final Report, op. cit., p. 78..'
2. Unesco doc. Ed.. 73/Conf. 501/3, p. 5.
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the importance and value of meetings-.of adult education experts,
priority should for the future be given, to activities directed
towards those/who were not already convinced supporters of the
principles of adult education. ,

To a considerable degree, winning public support on the requisite scale
entails formulating the aims and functions of adult educ%tion in
terms analagous with proposals for national investment and commit-
ment in other spheres.

-,-Theoretically, it is possible to conceive of adult education -expand -
ing quite separately from the regular system and, indeed, in practice
certain branches of adult education, such as education within employ.,
ment, are` growing spontaneously even without any prompting by or
intervention from the public authorities. But both financial and peda-
gogical factors dictate that the two elements should be fused to i
greater or Jesser extent. x From the standpOintr of public financing
alone, it is simply not feasible to devote large sums of money to adult °
education at a time when, in most countries, the over-all expenditure
on eduCation must be kePt constant or cut back. The solution lies
rather in the re-allocation of existing resources and in more efficient
and intensive use of existing plant, and personnel.

The concepts of lifelong and recurrent education as- yet repre.sent
little more than an ideal but there seems little doubt that many govern-
ments are com,mitted, however haltingly, to facing up to the opera-

'r tional implications of trying to make educational opportunities
available on a recurrent basis, especially with respect to occupational
training. One of the key implications of recurrent education strategy

-is that the regular system must be re-structured to take into account
the particular areas of knowledge and the particular skint thatc an
best be acquired not at one stage in a long, uninte upte pre -work
period but via an alternation of school and work experleri s. Thus,
it will no longer be necessary to keep pushing back the schoo -leaving
age, especia y those many countries where the national resources
are quite inadequate to finance, universal secondary education, let
alone primary schooling for all. On the contrary, it will become attrac-
tive to maintain school-leaving ages at present levels and to introduce

°schemes for alternating education. and work.
Lc:dicing to the near future it is naive to-antici4ate the advent of

-Systems of mass adult education which will enable-any adult to satisfy
a learning need whenever he wishes. Indeed, any attempt to introduce
a mass system might prove to be self-defeating. -Adequate human,
physical and financial resources would be lacking and practical action

i. It is significant that the distinguished American adult educationist, Professor
C. 0. Houle, has given his recently published book, which aims to provide
'a unique and workable system'- for adult education practice, the ale of
The Design of Education, op. cit.
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would be constantly deferred, while unavailing efforts were made
to reconcile irreconcilable interests and to set up a model adminis-
trative structure simultaneously comprehensive, effective and flexible:
The pursuit of a mass system might dins result ,in waste and ineffi-
ciency since everything cannot be done at Once. What is the ahem-
tive ? It is to prescribe a hierarchy of priorities. Throughout the present
study, it has been argued, echoing the dominant theme of the Tokyo
Conference, that the first priority must be to assist the educationally
underprivileged: In many countries, the pursuit of that priority will
absorb most-of the available resources fdr the ,foreseeable future: For
other countries with greater resources, the choice of further priorities
will depend upon national traditions and currpt social, economic
and cultural pressAs.

'In future years the Lear ing needs of adtflts are bound to increase
rapidly not only in quvity but disc) in variety. because of the twofold
effect of the rapid rate 4%P.ehich the wCirldpopulation is expanding and
the increasing complexity-of life. If adult education facilities continue
to expand at the same rate as over the, as fifteen years, gratifying
though that rate has been, then the gap 'between needs and fulfilment
will steadily widen. In order to reduce the gap the present facilities
will have to be multiplied many times over and firmly co-ordinated.

The most serious concern about the future of adult education is
that it will be subordinated mare and more to the exigencies of econo-
mic productivity. Activities leading to enhanced occupational skills
will receive every. encouragement whereas other activities may -be

.neglected.1 This danger is most likelY,to be averted if lifelong edu-
cation becomes a formally accepted means, towards continuing
personal development as well as updating occupational knowledge
and skills. If the hypothesis is accepted that further education during

.adult years is good for the individual and crucial for society, efforts
must be Made to strengthen the interaction between education and
the formal educational system. The main functions of adult education
might then be reOrded as (a) to give adults a second chance to obtain
qualifications missed during childhoOd and youth; (b) to provide
non-certificated courses for those interested in broadening their minds;
(c) to promote self-development thr.ough increasing self-knowledge;
(d) to update or provide essential occupational expertise; (e) to

1. cf. OCIPE, op. cit., p. z8: 'Failing a world-wide vision of education at commu-
nity level, supported by appropriate means of fulfilling it, it is to be feared that
the adaptation of people 'to the working of the econqmic system will take
precedence over adaptation of education to people. The need of continuing
vocational educ ti n is not in doubt. What is questioned is the tendency,
already widespre d among member countries, of putting the accent on fitting
people into the existing pattern of production and consumption, and neglect-
ing the demands of personal and social development, including the demand to
have the opportunkty of influencing the evolution of society.'
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orientate adults towards lying personal and cc frimUnal problems and
,

new ways of doing this s; (f) to promot com unity action.
The ultimate al which subsumes all,th- aspirations of progres-

sive thinking 'A t adult education is that o a 'learning society' in
which knowle ge will be Continuous' reap raised, expanded and
universally isseminated. Lie -ring will begin at school and continue
through t adulthood. Social ins itutions at every le'Vel will be orga-
nized o educate. Economic organi ions will be as much concerned
to ncourage learning as to raise productivity. A futuristic vision,
ertainlyan ancient vision, toobut one worth_holding constantly ,

in view. I

*
, '12

.Z. j
For some time since the Second World War optimistk stateme4ts

have regularly been made to the effect that adult eduetion is at last
about to feach its:millennium. For example: 4,

I am inclined to thin't that educato living about a hundred-
years from now vim( charactrise th latter_ part of the loth

4'century as the period in which ad t educationin hundreds :
of different wayscame of age and increasingly influenced and
changed the old ways of teaching. ,.

Immediately after the' Montreal Conf rencethe late A. S. Hely
wrote a commemorative volume which has sinice' become deservedly
well known and which has been refe ed to in preceding chapters.
Hely set the scene of the Montreal C erence in a historical persRec-
tive and assessed the world-wide star of adult education in 196o. He
too, was heartened by the current trends which he identified and took
a rosy view of future prospects. It seemed to him that adult education ,
was ascending an upward path.

°Although many an adult educator , toiling away in an isolated
community' may feel frustrated by his /own apparently slow progress,
there can be no ques-tion that adult education as a whole has progressed
since Hely recorded his optimistic assessment. There is more awareness
in political circles of its economic and social value; its functions have
been enlarged in operational practice; in almost every country there
has been remarkaBle growt in he volume of participation; in some
respects there iias been a paralielqualitativeimprovement. The ques-
tion is: Will adult education prosper in the aftermath of the Tokyo
Conference ?

The answer may well hinge upon the way governments and inter-
.

-national organizations finally respond to the recommendations made '
at the conference. When the conference began, many a del,' ate was
heard to predict that it would be.the last gathering of its 141. By the
time the closing session had been reached delegates were so stimulated,
by the lively discussioni that had taken place and the constructive

..,

1. J. Novrup, in F. Jessup (ed.), Adult Education' owards Social and Political 'Re-
sponsibility, p. 16:417, Hamburg, 1953.
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proposals that had been put _forward that they unanimously resolved
that anothei international co rence shout be held not in ten years'
time but after a much short7 nteriude. The Tokyo Conference pre-.

sented governments and Un o itself with. a peAuasive blueprint
for -.energetic action: The cone to proposals for expanding and diver-
sifying adult education servic4i}vill be-costlyfor most countries but not
rohibititely so and, arguablkthecost will be handsomely r couped

rom. the ensuing economic, sOpal and cultural benefits.
In the past, policy-make0 neglected adult, educatio because it

seemed a low public priority the voices of its spokesmen sounded
llesitant and discqrdant. The :Final Report of the okyo' Conference sets

'forth compelling reasons why'in the future adu t education should be
raised to the 'Same status as Primary, seconda and university edti-
cation and gives clear guidance as to how that el ation can be achiev-
ed. If in.practice adult education 'continues to su er from neglect and
the prophecies ,of its more sanguine ,supporters re not borne out, it
will be because the Tokyo recommendationsiave been quietly buried.
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